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welcome

We are proud to offer a wide range of technologies to assist people with
disabilities to lead more independent lives. We are specialists in augmentative
and alternative communication (AAC) solutions and alternative ways to access
a computer.

Our excellent educational products include cutting-edge technologies, and low
tech materials too, helping teachers to engage every student.

We are South Africa's experts on eye tracking technology - one of the most
important advances in assistive technology in decades, allowing people with no
other movement to participate & communicate.

We endeavour to find the right solution for every individual, every time, and we
look forward to working with you.

Tel: 0860 888 121
Fax: 086 262 9750

info@inclusivesolutions.co.za
www.inclusivesolutions.co.za
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Assistive Technology / AAC Clinics

general

In schools where we have conducted our
regular Clinics, we see real, tangible results.

Talk to us about how your school could
benefit from a regular visit from an
experienced Assistive Technology Advisor.

We're proud of this image. It shows two
learners with complex physical disabilities,

using eye tracking technology to
participate in their classroom - answering

questions, chatting with friends, and
contributing meaningfully despite their

challenges.

Budget Brainstorm

If you have an Assistive Devices budget to spend, we can help to ensure that you buy the best products for your
needs. Our experienced team are trained to understand your needs, and match those with the most appropriate
technology options.

Will the products you select really benefit those it is intended for?
Are all the products you select compatible with each other?
Is there a more cost-effective option available?
Who will train you to use the devices?
How do you assess the needs of patients or learners?

We can help!

Visit us to see devices yourself and
meet with an Advisor, or give us a call!

Learners are more included
Teachers are more confident
Therapists make better device choices
Team goals & collaboration improves
Technology is better implemented in lessons

Tenders Information

This National Tender is to benefit the following
government departments:

Department of Defence / Military Health
Nationwide

Department of Health
Eastern Cape
KZN
Limpopo
North West
Western Cape
Mpumalanga

Department of Education
Gauteng
KZN
Limpopo
Northern Cape

This Speech Therapy Assistive
Devices Tender is to benefit the
Gauteng government hospitals.

Please contact us for Tender Price Lists and a guide to the products available.
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Making your choices easier!

LSEN Foundation Phase Pack

starter packs

Our Starter Packs are a collection of our favourite resources, to
make it easier for you to achieve what you need to.
We believe in providing solutions - not just products - so each pack is
carefully chosen to include items that work together, meet a number
of different needs, and offer great value.
All items are also available individually. See the reference page number
alongside every item if you'd like to read more about it!

This collection is a practical mix of resources to support learners with special needs. It covers numeracy and literacy,
colours & shapes, reading & writing support tools, early computer skills and concentration improvement aids. It
includes:

1 x myBoard Lowercase Keyboard - colour keys and child-friendly font for easier identification and location (A) pg 78
1 x Big Track Rollerball - large roller mouse with colour-coded left and right mouse buttons (B) pg 82
1 x Pencil Grips Selection - Mixed pack of 12 of out most popular writing grips (C) pg 173
1 x Phonics Mats Set for indoor or outdoor use - contains 73 pieces! (D) pg 152
1 x Number Tiles Set for indoor or outdoor use - contains numbers 0 - 50 (E) pg 156
1 x Squidgy Sparkle Lowercase 26 letters (F) pg 123
1 x Squidgy Sparkle Numbers 0 - 20 (G) pg 123
1 x Squidgy Sparkle Shapes - 12 shapes in assorted colours (H) pg 123
1 x Light Panel for use with the Squidgy Sparkles, tracing, transparent objects and more. Rectangular A3 Size (I) pg 123
5 x Pop Up Concentration Desk Barriers (J) pg 178
1 x Time Timer 30cm (K) pg 178
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Low Tech Communication / Classroom Display Pack

Early Awareness Cause & Effect Pack

Sensory Resources Starter Pack

starter packs

Ideal for easily displaying your learning theme in a
neat, organised and accessible method. The firm
display boards are easy to move around a class and
also provide a basic communication strategy that is
straightforward to use right away.

The pack includes the software required to make as
many resources as you need, with 1000's of pictures &
symbols. Also includes:

1 x Matrix Maker (A) pg 55
1 x Velcro Coins (Hook & Loop) 25m each (B) pg 77
1 x Waist Apron Display Board (C) pg 75
1 x Portable Choice Display Board (D) pg 74
1 x Bi-Fold Communication Folder (E) pg 74
1 x Fabric Picture Schedule Vertical,

Set of 5 Multi-colour strips (F) pg 72

This collection of resources are all accessible using a
normal switch. As well as a gorgeous, soft, singing
elephant toy, the switch adapted Vibrating Tube gives
deep stimulation for people who may need a strong
stimulus in order to learn that pressing a switch creates
an effect. The adapted Aroma fan blows a gentle
breeze with the scent of one of the essential oils when
the switch is pressed. The Jelly Bean switch is provided
with four different colour switch tops in case there is a
favourite, or one that is easier to see, or to help
children differentiate between activities. The BIGmack
is a single message communication device.

1 x Vibrating Tube (A) pg 126
1 x Switch adapted Aroma Fan (B) pg 130
1 x Essential Oils Therapeutic - Pack of 4 Oils(C) pg 130
1 x Flappy Elephant Switch Toy (D) pg 103
1 x Jelly Bean Twist Switch (E) pg 88
1 x BIGmack Communicator (F) pg 67

1 x Fibre Optic Fountain (A) pg 144
1 x Glow Cube 30cm (B) pg 120
1 x Squidgy Sparkle Shapes (C) pg 123
1 x Mini UV Torch (D) pg 145
1 x Jelly Bean Twist Switch (E) pg 88

2 x Knitted Glow Tactile Balls (F)
3 x UV Glow Soft Fabric Scarves (G) pg 144
1 x Switch Adapted Aroma Fan (H) pg 130
1 x Essential Oils Therapeutic Pack (H) pg 130
1 x Vibrating Plush Pillow - Switch Adapted (I) pg 126
1 x Snoezelen Music CD (J) pg 129
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Packs on pg
139 - 145



Early Years First Computer Skills Pack

Venturer Eye

Dyslexia Support Starter Pack

starter packs

With all you need to provide supportive and
engaging first computer skills to little ones. The
keyboard has lower case colourful letters to help
children locate and recognise the keys; and the Tiny
mouse fits into small hands.

Typing and mouse skills software teaches correct
finger positions and click, drag, etc. through a series
of excellent games and activities, as well as
computer parts, with printable worksheets and
teacher resources too.

1 x myBoard Lowercase Keyboard (A) pg 78
1 x Tiny Mouse (B) pg 81
1 x Nessy Fingers First Typing Skills (C) pg 163
1 x Mouse Skills (D) pg 163
1 x Percy's Computer Club (E) pg 163

Selected to make reading easier, more discreet and more supportive, this pack can be used in schools and will
reduce the need to hire a 'reader' during exams. Please refer to full product details for more information on these
items.
1 x Venturer EliteWin 11.6" 2-in-1 Laptop (A) pg 9
1 x Claro Read Plus (B) pg 176
1 x Qfrency SA Text-to-speech Voice - local language (C) pg 52
1 x Easi-Headphones (D) pg 179

With everything you need to get going with an eye
tracking system, for communication, early skills & more,
these carefully selected products are chosen by our
experienced team to really meet your needs.

It includes:

1 x Eye tracker and holding plate (A) pg 22
1 x Venturer 12" 2-in-1 Laptop /Tablet (B) pg 9
1 x Grid 3 Communication Software (C) pg 53
1 x Tablet Holder & Mounting Plate (D) pg 48
1 x Bluetooth speaker (E) pg 12
1 x Powerbank & USB Hub (F)
1 x Wireless keyboard (G) pg 80

Ideal for either adults or children who require an eye
tracker to access the computer, due to complex
physical disability.

Full details of this pack are provided on pg 19.

1 x Mouse (E) pg 12
1 x Visual Stress Reading Rulers Pack of 10 (F) pg 173
1 x Microspeak Recording Device (G) pg 175
1 x Laptop Bag (H) pg 12
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Exclusively brought to you by Inclusive
Solutions, this is an affordable, quality

range of tablets, notebooks and
flexible 2-in-1 laptops.

Unbeatable value, and offering both
Windows and Android devices, these

are an excellent educational tool,
and are compatible with all our

assistive technologies.

BravoWin 10S

10,1" 1280 x 800 Pixels. Multiple Positions: Tablet, Laptop, Presentation & Display Mode
Windows 10 Home
Intel ® AtomTM, Quad-Core Processor Z8300 (1.44GHz up to 1.84GHz)
4GB RAM & 64GB Flash or 2GB RAM & 32GB Flash
Detachable, Adjustable angle, With Integrated Track Pad

Multi point Capacitive Touch Screen & Automatic Display Orientation Sensor

Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, Bluetooth 4.0
MicroSD slot (max. capacity 64GB card), Micro USB, USB 3.0, Headphone, Mini HDMI

Up to 6 Hours

~260 x 165 x 11 mm (WxDxH) tablet only ~260 x 172 x 26 mm (WxDxH) with keyboard
590g tablet only, 1021g with keyboard

Speakers & Microphone

2MP + 2MP Front & Rear

With a detachable keyboard, this compact laptop easily converts into a
touch screen tablet. Use with the keyboard for typing or simply remove it
from the dock and use it as a fully functional touch screen tablet.

With flexible display modes, the screen can be used in a variety of
positions, for easy access to the screen, or with the keys safely out of the
way.

Ideal for younger users due to its small size and weight.
Offering excellent value, it is ideal for students or people
on a budget.

The laptop has a solid feel and a robust build.
Accessories such as additional Bluetooth speakers,
a protective case and more are available - see pg 12.

computers, tablets & accessories

Includes Word Mobile,
Excel Mobile,

PowerPoint Mobile
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EliteWin 11S
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computers, tablets & accessories

PrimePro 12

With a leather-feel folding cover-stand this is a smart and
impressive device, offering both laptop and tablet modes.
With its large screen size, it is perfect for presentations, all
day work or schooling, and people who require a larger
viewing area.

With a full Windows operating system, all your favourite
software titles are compatible &
the full HD screen provides a
crystal clear picture.

11,6" 1366 x 768 Pixels. Multiple Positions: Tablet, Laptop, Presentation & Display Mode
Windows 10 Home
Intel ® AtomTM, Quad-Core Processor Z8300 (1.44GHz up to 1.84GHz)
4GB RAM & 96GB (32GB Flash Internal + 64GB MicroSD Card)
Detachable, Adjustable angle, With Integrated Track Pad

Multi point Capacitive Touch Screen & Automatic Display Orientation Sensor

Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, Bluetooth 4.0
MicroSD slot (max. capacity 64GB card), Micro USB, USB 3.0, Headphone, Mini HDMI

Up to 6 Hours

~300 x 185 x 11 mm (WxDxH) tablet only ~300 x 192 x 26 mm (WxDxH) with keyboard
770g tablet only, 1350g with keyboard

Speakers & Microphone

2MP + 2MP Front & Rear

With its stylish design, and luxurious soft touch
feel, the EliteWin is the ideal choice for those
looking for the flexibility of a tablet and laptop
combined. It is a lightweight device that easily
fits into a schoolbag or work satchel, offering
quality, reliability and durability for work or play
every day.

With a detachable keyboard, this compact
laptop easily converts into a touch screen tablet.
Use with the keyboard for typing or remove it
from the dock and use it as a fully functional
touch screen tablet.

With flexible display modes, it can be used in a
variety of positions, for easy access to the screen
or with the keys safely out of the way.

12,2" 1920 x 1080 Pixel Full HD Screen. Multiple Positions: Tablet & Laptop Mode
Windows 10 Home
Intel ® AtomTM, Quad-Core Processor Z8350 (1.44GHz up to 1.92GHz)
4GB RAM & 64GB Flash or 2GB RAM & 32GB Flash
Detachable Smart Travel Keyboard with Folding Cover-Stand & Integrated Track Pad

Multi point Capacitive Touch Screen

Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, Bluetooth 4.0
MicroSD slot (max. capacity 64GB card), Micro USB, USB 3.0, Headphone, Mini HDMI

Up to 6 Hours

~300 x 206 x 12mm (WxDxH) tablet only ~300 x 213 x 25 mm (WxDxH) with keyboard
907g tablet only, 1500g with keyboard

Speakers & Microphone

2MP + 2MP Front & Rear
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Saturn 10 Pro
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This tablet includes a keyboard,
making it one of the best value
Android laptops around. It is ideal
for use in the classroom, or for work.

The detachable keyboard and
flexible design mean you can use it
in many positions: Tablet mode,
Laptop mode, Presentation Mode
& Display Mode.

Android tablets benefit from access to
over 3 million apps on the Goole Play
store - many free apps are available
for education and productivity, fun
and learning.

MS Office Suite apps can be
downloaded for free (including Word,
Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook and
OneNote) - making it hard to beat
the value offered by this device.

With integrated Bluetooth and a USB port, our Android
tablets are also compatible with many of our assistive
access devices for inclusive classroom use, such as the
Blue2 switch (page 86), and almost all of our alternative
mice and keyboards (page 78 - 85)!

For an excellent range of accessbile learning and fun
apps, see ChooseIt! Maker 3 (page 148) and
HelpKidzLearn (page 149).

10,1" 1280 x 800 Pixels (Saturn 10 model) or 11.6" 1366 x 768 Pixels (Jupiter 11 Model)
Android 6.0 Marshmallow
Quad-Core (Up to 1.3GHz)
1GB RAM & 32GB Flash
Detachable, Adjustable angle, With Integrated Track Pad

Multi point Capacitive Touch Screen & Automatic Display Orientation Sensor

Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, Bluetooth 4.0
Standard USB, Micro USB, MicroSD slot, USB 2, Headphone, Mini HDMI

Up to 6 Hours

260 x 174 x 28.4mm (WxDxH) with keyboard or 300 x 144 x 28.4mm (WxDxH)
975g with keyboard or 1330g with keyboard

Speakers & Microphone

2MP + 2MP Front & Rear

computers, tablets & accessories
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This is the bigger brother of the Saturn 10. With an 11.6"
touch screen, it is a professional option which provides
additional screen space. Better viewing for movies and
more space for your work, this is a flexible, affordable
laptop with all you need for browsing, emailing, photos,
school work and more.



Laptops
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Printers

Laminating Machine

Laptops are an excellent resource for running our
many software titles, and provide learners and
teachers with direct access to
learning materials in a
convenient, portable and
affordable way.

Details and specifications on
our current models are
available on request.

Laminators are a user-friendly, essential tool for
protecting your teaching and AAC materials. Covering
your pages in permanent plastic layer makes them
more resilient to handling, tearing and moisture. Able to
process pages up to A3 size depending on model.

Details and specifications on
our current models are
available on request.

Create learning materials, or AAC communication
resources with a colour printer. Also can be used to allow
learners using alternative writing tools to print their work
for submission.

Details and
specifications
on our current
models are
available on
request.

All-In-One Computer

Monitors

Our range of monitors offer bright, clear viewing in a
variety of different screen sizes. Useful to extend or
mirror the display of your laptop / tablet, and with a
removable foot, they
are easy to mount for
better positioning.

Details and specifications
on our current models are
available on request.

Interactive Whiteboard

Memory / Micro SD Cards

A memory card can be inserted into your tablet or
laptop to create additional storage space. Useful for
storing photos, communication interfaces, and
backing up learning resources. Please check
compatibility with your device's memory card slot.

Details and specifications on
our current models are
available on request.

Enhance your teaching with an LCD touch screen
interactive board. Control the whiteboard from other
PC's and assistive devices in the class - great for inclusion!

Write on the screen with your finger or a pen
Touch the screen to navigate through documents,
videos, presentations, or websites
Make notes, draw shapes, move, scale, or rotate
images with a finger touch
Save and share your work
Create video or audio files to teach an application or a
lecture to be posted
Record instructions as video files and post the materials
for review by student
Conduct quizzes and capture feedback on the display

Details and specifications on our current models are available
on request.

computers, tablets & accessories

This model features a large screen with
an integrated computer, making it a
neat and compact way to offer a
bigger viewing area.
Options include: touch or
non-touch screen; VESA
mounting ability; processor
speed and screen size (17"
- 22"). Includes a mouse
and keyboard.

Details and specifications on
our current models are
available on request.

Add a Guillotine
for easy cutting
and trimming

laminated pages!
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Windows 10 Microsoft Office

Available in a variety
of sizes to fit your
device, a bag
provides protection
and is easy to carry.
Please specify the
size of laptop / tablet.

Image shows bag for
11.6" & 12.2" devices,
ideal for our Venturer
range.

Home and Student 2016 includes full versions of Word,
Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote, for one PC. Office 365
Subscriptions also available and enables 5 devices
including iPad, Android, or Windows, plus 5 phones.

Fully installed versions of
Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
Outlook, and OneNote, plus
Publisher and Access for PC
only. Cancel anytime.
Compatible with Windows 7
or later and Mac OS X 10.10.
All languages included.

Windows 10 is a personal operating system for your PC.
With faster start-up and a familiar yet expanded Start
menu, it is compatible with many Assistive Devices and
educational software. A tried and trusted platform on
which to run your chosen applications.

USB Hubs

Enables multiple USB devices, to connect to your tablet
or PC. Your device should be USB compatible. These are
Mac and PC compatible, as well as Android tablets with
a USB port. We offer non-powered and powered hubs.
Powered hubs are able to deliver more power to
accessories when needed. Details and specifications on
our current models are available on request.

Laptop / Tablet Bags

Don't miss these Computer & Tablet Resources in other sections...!

Bluetooth Speaker

This compact speaker has a soft touch feel and
excellent quality sound. Ideal to boost the sound of
your iPad or tablet. It wakes from sleep
quickly and attaches to a
lanyard, backpack, laptop
bag, belt loop etc. It has a
built-in microphone which
automatically pauses and
resumes music play for hands-
free calls, offers up to 6 hours
of playback time, and
connects wirelessly via
Bluetooth. Link with more units
for an even bigger sound.
Dimensions 5,5 x 5 x 4,8cm

Bluetooth Mouse

The Logitech M535 Blue can be used with virtually any
Bluetooth enabled computer or tablet. Connects to
Mac, Windows, Chrome OS and Android. Compact,
portable design: Slips easily
into your bag or pocket for
use anytime, anywhere.
Navigation button and tilt
wheel for smarter control
and easier navigation.
Comfortable curved shape
with rubber grips keeps your
hand feeling comfortable,
even after long hours of use.
Smooth, precise control on
just about any surface.
AA battery included.

computers, tablets & accessories

USB 3.0
4-Port Powered

USB 2.0
4-Port
Non-powered
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The Big Grips is a protective case for your iPad, made from soft foam. It is big, squishy, easy to grab, comfortable to
hold and provides plenty of cushioning just in case - everything parents and teachers need from a safe cover for kids.
The optional stand offers different positions for comfortable use.

Non-toxic: Lead, latex, phthalate and
PVC free
Frame and stand available separately
Available in Blue, Green, Black & Red

Dimensions: Frame 24 x 29.4 x 3.8cm;
Stand 14 x 32.2 x 7cm
For iPad 2, 3, 4, Air, Air 2 - please specify.

Big Grips Frame & Stand

Travel more and worry less with the incredibly versatile
carry bag for the Big Grips Frame. The Hipster makes your
iPad even more portable, and you know it is safe in the
popular Big Grips Frame. It also includes a Double flap
Velcro handle for easily attaching the Big Grips Hipster to
things like car headrests.

With pockets for accessories
A shoulder strap and a rubber base for added grip
Big Grips Hipster requires a Big Grips iPad Frame

Big Grips Hipster

A slimmer version of the Big Grips Frame, for those who love the original squishy feel, but
need a little less protection. The optional matching stand provides two angles for

comfortable and secure use.

Easy access to all ports and camera
Non-toxic: Lead, latex, phthalate and PVC free

Frame and stand available separately
Available in Blue, Green & Black
Dimensions: 29.2 x 23.2 x 2.1cm

For iPad 2, 3, 4, Air, Air 2 - please specify
iPad not included

Big Grips Slim

Big Grips Lift

The Tweener is a protective case for all versions of the iPad Mini,
made from soft foam. Just like the famous Big Grips, it is big,
squishy, easy to grab, comfortable to hold, and provides plenty of
cushioning just in case. You'll love the look and feel of this fun,
versatile cover. Use the wedge stand for two secure positions:
upright or angled for typing.
Non-toxic: Lead, latex, phthalate and PVC free

Big Grips Tweener for iPad Mini

13

computers, tablets & accessories

The Big Grips Lift is an easy-to-carry, super protective case for your iPad. It has a comfortable handle and
integrated strap loops. With almost 2.5cm of foam cushion protecting the sides and corners of the iPad, you
won't have to worry if it takes a tumble.

Easy access to all ports and camera
Non-toxic: Lead, latex, phthalate and PVC free
Available in Blue, Green & Black
Dimensions: Frame 28.6 x 24.4 x 3.3cm; Stand 32.3 x 7 x 14cm
For iPad Air or Air 2 - please specify
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Cooper Dynamo Case
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Otterbox Defender Case Plus Sense Rugged Case with Strap

This is a high quality, rugged case, ideal for devices
being used as a communication aid. A classroom
friendly solution for protecting and using an iPad, it
provides strong and colourful protection and includes
a child friendly carry handle which doubles as a two
position stand, and a shoulder strap. The first anti-
microbial case, it prevents bacteria growth and
degrading of the product with non-toxic silver ions in
the plastic, protecting from microbes for up to 10 years.

The integrated shield doubles as
a stand for typing or viewing.

For iPad 2, 3, 4, Air, Air 2 or Mini. Please specify.
Easy to mount on an arm for best position and
accessibility

Cooper Grabster Case

Highly durable iPad case,
for chaos and hazard
protection, ideal for
children! Provides a soft
cushion and non-toxic
foamy material. Very easy
to clean and wash.
Dedicated one-piece
design with cut-outs for all
ports, buttons and cameras.

Available in Pink or Blue for iPad
Mini 1, 2, 3, 4; iPad 2, 3, 4; iPad Air
1, Air 2. Please specify. For iPad Mini 1,2,3,4, Air 1, Air 2, 9.7 2017

or Pro 10.5. In Purple, Blue, Pink, Green,
Orange or Black

Cooper Trooper Case

Griffin Survivor Case

This popular case is designed to
offer ultimate protection. The
shatter-resistant frame is
wrapped in absorbing silicone,
sealing your device away from
dirt, sand, moisture and
vibrations.

The included stand clips on and
then folds open for landscape
viewing.

For iPad 2, 3, 4, Air, Air 2, Mini
Please specify.
Can mount on an arm for
best position and access

This case is made of non-
toxic, easy to wash silicon
that can be easily
removed to clean.
Features a lightweight
adjustable kickstand.
Comes with a
detachable shoulder
strap which can also be
used in the car.

For iPad Pro, Air, Air 2, iPad 5, 4, 3, 2 and iPad Mini
4, 3, 2. Please specify. Available in Blue or Pink

Universal design to fit
most 9,7"- 10.4" tablets.
Available in Pink, Blue,
Black or Camo. Please
specify.

Universal design to fit
most 9,7"- 10.4" tablets.
Available in Pink, Blue,
Black or Camo. Please
specify.

Cooper Magic Folio

Non-toxic EVA foam
case protects against
falls. Integrated handle
and stand for quick
positioning. Correct
cutouts reveal all
buttons, ports and
cameras. Raised bezel
around screen edge
gives extra protection.
Thin plastic screen
protector defends
against scratches drool.

This is a stylish case
with a detachable,
adjustable shoulder
strap for use in
portrait or landscape
mode.
Stretchy elastic claws
hold your tablet in
place. Elastic hand
strap. Stands at 3
angles. Faux leather
finish for soft texture.

Universal design to fit most 7-8" or
9-10.1"or 12" tablets. Available in
Black, Red or Blue. Please specify.

Universal design to fit most 7-8" or
9-10.1"or 12" tablets. Available in
Black, Red or Blue. Please specify.

This super rugged, three
layer protection for your
device includes a textured
silicone case wrapped in a
polycarbonate cover, with
a foam interior. Totally
protected from knocks
and scratches.

computers, tablets & accessories
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There are many ways to position your tablet or iPad to
ensure it is secure and within good reach of the user. See

some of our options on pg 44



iAdapter Mini 2 Case iAdapter 5 Case
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GoNow Case | Rugged GoNow Case | Cover Stand | Shoulder Strap

Protection for your iPad Mini, this lightweight, portable
and innovative case has rubberised corners and a
handle to help protect your device from damage. The
iAdapter Mini is also an amplifier, with dual speakers
that delivers clean, crisp sound that can be heard
even in the noisiest environment.

Includes 2 ports for optional switch access &
Buetooth switch connectivity
Rechargeable battery
Removable stand & handle
Enhanced Bluetooth sound quality
Keyguard compatible
Wheelchair, table or bed mountable
Camera ports for both front and rear cameras
For iPad Mini ,2, 3 and 4 (order Mini 4)
Skins available to personalise your colour!

The Rugged GoNow Case has rubber edging on the top and
bottom, plus a moulded rubber pad in the interior. This
increases shock absorption and provides a more secure
handle grip.

Channels sound to the front for loud communication use
Fold-out feet add a slight elevation when lying flat — ideal for
typing
Optional Cover Stand and easy-clip Shoulder Strap available
For iPad 2, 3, 4, Air, Air 2, Mini – please specify

The silver, ergonomically designed
GoNow Case has a sleek built-in
handle making it easier to carry your
iPad or iPad Mini. The solid plastic
casing keeps your iPad safe from
bumps and knocks and channels and
redirects the sound to the front,
making it twice as loud.
No charging required
Front switch accesses the magnetic
lock/unlock feature
Easy access to all iPad features,
including volume and headphone jack
For iPad 2/3/4 or Mini – please specify

The Shoulder Strap fits with all GoNow
Cases for iPad and iPad Mini. The
durable clip-locks open and close
easily. The length can be adjusted to fit
all users regardless of height.

GoNow Sleek is available in 7 colours!

The reversible Cover Stand is both an adjustable
stand and durable cover to protect the iPad’s glass
screen in transport and storage. The stand snaps
onto the back of the GoNow Case. Pull out the stand
and adjust the viewing angle. Or snap it onto the
front to completely cover the screen. Compatible
with GoNow Case for iPads 2, 3 and 4 but not Mini.

The iAdapter protects your iPad from damage and
everyday usage with rubber on all sides. It has dual
amplified speakers to enhance the sound quality
and volume of the iPad - important so the user can
be heard in a noisy environment. A unique slide
cover hides the iPad Home button to keep the user
from accidentally leaving the current application.

Includes 2 ports for optional switch access
Shoulder strap clips to any of the four corners
Handle detaches or folds out of the way
Wheelchair, table or bed mountable
Approx. 10 hours of battery usage (case)
Enhanced Bluetooth sound quality
For iPad 2, 3, 4, Air, Air 2 - please specify
Skins available to personalise your colour!

computers, tablets & accessories
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APPlicator for iPad

J-Pad Joystick for iPad

APPlicator is the only switch interface providing access
to both (switch accessible) Apps and Music in one
device. Pair the APPlicator with your iPad by selecting it
in the Bluetooth menu. Connect any wired switches to
one or more of the APPlicator's four, programmable,
switch inputs. Using the built-in display, select the
function of each switch from the choice of 13 keyboard
functions, 8 media functions and one OS function. For
data entry press the virtual keyboard button to deploy
the on-screen keyboard. Works with iPad®, iPad® mini,
iPod® (3rd generation and later), iPhone® (iOS 5.0
onwards)

A unique joystick interface providing comprehensive
access to all iPad functions. Use switch adapted Apps
in iOS7 or 8 or later and enjoy switch access to music,
media, photographs and video. Optional touch
sensitive buttons to launch and close Apps. Works with
iPad 2/3/4, iPad Mini, iPad Air, iPod Touch 3rd and 4th
generations, iPhone 3GS, 4 and later. Connects via
Bluetooth. Charges via USB. Up to two wired switches
can also be connected to perform desired actions.

iControl for iPad

SimplyWorks for iPad

Turn battery toys and other powered appliances on and
off wirelessly using the free iClick app on your iPad. Simply
plug your favourite adapted toy or other battery-
operated appliance into iControl and control it from your
iPad. With timer, latching and on/off functions there are
many ways to use this for teaching and fun & turn taking.
The app has many features to make the learning
environment fun and effective. For example, choose the
colour of each switch or optionally replace the switch
with a photograph taken using iPad's built in camera or
chosen from the device’s existing photo
gallery. The app can also be scanned
using iOS Switch Control by users
who can’t use the touch screen.

Allows SimplyWorks devices (colourful lowercase
keyboard, joystick, trackerball or switches) to be used
with iPad, for joystick scanning, wireless keyboard access,
and access to switch adapted apps using wireless
switches. Works with iOS 7 or 8 or later, providing access
to music, media, videos, photos and includes 24 pre-
programmed functions which the SimplyWorks
switch can perform when activated. Access
devices available separately.
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All Ages
Adults and children, people of any eye colour,
with glasses or contact lenses, even people who only have
one eye - can all use eye tracking.
People who find it more comfortable
Not only an option for people who have no other
movement options, eye control is frequently used
because it is faster and more comfortable than other
methods.
Activities designed for all levels
It is also suitable for people with complex learning
difficulties. Special activities meet the user's needs &
provide amazing learning opportunities. From
entertainment to visual therapy or communication - all
are possible even with no understanding of 'eye control'
as a concept.

Complex vision can be supported
People with visual difficulties, including Cortical Visual
Impairment, hemianopia, nystagmus or very limited ocular
movement abilities can also usually use eye tracking.
Success lies in working with experienced assessors and
the right content... and nobody does that better than us!

Control
Users can gain total control of the computer, whether
for early intervention activities, communication, or full
Windows access.
Insight
Provides valuable information on where somebody is looking
on the screen, easily identifying areas of interest, or areas
of neglect. Engage in a conversation about an image, and
observe how the person's eyes follow your prompts.
Environment Control & Home Automation
Eye control is one way to control appliances in your room -
from heaters and TV's to Sensory/Snoezelen Room items.
It offers a powerful cause-and-effect learning experience;
as a person looks at a choice on a screen, real effects can
be triggered around the room.
Therapy & Stimulation
An exciting aspect of eye control technology is visual
therapy. Several games are available to exercise the eyes,
develop searching skills, work on fixation ability, and much
more.

We're the most experienced
team in the country with years
of experience! We can advise
you on all aspects of product
choice AND how to really
implement it successfully!

Eye control technology opens up the world for people who
would otherwise be unable to do anything. Using their eyes

to control a computer screen, people can type, browse
the Internet, paint, make music, play games,

communicate, send e-mail, work, control appliances
around the home - or anything else they want to do.

eye control technology
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what you'll need

People may need software for communication,
or helps them develop eye movement skills;
others want software for leisure or stimulation.
Many titles offer a free trial
period so do take a look!

Correct positioning is essential for successful use of
any assistive technology. Mounting arms can be
placed onto a bed rail, a desk, a rolling floor-stand
or onto your wheelchair.
We offer a 'Virtual Mounting Service' - just send us
a few pictures and we'll provide a virtual image of a
bespoke solution that's perfect for you.

Everybody's eyes are unique, so the best way to
choose an eye tracker is to try a few, and see
which works best with your eyes.
You'll usually notice that one feels best for you.
That's why we offer a range of devices and
recommend you try more than one.

If you'd like a portable solution, you may want to
choose a tablet. A laptop also offers a portable
solution and can simply rest on a table or
wheelchair tray.
Some people prefer a bigger screen and don't
require portability, spending most time in one
location, so an All-In-One computer or a large
monitor are good options.
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As South Africa's most experienced eye tracking
team, we've created a product that truly meets
the needs of our clients. It includes everything you
need to achieve independent eye control, at a
price that we believe is the best value around.
With a choice of eye trackers, you can be assured
that we will help you find the right solution.

Powerful & great value, this is
our Venturer PrimePro Windows
Tablet with a 12.2" Full HD Touch
Screen, 4GB RAM, 128GB
Storage, with Windows 10.
Full details on pg 9.

For easy communication, emailing, browsing, full
Windows and computer control, ready-made phrase
libraries, word prediction, environment control* and SO
much more. For literate text users, or symbol users, adults
and children just starting out with interaction.
See pg 53 for more about what Grid 3 can do for you.

*Optional Environment control requires an
additional transmitter. See pg 34.

Used to attach
the tablet onto
your chosen
mounting arm.

For extra volume
so you can be
heard in noisy
places, listen to
music or watch

videos

A battery pack and
4 port USB hub so
your device can
last even longer
while you're on

the move

Secures the eye
tracker to the tablet
holder so it is safe and

easy to position
perfectly

Useful for carers to
easily edit, assist or
collaborate on the
device without

needing to remove
the tablet from

holder

With a smart matt finish, the
tablet holder protects your
device and allows easy
mounting on an arm of your
choice, for accurate
positioning. See options on
pg 48.

Everybody's eyes are different! That's why we offer you
a choice of a Tobii PCEye Mini, a myGaze Assistive or
EyeTech TM5 Mini eye tracker. You can try all three and
see which feels most accurate & comfortable for you.

See pages 22 - 26
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is the most powerful communication device on the market,
from Smartbox. With its flexible choice of access methods, it is a
particularly good choice for schools and assessment centres, resource
centres and hospitals, as it can meet the needs of a wide range of users
with ease. The adjustable stand allows you to achieve a comfortable
angle for every user.

This all-in-one AAC device is designed for people with complex access
needs, and will work with any alternative access method. From touch
and switch, to pointing devices and eye gaze – Power Pad’s integrated
access features have everything you need in one portable solution. It
has an integrated mount for the SmartNav Head Mouse, and is
keyguard compatible for people who use touch to access the screen.

The latest TM5 Mini Eye Tracker is built into the unit, making it robust, and
removing any additional wires between the eye tracker camera and
the computer. This is more convenient to transport, more secure and a
offers a stylish, sleek design. The TM5 Mini is a powerful eye tracker,
capable of tracking people with involuntary movement, with a high
degree of accuracy.

The Power Pad comes with our best
selling Grid 3 software (more on pg
53) which offers a full suite of
communication tools. Every device
can be personalised to suit your
communication needs. It includes
learning games, on-screen keyboards,
ready-made word lists, & phrase lists,
social media access, computer
control, environment control - and all
of this in both English or Afrikaans, as
well as French, Spanish, Italian too!

Symbol support is provided for people
who are not literate, or who have
emerging literacy. Word prediction is
offered with symbols to assist users to
select the right word - a very powerful
support for new writers.
Communication is possible through
symbol interfaces at a variety of levels
- fewer symbols for simple pages and
more complex symbol pages which
even provide verb morphology as you
write.

Optional accessories include a
comfortable back pack for easy
transportation, as well as a
Bluetooth mouse and keyboard.
This is useful for teachers, partners
or carers to quickly edit a grid,
navigate the computer if
assistance is required etc. If the
device will be moving between
venues, a safe case is a valuable
protective addition. A mounting
plate is included.

35.5 x 26.6 x 7cm
3.5kg
13.3” 1920 x 1080p Full HD with Gorilla Glass ®
2MP Front and 5MP Rear Camera
Variable Angle Stand for optimum position
Windows 10 Pro Intel® CoreTM i5-6200U Skylake processor,
3MB, 2.1GHz up to 2.7 GHz
SSD SATA III, 128GB Hard Drive
8GB DDR3 Memory / RAM
15 Hours Battery wtih typical Use, 9 hours with eye tracking
Dual band Wireless (11ac/abgn), Bluetooth 4.0 LE
GEWA Progammable IR, Easywave RF/
Z-Wave Environment control
45 - 75cm
(Width x height x distance)
(31.5 X 22.5 X 35cm)
48 Hz
2 x 3.5mm Switch ports, 3.5mm Headphone / Mic combo
port, Touch screen, Radio switch Input, Magnetic Smartnav
Mount, Keyguard Compatible, 2 x USB 2.0 ports, Radio
switch receiver (RF)
Dark & Bright, Binocular or Single
3 Years
RehAdapt compatible Mounting Plate included

With an Intel Core i5 processor and 15 hour battery, it
provides communication all day. A hot swappable
battery means you can even extend the battery
life if necessary.
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The I-Series+ boasts two powerful
3W speakers, built into the base.
These face your Communication
partners and ensure that even in
a noisy environment, like a mall
or a classroom, your voice will
be heard.

Featuring the most advanced Bluetooth technology, you
can pair a phone with the device to make calls and send
SMS's. Front and back facing cameras allow you to make
Skype calls, and take your own photos. With built in WiFi
and Infrared control, you can surf the web and control
many appliances in your environment.

The I-Series offers a unique 'Wake on Gaze' feature
allowing you to independently put the device to sleep,
then re-start it yourself without the assistance of a carer.
The I-Series+ also includes TobiiDynavox Care*, which
offers additional service commitments during your
warranty, such as accidental damage protection.

devices are the absolute luxury, top of the
range eye tracking systems. With the eye tracker built into
the screen, they are the strongest, simplest systems to use.

Available in a 12" or 15" size, these devices include all you
could want in a communication device: a Gorilla glass,
auto-rotating touch-screen makes them safe to use for
touch access as well as eye tracking - really handy for
carers - and a valuable tool for multi-access-method users
too.

is outstanding software offering
interactive communication pages at a variety of levels.
Whether for an emerging symbol user, or an advanced,
literate user, Communicator 5 includes a range of
excellent interfaces. Pages can be completely
customised to suit the visual preferences (such as high
contrast for poor vision), button size requirements (for
low accuracy) and functional needs of each user.

s an extensive range of symbol and text-
based interfaces which saves carers time in developing
these themselves and provides a valuable springboard
to success.

Compass is excellent for adults whose speech and
understanding have been impacted by an event such
as a stroke or brain injury. It is also suitable for early
communicators who need to grow language and
literacy skills. See Page 59

12.1" Model: 30.7 x 27.4 x 10.5cm
15" Model: 36.9 x 32.6 x 11.2cm
12.1": 2.8kg / 15": 3.8kg
Gorilla Glass 10 Point Multi Touch
1 Analogue Microphone
1 x HDMI 1.3 Type A Connection
2 x USB 2.0, 1 x USB 3,0
2 x 3.5m Switch ports
1 x 3.5m Headphone Stereo Jack
GEWA Programmable Infrared
Environment Control Unit
45 - 85cm
(Width x height at distance)
35 x 30cm @65cm / 35 x 35cm @80cm
60 Hz
Dwell, Blink & Switch
Dark & Bright, Binocular or Single
3 years, with TobiiDynavox Care for
unlimited free accidental damage cover

The I-Series+ is also available without eye
tracking, for use as a large touch-screen
communication device - ideal for people with
poor fine motor control who need a sturdy,
rugged device. They can be used flat or
upright, and the integrated foot means they
can easily stand up on their own, for use on the
floor, in a restaurant, or wherever you want to
chat!
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is the tiniest eye tracker around, making
it neat, discreet and suitable for use on smaller screens.
It offers all the great benefits of the Tobii brand; high
quality eye tracking and range of features for optimum
independence.

The PCEye Mini early skills packages are ideal for use with
learning software and games; using simple 'point and click'
control with 'Gaze Point' you can engage with
educational and sensory games with ease.

PCEye Mini is compatible with Communicator 5 and Grid 3
for communication, both outstanding tools for speech
generation and computer access. With a range of voices
to choose from, you'll be chatting again in no time. See
page 53 & 56 for more info.

Whether you need basic control for early skills games, or full
control of your entire Windows environment, there is a
package to meet your needs. Information on each of the
titles included in these bundles is available in this section.

With the Windows Control bundle, built around Microsoft's
touch-based interface for Windows 8/10, all the necessary
gestures for swiping, zooming, typing, swapping between
apps etc. are provided, giving you the freedom to
interact with your device as you'd like to.

The PCEye Mini supports Tobii's Gaze Viewer (See page
31). This can be used to record, replay and analyse eye
movement data in a variety of simple, easy to
understand formats, including screen images, videos of
eye movement, gaze path
visualisations, and heat
maps showing areas of
attention. This is an
especially valuable
tool for remedial
teachers, therapists
or anybody wanting
to know more
about a person's
interests, vision and
eye movement
abilities.

The EyeMobile Mini is a sleek and stylish bracket that
securely houses your tablet and PCEye Mini eye tracker,
making it super easy to mount. This is ideal for people
wanting a robust, portable solution. The adjustable
frame can hold tablets from approximately 18 - 23cm
tall. The bracket is compatible with many of our
mounting arms for convenient and accurate
positioning. (Bracket & arms are a separate purchase.)
Tablet options available - talk to us about your needs.

17 x 1.8 x 1.3cm
59g
USB 2.0 or higher
Windows 7, 8, 8.1 and 10
1 GHz dual core
2GB RAM, 60MB video RAM with pixel
shader 2.0 or higher, 450MB free space
45 - 85cm
(Width x height at 80cm distance)
35 x 35cm
60 Hz
On-board, relieves PC of doing so
Dwell, Blink & Switch
Up to 19" optimal
Bright & Dark Pupil, Single or Binocular
2 years, Optional TD Care package for
1, 2 or 3 years unlimited damage / free
replacement cover.

Able to track more than 99% of
individuals, wearing glasses or
contacts, it supports multiple
user profiles and attaches to
your monitor or laptop with
magnetic strips, so it's easy to
move the tracker between
different users or locations.

The PCEye Mini can be used for simple interaction
activities and building skills, or for full Windows Control.
Choose the price and package that's right for you - see
below for options!

purchase.
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The EyeMobile Plus is a customised bracket to hold your
eye tracker and tablet safely, and it includes a
powerful integrated speaker so you'll always be heard!
Includes a plate compatible with our mounting
solutions, so it is easy to place perfectly, and also
includes two switch ports, a USB 2 and Micro USB 3 port.
It can hold any tablet 26.5 - 31cm W x 18.5 - 20.5 H x
0.8 - 1cm D. Bracket weighs 670g.

The PCEye Plus replaces a standard keyboard andmouse, allowing you to navigate and control your laptop or desktop
computer using only your eyes. These solutions empower you to create the most efficient computer interaction
available.

The PCEye Plus lets you surf the web, connect with friends
online, play games, Skype, turn on the lights or TV, and
even make spreadsheets and documents using only your
eyes. The "Access" product option includes the new PCEye
Plus eye tracker, the next generation Windows Control
software, which gives you access to everything others can
do with a mouse and keyboard, as well as the EyeR
dongle (including Virtual Remote software).

PCEye Plus is compatible with Communicator 5 for
communication - see pg 56. Word prediction is available in
English, Afrikaans, isiXhosa and isiZulu. With a range of
voices to choose from, you'll be chatting again in no time.
See page 52 for more info.

Whether you need basic control for early skills games, or full
control of your entire Windows environment, there is a
package to meet your needs. Information on each of the
titles included in these bundles is available in this section.
The EyeR infrared dongle can be added to these packs.

With the EyeR dongle, the
PCEye Plus can also control

your TV, Hifi, aircon or
almost any other Infrared

remote controlled
appliance in your
environment. The

included Virtual Remote
software allows you to

edit the on-screen
buttons - controlling your TV

with your eyes in a way that is
accessible for you!

32.2 x 2.2 x 1.38cm
280g
USB 2.0 or higher
Windows 7 64bit, 8.1 and 10
2 GHz dual core
4 GB RAM, 60MB video RAM, 450MB
free space
50 - 95cm
(Width x height at 90cm distance)
40 x 40cm
60 Hz
On-board, relieves PC of doing so
Dwell, Blink & Switch & Voice
Up to 27" optimal at 65cm from user
Bright & Dark Pupil, Single or Binocular
2 years. Optional TD Care package for
1, 2 or 3 years unlimited damage / free
replacement cover.

Able to track more than 99% of
individuals, wearing glasses or
contacts, it supports multiple user
profiles and attaches to your monitor
or laptop with magnetic strips, so it's
easy to move the tracker between
different users or locations.

purchase.
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Whether you'd like a large monitor or a small tablet, the
neat size of the TM5 makes it easy to mount onto most
devices. It is attached using a strong magnetic strip
which sticks on below your computer screen, or can be
screwed into a mounting plate for extra robustness.

is an accurate, reliable tracker which can
be used for introductory games, as well as full Windows
control. The TM5 is compatible with the Grid 3
communication software, so it is a great choice for
people who need an AAC (Augmentative & Alternative
Communication) solution.

The TM5 includes excellent software for users who want
full access to everything on their computer, for working,
writing, reading, browsing, music control etc. and it is
presented in a very user-friendly interface. It is also a
good choice for some people taking muscle relaxant
medication which may dilate their pupils.

The TM5 includes Quick Access software, which provides
all the Windows control options you could want, and most
people who are familiar with using Windows will find the
menus simple to navigate. Whilst it is easy to understand,
the software also provides many options, so you can really
customise your control to work as you want it to.

Colour-coded hot-spots located off-screen provide
convenient, discreet access to tools such as a quick re-
calibration to adjust your accuracy, file and window
management, independently adjusting the speed of your
clicking, and a self-facing camera view to check whether
your eyes are well positioned for best use. Just look off-
screen near the coloured hot spot and your toolbox will
appear.

Multiple coloured hot-spots
around the screen expand to
show eye control tools

25.4 x 2.6 x 3.2cm
210g
USB 2.0, Power draw 3-4W
Windows 7, 8, 8.1 and 10
40 - 75cm
(Width x height x depth)
31.5 x 22.5 x 35cm
48 Hz
On-board, relieves PC of doing so
Dwell, Blink & Switches
Up to 22"
Dark Pupil, Single or
Binocular

5

Great for use
with Grid 3 for

communication!
See pg 53
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The ALEA Intelligaze offers flexible licensing options.
For beginners, the 'Engage' version provides basic
cause & effect or early mouse movement games. If
the user progresses to using communication software,
the license can be upgraded to the 'Communicate'
version to allow control of Grid 3 communication
software - see pg 53. If full access to the entire
Windows desktop is required, you can upgrade to the
'Control' version. This provides an affordable way to
ensure that only the necessary tools are available.

The ALEA Intelligaze offers top quality eye tracking and
an impressive range of software options. It is suitable for
introductory games and is compatible with quality
communication software. A key feature distinguishing
the Intelligaze from other trackers is its flexible range of
software tools and licenses for people wanting to get
the most out of their system.

ALEA Intelligaze

25
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The Intelligaze software includes
an Operation Centre, where
advanced users can
independently calibrate,
browse through apps, change
settings like their 'dwell' (click
time) and check their
position relative to the tracker.
Application-aware menu's
optimise which on-screen tools
are presented to the user at any
time, making the experience
efficient, supportive and slick.

Excellent accuracy can
be achieved with the
automatic interactive
magnifier. By selecting
the direction of cursor
movement, you can
reach targets, at your
own pace, with pixel

precision when
you want to.

A 'safe mode' is
available to limit
which applications
are open to the
user. This provides
a degree of
independence for
the user to switch
between games &
communication,
but not to
navigate around
the computer, for
example.

The Intelligaze software includes
a keyboard which can speak

aloud what is typed, in a
synthesised voice of your

choice. This can provide an
economical way of achieving

speech output, if more
sophisticated communication

software is not required.
The user can create and edit a
phrase library for convenient

access to a personalised bank of
frequently used sentences.

No other eye tracker
includes this helpful
range of mini visual tests.
The Gaze Assistant tool
provides a series of tests
for insight into the visual
abilities of the user. Tests
include targeting skills,
fixation ability, field of
view, and blink speed,
which are compiled into report. These can assist when
designing communication interfaces, and knowing where
to place relevant targets.

28.5 x 4.4 x 3.8cm
280g
USB 2.0
Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or 10 (recommended)
Intel Core i3, Atom Cedarview or Higher
2GB RAM
50 - 75cm
(Width x height x depth at 62cm distance)
32 x 20 x 25cm
40 Hz
Hosted by PC. CPU Load < 5% on Core I5
Dwell, Switch & Blink
12" - 19" optimal
Dark Pupil, Single or Binocular
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The offers good quality eye
tracking and the ability to use a wide range of
educational or leisure software. It is ideal for introductory
games, visual assessment and therapy exercises. The
myGaze is also compatible with communication software,
so it is an excellent choice for people who need an AAC
(Augmentative & Alternative Communication) solution.

The myGaze offers simple mouse controls; left and double-
click, or drag. These are limited in order to assist some
users. For access to more advanced mouse controls such
as right-click, zoom/magnification, myGaze should be
paired with Grid 3.

Able to track most individuals, wearing glasses or contacts, it supports multiple user profiles and attaches to your monitor,
tablet or laptop with magnetic strips, so it's easy to move the tracker between different users or locations.

The myGaze includes Eye Mouse Play software - one of
the easiest eye tracking interfaces - which makes it really
simple for families or schools to get started, with minimal
training. Follow the three step set-up guide, then start!

With myGaze, you can play lots of your favourite software activities. The myGaze will follow your eye movements, so
any game that requires mouse movement can be controlled with your eyes. There are several great titles which offer
a learning roadmap, fun and games, or communication options - see page 27.

For learners who are not even
aware that their eyes can
control the computer, many
games can be played with the
useful 0 or 1 point calibrations.
When the user simply looks at
specially created software,
engaging responses happen
automatically. This creates a
sense of interest,
success and enjoyment and
encourages repeat interaction.

Once the learner is aware they they can control the
computer, basic mouse controls can be offered for
targeting and control
skills. When used with
Grid 3, the myGaze
becomes a powerful tool
for sophisticated
computer access at pixel
precision, and offers a
range of symbol or text
communication, plus
more games!

24 x 2.5 x 3.3cm
130g
USB 2.0. USB 3 supported in
Windows 8 or newer.
Windows 7, 8, 8.1 and 10
Recommended Intel i3 or AMD
A10. Minimum Intel Atom Baytrail /
similar
50 - 80cm
(Width x height at 60cm distance)
32 x 21cm
30 Hz
Hosted by PC
Dwell, Blink & Switch
10" - 22"
Dark Pupil. Binocular & Single Eye

Position: Use the intuitive 'glasses' guide to quickly
find the optimum positioning of the user.

Calibrate: An immediate one-point calibration
gives great accuracy for most users.

Go: Choose the mouse function (left click, double
click, drag or pause) and dwell settings you want
and you're ready to eye gaze.

1

An expert mode is included
for advanced calibration,
user profile and interaction
settings. The control panel
can optionally only appear
when needed, allowing for
a distraction free screen.

2

3

pg 27 pg 53 pg 29

pg 29 pg 149pg 27
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Look to Learn is the first of its kind. It includes 40 activities which have been created to provide a fun way to improve
access and choice making skills. Each activity develops a different skill, ranging from early cause and effect through to
accurate eye gaze control. The software has been created in consultation with teachers and therapists and provides
the tools needed for assessment, with a heat map image you can save after each activity, to document progress.

- Designed to teach cause and effect
- Encourages the user to engage with the whole screen
- Helps improve eye gaze accuracy
- Develops choice making skills
- Fine tunes eye gaze access.

This software is provided as a download with a license code supplied.

Look To Learn - Scenes & Sounds

Scenes and Sounds is an add-on
for Look To Learn, expanding your
range of activities with a further
26 games to develop skills and
have fun with!

It is designed for children and
adults, and focuses on interactive
scenes, music and sound as well
as eye gaze skills activities. As with
Look to Learn, each activity is
designed to develop a different
skill required for eye gaze access.

With customisable content and a
built in analysis tool, you will soon
discover the true potential of the
user.

when you buy
&

together!

Music you play
with your eyes

Chase away the ghosts
by looking at them

Wake up the happy singing
birds - or make them stop!

Launch a rocket, find
the stars and look out
for a cheeky alien.

Hurry and pop the
balloons before
they come back

Can you tell what is
making that noise?
Choose carefully!

Since eye control really just replaces the mouse and keyboard, you can use software with an eye tracker.
However, some titles have been specially adapted or designed for use with your eyes. Next time you play with
an eye-enabled piece of software, look out for some of these supportive features which make it easier to use...

Keeping the target size
similar across all areas of
the software, ensures that a
person will be able to select
those targets successfully.
A lot harder to do when
menus and buttons change
size all the time!

If an eye tracker knows that
the cursor is near to a target,
it can 'snap and stick' to the
target to assist the user to
click successfully. Eye-
enabled software tells the eye
tracker about the position of
its targets.

Some software provides
helpful feedback of your eye
position right in the centre of
whichever target you're
looking at, even if your
calibration isn't perfect and
the cursor should appear a
way off.

Eye-enabled software can tell
if you're looking towards the
bottom of a page, and
automatically scroll up for you!
You can also zoom in on
targets in order to increase
accuracy. Special interfaces
give you full control of your
computer.

27

eye control software

Look To Learn
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Inclusive EyeGaze Learning Curve
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eye control software

Assessment of eye movement
patterns, preferences and
discrimination skills.

Assessment of visual attention and
fixation skills. Activities designed to
provide immediate feedback and
success

Assessment of visual scanning skills
and using the cursor to explore the
screen.

Introduces the concept of
choosing from options and taking
turns to play a game

Helps to encourage purposeful
exploration of the screen and
develop dwell select and
dragging skills

Reinforces multiple target activities
in a no-fail way and provide an
opportunity to express preferences.

This introduces a cognitive or
decision making aspect to the
game with easy targets

This prepares for simple book
access and teaches scrolling
through options

All activities require choice
making, dwell click & dragging
skills. Prepares for using word or
symbol grids. Also teaches
categorisation ability.

These activities can be used with
anybody whose visual skills need
support on their first steps with eye
control. They provide a progression
from experiential and cause & effect
activities, to fixating and targeting.

Instant report
and record
keeping with
ability to print or
save data. Use
for your
assessment or
progress reports
and to set
meaningful
individual goals.Powerful, easy analysis tools including

video playback, heat maps and line
trace showing path of eye gaze
during activities.

All collections include customisable
activities to cater for specific target
skills, interests and motivations.

Options Analytics Reports

These games prepare eye control
users for communication. Games
teach about preferences, giving
commands, and expressing
opinions. Also develops the first
accuracy skills.

These activities help to develop
targeting and early choice making.
They can be played alone or with
friends to develop turn taking skills
needed for communication.

1 2 3
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Sensory EyeFX
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Eye Can Fly

- Explore cause & effect; only when they look, something
happens.

- Introduces skills like dwell and targeting. Begins to give an idea
that proximity to targets causes a response.

- The ability to dwell in certain areas is practiced here, developing control
and accuracy.

- Motivation is key to success and this fun level encourages movement over
the entire screen and have fun with their eyes.

- These activities support better understanding of the dwell function and require more precision.

Sensory EyeFX helps early eye control users to learn eye skills without risk of failure,
and without a requirement for precise calibration. These highly motivating and
enjoyable activities are an essential part of an assessment or eye gaze introduction
toolkit. This well designed collection of 30 graded, interactive games, is divided into
5 levels, working on the ability to dwell on an area, explore and look around the
screen, drag, following moving targets and more.
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Insight
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eye control software

Objective Learning Analytics for Students with Complex Needs

Core Skills Assessment

The first ever intelligent learning system to offer objective measurement of
the core skills essential for early learning.

Uses Intelligent Analytics, based on real data, designed to meet the needs
of students with complex physical, intellectual and sensory disabilities.

Ongoing assessment and analysis provides a true Insight into abilities – a
powerful tool for educators.

Progression Map

Specially designed activities arranged in a Progressive Road Map of skills
with small incremental steps to ensure success and motivation at each
learning stage.

Mapped to well-respected special education assessment and teaching
techniques plus the latest clinical theories.

A wide variety of new and exciting content to engage all learners.

Insight is the world's first intelligent learning system that provides
objective and detailed measurement and analysis of early vision and
cognition behaviours using eye gaze technology. Featuring engaging
small step progressive teaching activities delivered at the right level and
pace for each individual's unique learning style.

Insight Analysis

Detailed eye gaze analysis and interpretation of students’
behaviours.

Provides an invaluable insight into students’ strengths and areas
of difficulty to help inform all teaching practice.

Unique calibration and device independent scores to include all
learners.

Progress Tracking

Track performance in all learning goals to give a snapshot of overall
progress.

Evaluate performance over time.

Compare individual’s performance to that of similar peers across the
globe – a world first!

Intelligent Solutions

Intelligent suggestions are offered to guide activity choices based on
scores, skill progression plus eye gaze data from peer groups.

Activities are recommended across a range of learning goals to suit
individualised learning styles.

Reporting Apps

FREE iPad, iPhone and Android Reporting App provide real time
feedback on your students' progress.

Transforms your student performance data into simple, engaging,
and intuitive progression reports.

Requires an internet connection for online activities and progress
recording.
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Gaze Viewer
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With Gaze Viewer and a Tobii assistive technology eye tracker, you can observe where somebody looks on the screen,
and record that data from any application, such as the Internet, e-books, games, movies and more.

Gaze Viewer provides insight into the cognitive understanding, visual tracking and even visual acuity of a person. The
software generates simple reports for use in assessments, clinics, schools, reading comprehension tests, clinical
evaluations and much more. It is a simple tool for anyone wanting a better understanding of the user’s capabilities. It
is easy to use and only takes a few minutes to start generating helpful reports.

Save the data as single images or replay the
eye movement as a video, with heat maps and
gaze plots available to demonstrate where an
individual's visual attention was.

See what the user has seen, items looked at, the order
viewed as well as the areas that have been fixated on.
Everything is clearly presented with gaze plots and heat
maps superimposed on top of the application used for the
assessment.

View

Export the eye tracking data as single images or movies for
playback, with heat maps and gaze plots. Movies can be
saved with auditory cues, which can provide an extra level
of understanding.

Save

Tobii Gaze Viewer can be used to assess an individual’s
physical and cognitive understanding. It helps to answer
several questions like: Can the user see all of the screen?
Can they select a button? Do they recognise all items,
faces?

Assess

Use Tobii Gaze Viewer to understand, not only the end result
of an action, but also the process for getting there. Discover
what content is right for an individual user, if they are looking
at relevant information or following along while you are
reading.

Understand

With Tobii Gaze Viewer you get an unbiased, recorded
indication of an individual’s current abilities and skills as
well as how they are developing over time

Report

Record eye tracking data from any application

Gaze data only: Record real gaze data from any
application running on your computer. Whatever is
displayed on the screen, whether it is a video, an image,
software or a webpage, will be recorded with real gaze
data.

Gaze data with recorded sound: Record gaze data
together with auditory cues. This is very useful for
understanding the context of the recording. Is the user
listening and looking at what is being talked about? Do
they understand?

Live gaze tracking on screen

Record
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Tobii Dynavox Windows Control 2
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The second generation of Windows Control software is here!
Enables computer access on a Windows PC via eye gaze or
switch input. All settings and features are gaze enabled. This
means you have the ability to calibrate as well as change dwell
time, users, languages, input method and much more by yourself.

The calibration process has been redesigned and now features a
"pop the dot" calibration, which is even more engaging and fun.
During the process, you can look away from the screen and then
return and continue from where you stopped.

No assistance is needed, allowing you to take full control. Even
more settings make it possible for you to define your best
individual setup: early eye gaze users can increase the taskbar
width and reduce the number of tasks, which simplifies selection
enormously. Experienced users, can lower the dwell time or add
more buttons to the taskbar in order to increase efficiency and
speed. All adjustments can be done by yourself, which helps to
avoid frustration and reliance on others. This Windows Control can
not be installed alongside Classic Tobii Gaze Interaction Software.

Compatible with PCEye Mini, PCEye Plus, EyeR and EyeMobile.

Tobii Dynavox Gaze Interaction

Tobii Dynavox Gaze Point

The classic Tobii Gaze Interaction Software with Mouse Emulation
& Gaze Selection. For those with limited or no ability to use hands
or fingers to control a computer, this software in combination with
a Tobii eye tracker allows you to operate your computer using
your eyes, for access to everything others can do with a mouse
and keyboard! Ideal if you need access to other applications.

Mouse Emulation is one of the components in Classic Tobii Gaze
Interaction Software. It gives you full control of your mouse
pointer, just like you would do with a physical mouse input
device. You can left click, right click, double click, zoom, scroll
and much more. It is ideal for emergent (sensory) to advanced
Windows usage and for software that teaches the usage of eye
gaze.

Gaze Selection makes it possible to control your desktop, or any
other application, through a simple, two-step process that
reduces the risk of unwanted clicks. All you do is select the
desired task that you want to perform, like a double click. Then,
look at the desired area or icon on the screen where you want to
execute the task, as the extremely accurate zoom-to-target
takes place. Cannot be installed on a device with the Windows
Control 2 software.

Gaze Point is our entry level eye tracking software that
opens up the wonderful world of gaze interaction to
everyone. With Gaze Point, inexperienced users get a
simple way to learn how to use eye tracking and gaze
interaction. Combined with one of our Tobii eye trackers,
Gaze Point lets you move the mouse pointer and perform
left mouse clicks.

It also enables Gaze Region Interaction in Tobii Dynavox
communication software products Communicator and
Snap + Core First, without the need for a full Windows
Control license. As long as the app or software works with
a mouse cursor and an optional left mouse click, you can
use it with Gaze Point.

Within the gaze enabled settings
you can adjust the calibration,
the dwell time, the feedback
type, colour and size.

A very simple interface which the
user isn't even required to
interact with - just activate the
mouse for them to begin playing!

The simple control
window allows you
toggle on/off the:

,
,

, and access
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Beamz Software ii-Music
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Beamz Music Player Software works by interrupting any
of the 4 on-screen beams, to trigger an instrument
sound being played. This can be done using switches,
eye control or any other mouse alternative. Use Beamz
to teach cause and effect, directionality, sequencing,
fine and gross motor skills and more. Or, use it simply as
a creative leisure tool for people with difficulty playing
regular instruments. Eye tracker or switches are
available separately.

This is the Tobii edition
of the Beamz
software, adapted
for eye gaze &
improved access.
It does not include
the physical music
control device
(pictured on the left
below). This is
available separately
- see page 127.

A musical instrument designed to be played with your
eyes using an eye tracker, ii-Music includes a range of
high quality musical instruments and sound effects. It
gives you free reign to express yourself musically, in
real-time.

ii-Music uses cursor position and "dwell to click”
meaning that you can use it with almost any eye gaze
or head tracking system. No musical knowledge
required - all you need is a love of music.

ii-Music is compatible with The
Skoog - see page 127. Eye
tracker users can use the
software to collaborate with
friends who are able to use the
Skoog device. The software
enhances Skoog's performance
by changing notes or adding
effects on the go.
Includes the ability to record your performance, add
digital effects like fuzz, echo, phasor and reverb; has
adjustable notes & scales and has customisable user
settings and sensitivity to ensure that people of all
abilities can enjoy the groove!

Phonics for All
pg 54

Clicker 7 - pg 155

Grid 3 - pg 53

BoardMaker - pg 57

Communicator 5 - pg 56

HelpKidzLearn - pg 149

ChooseIt! Maker 3 - pg 148

Big Bang Pictures - pg 148
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How they work: BJoy Enabler Environment Controls
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BJoy

BJoy

Control USB

BJoy

Use your computer to control any home appliance or device, or Sensory Room items, using
the customisable Control USB remote. With its learning Infrared system, it can send signals to
your TV, aircon, Hifi etc via your computer using whichever access method is preferable
(voice control, eye tracking, switch access etc.) It is able to transmit both Infrared and Radio
Frequency signals, so it is a truly flexible interface. Radio frequency signals can operate
devices in another room, such as an alarm. With the appropriate accessories - see pg 35 - 36

for our BJ Enablers* - you are also able to control doors, lights,
beds, ceiling hoists, blinds, electrical appliances and alarms.

Control Pro

For people who need symbol support on their remote, or
switch access to all the functions, the Control Pro is a
powerful and flexible remote control. Even items which are
not usually remote controlled (like lamps) can be operated
using a special plug adapter (see pg 35 - 36 for BJ Enabler
options).

The Learning Infrared ability means that it can memorise
the codes of your usual TV, aircon, music system etc. and
send those signals for you, all with the touch of a switch. It
is able to send both Infrared and Radio frequency signals,
which means it can activate items in another room - not
just those within sight of the remote - useful for activating
an alarm for a carer in another room, or switching on lights
around the house.

Up to 15 keys, each with up to 8 possible functions,so
even multi-button DSTV remotes can be replicated.
Charge using a USB cable, Long life battery; Two scan
methods: simple, or by rows and columns; Custom
scanning speed; Macros with sequences of up to 9
consecutive actions; LED Visual feedback. Radio
Frequency: 433 MHz (ICM), IR Frequency: 38 kHz

Dimensions: 11,4 x 6,5 x 1,5 cm

+

+
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Control Button
BJoy

This is a big, robust environment controller. With six large buttons, and
the ability to send both Infrared or Radio-Frequency signals, it can be
programmed to control your TV, fan, heater, plug sockets or an alarm in
a different part of the house (when paired with a compatible unit).

It offers up to 10 programmable functions and is charged by micro-USB
cable to provide wire-free battery operated use. It also offers switch
ports for alternative access.

Radio Frequency: 433MHz (ICM),
Infrared Frequency: 38 kHz,
Number of switch inputs: 6,
Number of programmable
functions per button/switch: 2
Dimensions: 29 x 22 x 16cm

Large buttons can hold a
symbol or photo of the item
they operate, to prompt or
remind the user e.g TV

Control +

Easily control your household appliances and devices through your tablet or smartphone.
With its infrared learning system you will be able to control any infrared-enabled device
such as TV or HiFi, and with the appropriate accessories* you can also control other items
like lights, beds, electrical appliances and blinds.

This small interface box connects via Bluetooth to your Android or iOS tablet or smartphone,
and then transmits a remote control signal to your devices. Works with a free app from the
Google Play store for Android, or the Apple app store for iOS.

You can customise the layout, number of
buttons, functions and appearance of your
app. It can also perform macros so a number
of commands happen simultaneously, like
lights and TV off at the same time.

Bluetooth Low Energy.
Radio Frequency: 433 MHz (ICM).
Infrared Frequency: 39 kHz.
Size: 81 x 49 x 12 mm.
Compatible with BJLive! Enablers
Switch input & output 3.5 mm
Long life battery (3 weeks in
normal use). Charges via USB cable.

Control 6

This is a neat and easy way to simplify your environment control remotes. Ideal
for homes with automation devices in place (hoists, chair lifts, blinds, doors etc).
This remote can learn the Infrared signal from those devices and control them all
from one compact unit. It is also able to replace your usual TV remote and just
offer a few functions - ideal for people with learning difficulties or dementia.

The 6 key design ensures that the
interface is simple, yet provides
many flexible functions. Capable
of sending both Infrared and Radio
frequency signals, it can operate
everything from your TV, to an
alarm in another room. With the
appropriate accessories* you are
also able to control doors, lights,
beds, ceiling hoists, blinds, any
mains electrical appliances and
alarms.

Phone or tablet app

Pairs with the Control + to
send signals to your

Infrared appliances or BJ
Enabler receiver* (socket,

bed control etc.)

Each key controls up to two functions
Learning IR memorises the codes of your usual remote controls
and sends the signal for you. Easy to hang around the neck or
attach to wheelchair. Radio frequency: 433 MHz (ICM).
Infrared frequency: 38 kHz. Dimensions: 8,4 x 5,3 x 19cm

+

+

+

BJoy

BJoy
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Enabler+ Socket

Enabler Alarm is a plug and play device that allows
you to activate an alarm, using your computer with any
access method, or directly with a switch connected to
the socket, or via any Controller* from the range. For
anything other than direct switch activation, it will
require the purchase of an additional transmitter to
send the signal to the socket remotely. Choose from
three operating modes: ON/OFF, latched and
timed.

Enabler Alarm

Enabler Bed Enabler Electric Motor

BJoy

BJoy

BJoy

Since it receives both Infrared
and Radio frequency signals,
the Sockets can be distributed
around the house and can be
activated from another room
- useful for calling a carer from
another part of the house etc.
Can have up to 4 alarms in
one house and activate
together or separately.

Dimensions 10,5 x 5,3 x 4,6cm
Alarm is a beeping sound.

BJoy

BJoy

Now you can control your bed, even if you need to
use an alternative access device like an eye tracker!
Enabler Bed is a device that allows you to control the
up-down, head and feet movements of a motorised
bed remotely, using any of our Controllers* range.

The Enabler is easily installed between the motor of the
bed and its usual remote, which avoids overriding the
manual operation of the bed. Two different operating
modes available: press to move or 3
second pulse, where each press
will perform the adjustment for
3 seconds and then stop
automatically. RF system that
works through walls and other
obstacles. Available for
different bed models,
please contact us.
Supply voltage not needed.
Dimensions: 104 x 59 x 36 mm.
Radio Frequency: 433 MHz.
Default connector: 8-pin DIN.
Other options available.

Control up to 16 elements in your home. Easily installed
by a professional electrician, this box is compatible with
all 230V AC motors. It connects directly to the existing
motor of your electrical windows, blinds, doors and
allows them to be controlled by our range of BJ
Controllers*.

independence & environment control

Environment Control Starter Kit

This pack includes everything you need to easily control your environment using any alternative computer access
method, such as a switch, headmouse or eye tracker!

Using the software installed on the laptop, you can send signals to the socket devices, switching on or off your
appliance through the computer. Also enables control of infrared devices, such as your TV, or aircon.

Includes a 10" Venturer 2-in-1 laptop, a Control USB Infrared and Radio Frequency Transmitter, and 2 x Enabler Socket+
devices for appliance control. *Access device available separately.

Details on the
tablet on pg 8

Details on the
Control USB on pg 34

Details on the Enabler+
Sockets above

A plug that allows you to turn on/off your household
appliances, using your computer with any access method,
or directly with a switch connected to the socket, or via
any BJ Controller* from the range. Use it to control
electrical appliances like lights, heaters, fans, kitchen
appliances, stereo, etc. Can have up to 16 Enabler +
sockets in one environment (house / hospital etc).
With the switch output you can also activate switch
adapted toys or other appliances. Choose from three
operating modes: ON/OFF, latched and
timed. For anything other than direct
switch activation, it will require the
purchase of an additional
transmitter to send the signal
to the socket remotely.
Receives both Infrared and
Radio frequency signals, the
Sockets can be distributed
around the house and can
be activated from another
room - useful for switching on
lights or any other appliance
around the house independently.

BJoy
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Trigger an alarm in another room, by pressing any 3.5m
switch. This affordable and very useful set consists of a
wireless transmitter and alarm receiver. Your choice of
switch is connected to the transmitter which remotely
activates the alarm.

Suitable for any person with limited mobility, elderly
care, people with learning difficulties, or physical
disabilities such as spinal cord injuries, multiple sclerosis,
ALS / MND, neuromuscular disorders, Cerebral palsy,
Brain injuries etc. Switches available separately - see pg
86 for options.

USB-IRT Enviro Control ModuleZWave USB Transmitter

The USB-UIRT allows your PC to receive and transmit
Infrared signals - exactly like those used by remote
controls for most TV's, VCR's, Audio Systems, etc.

Plugged into a USB port on your PC, and combined
with software to create the accessible interfaces,
your computer can become a control hub, allowing
independent control of many devices, via switches,
eye control or any other alternative access method.
Separate software purchase required - see Grid 3 on
pg 53.

Plug this transmitter into any USB port on your PC* and it
can send control signals to ZWave compatible home
appliances (available from many home automation
suppliers). ZWave is an international standard in home
automation and appliances like certain light bulbs,
window openers etc. have ZWave capability built in.

The USB allows the user to independently control lamps,
fans or other mains powered appliance with an on/off
switch, through their PC, using any access method.

*Additional control software
such as Grid 3 is required to
provide an accessible
interface for the user, e.g.
switch or eye tracking
access - see pg 53.

Relax Infrared Remote

The Relax is an accessible infrared (IR) learning remote
with a modern design, which provides simplified control
of almost any IR device, such as your TV, radio etc.

With a light touch or with the use of one switch, an
individual can control up to eight functions on their
favorite IR device. With an adjustable scan rate, it is an
easy way to provide independent TV access to a
person able to use a switch and scanning.

Has an internal rechargeable battery, and a wall
charger with international plugs. Weight: 213g;
Dimensions: 18,c7 x 7,4 x 2,7cm

independence & environment control
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EasyWave USB EasyWave Hand 10

*Additional accessory
receivers are required.

EasyWave Alarm

*Additional
accessory
transmitter
required.

How they work: EasyWave Environment Controls

EasyWave Button EasyWave Necklace

With all the same benefits as the EasyWave Button,
this version may be worn on a lanyard around the
neck to ensure it is always within easy reach. Both the
Necklace and Button versions are available in a
version which offers a simple On/Off function, or a
Pulsed signal.

EW

EasyWave Socket

*Additional
accessory
transmitter
required.

Plug in any mains powered appliance,
and control on/off, or set the duration
for how long it should remain on. The

socket is switched on/off wirelessly
via the radio frequency control

transmitters above on
this page. Use for a
fan, heater, or any

other electrical
appliance that needs
to be switched on or

off at the mains.
For 2 pin

EU Shucko
plugs.

This alarm can be plugged into a
mains socket in another room and
allows a person using a PC-based
environmental control system to
trigger the audible alarm with a
flashing light, to alert a helper.

The alarm allows an
additional appliance to

be plugged into that
socket, however that

appliance is not
remote controlled.

For 2 pin
EU Shucko

plugs.

This simple button sends a signal to a receiver*, in
the same room or in another part of the house / hospital.
It could be used to switch on a light, if the lamp were
plugged into the receiver socket. Or it could trigger an
alarm receiver to call for assistance from another room.

It is also useful as a
backup to provide just
a call function at night
when the main PC-
based environmental
control system is not in
use.

*Additional accessory
receivers are required.

*Additional accessory
receivers are required.

*Additional accessory receivers
and Grid 3 are required.

This transmitter can send an On
/ Off signal to up to 5

appliances, connected to
compatible receivers*.

It can provide an override
ability for carers, to allow them

to operate the user's
environmental control system
on their behalf. This is useful if
the main PC-based system is
switched off, but the carer

would like to switch on/off a
light etc, via the transmitter
without affecting the user's

controls.

Plug this transmitter into any USB port on your PC
and it can send radio frequency signals to the
EasyWave range of environmental control sockets*.
Allows the user to independently
control lamps, fans or
any other mains
powered appliances
with an on/off switch.

Simply plug the fan/lamp etc
into the socket*, and the USB
will send an On/Off signal from
your computer.

EW

EW

EW EW

EW

EW EW
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All you need to know about how our Mounting works!
Your device will go into
a customised
cradle, or a
plate can
be attached
to the back.

adapters

arms

clamps

easy-off
base coupler

The plate needs an
adapter to connect
to the mounting arm.

Clamps can attach to a desk,
or round & square poles on your bed or
chair. Quick release bases are available

for easy removal from wheelchairs.

Adjusting the arm can be done
by simply bending a flexible

Gooseneck arm; twisting a knob,
or moving a lever. If you want to
prevent easily moving the arm, an
Allen Key option may be best!

QuickPack FloorStands
do not require a tool to
fold them up. Twist the
levers and the legs easily

fold together.

This UDS (Universal
Device Socket) can be

Allen Key adjusted, or have
1 or 2 QuickShift levers for

easy adjustment.

The Swivel Joint has
.

In Use - in front of the user
Exiting - swung to the side
Parked - swung backwards
alongside the user.

This makes it
easy to get in &
out of the chair
without removing
the arm completely!

39

mounting explained

plates

devices
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Monty 2 Wheelchair Arms
The length of these poles is ideal for mounting onto smaller chairs, such as children's wheelchairs.
Three Pre-defined Positions: In-use (device in front of user), Exiting (device swung
to the side) or Parked (device swung backwards alongside the user).
All made of Aircraft grade Aluminium

11.4000 11.4500 11.4600

Virtual Mounting Service
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mounting - wheelchair arms

We offer a free, no-obligation service to create customised mounting solutions for you. Simply follow the
steps below to receive a virtual image so you can get a realistic idea of what it would look like! We offer
mounting solutions for almost any device, no matter where you need it to be – from your bed or
wheelchair, to a desk, wall or floor. Our mounting products are robust, high quality, and more flexible than
any other solutions available!

Take about 5 photos of where you’d like your
device mounted. Try to get different angles so
we can see all the possible mounting options.

Give us the details: tell us about the device or
object you need to mount – size, weight etc.
and any details you have about your
wheelchair name, model number etc. and
provide images of those too.

Tell us any preferences or requirements about
where the device should be positioned.

Email your images to us, along with your name
and a contact telephone number…. easy!

Poles 40 + 30cm Poles 40 + 30cm Poles 50 + 50cm

40 - 60cm 40 - 60cm

2.5kg

0.96kg

2.5kg

1.18kg

Allen Key QuickShift Levers QuickShift Levers

50 - 90cm

Allen Key UDS QuickShift UDS Double QuickShift UDS

2.5kg

1.32kg

Customised to fit your chair. Plus Lever-Locked Easy Swing-Away / Remove Clamp

M3
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11.4700 11.472011.471111.471011.4701

11.2616 11.2916

Includes a sturdy S-bend pole, useful for adding height, & width around lap trays or arm
rests. Custom base connector for your wheelchair, & swing away or remove arm. Made
of aircraft grade Aluminium. Includes a UDS Double Clamp Device
Adapter for optimum positioning. QuickShift option for tool-free adjusting.

Extra strength & length, for use with an eye tracking
system. 3 pre-defined positions: In-use (device in front of
user), Exiting (device swung to the side) or Parked
(device swung backwards alongside the user). Includes
a UDS Double Clamp Device Adapter for optimum
positioning.

11.4721

66h x 23L bend
Pole 2: 40cm

76h x 30L bend
Pole 2: 40cm

86h x 30L bend
Pole 2: 40cm

55 - 130cm 68 - 208 cm

3kg

1.21kg

6kg

1.47kg

QuickShift Levers or Allen Key QuickShift Levers or Allen Key QuickShift Levers or
Allen Key

75 - 213 cm

6kg

1.52kg

Customised to fit your chair - specifications required

Poles: 30 + 50 + 50cm Double tube base (50
+ 40cm) + 50 + 40cm

50 - 90cm 50 - 90cm

3 - 5kg

1.8kg

6kg

2.5kg

QuickShift Levers QuickShift Levers

Customised to fit your chair. Plus Lever-Locked
Easy Swing-Away / Remove Clamp

M3

Allen Key UDS or
Double QuickShift UDS

Allen Key UDS or
Double QuickShift UDS

Allen Key UDS or
Double QuickShift UDS

Double
QuickShift UDS

Double
QuickShift UDS

Monty 3D Eye Control Arms

Monty 3D Curved Arms
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mounting - wheelchair arms

The length of these poles is ideal for mounting onto smaller
chairs, such as children's wheelchairs. Three pre-defined
positions: In-use (device in front of the user), Exiting (device
swung to the side) or Parked (device swung backwards
alongside the user).

Monty 3D Wheelchair Arms

M3

11.2516 11.2016

Allen Key UDS Double
QuickShift UDS

Poles: 20 + 50 + 40cm Poles: 20 + 50 + 40cm

50 - 80cm 50 - 80cm

3kg

1.7kg

3kg

1.7kg

Allen Key QuickShift Levers

Customised to fit your chair. Plus Lever-Locked
Easy Swing-Away / Remove Clamp

M3
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FloorStand Pentalock FloorStand Mini

17.1103 17.1101

17.141017.1400

105 - 175h
Poles 40 + 30cm

74 - 210cm

5kg

24kg

QuickShift Levers
Telescopic Pole

130h x 65w x 65L,
Poles 40 + 30cm

84 - 159 cm

5kg

23kg

Allen Key Levers

5 Lock Wheel casters,
65cm diameter

106h + Reach 30cm 106h + Reach 30cm
or Add-on 40cm pole

71 - 136cm 71 - 136cm or 176cm
with Add-on pole

1.5kg

6kg

2kg

6kg

QuickShift Levers
& Gooseneck

QuickShift Levers
& L3D Poles

50 x 50cm
Rolling Plate

50 x 50cm
Rolling Plate

M3 M3

17.2004
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mounting - floorstands

FloorStand Laptop Tray

If using an additional monitor with your
laptop, this is a convenient way to keep
the laptop near to the monitor and
provides easy portability for both.

Dimensions: 43 x 32cm

This tray attaches to the EcoLock, TeleLock or VarioLock
Floorstands on pg 43 and provides a place to hold your
laptop, notes or alternative access devices.

17.2001
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FloorStand Float Arms

FloorStand Lock Arms
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mounting - floorstands

Telescopic poles are gas spring assisted. QuickPack version* & Carry Bag available for easy travel.

95h x 77w x 79L
Poles 40 + 30cm

103-173h x 77w x 79L,
Poles 40 + 30cm

55 - 130cm 68 - 208 cm

17.1063 QP17.1052 QP
17.106117.105017.1055

17.1065
17.1066 QP

17.1073
17.1074 QP17.1070

10kg

6.5kg

2 - 6 kg

7.5kg

QuickShift Levers QuickShift Levers
Telescopic Pole

Wheel casters Wheel casters

110-180h x W
79-130w x 79L

75 - 213 cm

10kg

8.5kg

QuickShift Levers
Telescopic Pole

Wheel casters & Flexi Width

103h x 79w x 79L
Reach 67cm

113-183h x 79-130w x 79L,
Reach 67cm

85 - 120cm 98 - 206 cm

5kg

8.2kg

6 kg

9.4kg

Easy Swing Arm Easy Swing Arm
Telescopic Pole

Wheel casters Wheel casters & Flexi Width

113-183h x 79-130w x 79L,
Reach 67cm

98 - 206 cm

5kg

9kg

Easy Swing Arm
Telescopic Pole

Wheel casters & Flexi Width

M3

M3

Double QuickShift UDS

Double QuickShift UDS Double QuickShift UDS Double QuickShift UDS

Double QuickShift UDS Double QuickShift UDS
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Bed Mount

14.8002 UDS
14.8003 SLS

14.8053

12.1700 12.1730 & 12.1740 HD

Table Clamp One Hand Clamp
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mounting - multi purpose

ClampOnMount

Switches, iPads, Light-Medium
Communication Devices, Tablets

Light 3D SLS or UDS Adapters

Secured by mattress Super Clamp for poles or
surfaces 1- 5.5cm thick

Base 30 x 30cm

3 Pivot points & Flex arm
Device height 10-78cm

Aluminium &/ Gooseneck Brass

Light 3D SLS 1.5kg
or Heavy Duty version 2kg

Up to 60cm

iPads, Large Communication
Devices, Tablet, Monitor, Laptop

UDS DC Adapters

As above

2 Pivot Points, QuickShift levers
Tilt, Pan, Rotate, Diagonal

Aircraft grade brushed Aluminium

5kg

Upright to 30cm

Stands on Table or Floor

iPads, Large Communication
Devices, Tablet, Monitor, Laptop

UDS DC Adapters

As above

3 Pivot Points, QuickShift levers
Tilt, Pan, Rotate, Diagonal

Aircraft grade brushed Aluminium

2.5kg

Height 1 - 25cm / 18cm

Super Clamp for poles or
surfaces 1- 5.5cm thick

iPads, Large Communication
Devices, Tablet, Monitor, Laptop

UDS DC Adapters

As above

3 Pivot Points, 90° vertically and
360° horizontally

Aluminium

2 - 6kg or Heavy Duty
version 6 -13kg

Up to 57cm
Height 0 - 42cm

12.1760

12.1653

12.1650

Table Stand / UC

12.1602

12.1652

Table Stand XL / Go

iPads, Large Communication
Devices, Tablet, Monitor, Laptop

UDS DC Adapters

Stands on Table or Floor

As above

3 Pivot Points, QuickShift levers
Tilt, Pan, Rotate, Diagonal

Aircraft grade brushed Aluminium

7.5kg

Height 5 - 50cm

iPads, Large Communication
Devices, Tablet, Monitor, Laptop

UDS DC Adapters

Super Clamp for poles or surfaces
1- 5.5cm thick

As above

3 Pivot Points, QuickShift levers
Tilt, Pan, Rotate, Diagonal

Aircraft grade brushed Aluminium

5kg

Vertical Up to 75cm,
Horizontal up to 67cm

M3

M3

M3

M3M3M3

L3D
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Magic Arm

15.1000

Latitude Arm Hover Arm
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mounting - multi purpose

Switch Mounting Kit

Switches, iPads, Light-Medium
Communication Devices, Tablets

MagicArm Adapters

Super Clamp for poles or
surfaces 1- 5.5cm thick

Super Clamp for poles or
surfaces 1- 5.5cm thick

As above

3 Pivot Points, levers at each
Turn knob to secure all

Aluminium

2.3kg

Up to 52cm

Switches, iPads, Light-Medium
Communication Devices, Tablets

Universal Mounting Plate

As above

3 Pivot Points, levers at each
Telescoping Poles

Aluminium

3.2kg

Up to 51cm

Super Clamp for poles or
surfaces 1- 5.5cm thick

Switches

Universal Mounting Plate

As above

3 Pivot Points, locks at each

Aluminium

0.5kg

Up to 54cm

Super Clamp for poles or
surfaces 1- 5.5cm thick

Switches, iPads, Light-Medium
Communication Devices, Tablets

Universal Mounting Plate

As above

3 Pivot Points, levers at each

Ultra-light carbon fibre, 60% lighter
than Aluminium

2.3kg

Up to 61cm

Switch not included

14.5552

Lightweight Arm

14.5052

Light 3D Mini Arm

Switches & Light Communication
Devices

Light 3D/SLS Adapters

Mini Pole Clamp 1.3 - 3.5cm

As above

3 Pivot Points, levers at each

Aluminium

0.5kg

Up to 40cm

Switches & Light Communication
Devices

Includes 3 plates for most
popular switch sizes: Buddy

Button, Big Mac, Jelly Bean etc.

Mini Pole Clamp 1.3 - 3.5cm

As above

3 Pivot Points, levers at each

Aluminium

0.5kg

Up to 40cm

MA HO

L3D

LAT

Switches not included Switch not included

7000008710043000
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Gooseneck 50

12.1721

12.1722

Gooseneck 35 Wheelchair Headrest
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mounting - multi purpose

Light 3D Mounting Arms

Switches, Light Communication
Devices

Universal Mounting Plate

Super Clamp for poles or
surfaces 1- 5.5cm thick

Super Clamp for poles or
surfaces 1- 5.5cm thick

As above

Flexible Bending Arm

Brass

0.5kg

Up to 50cm

Switches, iPads, Light-Medium
Communication Devices, Tablets

Light 3D SLS or UDS Versions

As above

Flexible Bending Arm

Brass

1kg

Up to 35cm

Customised to fit your headrest
pole dimensions

G35

1 or 2 Switch Versions

Light 3D SLS

As above

2 Pivot Points, Allen Key or
QuickShift Tool Free Versions

Aluminium

1.5kg

Up to 30cm each

14.1070

Car Headrest

Lightweight tablet or iPad

UDS Plate

Car Headrest Pole Clamps

As above

1 Pivot Point, QuickShift Lever &
Quick Release Plate

Aluminium

1.25kg

10 -12cm

Switches & Light - Medium Communication Devices,
Tablets, iPads. *Please specify all options below

Light 3D SLS or UDS Plate Versions

Super Clamp for poles or surfaces 1- 5.5cm thick or
Customised Wheelchair base to fit your chair

As above

2 - 3 Pivot Points, depending on number of tubes. Allen
Key or QuickShift Tool Free Versions

Aluminium

1.25kg

1 Tube: 30cm or 2 Tube: 30 + 25cm or
3 Tube Wheelchair Clamp: 30 + 30 + 25cm or 3 Tube Table

Clamp: 30 + 20 + 25cm

G50

L3D

M3

L3D

L3D

M3

M3

14.1000
1 Switch

14.1050
1 Switch

14.2050
2 Switch

14.2000
2 Switch

14.3001
14.4002

14.4153
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Flexzi 3 for iPad

14.1174

01.1008

Flexzi 1 Arms Mini Clamp
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mounting - multi purpose

Switch Suction Mount

iPad 2, 3, 4 or Air or Air 2 or Mini
*Please specify all options

Velcro Connection to iPad Case

Super Clamp for poles or surfaces
1- 5.5cm thick or Stand Base

Super Clamp for poles or
surfaces 1- 5.5cm thick

Subject to iPad Model

Bendy Arm

Plastic Arm, EVA Foam Case in
Black, Green or Pink

1kg (iPad in Case)

Clamp base: 45cm or
Stand Base 25cm

Switches or Light-Medium
Communication Devices

Velcro or Universal Mounting
Plate Compatible version

As above

Bendy Arm

Plastic

The more upright, the more it can
hold. S: 2.5 - 3.2kg; M: 0.8 - 0.95kg;

L: 0.4 - 0.7kg

Small: 15cm or Medium:
30cm or Large 45cm

Desk Clamp up to 4.6cm deep, or
Grommet for drilled hole 5.1cm

wide and 4.4 deep

iPads, Large Communication
Devices, Tablet, Monitor, Laptop

Monitors with 75 x 75 or 100 x 100
VESA holes or 11- 15.6" Laptops

VESA 100 / 75

Weight:3 kg; 45 x 35x 12cm

3 Pivot Points
Tilt, Pan, Rotate

Plastic & Metal Combination

8.2kg

Horizontal up to 49cm,
Height up to 20cm

Small Tube Clamp for poles
1.3 - 3.5cm thick

Switches, Light Communication
Devices

Threaded Switch Plate or
Light 3D SLS Switch Adapters

As above

QuickShift Levers

Aluminium

0.5kg

0 - 5cm

80000081

Neo Flex Arm Laptop/ Monitor Arm

VESA for Monitors, Tray for
Laptops

Desk Clamp 2-10cm deep, or
Grommet for drilled hole up to

7cm wide, 9cm deep

Tilt, Swivel, Pan, Rotate, 85°
upward and downward tilt, and
360° rotation. Gas spring loaded

Aircraft grade Aluminium

1.5 - 4kg

Height 5 - 50cm

Switches, Light Communication
Devices

Switch not included

Includes a Universal
Mounting Plate

2 Suction Cups stick to most
smooth, clean surfaces

As above

2 Pivot Points

Plastic

0.9kg

15cm

L3D
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Suction Mount & Adjustable Cradle
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mounting - plates & cradles

Cradle for iPad 2, 3, 4, Air 2, Pro 9.7" Cradle for iPad Pro 12.9"

Table top Suction Mounts provide a quick and secure
way to mount your iPad / 10" tablet, without removing it
from its protective case. Dual suction cups adhere firmly
to most clean, flat, smooth surfaces. The mount holds
your device in
either portrait or
landscape
orientation and
provides access
to all controls
and jacks.
For iPad Air, Air 2,
Pro 9.7" or 4 in a
protective case.

This cradle allows you to attach your iPad Pro 12.9" to
our Light 3D or Monty Arms. Providing full access to all
ports, your device will be secure and easy to position for
optimum reach and visibility. Made of sleek, brushed or
black aluminium, the arms are attractive and robust -
perfect for
protecting your
valuable device.

Tablet Holder Fit 10" / 11" / 12"

These cradles connect to our Light 3D, Gooseneck 35
or Monty Arms. Providing full access to all ports, your
device will be secure and easy to position for optimum
reach and visibility. iPad Mini size also available.

Adjustable iPad Cradle
This adjustable cradle holds your iPad or 10" tablet in its
protective case, and attaches it to our Light 3D or
Monty 3D Arms. Maximum width of device and case:
20.47cm; Length range of device and case: 21.59cm
to 26.03cm; Maximum depth of device and case:
2.79cm. iPad Mini version also available.

16.1180 10" 16.1195 7" 70000080

Suction Cradle for iPads
Table top Suction Mounts provide a quick and
secure way to mount your iPad wherever you are.
Dual suction cups adhere firmly to
most clean, flat, smooth surfaces.
The mount holds your device in
either portrait or landscape
orientation and provides access
to all controls and jacks.

Two versions: For iPad Air, Air 2 or
for iPad 4, 3, 2, 1.
Maximum weight capacity 0.9kg

iAdapter Plate
This plate attaches to your iAdapter and connects it
to our Light 3D or Monty arms for easy access and
optimal visibility.

700400804 & 70000102

Cradle for iPad 4, 3, 2, 1

700400904

14.1500, 14.1545, 16.1133,
16.1171, 15.1024-30 16.1188

16.1141 14.1503

G35

L3D M3

L3D M3L3D M3

L3D M3

G50LAT MA

MA

HO

With a smart matt design, and screw closures, your
tablet is safe from tampering or removal from the

cradle. With a range of spacers included,
you can customise the fit
for most 10.75 - 12" tablets,
including in a protective
case. The soft felt interior of
the cradle protects your
tablet from scratches. Use
with Light 3D, Monty Arms,
VESA or AMPS connections.

L3D M3MA

This secure cradle for the
iPad 1,2, 3 or 4 is compatible
with our Latitude, Gooseneck
50, MagicArm and Hover
Arms.

It includes a Universal
Mounting Plate for attaching
the cradle to an arm. It
provides access to all of the
device controls and jacks.
iDevice and mounting arm
sold separately.
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mounting - plates & cradles
Lightwriter SL40 Plate

14.1502

16.1129

These plates attach securely to
your Lightwriter, for mounting
onto our Light 3D arms, suitable
for people with a lighter touch,
or for people with stronger
movements who require a
more sturdy mount, our Monty
arms can also be used.

Beamz Plate
This cradle securely holds your
Beamz music device and
attaches it to our Universal
Device Socket, for use with
the Monty Arms. Makes
playing music even more
accessible for people with
poor fine motor control. Read
about Beams on pg 127.

MA

AMPS to MagicArm Plate

15.1027

This adapter connects our Tablet
Holder Fit 10 / 11/ 12 or any 3rd party
tablet cradle with AMPS
specification mounting holes, to the
MagicArm. The Tablet Holder and
MagicArm are available separately.
L3D version also available.

Universal Eye Tracker Plate

16.1193

16.1162

The adjustable mount for all eye control
cameras. Attached as an add-on to your
tablet cradle, it keeps the Eye Gaze
camera safely at an adjustable spot
underneath the tablet or notebook. A
lockable hinge allows you to set the
tracker at the right angle. Fastening
materials for the various eye trackers are
included. Secured to tablet using AMPS
layout screws, VHB tape or industrial
velcro.

UDS to VESA Adapter

16.1010

VESA is an industry standard 4 hole
mounting system. Screws securely onto
your monitor or device's standard 75 x
75 or 100 x 100 threaded insert holes,
and then allows it to be connected to
our Universal Device Socket for use with
a mounting arm. Includes an allen key
and allows you to use third party arms if
they use VESA configuration mounting.

UDS to AMPS Adapter

16.1169

This adapter connects your
UDS mounting plate to an
AMPS mounting solution. AMPS
is an industry standard 4 hole
mounting system. It is
compatible with our UDS
cradles and mounting arms.

Notebook Plates

16.1136

A laptop is securely fastened into
place using the unique tightening
strap system which secures each
corner over the front of the laptop
keys. The screen is unaffected and
can be opened or closed. Straps
can be adjusted to fit most
laptops between 10 - 14" or 15 -
17" with the larger option.

M3

UDS to VESA Plates

16.1117

16.1123

VESA is an industry standard 4 hole
mounting system. This plate screws
securely onto your monitor or device's
threaded mounting insert holes, and
then allows it to be connected to our
Universal Device Socket for use with a
mounting arm. 75 x 75mm or 100 x
100mm options available.

SuperClamp Adapters

14.1171

12.1000 Provides an economical 2-in-1
solution, allowing you to use the
same poles from your Light 3D or
Monty wheelchair mount, in
order to also have a table clamp
when you need it. With Quick
Shift levers, mounts onto boards
or poles 10 - 55mm thick.
16mm or 22mm
connector options.

Universal Plates
These plates attach any light to medium weight
devices to our Light 3D, Gooseneck 35, or Monty Arms.
Permanent fixation via strong adhesive VHB (very high
bond) tape, or self-adhesive industrial velcro options
available.

For Monty M3 Arms

116x135mm Velcro / Tape
265 x 140 Tape
300 x 160 Tape

For Light 3D or Gooseneck 35

110 x 50 Velcro
116 x 135 Velcro / Tape

14.1512/11
14.1558

16.1153
16.1154

16.1147
16.1148

Surface Pro 4 Cradle

16.1189

Securely holds your Surface
Pro 4 and attaches it to our
Monty Arms with a UDS
connection.

G35

M3

L3D M3

L3D M3

L3D M3

L3D M3

L3D M3

M3

16.1140
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mounting - plates & cradles
Universal Mounting Plate Micro Light Switch Plate

Connects the Micro Light
Switch to our Gooseneck 50,
MagicArm, Latitude & Hover
Arms.

Jelly Bean Twist Switch Plate

15.1003

14.1506

Connects the Jelly Bean or
similar small switch to our
Gooseneck 35, MagicArm or
Light 3D Arms.

Buddy Button Switch Plate

14.1508

15.1006

Connects a small switch, such
as a Buddy Button, Big Buddy
Button, Specs or Candy Corn
Switch to our Gooseneck 35,
MagicArm or Light 3D Arms.

Big Red Switch Plate

15.1002

14.1507

Connects a large switch
such as the Big Red Twist,
BIGmack, BIG Step-by-Step
and similar to our
Gooseneck 35, MagicArm
or Light 3D Arms.

Ribbon Switch Plate
Connects the Ribbon
Switch to our Gooseneck
50, MagicArm, Latitude or
Hover Arms.

Pneumatic Switch Plate
Connects the Pneumatic
Switch to our Gooseneck 50,
MagicArm, Latitude or
Hover Arms.

Mini Joystick Switch Plate
Connects the Mini Joystick
Switch to our Gooseneck 50,
MagicArm, Latitude or Hover
Arms.

GoTalk 4, 9, 20 Plate

15.1007

14.1555

This plate is secured to your
GoTalk device using either
industrial self-adhesive velcro,
or permanent VHB (very high
bond) tape. The plate
connects onto our Gooseneck
35, MagicArm or Light 3D Arms.
Dimensions +-: 170x150mm.

GoTalk 32+/ Express 32 Cradle

15.1022

This cradle securely holds
your GoTalk 32 or GoTalk
Express 32 and attaches it
to our MagicArm for easy
access and positioning.

SuperTalker Cradle

15.1014 HD

15.1015

This cradle securely holds
your SuperTalker and
attaches it to our
MagicArm. A heavy duty
option with screw fixations is
available, or an option with
Velcro connection for easy
removal.

Communication Book Cradle

16.1202

16.1201
This plastic clipboard attaches to
our Monty mounting arms to
position a communication chart
or boo for a low tech backup
when the communication device
is unavailable.

The Bookstand is ideal for use with
PODD books or multi-page low
tech systems. Compatible
with UDS mounting plates.

L3DG35 MA

MA

MA

L3DG35 MA

L3DG35 MAL3DG35 MA

G50LAT MAHO G50LAT MAHO

G50LAT MAHO

G50LAT MAHOG50LAT MAHO

M3

Can be used with almost all small
medium communication devices
and switches, to connect to our
Gooseneck 50, MagicArm,
Latitude or Hover Arms. Please
enquire to be sure it is compatible
with your device / switch.
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Bamboo Mounting
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mounting - multi purpose
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Dependent on length of pole chosen
680g or Gooseneck 450g
Aircraft Grade Aluminium
QuickShift Levers 360oRotation
Height, Tilt, Diagonal, Pan, Rotate
Tube Clamp or Super Clamp
Bamboo QuickFit Connection and Cradle of your choice

Step 2: How would you like to position it? Decide the length of arm you need!

Step 3: Where will it be attached? Decide which base clamp you need!

Cradles to fit iPad 2, 3, 4, Air, Air 2, Air 2 or Air Mini in an Otterbox Defender Case, and 5", 7" or 11" tablets
& phones

30cm Arm
2 Pivot Joints

2 x 30cm Arms
3 Pivot Joints

30cm + 40cm Arms
3 Pivot Joints

30cm
+ Joint

40cm
+ Joint

25cm Gooseneck
+ Joint

Tube Mount Base
Clamps onto round
or oval tubes 1,5 - 4
cm diameter

SuperClamp Base
Clamps onto round or oval
tubes, as well as flat surfaces
up to 5,5cm diameter / thick

Step 1: What do you want to mount? Select the right cradle for your device!



Proudly introducing South African text-to-speech voices
Local is Lekker!

Qfrency South African Voices
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communication software

This is such an exciting development and marks an achievement which many people
have eagerly awaited for many years.

Synthesised (computer generated) speech can be used
to replace the voice of somebody who is not able to speak
to read screen contents to people who are blind
to read screen readers & speaking word predictions for those with reading/writing difficulties
to provide instructions or information to clients on automated systems
to narrate captions for study purposes
to provide Sat Nav voice instructions
and so much more...

Compatible with
Grid 3 &

Communicator 5
Communication software

See pg 53 & 56 and
ClaroRead & Penfriend

Dyslexia Support
Software

See pg 175 & 176
The voices are currently compatible with Windows operating systems only.

They may be used with any SAPI 5 compatible software which offers text-to-
speech functionality.

Please contact us to discuss using the voices in your Android or iOS app, or for
integration projects.

A male and female voice is
available for most of the
languages.

Vocal ID BeSpoke & Legacy Voices

VocaliD builds a digital voice
that’s uniquely yours, based
on just a few seconds of your
voice or sounds. This sample is
used to search their Human
Voicebank database to
find a voice match who is
similar in age, gender and
cultural background.
Why not donate your voice
to the bank?

Legacy Voices are a digital recreation of your own
cloned voice from 5-7 hours of recordings on their web
platform. For people with conditions such as MND,
Multiple Sclerosis, and Parkinson’s disease, when the
time comes, your banked voice can be used so you can
continue to speak, sounding like yourself, through your
communication device. Your actual recordings are also
saved as banked message files which can be accessed
by communication software. And, your voice tone is
donated to the bank for blended use by BeSpoke users.

CereVoice Me

CereVoice Me, a speech generating device can later
be used to talk with a voice that is remarkably similar to
your own.

Web based - use it via your own computer
We'll send you a special microphone for your recording
Read out prompts from the special script, and the
collected audio data is then used to build a Windows
SAPI TTS version of your own voice
Requires only 2-3 hours of recording - much less than
other personalised voices
Simply create an online account, record the
sentences, then wait as your voice clone is developed
for you to download.

EnglishisiZulu TshivendaSetswanaXitsonga Sesotho siSwatiisiNdebele isiXhosa Sepedi Afrikaans

CereVoice Me is a revolutionary
online voice cloning tool which
allows you to create computer
version of your own voice!
Degenerative illnesses like MND,
or operations such as a
laryngectomy, can lead to the
loss of speech, but with a
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Grid 3 software empowers people to communicate,
control their environment and their computer, using any
assisitive access method. It is a collection of ready-
made screen interfaces which you can use as they are,
or edit to meet individual needs. With just a few clicks, it
is easy to make changes using the touchscreen-friendly
interface. For literate text users, or people who use
symbols to communicate, there are interfaces to meet
all levels of ability.

All Access options are supported, from mouse pointing
devices to touch screens, eye gaze to switches. You can
enable or disable different access methods, adjust the
speed and timing of your access and even recalibrate
eye gaze. Radar mouse allows you to move the mouse in
any direction using just a single switch. All of this is possible
from within Grid 3, independently accessible to the user.

Computer control and all the tools you need to access
your computer using eyegaze, pointing devices or
switches is provided. Zoom to Click is a new way to
click if you use eye gaze or head pointer. Zoom to
Click gives you unprecedented accuracy without
compromising on speed.

function without physically pressing any button.

Simply choose the
type of mouse click
required, and then
look or point at the
area on screen
where you want to
make a selection.
You can even dwell
to click, performing
any type of mouse

Text communication in Grid 3 makes it faster than ever
to get your message across. With 'Chat History' Grid 3
will remember everything you ever say, so you can say
it again in an instant. There are over 5,000 messages
pre-programmed and ready to speak aloud, which are
suggested based on how often you say something and
where you are. Message Banking for people who may
lose their speech is also provided.

Symbol communication allows you to use symbols to
represent words and phrases for choosing what you want
to say. The Symbol Talker A - D grids provide a four-step
pathway of learning that takes you from early AAC right
through to literacy. If you communicate using symbols
you can now choose to send and receive symbolised
messages in email and social media apps for the first
time, opening up a whole world of communication that
hasn’t been accessible before. The Snaps Photo
Collection, Bliss, PCS and Metacom symbols sets
are also available to purchase
for use with Grid 3.

Translated into Afrikaans:We're
really proud to bring you this
amazing software in Afrikaans. Plus
with the addition of an Afrikaans
text-to-speech voice, (see pg 52)
this is the first time that a high
quality AAC solution for Afrikaans
speakers has existed.

Remote editingmeans that anyone can login and edit
your grid sets from anywhere. You don’t even need a
license for Grid 3 to use our brilliant new Remote
Editing service. Therapists, parents and teachers can
log in and adjust or add to grids without removing the
device from the user.

Interactive Learning
Games are included and
provide an excellent link
between playing, and
learning to comment on
games, developing
communication skills in a
fun way.

Environment control enables you to control everything
from lamps to your front door, your TV to your Hi-Fi, all by
simply selecting cells on your grid. Changing channel,
adjusting the volume and accessing TV guides is fast to
use and just as quick to setup. Grid 3 can control many
other adapted home accessories, including lights,
heaters, chairs, beds, windows, and curtains or blinds.
Environment control in Grid 3 is compatible with all of
the popular environment control brands, including
GEWA, Eldat, EvoAssist, IRTrans, Z-Wave and UUIRT.
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ALSO available in a Network License, offering
your entire school a cost-effective way to
access to Grid 3. Ask us for more info!

Grid for iPad is the full-featured
app version of this powerful
software, for your iPad!

See pg 62 for our helpful kit
Full details on the app at ThinkSmartbox.com

Grid Player for iOS is a free
companion app which lets
you send selected grid sets
made in Grid 3 (Windows
version), to run on your iPad.



Free
60 Day Trial

PODD Communication Books

The development of communication is reliant on input from
communication partners - and that is the beauty of PODD. As
the learner points to the words in the book, the partner says
that word and turns the pages, assisting the learner to
construct their message. We use our skills as communication
partners to anticipate meaning, understand the context, repair
and expand on communication attempts. With success comes
motivation, and more effective teaching and therapy.

There are layout structures for
those who can point with their hands, or alternative layouts for
people who use eye pointing, auditory scanning and more.

PODD is an add-on for BoardMaker, to allow easy editing of the
PODD templates.

PODD Books (Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display) are one of the most
exciting solutions for use in our South African context. Especially helpful for
multi-user environments, such as schools or hospitals, PODD is a collection of
ready-made communication book templates, at a variety of levels. Simply
personalise the pages, print and build the book, and start communicating! Developed by specialist

Speech & Language
Therapist and

International Presenter
Gayle Porter

Grid Sets Included in Grid 3
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There are grid sets for everything, included free within Grid 3.
This is valuable for schools, hospitals or therapists supporting
multiple people with different needs.

Accessible Apps allow you to make a quick
phone call, send a text or email and keep in
touch with people! The Fast Talker 3 grid set is
included, and provides our most powerful
tools for text-based communication, with
accessible apps for Facebook, Twitter, SMS,
internet browsing and much more.

For both text and symbol users there
are ready-made grids of many
styles included.

First Words is a new engaging language
tool; Amigo the robot shows an animated
version of the meaning of each word.

Phonics for All helps children learn to
read and write, using Grids they can
work through independently. 7 Units with
a test after each. It's easy to create PDF's
of their work for storage or marking. * This
is not included, but is an optional
additional purchase.

Also included is Talk Together, a grid set which contains fun
interfaces for new users and their communication partners,
with AAC tips built into the pages!

WordPower 100 is a symbol based vocabulary
for Grid 3, designed to provide the most
efficient way to say exactly what you want to.

Interactive learning is an amazing,
completely new way for people to
learn and explore, with 25 animated
activities, working on four skills areas. You can begin
with cause and effect, before moving onto choice making
and then challenges. A 'Chat' feature alongside each game
encourages AAC users and partners to comment on the
activity. All the grid cells can be edited, like usual, making
these games really easy to modify for individual needs.
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Please visit our
website for details
onmore grid sets,
how to upgrade
from Grid 2, or to
download a trial.
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Snap + Core First SymbolStix PRIME

Learning language, literacy, and becoming an
independent communicator is a journey with many
stages. Snap + Core First meets each person wherever
they are and evolves with users as they grow. It’s
designed to be the most intuitive and engaging symbol-
based software solution on the market.

Includes a wide variety of
pre-made page layouts, a
full range of Acapela
voices, and comes with
free cloud storage backup
so you don’t have to worry
about complicated setup,
just download the app and
start communicating!

Centered on Tobii Dynavox’s
Core First approach to
delivering a systematic, proven, research-based Core
Word framework. Individuals of all ages with speech and
language disabilities, including those with Autism, Down
Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, and other intellectual
disabilities, can all benefit.

'Pathways for Core First' is available to provide for expert
guidance and best practices for engaging new users.
Pathways will help you set communication goals with
video examples, lesson plans, and a goals grid.

Matrix Maker Plus has been specifically designed to be the simplest
and most affordable software for making communication overlays
and educational resources. With an easy to use intuitive interface,
you can start creating and printing straight away with no need for
training.

It includes over 13 000 SymbolStix symbols, 11 000 Widget Literacy
symbols and 3000 Inclusive pictures and comes with over 550 ready
to use templates to meet a wide range of needs, with regular free
updates for more content!

It includes templates for common communication devices and
many educational and fun templates, including a variety of
worksheets. All you need to do is choose pictures to match your
themes, interests or content and you are ready. Once you've
designed your pages, they're ready to print and it's as simple as that!

This is an intuitive, helpful tool for therapists, teachers, parents, carers
and school districts. A free trial is available to download.

From device templates, such as the
GoTalk range, to communication
books, games and worksheets,
schedules, charts and certificates.

From the extensive library included,
from the Internet with the easy insert
tool, or directly from the web cam.

Change the colours, alter size and
position of text, tweak symbols and
pictures with the paint tool and when
you're ready, just print!

SymbolStix PRIME is the latest, industry leading, cloud-
based symbol creation tool with an enhanced search
engine, allowing you to create interactive materials for
individuals with language or learning delays.

Contains activity and
communication device templates.
Includes text-to-speech function,
so you can view and hear activities
on computers, white boards and
tablets to enhance instruction.

See text with highlighting as it is read aloud in activities
and communication boards. Chance highlighting colour
to meet students visual needs.

Find relevant symbols faster with predictions in the search
box. Download symbols for immediate use, move them
to the My Symbol Library section for later use, or insert
them into activity templates.

You can change the skin colour of
all the SymbolStix people to reflect
diversity in a multicultural classroom.
With only a few clicks, have more
relevant symbols for people,
professions, actions and more.

Available as an
annual subscription.
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Communicator 5 includes an impressive and engaging range of interfaces for
people at all levels of communication. From emerging communicators who use
symbols, to literate users who want fast, efficient communication options, there
are excellent features for everybody. All interfaces can be customised to meet
your needs, & it is a powerful design tool for those interested in making your own.

Symbol Communication interfaces at a variety of levels, including the Sono
Suite range, including Sono Primo (visual Scene based for early
communication); Sono Flex (context based vocabulary and a chat history);
and Sono Lexis (comprehensive symbol vocabulary with huge flexibility and
many levels). Includes SymbolStix symbols, or PCS is available to purchase for
use with Communicator 5.

Emerging Communicators will
benefit from the many activities
which are designed to encourage
screen interaction, teach cause &
effect and offer visual stimulation.

Send and receive SMS's
through your Windows
tablet, using the new
Beam function. This
allows you to pair your
PC/ tablet with your
Android phone (4.4 or
higher) and use any
access method, to send
an SMS. Beam has an
Android app for your
phone, which works with
Communicator 5.

Full Windows Control is
provided no matter which
access method is used -
including being able to
access your entire desktop
with just a single switch.
Functions like 'Radar Mouse',
'Crosshair Scan' and
'Quadrant Scan' make this
possible. Access is provided
to Windows apps in tablet
mode, and file
management is provided, so
you can easily access
documents, photos etc. with
your device. A useful Text
Presentation mode is
available for users who need
to give speeches and
control the text to speech
output more easily.

Message Banking is a very important tool for people
who may lose their voice, and is the process of
recording voice messages for use later. This is a
wonderful feature, built right into the software. Your
recorded messages are saved onto a secure online
platform, myTobiiDynavox.com for use when you
need them. The sound files can later be downloaded
and included in a communication interface. The text
labels of those messages can be imported directly
into the 'My Phrases' interface for easy access.

Text Communication Users
There are fantastic features for people who can type and use text to communicate.
Dwell Free Typing is a way to type without needing to pause (dwell) on each letter to
select it, which speeds up the rate of typing. A number of alternative layout
keyboards are included, so you can pick the one that suits your vision and accuracy
needs, whether you require very large keys or can manage a full keyboard on screen.
Scientific and mathematical symbols are available on the keyboard for school or
university work too.

Local Languages are
supported - such great news
for literate users! Word
prediction is offered in
English, Afrikaans, isiXhosa
and isiZulu, and a phrase
library can be created for
faster communication. With
the availability of the new
SA Voices - pg 52 - there are
finally high quality AAC
options for speakers of local
languages. Multi-lingual
speakers of Italian, German,
French, Portuguese and
many others are also
supported and may request
a free additional voice!

See our website
for info on
additional

features & more
excellent content

included
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Boardmaker Plus! is a tools for teachers, therapists and parents to create
symbol curriculum materials for students. You can create communication
boards, quizzes, worksheets, schedules, books, writing activities, games and
labels for your class or home.

Boardmaker Plus! also lets you turn your paper based activities into
interactive lessons for use on your computer, featuring animation, sound,
video and much more. Boardmaker Plus! includes more than 4,500 Picture
Communication Symbols (PCS) in both colour and black-and-white, which
are supported in 44 languages, including Afrikaans. There are print templates
and sample boards to get you started. Use them as they are, adapt them to
your students' needs, or create your own from scratch.

Boardmaker Studio

Boardmaker Online

Creating your lessons can now be fast and fun! The ultimate classroom,
therapy or communication resource, Boardmaker Studio has hundreds
of time-saving templates, gadgets and tools. And with the Boardmaker
Studio Player, you only need one copy of the main software to manage
as many affordable Player licenses as you need.

Ask us about
Boardmaker

Player
An affordable way to
play BM Plus, Studio

and SD Pro activities on
multiple computers

School

Teachers & Staff

District

Parents

Boardmaker Online is a complete system for delivering personalised instruction and therapy,
while also measuring student progress. With hundreds of ready templates across all
educational themes, you can find your topics or create your own. Then assign these to your
students, and monitor how they perform over time.

Running in a web browser means that Boardmaker Online can be used on any tablet or PC
which is connected to the Internet, no matter which operating system it runs. Plus, activities
can also be downloaded onto the Boardmaker iPad app for offline use. Cloud-based
systems allow for consistency and collaboration across entire districts, with immediate access
to student progress against Individual Education Plan goals, and staff usage, from anywhere.
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Boardmaker Alternative Symbol Libraries

Three separate titles, saving you time
and including 100's of ready made
boards on: Worksheets, Flip Books,
Games, Recipes, Flash Cards,
Number & Colour Books, Choice
Boards, Preposition Folder, Mastering
Skills, Attendance, Leisure, Maths,
Schedules and more.

More than 100 background scenes to
customise language activities and
communication boards; build
interactive scenes; create or re-tell
stories; create writing prompts, story
starters and more.

Customise and print
or use as they are

Interactive
boards

included
in Beyond

Boardmaker
Plus

Contains sexually explicit symbols
Boardmaker Studio version

also available

Use the background scenes
for print-based activities or

computer-based
activities with

sound, animation,
pop-up boards

and board
changes

BM Studio
version also
available

Help preschool and early school-age
students participate in common daily
activities. Over 100 displays for fine
and gross motor skills, daily routines,
toys, pretend play, self-help skills and
much more.

Displays come in a variety of
layouts with different
symbols per layout to

fit a range of
devices and

work with
multiple skill

levels

For Mac or
Windows

For Mac
or Windows

Requires
Boardmaker

versions 5 or higher.

Requires
Boardmaker

versions 5 or higher.

This resources CD was developed in collaboration with
the Speak Up Project, a three-year project focused on

safeguarding users of alternative communication
(AAC) against sexual abuse.

It contains over 400 PCS Symbols
(English only), and 48 communication

boards focusing on the expression
of sexuality. Describing pages help

communicators express feelings
and effectively communicate
time and sequence of events.

Are your symbols out of date?
You can purchase this collection
of all four addendum libraries to
update to your symbols and
ensure that current concepts can
be represented in your
communication boards.

These symbols for individuals with low vision
and visual impairment, offer a core library
of over 1450 symbols that are drawn with
bright colors and minimal detail. They are
easier to see than standard symbols and
offer a range of vocabulary topics to
enable individuals to participate in a
variety of communication settings. Includes
symbols for food, clothing, games,
community, school, social interaction and
much more. For use on Mac or PC.

PCS Animations help students understand
verbs and feature animated characters that
illustrate basic concepts like movement,
chores, grooming, communication &
location. The symbols can influence
appropriate social behavior with
visual cues & increase
independence by
showing sequence. Each anima-
tion is provided in .avi, .mov, and
.gif formats and can be imported
into programs like: Boardmaker Plus!
The Grid 2/3, Communicator 5, Power Point,
Windows Media Player and Quick Time Player.

A brand new symbol set to add onto
your Boardmaker picture collection.
With a new look, thinner lines and
more detailed symbols, these are
age-neutral and arranged in
categories so you can expand
your symbol library in the areas
that are most relevant to you.
Several categories available
(people, food, leisure, science,
social etc.) Please enquire for details.

The photos bring an added level of realism
and are useful for people who respond
better to photos. This is the only labelled
photo library that loads directly into
Boardmaker for easy searching. It includes
5,000 photos for use in your educational
boards, schedules or communication
resources. Requires version 5 or higher. A
Professional Edition for general use (not only
within Boardmaker) is available separately.

These symbols are designed to reinforce sign
language. They are essential for teachers,
parents, speech-language therapists and
educators of students with hearing
impairments. Features American Sign
Language (ASL) symbols, Signed Exact
English (SEE) symbols and a combination
library of ASL and SEE symbols. Includes
4,396 symbols. Requires Boardmaker,
Boardmaker Plus! or Boardmaker with
Speaking Dynamically Pro v.5 or higher.
Symbols can be edited for SA Sign Language.

Social School Stories uses activities with characters and
context to teach and reinforce appropriate habits and

interaction skills. Prevent socially inappropriate behaviour
resulting in loss of friendships, invitations &
employment options. Covers important

and sensitive topics like: Swearing,
Stealing, Hair-pulling, Horseplay,
Spitting and Facial expressions.
Portrays correct and incorrect

behaviours with interactive stories
and printable activities. You can

also extend literacy skills with
book reviews and more.

Requires Boardmaker
versions 5 or higher.
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Requires
Boardmaker

versions 3 or higher.
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Compass

Snap Scene turns everyday moments into chances to learn to
communicate naturally. It's that simple! Take a photo and tag it
with recordings to let your child communicate in the moment.

Designed for young children at the beginning stages of
learning communication, who either do not speak, may be
slower in learning to talk, speak but are difficult to understand
or who are at risk for communication challenges. Snap Scene
allows you to focus on a conversation that interests your child,
no matter where you are or what you’re doing. With a simple
design, you can spend more time communicating rather than
flipping through a manual.

Take a photo; outline the
objects of interest; record a
message for each object; save
and you are done! If you need
them, quick video guides are
built right into the software.

Tap on a hotspot and the word appears
on the screen when spoken, reinforcing
word meaning and literacy
Recordings are in a familiar voice that’s
recognisable to your child.
Based on research by Dr. Janice Light
Encourages: initiating and maintaining
social interactions; sharing information
and expressing needs and wants; using
new words and concepts; and
combining words and concepts to
express more complex ideas.
For Windows and iPad

Developed by speech therapist Gayle Porter, this is a
symbol-based communication grid designed to provide very
efficient access to messages in a practical way, and is also
available as an add-on.

There are two versions - one which supports access via eye
gaze and other access devices. If you do not require eye
gaze access, please purchase the Standard access version
instead - a great value AAC solution for less!

Also available as an iPad app.

Compass is an innovative, flexible, and robust software solution
that empowers individuals with complex communication
needs. Within the Compass software, a variety of page sets
are available to provide a best-fit for your unique
communication strengths and needs, as you grow, learn and
reach for your goals. Each page set includes fast and powerful
editing tools to make personalising your communication
solution quick and easy.

Includes a variety of page sets, including the one-of-a kind
'Stroke and Brain Injury Persona' which is based on research,
field testing and clinical experience, and provides new
opportunities to communicate for people with Aphasia. It is
photo based to address the unique language needs of
individuals with both expressive and receptive Aphasia.

The world renowned, word-based
communication interface for combining
whole words into sentences, is available

as an add-on.
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Mounting your Communication Device

...and you can connect the plate to a
flexible arm. Or just put the device on
an angled rest instead.

There are mounting plates
(like a 'cradle') for most
communication devices...
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Venturer Talker

This is our most flexible device, at the best value
around. These convertible tablet devices are
perfect for mobile users who want access to
communication everywhere.

Use this flexible device in many positions - when
keys are easily bumped or districting to users, or
to improve visibility and access. In or out of its
rugged case, the tablet is easy to position
perfectly. Tablet specifications on pg 8.

South African text-to-speech voices can be used on
these tablets. For speakers of isiZulu, isiXhosa,
Afrikaans and other SA languages, never before
has AAC software been able offer local language
communication - an exciting first for our country - see
pg 52. Note your language choice may determine
which communication software is required.

IndiTM by TobiiDynavox

Meet Indi, the first all-in-one speech tablet created specifically for Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC). Indi is ready out-of-the-box to meet all your
communication needs. Indi is an ideal device for individuals with non-verbal Autism,
limited or unclear speech, people with Down Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, and
intellectual disabilities. Indi comes with your choice of Snap + Core First (pg 55) or
Communicator 5 (pg 56) communication software. Optional accessories include
keyguards for improved accuracy, and a protective carry case-stand. You can even
swap colours on different days if you want to! The durable case is available in three
different colors – Teal Blue, Raspberry, and Cool Gray – and comes with or without a
keyguard holder.
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Choose the communication software you like
best! Select from Communicator 5 (pg 56), Grid
3 (pg 53), Snap & Core First (pg 55) or Compass
(pg 59). You can also add your favourite
educational and curriculum software.

Sawubona!

Baie dankie!

Communication should be available wherever you are! A
rugged case provides protection for mobile users who use a
smaller device. With an integrated shoulder strap, choose from
our Trooper or Folio case options to suit your needs. See pg 14.
An additional speaker ensures that you can be heard in noisy
environments too!

People who want a wearable communication device usually
access it directly with a finger, but our tablet is also compatible
any other USB or Bluetooth access device, from switches to
head mice to rollerballs. Great for multi-user environments
where the tablet may be shared.

A larger screen size can be helpful for people who require
larger target sizes, for touch accuracy or visual support. For
people who want a lightweight, discreet solution, the smaller
option may be best. With the Venturer range, you can find the
solution that is best for you!
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Enclosed by a rugged protective case or optional Tough
Case, they are knock and splash safe. Intended for direct
touch or switch access. Lightweight and designed to be
carried, a shoulder strap and shorter hand strap are
included. The Smartbox Speaker provides brilliant speech
output, so important in noisy classrooms, and can be
attached to the shoulder strap or worn around your neck.

The smallest of our Grid Pad Pro range is built around a
high spec 11" tablet enclosed by a rugged case that helps
protect the device against knocks and bumps. It is a good
size for easily mounting on a wheelchair for touch or
alternative access. Optional wheelchair power adapter to
charge the Grid Pad from your wheelchair is available.

Our mid-sized Grid Pad Pro features an extra-long battery
life. It is built around a 13" rugged tablet and includes a
spare hot-swappable battery so you can continue using
the device even when you are low on power. This is an
ideal size for people wanting eye control as their access
method, in a portable device. Optional wheelchair power
adapter to charge the Grid Pad from your wheelchair is
available.

Our largest Grid Pad Pro is often used in classrooms or
mounted at the home or office. The device is built around
a 17.3” tablet so the large screen provides bigger targets,
which can help people with access difficulties or visual
impairment. It is not suitable for wheelchair mounting, but is
ideal for mounting over a bed.

Keyguards are available to provide hand
support and improve accuracy. For

the Grid Pad 8, 10, 11 and 13.
These attach magnetically.

The Grid Pad Pro range can also be
paired with an eye tracker of your

choice. Includes an integrated stand
to position the device at an optimum
angle for table top use, and can be
mounted on a wheelchair, desk

stand or floor stand.

Responsive, tough and with
excellent sound quality. Use

multiple access options and control
your environment with these

empowering devices - a vital part
of being independent. Available in

11”, 13” and 18” versions.

Grid Pad

Small, thin and lightweight,
the perfect solution for
people using touch or

switch access on a portable
device. Available in a 8" or
10" model, with a bright
display which responds to

the lightest touch.

Please visit our website for full
technical specifications on
weight, dimensions, ports,

battery life, camera, processor
and memory capacity.

See here for more information:

Eye trackers on pg 17
Switches on pg 86

Alternative Mice on pg 81

The revolutionary Grid 3 communication software is included with all Grid
Pad's, providing a complete AAC solution for anyone, from beginners to
experts. Fully featured with Symbol and Text communication, social
media, built-in browser, SMS and more, this device is perfect as an on-the-
go communication aid, in the workplace, home, classroom and beyond.
Learn more about Grid 3 on page 53!
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Now you can have all the benefits of Grid 3,
on your iPad! Our helpful kit provides

everything you need to get communication
started right away! Includes:

iTunes Voucher for 'Grid for iPad' App
Rugged Case with Strap - pg 14
Bluetooth Speaker for extra volume - pg 12
Optional iPad - or use yours if you want to
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Waistband Voice Amplifier

Micro Voice Amplifier

This is a high quality voice amplifier with loud
and clear sound, plus reduced distortion and
feedback.

It is fast charging, has extremely long battery
life – the integral battery will last for days
without charging. Lightweight and portable
enough to wear or carry. Simple operation –
volume control, coloured LED indicators, and
a mute function.

Flexible microphone options – choose from a
high quality AVI Headset Microphone; a
Lapel Microphone; or a Transdermal
Microphone (worn around the throat).

3.5mm mono input, 3.5mm stereo output.
Comes with: charger, belt clip, waist strap,
user guide and your choice of microphone.

This is a practical and economical solution for people with a weak voice. It is suitable for one-to-one speech or group
discussions in the office, school or home, restaurants, shops, etc. The amplifier is worn around the waist with the
secure waist band provided. It is supplied with a headset with a flexible boom microphone. The integrated battery
level indicator allows you to stay informed of battery life, and a set of rechargeable batteries with a mains power
charger are provided.

The EchoVoice 6 is a compact voice amplification system that
is sensitive enough to dramatically amplify even the faintest
voice. Only a whisper is required to provide excellent
amplification with the boom microphone. Alternatively the
transdermal (throat) microphone requires positioning on the
side of the throat, providing a more discreet option for the
user. Necklace and belt clip attachments make the device
easy to carry and simple to wear and remove.

Echo and EchoVoice are all registered trade marks of Hearing Products International Limited. © 2017 Hearing Products International Limited.
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Lightwriter SL40 TalkTrac

The Lightwriter is a powerful
text-to-speech aid which

helps the user to
communicate while also
offering environmental

control via infrared
technology. The outward

facing display allows partners to read
your message too. Word prediction enables

faster communication & the adjustable
keyboard is suitable for a wide range of users

with optional keyguards
provided. You can transfer your typed notes to and

from a PC and back up and restore all your words and
phrases. A black casing option is also available.

The SuperTalker is perfect for users who will progress and
learn to use a growing number of messages. No need
to learn a new device, instead simply change the
keyguard. It is also great in multi-user environments,
where different users may be a different levels of
communication skill. 8 switch ports provide alternative
access, though scanning is not provided.

AdVOCAte+ is the ideal device for assessment, for
multiple users in a classroom, hospital or centre. It has
the fantastic ability to learn and send infra-red remote
control signals. Being able to control your TV, radio etc. is
highly motivating and a concrete way to teach cause &
effect.

AdVOCAte+ is easy to hold, slim and portable and offers
flexible button layout, with swappable keyguards.

It offers a wide range
of switch and scanning
options with built-in
switch ports, making it
accessible even to
people with limited fine
motor control.

Communication on the go has never been easier with
the TalkTrac wearable communicator. It's perfect for
breaking the ice, conversing with family and friends,
interacting with classmates, and even recording
personal information and to-do lists.

TalkTrac is a perfect companion for children and adults
on the autism spectrum, helping them feel more
comfortable in social situations.

The Connect model also allows users to communicate
further afield, via SMS texting, or making mobile phone
calls from this small compact device.

Scanning enables access to the SL40 and SL40
Connect using a switch for those with limited hand
abilities or with progressive or changing needs.

See pg 86 for switches.

Accessories include an
optional mounting plate,
a mounting kit including
an arm and a strap set.

The set offers three
straps; a waist strap,

shoulder/neck strap and
a short carry strap for

easy access and extra
security.
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GoTalk 32+ GoTalk Express 32
GoTalks are a strong, reliable AAC device. Another
person (a parent, sibling or friend) records messages
the user will likely need, in any language, dialect or
accent. An overlay of pictures, words or symbols is
created. The pictures help the user remember where to
find messages. The overlay is slid into the GoTalk, and
then the user can 'speak', by pressing on a picture to
play a message. The GoTalk 32+ has a quick record
feature, volume control, a built-in handle and keyguard,
an overlay storage compartment and instructions
printed on the back.

GoTalk Communicators

Useful as a memory aid or simple
talker. An inexpensive, single message
device with a large picture display
and a big play button. GoTalk1 has
great sound quality, is lighweight and
easy to use.

The extra large activation area fits a
standard 5 x 7" photo. Use as a talking
sign on the wall to record location-
specific messages or instructions.

These are a rugged and trusted AAC favourite. The GoTalk 4, 9 and 20 all have multiple levels of recording, for access to
more messages. Paper overlays slide in to provide a visual message prompt. Additional pages are stored in a slot in the
device. Simply record your message onto a button, in any language, then press the button to hear your message. 'Core
messages' remain the same on all levels. With volume control, level change and function locking ability.

A simple, portable talker. Attach the
lanyard and use as a wearable
communication device around your
neck. Paper Overlays slide in easily
and are stored in a removable
compartment on the back.

This GoTalk offers scanning access, LEDs for visual
prompts, an option to add a 1.5 second auditory
cue to any message, and the ability to seamlessly play
multiple messages in sequence - great for learning
sentence construction! The GoTalk Express is ideal for
beginning or experienced communicators. Choose
between two modes: The Standard method works like
any GoTalk - touch a message key and it talks. With the
Express method, users can link messages together to
play in sequence. These messages will play seamlessly in
the order selected to simulate sentences &
conversation. Access directly or with one or two
switches. Each level plays 4, 8, 16 or 32 messages. Slow,
medium or fast scanning speed.

GoTalk 9 now available in a Light Touch
version: 5x easier to press!
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Enhance Education Toolkit Health Communication Toolkit

Learning supports for students with intellectual disability,
limited or no speech, or autism. The tools quickly and
inexpensively upgrade classroom instruction, regardless
of the curriculum in place. Products are flexible, and
easy to use. Use these to include more children and
provide a way for them to share their knowledge with
you!

GoTalk Stand

GoTalk Overlay Software

GoTalk 32 Stand

The new GoTalk Stand is a convenient, portable, easy-to-
use case that fits GoTalk 4+, GoTalk 9+ and GoTalk 20+.
The lightweight, durable green vinyl folder holds GoTalks
securely when closed and opens easily for use as a
stand. The GoTalk Stand protects your GoTalk+ and is
ideal for classroom use, at home or out and about.

Use this software to design and print your paper overlays to
fit into any GoTalk device. Overlay cells can contain
multiple images and text boxes, so you can create
personalised communication boards. Editing features let
you adjust colour, size, and font of the text. Move enlarge,
rotate, and crop pictures. Choose from dozens of ready-
made templates for all of Attainment's AAC products and
standard paper sizes. You can export files in PDF, JPG, or
PNG formats so it's easy to email overlays to others.

The software comes with the complete Imagine Symbol Set
and an integrated online search feature that gives you
instant access to millions of images. Now also available with
SymbolStix, a complete library of 12,000 symbols by News-2-
You.

The GoTalk 32 Stand holds the GoTalk Express 32 or the
GoTalk 32+ snugly in place at just the right angle. Made
from expanded vinyl, it is lightweight and durable.
Includes non-skid rubber feet to prevent unintentional
movement. Ideal for both direct select or scanning
users. Folds flat for easy transport or storage. Size:
Approximately 36.8 x 30.5 x 3.8cm

Increase communication with this assortment of easy-to-
use tools. Enables communication about health, and is
also useful for labelling rooms, saying simple messages,
providing instructions and reminders. The Vidatek
HealthCare Communication Board has pictures and
letters that users simply point at to communicate with.
The portable Personal Communication Book lets users
insert their own info and pictures into the pages.
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These simple recorded message devices are a basic necessity in any school or centre
supporting people with complex communication needs. Record any single message
directly into the BIGmack communicator and press its activation surface. Connect a
toy or appliance for additional motivation via the toy jack. The BIGmack is an
excellent choice for people with visual impairments and people with physical
disabilities who require a larger target area, while the LITTLEmack is perfect for
smaller hands and people who need a steeper angle for access.

Big Button Big Button with Steps & Levels

SimplyWorks Smooth Talker

The Big Button has two modes:
Single message and Tap-to-Talk
mode. In single message mode,
you get one great sounding
message. In Tap-to-Talk mode, the
user can choose one of up to
three messages, controlled by the
number of button taps. One tap
plays the first message, two taps
the second message, and three
taps the third.

The SimplyWorks Smooth Talker is the only communicator to offer a variety of
use modes, from sequenced messages, to choices, to random select and a
conversational mode. It is an affordable unit that offers the features of many
other devices, all in one. It is also the only talker that can control toys via
wired or wireless connection, and can activate two toys simultaneously. For
positive reinforcement and additional motivation, toys or appliances can be
controlled, and a message played when activating the toy/appliance. It
can also be activated by wired switches or wireless SimplyWorks Switches -
see pg 86.

This Big Button has two modes: Steps or Levels. In Steps
Mode, you can record three activities, each with up to
ten steps. The user plays the steps in sequence. An LCD
screen indicates the activity and step number.
Levels Mode gives you ten levels - nine with 6 seconds
recording time plus one level with 14 seconds.The
message stays the same unless you change levels.
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Record any series of messages into the BIG or LITTLE
Step-by-Step Communicators. Press the surface once
to hear the first message. Press it again to hear the next
message in the sequence, and so on. Two full minutes
of recording time allow you to record as many
messages as you need.

This is the only device in the BIG/LITTLE Step range that
allows you to skip over a message without it playing it in
its entirety. Just press the activation surface repeatedly,
to skip over messages & get to your desired one. This is
a great tool for answering multiple-choice questions, or
communicating desires among a list of options. With 3
levels.

All the same great features of the BIG and LITTLE Step-
by-Step but with the power of levels! Levels are ideal for
recording sequential messages, to be used at specific
times of the day, or for recording and storing messages
that are used on a regular basis - just switch to a
different level to change the set of messages. With 3
levels.

...with Levels

...with Levels and Choice
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Talking Brix - Set of 3 Talking Tiles - Set of 6

Take learning and talking to the playground or garden
with this set of six large Big Points. Simply record your
message then press to play back. These are sturdy and
require a firm press, ideal for heavy-handed users and
for avoiding accidental activation. Theyare suitable for
use in all weathers, by all ages. The speakers have been
specially designed for loud play back outdoors and
are ideal for Early Years treasure hunts, interactive
number lines andplayground communication.

The unique thing about the Talking Brix single message
communicators is the ingenious tab and slot connector
which allows you to link one Brix to another, creating
simple, scalable communication grid. Talking Brix are
thin, light communicators with built-in magnets, perfect
for carrying in a pocket, or placing around the room for
reminders or as a communication tool.

iTalk2 with Levels

This dual message communicator gives users the
freedom to choose between two activities, foods
stories or two of anything else you can imagine. iTalk2 is
also great for asking and answering questions, telling
jokes and making comments in social situations. Add a
switch adapted toy for immediate positive cause and
effect reinforcement and to enhance messages. With
three levels of recording, you can be prepared for
several activities.

This pack of recordable tiles are excellent as a memory
aid for people with dementia, or can be placed
around a classroom for labelling, location specific
messages, or a reminder of the rules!

Easy to carry, they can enable sending messages with
non-verbal learners. Record and playback speech,
music or sound effects via the built-in microphone and
speaker. Includes a removable clear cover that allows
you to insert pictures, symbols or words to match your
recordings. Includes an audio-in socket which gives the
option to record audio directly from a CD Player or
computer. A locking switch protects messages from
accidental erasure. Includes wall mounting holes.
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QuickTalker S QuickTalker 1

Mounting &Overlays

The QuickTalker S provides sequential communication
with a proximity sensor that can be activated with a
very light touch or by moving a hand or finger within
1cm of its surface. Activate QuickTalker S to play the first
message, then activate again to play each additional
message. It is a sleek and modern looking device, with a
symbol slot on the front for a visual prompt.

The QuickTalker Range

With QuickTalker, your students will be ready to start talking in
minutes. Create your paper overlays around curriculum themes or
conversation topics, and easily change level and swap overlay
when you need to. With clear instructions on the back, these are
simple, durable and a favourite in classrooms, dementia care and
hospital therapy centres.

The QuickTalker 1 is a single message speech
generating device with a proximity sensor. It enables
users to play back a recorded message by activating
the device with a very light touch or by waving their
hand within 1cm of the surface. It is a sleek and
modern looking device, which can be mounted for
improved access.
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Prerequisite Skills?

Augmentative &
Alternative
Communication
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Fabric Picture Schedule - Set of 5

Colourful set of five schedules with removable pockets.
Pocket can be repositioned or removed for placement
of completed activity pictures. Can be hung horizontally
or vertically. Comes with 5 colours: red, yellow, green,
blue and orange.

This schedule display attaches to a belt with the
integrated strap. It has a hook & loop tab for easy
opening/closing. Lined with velcro receptive fabric on
the inside, and the outside cover is made of durable
nylon. Includes a 'Finish' pocket at the top of schedule
for storing symbols of completed activities. Available in
Black, Camo, Neon Pink, Red, Royal Blue and Turquoise.

Portable Fabric Schedule

Clear Schedule with Easy-Close Flaps

This display provides a sequential view of
upcoming and completed activities.
Made of durable, washable, clear vinyl
(plastic) with stiff black foam flaps, it is
great for people with minimal finger
movement...simply close the flap when an
activity is finished or reveal only the current
activity!

With holes for hanging either
horizontally or vertically.

Simply close the velcro fabric
flap and secure it to the
fastening velcro strip on the left.

Fabric Picture Schedule with Pocket

First / Then Flip Schedule

Add your own symbols for signifying the steps in an
activity (e.g. first, then; or activity, reward etc) - then flip
to the next task. Four multi-colour velcro receptive
material pages (red, blue, yellow and green) ring bound
for easy flipping between pages. Additional colour or
black pages available as a separate purchase if you
need to expand your book.

Flip When Finished Schedule

This picture schedule strip with removable
plastic pockets makes displaying your
schedules a breeze! Simply flip the
picture pockets over when you're done
and place back on the strip for safe
storage.
Can also be used to hide upcoming
activities and reveal as a surprise.

Can be hung vertically or horizontally.

This is a Velcro receptive fabric strip on to
which symbols or objects can be
attached. These are useful for displaying
sequences, schedules or objects of
reference, class noise levels etc. The
pocket on the right (or at the bottom)
can be used to store additional cards or
pictures.
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Literacy Flip Strip - Clear

Simply add pictures or words and flip to create a new
sentence every time! Each Set comes with a total of
sixteen pages, each 10 x 10cm.

Made of Velcro loop fabric pages or clear pocket
pages - please specify on order. Pages grouped in sets
of four, aligned horizontally. Pages affixed to plastic
stabilisation board with metal rings.

Literacy Flip Strip - Fabric

Useful for supporting literacy and sentence building
skills. Simply add pictures or words and flip the pages to
create a new sentence every time! Comes with a total
of sixteen pages, each 4 x 10cm, affixed to a firm plastic
board with metal rings. Made of black Velcro receptive
fabric pages or Multi-colour pages. Extra pages
available. Symbols not included.

Black or Multi-colour options - please specify

Literacy Strip - Multi Page

Use this strip to add symbols or small objects to your
books, to include everybody in reading time. Small
objects can also be stuck onto the velcro fabric to
create a tactile version of the story. Adjusts with elastic
straps to fit books 20 - 30cm tall. Simply slide onto front
or back cover of book (or both, using two strips for a
display over both sides of the book). Made of velcro
(loop) receptive fabric on both sides. Strip measures 25
x 10cm. Works best with hard cover story books.

Literacy Strip - Single Page

Literacy Mit

Adult or Child size options -
please specify

Great for storytelling, songs
and learning vocabulary in a
fun way, this mit is made of
velcro receptive loop fabric.

Hand movement can help
hold attention for children with
Visual Processing difficulties
and creates a readily
available, clear dark
background on which to
place one or two
communication choices for
non-speaking children with CVI
(cortical visual impairment)

Use with our range of self
adhesive velcro hook dots or
strips to easily attach your
pictures, words or small objects
to the mit.

Black or Multi-colour options
(Set includes one page each of
yellow, red, blue & green)

Use this strip to add symbols or small objects to your books, to include everybody
in reading time. Helpful in our multi-lingual classrooms, for struggling readers and
for symbol users. Small objects can also be stuck onto the velcro fabric to create
a tactile version of the story to support students with visual impairment. Adjusts
with elastic straps to fit standard size books 20 - 30cm tall. Simply slide onto the
front or back cover of the book. Pages made of velcro receptive fabric on both
sides. Four pages and an extra strip on the back to hold pictures/props not in
use. Each page measures 25 x 10cm. Works best with hard cover story books.
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Portable Object Communication Unit

Ideal for people who use objects of reference, or people
with multi-sensory impairments using an object-based
communication system. With an adjustable handle and
velcro closures. Consists of a velcro receptive fabric
surface inside and waterproof nylon material outside,
with a plastic board inner for a strong display and
carrying surface. Use self adhesive velcro hook dots or
strips to attach your objects to the folder (available
separately).

This is a large display board which is ideal for use in
classrooms or therapy, to display the weekly themes,
song lyrics, schedules, instructions etc. Your picture or
word visuals with adhesive backed hook Velcro, stick to
the board for easy arrangement and access. Use it flat
or fold it into a triangle with hook and loop closure, for
easy access or improved visibility.

Choice Board Tri-Fold, Large

Portable Choice Display Board

A large display board ideal for use in classrooms or
therapy, to display weekly themes, song lyrics, schedules
etc. Your picture or word visuals with adhesive backed
hook Velcro, stick to the board for easy arrangement
and access. The reverse of the board is easy-wipe nylon
fabric. With a carrying handle and a velcro closure tab
which reverses, allowing the board to stand upright or
open with the sides angled slightly forward
for a larger standing display area.

Choice Board Tri-Fold, Small

Bi-fold Communication Folder

A communication board for those on the go! The inside
of folder is made of velcro receptive material fabric,
ideal for displaying your laminated symbols. The outside
is made of waterproof nylon fabric for easy cleaning.
Place the hook side of your 'Hook & Loop' velcro pair on
the back of pictures to use for communication/choice-
making. With a handle and velcro closure.

Wear the Mini Communication Book on your waist and
flip to communicate with pictures/words. Each page
could hold multiple symbols. The back of the cover
has loops to fit any belt up to 5cm wide (belt not
included). Available in Black, Burgundy, Camo, Forest
Green, Navy, Red and Royal Blue - please specify.

Portable Mini Communication Book
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This self-standing communication board provides easier
access for seeing and touching the displayed symbols.
You can use it flat or folded into a triangle to stand with
a velcro closure. Made from velcro-receptive material,
you can pre-arrange symbols on each surface and turn
for quick transition between activities.
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Personal / Large Communication Books

Creating great-looking
overlays and
communication cues is
quick and easy with
GoTalk Overlay
Software. This updated
version comes with the
complete Imagine and
SymbolStix Symbol
Libraries, and an
integrated online search
feature that gives you
instant access to millions
of images. You can
export files in PDF, JPG or
PNG formats so it's easy
to email overlays to
others.

The durable, washable Communication Book is ideal for
manual communication systems. The books are easy to open
and lay flat until you turn each page with the big tabs.
Personalise with photos, symbols or words relevant for the user.

Large Size: Twelve vinyl
pages, all spiral-bound.
Size: 29 x 11.5cm when
closed.
The three 7.5 x 9cm
transparent pockets per
page can hold a single
communication choice or
multiple options.

Personal Size: Twelve vinyl
pages, all spiral-bound.
Size: 11.5 x 11.5cm when
closed.
Use one symbol per page
or use up to nine 2.5cm
symbols per page.

This package includes the two popular
communication books plus the GoTalk overlay
software, at a great value, discounted price.

Waist Apron Communicator

This popular classroom tool allows teachers to keep
hands free whilst always ensuring that frequently
needed communication messages are available.

Holds up to thirty two 5cm x 5cm pictures and has four
pockets to store extra pictures in. Can provide a
discreet way for chidren to show certain
messages. Ideal for communicating visually
with the class and supporting non-speaking
or second language learners.

Wrap Around Communication Mat

Organise all of your favorite activities on the floor or on
a table. With clear removable covers, both sides are
usable, for quick activity change, or as extra picture
storage. Just attach symbols or objects to the velcro
loop fabric surface and see students communicate or
react to the symbols around them! You can use the
loop fabric surface alone, or place the protective,
removable, clear covers over the top so there's no
need to laminate. The mat provides space for students
to sit in the centre so they can easily move around and
interact with the activity.

Size: 37cm on the
sides, and 58cm
along the top. Width
of strips is 10cm.

HealthCare Communication Boards

Effective communication in health care situations can be difficult, especially
for those with speech difficulties. These boards focus on health care topics
and are designed for use in a hospital, clinic or school nurse's office. The
easy-to-understand and simple text helps users communicate symptoms,
requests and pain levels.

The two-sided, dry erase boards are individually packaged and
preassembled with a dry-erase marker. Available in a text version or symbol /
picture based version, which is especially helpful in multi-lingual environments
to help facilitate communication between speakers of different languages,
or for patients who are not literate, or have a traumatic speech impairment.

Reduces the anxiety associated with hospital admissions by providing a way
to communicate fears, requests and questions. Ideal for temporary voice loss
due to mouth or throat surgery, tracheotomy, or for people affected by high
spinal lesions, head injuries, strokes etc.

These boards offer a disposable, affordable way to provide communication,
whilst adhering to infection control protocols.

Dimensions 43cm x 28cm. Double sided. Text or Symbol versions.
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Flip 'n Talk Kit Eye Gaze Frame / E-Tran

Look2Talk is the award-winning guide for parents and professionals who need to make and use a communication
book for children who communicate using their eyes alone. When speech can’t be understood, and using hands or
fingers to point is difficult, eye-pointing to pictures, symbols or text can be a fast and effective way of communicating
a wide range of messages.

A sturdy spiral-bound set of 30 vinyl communication
pages with tabs. Pictures can be placed on both sides
of the pages, giving the user access to up to 30
categories. Colour sticker labels for the category tabs,
and vocabulary stickers are provided.
The kit features
- Flip 'n Talk Book
- Flip 'n Talk Add-on CD for Boardmaker
- 90 Colour PCS labels for the tabs
- Vinyl Communication Pages and a communication
board.
The book holds up to 175 PCS symbol stickers, up to 5 x
5cm each, with one blank strip. The CD contains three
levels of ready-to-print Boardmaker overlays (6, 8 and
32 squares), as well as customisable communication
page templates with PCS symbols. Just print PCS onto
labels and stick them to the Flip ‘n Talk vinyl pages.
BoardMaker software is required, which is a separate
purchase.

Looking at things you like, need or want is one of the
first and easiest ways of making choices. Eye gaze
frames have been developed as an effective way of
using low-tech eye pointing for choice making and
communication. Pictures, words or symbols can be
placed on the frame.

Positioning the transparent frame between the user
and "listener" makes it easier for them to see where
they are looking. Includes a clear plastic frame and
stand - use the detachable base on a desk or
wheelchair tray. Dimensions: 3mm thick clear
perspex; Board 45 x 35cm; Weight of board
(excluding stand) 0.42kg; Stand: 45 x 15 x 5cm.

These brightly coloured and durable vinyl stickers can
be stuck onto the eye gaze frame, allowing the user
to look at the letter they wish to communicate to their
partner. For literate people, this is a cost-effective and
simple means of achieving communication. Colour-
coding can be used to clarify the selected letter - the
user would look at the coloured circle to indicate the
colour of the letter they want, and then at the group
of letters containing the letter they want, to confirm.

low tech communication & classroom tools

For children who have no other means of communicating but their eyes, and for
whom high-tech eye tracking is not affordable, this is a perfect tool to enable
communication. This guide introduces a step-by-step system that brings in symbols
and pictures at a speed that suits both the child and the responder. It emphasises
the importance of learning together in fun, relaxed activities where the child can
take control. In a sturdy folder which is easy to use with the child, accompanied
by a DVD that contains tutorials and real-life example clips, the guide covers all of
the essential questions that need to be answered, such as:

What vocabulary do I put in the book?
How many pictures or symbols do I use on a page?
Where and when do I start to use the book?
How do I develop the book over time?

Look2Talk offer a stable core vocabulary,
available on each page of the communication
binder, that develops through five stages.

This core, ranging from just two symbols in Stage
Two to 24 in Stage Five, is based on the
development of children’s functional language
as opposed to syntactical language.

Also has a fringe vocabulary designed to meet
an individual's interests, needs and varied
environments.

It also teaches the communication partner, who
is shown throughout the process, how to use and
model the symbols during communication and
to support and scaffold the learners’ own
communication attempts.
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Velcro

Classroom Implementation...

Wear the Communicator on your waist and flip to
communicate with pictures or words. A zip pouch on the
outside cover stores personal items or extra pictures. The
Clear Pocket page option has a clear pocket on each
page rather than velcro receptive pages, so you can
simply insert pages or pictures into the pouches - please
specify when ordering.

Adhesive-backed velcro is available in black or white, in an extremely economical
25m roll. Use it with any of our velcro receptive fabric scheduling or communication
display products, to easily attach words, symbols or small objects to the displays. Make
resources for maths and science lessons, engineer the environment with visual
supports, fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user - or anything else you
can think of - so many uses for this versatile product.

Portable Communication Unit Deluxe

The ideal way to store, organise and carry your
laminated symbol cards. Made of velcro receptive loop
fabric, in a waterproof cover with outer zip for storage
of extra symbols.

An adjustable shoulder strap makes it convenient to
move from class to class or between your students.

low tech communication & classroom tools
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alternative keyboards

Colour coded keys

Lowercase QWERTY

Yes: f+1=F1

2cm Square Keys

Perspex Keyguard
Clear Protective Seal

Windows, Mac, Chrome &
Android with USB or mini

USB, or iOS

You can control your
computer or tablet
wirelessly with the
SimplyWorks range of
devices.

Just connect a SimplyWorks
Receiver to your computer or
tablet, then pair it with a
SimplyWorks Keyboard,
Joystick, Rollerball or Switch
to easily control your device
from up to 10m away. Up to 6
controllers can be connected -
perfect for including everyone
in an interactive classroom. Read about the fun & motivating SimplyWorks Toy

Controllers on pg 98-100 too!

Literacy & Letter
Identification

Improve iPad
Access

Look out for our lowercase
keyboards which help young
users to find and match letters.
They also support people with
emerging literacy.

Using a keyboard with an iPad
can make typing much easier.
Use our Bluetooth keyboards
& Mice on pg 12

Dimensions

Accessories

Connection

System

Colours

Layout

Function Keys

Key Size

Colour coded keys

Uppercase or Lowercase
QWERTY

No

2.5cm Square Keys

Perspex Keyguard

Windows, Mac, Chrome
& Android with USB

Wired USB

48.3 x 3.8 x 17.8cm

Colour coded keys & Bold
Letters

Uppercase QWERTY

Yes

2.5cm Square Keys

Perspex Keyguard

Windows, Mac, Chrome &
Android with USB

Wired USB

48.2 x 3.8 x 17.8cm47.5 x 17.8 x 2.9cm

Wireless - SimplyWorks USB
Receiver Required - specify

your operating system

SimplyWorks
for iPad pg
16

Receive Micro
for Android
pg 97

Windows, Mac, iOS
or Android devices

Receive 2 for
Windows or
Mac pg 97
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White on Black, Black on
White / Yellow / Colours

Yes Yes

Uppercase QWERTY

Uppercase QWERTY

Yes

Dimensions

Accessories

Connection

System

Colours

Layout

Function Keys

Key Size

Dimensions

Accessories

Connection

System

Colours

Layout

Function Keys

Key Size

48.2 x 3.8 x 17.8cm

Any Bluetooth Enabled
Device - No USB Required

Windows, Mac,
Chrome & Android

Colour coded keys
with bold white letters

2.5cm Square keys

Perspex Keyguard

48.2 x 3.8 x 17.8cm

Wired USB

Windows, Mac, Chrome &
Android with USB

Black on White / Yellow

Uppercase QWERTY

Yes

2.5cm Square Keys

Perspex Keyguard

48.2 x 3.8 x 17.8cm

Bluetooth USB Dongle

Windows, Mac, Chrome &
Android with USB

Black on White
White on Black

Uppercase QWERTY

Yes

2.5cm Square Keys

Perspex Keyguard

48.2 x 17.8 x 3.8cm

Any Bluetooth Enabled
Device - No USB Required

Windows, Mac, Chrome
Android & iOS

Black on White

Uppercase QWERTY

Yes

2.5cm square keys 2.5cm square keys

Perspex Keyguard

47 x 3.18 x 19cm

Wired USB or
Bluetooth USB Dongle

Windows, Mac, Chrome &
Android with USB

Black on Yellow / Ivory,
White on Black

Standard Keyboard
1.2cm square keys

Clear Protective Seal

17.8 x 48.3cm

Wired USB

Windows, Mac, Chrome &
Android with USB

Uppercase QWERTY
or ABC

Perspex Keyguard
Clear Protective Seal
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White on Black

Dimensions

Accessories

Connection

System

Colours

Layout

Function Keys

Key Size

21.8 x 10.3 x 1.5cm

Wired USB

Windows, Mac, Chrome &
Android with USB

Uppercase QWERTY

Yes

1cm Square Keys

Metal Keyguard

35.4 x 13.6 x 2.4cm

Bluetooth USB Dongle

White on Black Black

Uppercase QWERTY

Yes

2cm Square Keys

None

20 x 16.7 x 2-7.6cm

Wired USB

Windows & Mac

7 button layout with
combinations producing

all regular keys

Yes

1.5cm Square Keys

Right or Left Hand
Versions available

Protective Keyguard

A Keyboard Rest is an affordable way to improve
ergonomics and accessibility. Designed to give a
slight lift to the keyboard angle, making it easier to
reach and more visible for the user.
The keyboard can be fixed using
self-adhesive velcro pads
(available separately)
for extra secure
mounting.

For Standard Size
Keyboards and

Big Keys
Keyboards

A Keyguard helps people who have trouble pressing
only one key at a time or holding their arm above the
keys, improving comfort and accuracy. It fits securely
onto the keyboard and supports the user while they
select keys through the guard.

Clear perspex version available for VisionBoard2,
KinderBoard, MyBoard, BigKeys and SimplyWorks Keys.
Metal version available for some keyboards – please
specify.

Keyboard stickers can replace worn lettering on a
standard keyboard, increase contrast for people with
visual impairments, add colour or lower case letters.

Hi Visibility Pack contains four sheets:
white on black, yellow on black, black
on white and black on yellow, in both

uppercase and lowercase letters.
For use on a standard size keyboard.
Full key set or alphabet only versions

available. Lower case options for
small or large keyboards.

Keyboard Stickers

Keyboard Rest Covered Laptop Rest

Windows, Mac, Chrome &
Android with USB

The Covered Laptop Rest helps
to prevents fiddling with the
keys and glidepad and helps to
focus attention on the screen
activity. It can also be used to
position an access device
(eg. switches, joystick)
directly in front of the
screen, at an angle,
for a good midline
position. It raises the
screen, providing
excellent visibility,
comfort and
proximity. Fits up to 16
inch laptops.
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SimplyWorks Joystick SimplyWorks Rollerball
Wireless up to 10m! This range has colour coded
buttons mounted sub-flush, to prevent accidental
activation. A switch-adaptable, high quality rolling ball.

Wireless up to 10m! Ideal for inclusive classroom
use. A high quality joystick with interchangeable
handles to meet different needs: a vertical stick,
a soft, easy-to-grip foam ball and a T-bar.

Clevy Kids Mouse
Two coloured buttons make it
easier to remember left and right
click. This mouse is small in size, but
still offers full functionality.

For any Windows, Mac
Chrome & Android device

with USB; or iOS devices
2 Switch ports

Left and Right Click; Drag
Lock Button; 4 Speed Settings

Dimensions: 17 x 10.5 x 10.7cm

Requires a compatible Receiver
for wireless operation (available

separately - specify your
operating system)

For any Windows, Mac
Chrome & Android device

with USB; or iOS devices

2 Switch ports

Left and Right Click;
Drag Lock Button

Dimensions: 17 x 10.5 x 10.7cm

Requires a compatible Receiver for
wireless operation (available

separately - specify your operating
system)

Single Button Mouse
Ideal as a first mouse for kids, or
people with learning difficulties, just
one green button makes learning
to use a mouse so much easier. No
distraction from a scroll wheel, and
a good size for little hands.

Dimensions 8.5 x 5.7 x 3.1cm

Wired USB Connection

For Windows & Mac

Left Click
Function Only

Tiny Mouse
The TinyMouse is about half the size
of a standard computer mouse and
just right for your child's small hands.
A scroll wheel and coloured right
and left buttons help kids learn to
click and move the cursor with
greater comfort.

Dimensions 8.3 x 5.1 x 3.2cm

Wired USB Connection

For Windows & Mac

Left and
Right Click
with Scroll

800 dpi
Optical tracking

Dimensions 10 x 5.5 x 13.3cm

Wired USB Connection

For Windows & Mac

Left and
Right Click
with Scroll
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Optima Joystick Optima Rollerball

Ergonomically comfortable and easy to reach, the
low slant acts as a hand rest. There are colour
coded switch ports, so you can connect corresponding
coloured switches to make access to the buttons easier.

This is a robust, smooth running, comfortable
mouse alternative. The neat size is stable but
supportive. Buttons placed sub-flush help to prevent
accidental activation.

n-ABLER Rollerball
Feature packed! This rollerball has 5 cursor speed
options; Up/down or left/right only option;
Removable finger guard; Reversible Right/Left buttons
for left handed users.

Dimensions 23 x 13 x 13cm
6.3cm Ball

Wired USB Connection
For Windows, Mac
Chrome & Android

2 Switch Ports
Drag Lock, Double

Click & Direction Lock
Function

Threaded mounting holes

Dimensions 22 x 13 x 13cm
Cable length 208cm

Wired USB Connection
For Windows, Mac
Chrome & Android

2 Switch Ports
Drag Lock, Double

Click & Direction Lock
Function

Threaded mounting holes

Dimensions
18 x 10.5 x 10.7cm

Wired USB Connection
For Windows, Mac
Chrome & Android

2 Switch Ports
Drag Lock Function

Dimensions
29 x 22 x 16cm

Wired USB Connection
For Windows, Mac
Chrome & Android

4 Switch Ports
Double Click &

Drag Lock Function

Dimensions
18 x 10.5 x 10.7cm

Wired USB Connection
For Windows, Mac
Chrome & Android

2 Switch Ports
Drag Lock Function

This joystick responds to the lightest touch for easy
cursor control. Buttons placed sub-flush help to
prevent accidental activation. Neat, accurate and
economical.

BIGtrack Rollerball
Big, bright and easy to use for people with poor
fine motor control. Big buttons make clicks easier
and additional switch ports enable left and right click
to be performed by alternative switches.

BJOY Sturdy Joystick C
Comfortable and entirely configurable: adjust
button function, speed, acceleration, auditory
feedback, click time required, joystick directions,
device orientation and more. Includes symbol caps to
label buttons.

Orbitrack
This mouse requires only a single touch on any
button in order to activate; no pressure and no
repeated finger or wrist movements required.

n-ABLER Joystick
Feature packed! This joystick has 5 cursor speed
options; Up/down or left/right only option;
Additional T-Bar or Foam Ball handles; Removable
finger guard; Reversible Right/Left buttons for left
handed users.

Dimensions
21.5 x 14 x 2.5/4.5cm

5cm cursor control ring
Wired USB Connection

For Windows & Mac
2 Switch Ports

Double Click &
Drag Lock Function

Dimensions
16.5 x 16.5 x 8.25cm

Rollerball 7.62cm
Colour differentiated left

& right click buttons
Wired USB Connection
For Windows, OS X &

Android
2 Switch Ports

Drag Lock Feature

Dimensions
17 x 9.5 x 4cm

Wired USB Connection
For Windows Only

3 Switch Ports
Drag Lock Function

Switches not included



n-ABLER Pro Rollerball
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EasyGlide Touch Pad Track-IT!

A unique switch interface that allows complete control
of the mouse cursor, and all mouse button clicks, using
just a single switch. A clock-face with adjustable speed
settings, scans through all mouse movements or clicks,
including dragging, and is activated by a switch press.
There are four switch sockets for those who prefer to
use more than one switch for different functions.

Dimensions 11 x 7.5 x
2.5cm

Wired USB Connection

For Windows & Mac

Options illuminated
by a LED

4 Switch Ports

Supplied with Mounting
Stand for positioning

Left & Right Click; Double
Click & Drag Lock

Cursor Speed control and
8 Scan Rate and Dwell
Time settings

Place this Touch Pad anywhere that is easily reached,
such as on the user's lap, bed or wheel-chair tray for
improved comfort. Offers full mouse function with ease -
scroll by gliding a finger along the right edge of the
touchpad.

n-ABLER Pro Joystick
Our most feature-packed joystick: Anti-tremor
support, a double-click button, left or right hand
configurable, ability to lock the joystick direction for
supported, smooth movement & more!

Marble Mouse
A large, sturdy mouse with a low profile case. The
shape provides a comfortable hand rest offering full
mouse functionality in a more supportive design.

MaxTRAC Rollerball
Suitable for left or right hand use, this mouse requires no
arm movement - all functions can be controlled using
minimal finger movements.

Joystick & Rollerball Rests
An affordable way to make your Joystick or
Rollerball easier to reach and more visible, which
significantly improves access for many people.
Small versions also available for switches.
Available in Steep or Shallow angles

Dimensions 9.5 x 17 x 5cm
5.7cm ball

Wired USB Connection

For Windows & Mac

Left and Right Click; Drag
Lock; Switchable Left and
Right Click; Dynamic Cursor

Acceleration and Easy
Scroll Feature

Available in Black or Cream

Dimensions 23 x 13 x 13cm
Cable length 208cm

Wired USB Connection

For Windows & Mac

2 Switch Ports

Switchable Left and Right
Click; Drag Lock Button & 4

Speed Settings

Threaded mounting holes

Dimensions 8.6 x 16.5 x 4.2cm

Wired USB Connection

For Windows & Mac

Scrolling is easy with two
additional buttons

Accurate and robust
optical technology

Dimensions 6.1 x 4.3cm

Wired USB Connection

For Windows & limited
Mac functionality

Left and Right Click on
buttons or on

designated pad area

Dimensions 23 x 13 x 13cm
6.3cm Ball

Wired USB Connection

For Windows & Mac

2 Switch Ports

Threaded mounting holes

Switchable Left and Right Click; Drag
Lock Button & 4 Speed Settings

For those who prefer a rolling ball, with all the super
features of this range. Anti-tremor support, a
double-click button, left or right hand configurable,
and ability to lock the rolling direction for supported
movement.

Switch not included
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EnPathia SmartNav 4 AT

The BJOY Ring turns your wheelchair joystick into a
mouse for controlling a computer, tablet or smartphone.
The configurable software allows you to adjust the
sensitivity, pointer speed, functionality and more, so that
it is perfect for your needs. Mouse clicks can be done
via switches or dwell clicking software. Connect up to
four receivers to control multiple devices. Store your
settings on the BJOY Ring to make
switching between your
devices quick and easy.
Can connect to Windows
and Android devices via
Bluetooth. A wired version
of the BJOY Ring is also
available. See Environment
Controls too on pg 35!

Full control of your wheelchair,
and your PC, tablet and

smartphone

For Windows, Mac, Linux, Android
& Chrome. Setup software
requires Windows initially

Typing done via
on-screen keyboard

2 Switch Ports

Wireless Bluetooth or Wired USB
versions available

Receiver: 5.1 x 2.6 x 1.4cm
Transmitter: 2.2cm

Two Ring Sizes Included
Small 0.48cm, Large 0.63cm

Full mouse control: clicks are
performed via dwell clicking
software or a switch. Switch
and additional Dwell Clicker
software are optional.
For Windows, Mac & Android
Typing done via
on-screen keyboard
Wireless Connection to
USB Receiver
2 Switch ports
Dimensions 5.9 x 3.3 x
1.5cm. Weight 23g
Optional external on-screen
keyboard for more screen
space - ask about the Vido

Ideal for people who cannot
use their hands. The small
camera is placed on your
computer monitor or a
standard tripod, and uses
an infrared camera to
track your head movements.
A small reflective sticker
placed on the user (e.g. on glasses or cap) sends
instructions to the computer to move the mouse cursor.
Clicks are performed using built-in 'dwell clicking'
software, or by connecting switches (available
separately) to the camera for activation by foot, finger
etc. A single switch can be plugged directly into the
back of the SmartNav, or with the included splitter
cable, you can plug in two additional switches for left
and right clicking. A single and dual foot switch
are available separately for use with the
SmartNav 4. Secure magnetic mount available.

Puff Switch available!
Ask about the Quha

Sento!

Full mouse control provided: clicks done via dwell
clicking software or a switch (switch not included)

Easily shared as each user can have their own
customised profile

For Windows & Mac (Mac software available
separately)

Typing done via
on-screen keyboard

2 Switch Ports

Wired USB
Connection

Dimensions:
8 x 6.5 x 5cm

Full mouse control: clicks done via dwell clicking
software or a switch (switch not included)

Easily shared as each user
can have their own
customised profile

Typing done via
on-screen keyboard

2 Switch Ports

For Windows, Mac &
Linux

Wired USB Connection

Attaching Strap 65cm

EnPathia is a gyroscopic mouse,
allowing full computer control
through small movements. Just
attach the strap, and do a quick
calibration to adjust to your
abilities. A sensor that detects
movement is placed inside a slot
on the soft strap attached to any
part of the body, such as head,
forearm or foot. Gentle
movements enable the user to
move the cursor, click, drag and
drop. EnPathia can be
configured to suit the individual,
in terms of range of movement,
speed and sensitivity.
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BJOY Hand Joystick BJOY Button Joystick

Full Mouse & Computer Control
provided

For Windows, Mac, Linux,
Android & Chrome. Setup
software requires Windows

initially

Dimensions: 13 x 12 x 5.5cm

Wired USB Connection
Sensitive Joystick with free movement in

any direction; with Adjustable Orientation

Hypoallergenic Head

2 Integrated Switches, each fully
customisable via the software

Customisable chin part - can be supplied without
integrated switches, & alternative switches

connected to box for activation by a different
part of the body

Full Mouse & Computer Control provided. Each
Switch can perform Left or Right Click, Drag &

Drop, Double Click or Nothing
For Windows, Mac, Linux, Android & Chrome

Setup software requires Windows initially

Wired USB Connection

Configurable: Switch
Acceptance Time; Drag

& Drop after a long
press on your chosen

Switch etc

Adjustable Auditory
Feedback

Dimensions
6.7 x 6.7 x 2.8cm

For people who would
like to control a mouse
with their chin, this is the
best solution available!

The compact size,
position of the buttons,

excellent accuracy and
the variety of mounting

options, make this a
very versatile device.

It can be fully adjusted to meet the user’s needs and
abilities using the software provided.

The BJOY Click is a mouse that is
controlled completely with
switches, allowing full cursor

control with any combination of
body movements. It has four
switch inputs to control cursor

directions, and two more for click
functions. It can be fully tailored
to the user’s needs and abilities

using the software provided.

Full Mouse & Computer Control provided

4 Small, Ultra Sensitive Buttons with Customizable
Functions

For Windows, Mac, Linux, Android & Chrome
Setup software requires Windows initially

Wired USB Connection

Dimensions: 13 x 12 x 5.5cm

Joystick with free cursor movement in all directions

Cursor Speed independent from joystick motion

Alternative version available with cursor
movements limited to 4 or 8 directions for people

with poor fine motor control

Full Mouse & Computer Control provided

4 Buttons for Cursor Direction Control
4 Buttons with Adjustable Click Functions

Button Diameter (3,5cm)

For Windows, Mac, Linux, Android & Chrome
Setup software requires Windows initially

Wired USB Connection

Dimensions: 29 x 22 x 16cm

4 External Switch Ports available

Clear Guard and Customisable Button Labels
Included

Coloured Button Covers & Clear Covers Included
Non-slip and very sturdy device

This joystick is intended for people with minimal strength
in their hands and fingers. It is very sensitive, and
designed to be comfortably, accurately and
ergonomically used with one hand. It can be fully
tailored to the user's needs and abilities using the
software provided. We can even personalise this mouse
& move buttons around to make it fit your hand
perfectly. All settings are saved in the device so you can
take them with you wherever you go.

These large buttons offer one of the easiest ways to
access your computer. It can be fully tailored to the
user's needs and abilities using the software provided.
We can even personalise this mouse & move buttons
around based on your individual needs. Adjustable
pointer speed, orientation, button functions and more.
All settings are saved in the device so you can take
them with you wherever you go.

The pointer speed and acceleration is adjustable,
useful for people with poor control or limited

movement. The orientation is adjustable which helps
people who are controlling their screen from a different
angle. All settings are saved in the device so you can
take it with you wherever you go and connect to a

different computer.
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EasySwitch Set

iSwitch Blue2 Switch

SimplyWorks Switch
The name says it all - easy to install, easy to use, this
affordable pair of wireless switches connect with the
included USB Receiver and are perfect for access to
the HelpKidzLearn online games platform or any other
switch accessible activity.

A wireless switch for use with computers, tablets, toys
and even electrical appliances! With a compatible
SimplyWorks Receiver, you can control almost anything
with this neat and flexible switch.

Want simple switch access to your iDevice? Now you
can with the wireless iSwitch. With a smooth, low profile,
angled towards the user, you can control switch
enabled apps, music, media, video & photography.

Blue2 is a truly flexible switch for use with any computer,
tablet or iPad. It supports both single and dual switches,
using the two built-in switches, or you can plug your
two favourite switches into the switch jacks to use Blue2
as a transmitter.

2 Additional Switches can be connected, making
this an interface for any wired switch and your

iDevice
For iPad 2/3/4, iPad Mini, iPad Air, iPod Touch 3rd

Gen
Mounting Optional: Perspex Mounting Plate OR
Use Velcro with Universal Mounting Plate and a

Mounting Arm
24 Pre-programmed functions including Home

Button & Music Control

120g Activation Force
7.5cm Diameter

Auditory & Tactile Click
Red, Blue Green or Yellow

Connection: Bluetooth to iDevices; 10m range

Allows you to program Custom Keystrokes for use
with any App

Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or Adhesive with
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm

3 Pre-programmed and 3 Programmable
functions. Keyboard Toggle button for access to

on-screen keyboard

200g Activation Force
Switches 7 x 7cm

Device 16.3 x 7 x 2cm

Auditory & Tactile Click
For any Windows, Mac, Chrome
& Android with Bluetooth; 10m

Wireless range

What is a Switch?

Activation Force: 50g on
sides, 115g in middle

7.5cm Diameter
Auditory & Tactile Click

Wireless connection
to supplied USB Receiver

10m Wireless range

2 Additional Switches can be connected

Up to 6 Switches can connect to one receiver, for
collaborative play or turn taking. Program mouse
& keyboard functions via integrated LED screen

For Windows, Mac, Chrome & Android with USB
Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or Adhesive with
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm

2 Additional Switches can be connected
24 Pre-programmed functions. Program via

integrated LED screen
For Windows, Mac, Chrome & Android with USB for

the required Receiver (Available Separately)
Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or Adhesive with
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm

Activation Force: 90g on sides,
120g in middle; Two sizes: 7.5cm

or 12.5cm
Auditory & Tactile Click

Red, Blue, Green or Yellow
Wireless connection to

compatible USB Receiver
(available separately)

10m Wireless range
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This switch has a low profile surface and is angled
towards the user to make it really easy for those with
limited movement to press. It requires minimal force to
activate. Also available in a wireless version - See the
SimplyWorks Switch on pg 86.
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Physical considerations – What movements can the user make? Can they perform more than one reliable
movement? How fast can they make that movement? Are they able to reach across a range of areas? Can they
judge the position of the switch? Can they coordinate their hand and eye movements? Is the prognosis of their
abilities expected to change?
Repeatability - A switch user will have to make a number of switch presses, which may take considerable effort. Make sure the
movement is comfortable to repeat and not overly tiring. The aim of using a switch is ease of access to their desired activities.
Ensure that the user is not made to struggle to use a switch in order to exercise an arm!
Outcome - Remember that there may be easier ways of doing something rather than struggling to use a switch – if a repeated,
controlled movement is very tiring or difficult for the user, there may be easier options.
Access to other activities - The switch position should not obscure the task, and should not get in the way of other daily
activities. The user should be able to operate the switch and see the activity easily - remember that it can take some time to
transfer their attention from the switch to the task. If this takes too long they may miss the activity or the response.
Ease of use - A good switch system should be one that is secure, easy to set up and comfortable for the user – it may need to
be mounted to be reached.
And finally, if the user doesn’t like the idea of using a specific movement or body part to operate a switch, this decision should

be respected.

Plate Switch

2 Additional Switches can be connected
For Windows, Mac, Chrome & Android with a USB

Please specify USB or mini USB cable
Mounting Optional: Perspex Mounting Plate OR
Use Velcro with Universal Mounting Plate and a

Mounting Arm
24 Pre-programmed functions for mouse

keyboard, tablet & gamepad. Program via
integral LED screen

120g Activation Force
7.5cm Diameter

Auditory & Tactile Click
Wired USB or Mini USB

Connection

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug
Requires a compatible Switch Interface for

Windows, Mac iOS, Chrome or Android
Available Separately

Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or Adhesive with
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm
Includes wide flange base, space saving flush

base and strap base

100g Activation Force
3.5cm Diameter

Auditory & Tactile Click
Availble in Red, Blue,

Green, Yellow or Black

34g Activation Force
Large11.5 x 15cm

Small 6 x 10cm
Mini 5 x 5cm

No Auditory or Tactile
feedback - Good for less

distraction

Choosing a Movement for your Switch Access

This compact switch is provided with alternative bases,
including one that allows the switch to easily be
strapped to an arm, leg, hand, headrest etc. A 60cm
strap is included. Small, easy to position and a great
switch for any access kit.

A discreet, small, very thin switch activated with a light
touch on the coloured circle. This is ideal for people
who have difficulty lifting a hand or finger but could
slide it onto the switch area. The surface is sealed to
prevent moisture damage. Includes five multi-coloured
stickers.

This is a powerful switch which does not require an
additional interface box - it plugs directly into your PC
or tablet's USB port. It also has supportive features
including Acceptance Delay, Ignore Repeats,
Maximum Press Time etc. A low profile, angled towards
the user makes it very accessible.

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug
Requires a compatible Switch Interface for

Windows, Mac iOS, Chrome or Android
Available Separately

Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or Adhesive with
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm

USB Switch

Smoothie Switch

Specs Switch

Activation Force 90g on sides
120g in middle

7.5cm or 12.5cm Diameter
Option

Auditory & Tactile Click
Available in Red, Blue, Green

Yellow
Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug

Requires a compatible Switch Interface for
Windows, Mac iOS, Chrome or Android

Available Separately
Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or Adhesive with
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm
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When considering which switch to use, think about the visual, physical and sensory needs of the user.
Size - A large switch can be easier to target, but will take up more space and be more obtrusive. A very
small switch may be easier to position and may suit where a single finger can be used.
Feel and sound - For most users, the feedback offered by a switch that moves and clicks when it is pressed is an
advantage, but for some this can be a distraction from the intended activity! In this case a “quiet” switch may be
better as it will distract the user less - but there will also be less tactile feedback.
Operating area - It is usually desirable that a switch operates consistently no matter where on its surface it is
pressed, so the user is always successful. Some switches activate more easily at the edges, and require a firmer
press in the middle. Some switches are made in the form of a hinge, so that a body part may rest on the hinge,
and the activation only happens when the hinge is pressed in one direction (this is common in foot switches).
Colour - This can make a switch appealing and help users with a visual problem if it is placed on a contrasting
colour surface. Different colours may help a person using multiple switches. Pictures or symbols on a switch can
be useful to reinforce or explain the action they will perform.

Buddy Button

Jelly Bean Twist Big Red Twist

Big Buddy Button

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug
Requires a compatible Switch Interface for

Windows, Mac iOS, Chrome or Android
Available Separately

Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or Adhesive with a
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm.
Has two threaded inserts on the bottom of the

switch to allow for secure mounting

100g Activation Force
6.35cm diameter

Auditory & Tactile Click
Available in Red, Blue
Green, Yellow or Black

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug
Requires a compatible Switch Interface for

Windows, Mac iOS, Chrome or Android
Available Separately

Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or Adhesive with a
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm

85g Activation
Force

12.5cm diameter
Auditory & Tactile

Click
Red, Blue, Green

& Yellow Tops
Included

Which Switch should I use?

Super convenient and flexible, this versatile switch is
provided with four different colour switch tops, and a
clear plastic cap to hold your symbols or switch labels.

The reliable, durable, colourful, single switch, activated
by pressing anywhere on the top surface. All Buddy
Buttons come with an adhesive circular rubber foam
base to prevent slipping.

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug
Requires a compatible Switch Interface for

Windows, Mac iOS, Chrome or Android
Available Separately

Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or Adhesive with a
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm.
Has two threaded inserts on the bottom of the

switch to allow for secure mounting

150g Activation Force
11.5cm diameter

Auditory & Tactile Click
Available in Red, Blue
Green, Yellow or Black

With a large surface for easy access, this durable,
colourful, single switch is activated by pressing any-
where on the top surface. Comes with an adhesive
circular rubber foam base to prevent slipping.

Just like the Jelly Bean, this larger version is provided
with four different colour switch tops, and a clear
plastic cap to hold your symbols or switch labels.

71g Activation
Force

6.5cm diameter
Auditory & Tactile

Click
Red, Blue, Green &

Yellow Tops
Included

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug
Requires a compatible Switch Interface for

Windows, Mac iOS, Chrome or Android
Available Separately

Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or Adhesive with a
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm
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Chin Switch

Pillow Switch Ping Pong Switch

Imperium Sip & Puff Switch

Connection: 3.5mm
Mono Plug

Requires a compatible Switch Interface for
Windows, Mac, iOS, Chrome or Android

Available Separately
Mounted as a necklace worn by the user

Connection: 3.5mm Stereo Plug. Requires Swifty
switch interface or Serial to Dual Mono Splitter

Available Separately
For Windows, Mac, Android and iOS with a
compatible Receiver - Available Separately

Gooseneck Mount with SuperClamp Included
For health reasons, Imperium Sip and Puff Switch

can not be returned once opened

Connection: 3.5mm
Mono Plug

Requires a compatible Switch Interface
for Windows, Mac, iOS, Chrome or

Android - Available Separately
Flexible Gooseneck Mount with

SuperClamp Included for attaching to
round tubes or flat surfaces

180g Activation Force
8cm Diameter

Auditory & Tactile Click

110g Activation Force
2 x 7cm diameter

Auditory & Tactile Click

Activated by
light breath
from mouth

13.2 x 8.5 x4.5cm
Diameter

Approx. 65g Activation Force
3.5mm activation area
Auditory & Tactile Click

The Stages of Switch Use

A smooth and soft foam surface, with faux suede cover,
makes this switch suitable for activation by any part of
the body which requires a softer touch, such as the
head, elbow, cheek etc. Also comfortable on the hand
for those with strong movements. Easily fastens to a
pillow or wheelchair cushion with the integrated safety
pin and Velcro.

This innovative switch is light in action and ideal for
individuals with minimal movement. It is supplied with a
versatile gooseneck mounting system which consists of
an arm and clamp so it is extremely easy to position.
Ideal for use as a head or chin switch.

Activate this convenient switch by simply moving your
head. The Chin Switch can be positioned any where
around the neck with plastic tubing that can be cut to
fit, just like a custom necklace. Multiple Chin Switches
can be positioned around the same tube for users who
need several access points.

This switch provides two separate switch actions, one
with a 'sip' and one with a 'puff' of air from the mouth.
It includes a flexible gooseneck mount and mounting
clamp for attachment to a table or wheelchair.

Connection: 3.5mm
Mono Plug

Requires a compatible Switch Interface
for Windows, Mac, iOS, Chrome or

Android - Available Separately

Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or
Adhesive with a Universal Mounting Plate

and a Mounting Arm

Cause and Effect – Being aware that they
can cause an action/response by using the
switch is the first step. For some, this will
take a lot of practice & repetition.
Switch Timing – Being able to press a
switch at the right time is a big part of
switch operation. It requires motor and
cognitive skills to operate the switch and
understand the task.
Choosing – Selecting the required item
through a process of scanning, either with
one or two switches enables access to a
wider range of material for curriculum or
computer access.
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Motivation - This is key when first teaching switch use. Make a note of anything that triggers a positive
response: a song, certain sensory room equipment, a favourite toy etc. The user is more likely to engage if
they enjoy the response. Remember to ask family and other team members about their observations too, and
base your learning experiences on these favourites.
Cause and Effect – Is the user definitely aware that pressing the switch is actually causing something to
happen? Do they appear to anticipate or enjoy the response? Do they seek to repeat it? Careful observation
can help to establish whether or not they have an understanding of 'cause and effect'. Understanding and
awareness of that is a basic first step towards successful switch use.
Focus on the activity - Remember to say “let's get more music” rather than “press the switch.” It may take
many repetitions of the activity before new skills are acquired. Try to have a relaxed and fun environment.
Encouragement and patience - When the activity stops, pause and do nothing for a while, and observe the
user’s response. You may need to allow a long time to process the instructions and response.
Switch Type & Position - Make sure the user is comfortable, able to make a reliable movement, and that the
switch is placed within comfortable reach of that movement, including possibly being mounted in a secure way.

Candy Corn /BIG Candy Switch

Dome and Disk Switch Vibe Light Switch

SCAT-IR Switch

Just the lightest touch required anywhere on this
switch - and the cool dome shape is nice to rest the
hand on too!

No pressure required! These proximity sensor switches
activate with any movement near to the surface, or
the very slightest touch.

Vibration and visual feedback, in an ergonomic design.
This switch has optional latch-on, timer function and
blinking features. Perfect for use in a dark Sensory Room!

Three small orange LED's in corners light up for visual
feedback

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug - Requires a compatible
Switch Interface for Windows, Mac iOS, Chrome or

Android - available separately

Mounting: Optional - has a magnetic back, or use Velcro
or Adhesive with a Small Round Plate and a Mounting

Arm (Universal Mounting Kit or Buddy Button Plate)

Self-Calibrating to accept either large or small
movements

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug - Requires a
compatible Switch Interface for Windows, Mac iOS,

Chrome or Android - available separately

Mounting: Flexible Gooseneck with a SuperClamp, and
a Glasses Frame mount included

150g Activation Force

Dome: 9 x 17.5cm

Disc: 2.5 x 17.5cm

Auditory &
Tactile Click

Available in Red, Blue, Green, Yellow or Black

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug - Requires a compatible
Switch Interface for Windows, Mac iOS, Chrome or

Android - available separately

Mounting: Optional - use Velcro or Adhesive with a
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm

0g Activation Force

Any movement - eye blink, eyebrow raise, cheek
or finger - can interrupt the Infrared beam, creating a
click. Easy to position and very responsive.

Timed activation from 5 seconds to 2 minutes

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug - Requires a
compatible Switch Interface for Windows, Mac iOS,

Chrome or Android - available separately

Mounting: Optional - use Vibe Light Mounting Plate
and a Mounting Arm

How to be Successful with Switches

80g Activation Force

Dimensions: 11.2 x 3.8cm

Tactile &
Visual Click

Dimensions: 10.2 x
10.3 x 3.2cm

Gooseneck 38cm

Auditory Beep on
Activation (optional)

0g Activation Force

Activation Surface
4.7cm at widest point
or 9cm in BIG Candy

Auditory Beep &
Visual Light

Activate within 1cm of Candy,
or 2.5cm of BIG Candy surface
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This ultra flat switch, only 3mm thick, is useful for those
with difficulty raising their hand or finger onto the
switch. Very light pressure will activate the Pal Pad
switch and they can be operated with the slightest
touch from above or at a shallow angle.

The flexible, bendable switch you can activate with a
swipe in either direction. It is soft to the touch and
moisture resistant.
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Wobble Switch Kit

Pal Pad Switch Ribbon Switch

Mini Joystick Switch

120g Activation Force on Joystick; 200g
Downward Push

3cm Diameter x 12 cm Wand
Auditory and Tactile Feedback

Connection: 9-Pin D Female; Requires a
compatible Switch Interface for Windows

Mac, Chrome or Android (9-Pin to USB
Adapter or Hitch Interface) Available

Separately
Requires Grasp/Mini Joystick Mounting
Plate with a Mounting arm. Good for

hand or chin operation

The wand of this switch can be activated with a
swiping action in any direction. Especially useful for
those with poor motor control, who may not be able to
lift and release their hands off traditional switches, or
return to a fixed position. Includes a mounting clamp
and gooseneck arm for easy optimal positioning.

Five switches in one! Four switches are activated by
moving the joystick in four directions; the fifth is
activated by pressing down. Two tips are included: a
flexible rubber and a hard plastic option. It can be
used for communication aids, wheelchair or environ-
mental control. Note: This is not a standard computer
joystick but a switch allowing multiple different actions.

34g Activation Force
Large 11.5 x 15cm; Small
6 x 10cm; Mini 5 x 5cm
No Auditory or Tactile
Feedback - Useful for

less distraction

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug
Requires a compatible Switch

Interface for Windows, Mac, iOS
Chrome or Android

Available Separately

Good Value: Mounting Clamp & Arm
Included

90g Activation Force
7.5 x 2.5 x 2.6cm Base

10cm Activation Wand
Auditory & Tactile Click

Available in Red only
Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug
Requires a compatible Switch

Interface for Windows, Mac iOS,
Chrome or Android - Available

Separately
Requires a Ribbon Switch Mounting
Plate & a Mounting Arm - Available

Separately

110g Activation Force
10.16 x 0.6cm

Tactile Feedback
on bend

*Not the same as Sento for QuhaZono

Available in Red, Blue, Green or Yellow
Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug

Requires a compatible Switch Interface for
Windows, Mac iOS, Chrome or Android

Available Separately

Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or Adhesive with a
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm

They also provide a way for children who may
not be able to play other games very easily, to
have an independent way of having some fun.
You can use a toy to include a child in your
classroom too! At circle time or show-and-tell,
allow your switch user to operate their toy and
show classmates what they can do!

Switch Toys are a
motivating and fun way
to teach the function of a
switch. Our toys are on
pg 102 - 104.

Switch Toys Sento Puff Switch MultiPurpose
The Sento is the only hygienic puff switch which
requires absolutely no contact with the user's mouth. A
simple puff of breath activates the click and can be
used to control any switch accessible software or
interface. Use it for environment control, or with eye
tracking, or to call for assistance... and more!

Breath activated
6.3 x 3.8 x 1.3cm
Arm length 25cm

Weight 45g Cable length 18cm

Auditory and visual feedback on select and low
battery warning

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug
Replaceable Battery - Life up to 1,5years

Threaded camera Mounting compatible with our
Magic Arm
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This switch has a small, sensitive activation area which
wraps around the user's finger. It is ideal for people with
minimal movement.

Activate this tube shaped switch with a firm squeeze or
pinch. Hold for longer than 2 seconds to activate a
latch-on feature, such as for 'drag'.

Ideal for people with limited finger strength and
mobility, this switch is activated with a light pull on the
string, which can be hooked around a finger.

Talking Switches – Participation and fun are encouraged with our recordable
talking switches on page 67 - 70
Switch Mounting – Mounting can make all the difference! Make sure to see
our switch mounts on page 45 - 47
Switch Toys – Find just the right motivating toy, all conveniently pre-adapted
on page 102- 104
Sensory Rooms – Using a switch to create magical effects in a darkened
room is a powerful experience. Find out more on page 105
Games&Computer Control - Switch skills can be developed through a
range of software titles that help to teach cause and effect, turn taking, using
multiple switches and the timing used in switch scanning. Full computer
access is possible through switches and appropriate software, such as
Communicator 5 or Grid 3 on pages 56 and 53
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Grasp Switch

Finger Switch String Switch

Microlight Switch

Supplied with 1.5m cable
to connect to a computer
or switch adapted device

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug

Requires a compatible Switch Interface
for Windows, Mac iOS, Chrome or

Android - Available Separately

75g Activation Force

Activation Area 1cm
square

Unobtrusive with no
Auditory or Tactile Click

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug

Requires a compatible Switch
Interface for Windows, Mac, iOS
Chrome or Android - Available

Separately

Mounting Optional: Use
Grasp/Mini Joystick Mounting

Plate with a Mounting Arm

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug - Requires
a compatible Switch Interface for

Windows, Mac iOS, Chrome or Android -
Available Separately

Mounting Optional: Use Microlight
Mounting Plate with a Mounting Arm

Mounting Optional: Use Velcro or Adhesive with a
Universal Mounting Plate and a Mounting Arm

Connection: 3.5mm
Mono Plug

Requires a compatible Switch
Interface for Windows, Mac iOS,
Chrome or Android - Available

Separately

43g Activation Force

10cm String Loop

Auditory &
Tactile Click

11.3g Activation Force

Dimensions: 4.5 x 1.3cm

Auditory &
Tactile Click

Includes Multi-Colour
Stickers to help

differentiate between
switches

Don't miss these sections for switch accessible resources...

300g Activation Force

3.55cm Diameter

Unobtrusive with no
Auditory or Tactile Click

One of our lightest switches, perfect fingertip size,
requires just a tiny press to activate. Useful for people
with limited strength or movement.
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The Switch Adapted Aroma Fan can be used with any essential
oils of your choice. The internal fan blows gently when a switch is
pressed, sending a light, scented breeze towards the user. See pg
130
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The Senses
For people with complex or multiple sensory impairments, it may not be possible to SEE the effect or
HEAR the effect of pressing a switch. For them, it can be really valuable to provide a TACTILE or
OLFACTORY response to a switch press. Have a look at our Sensory Products from pg 107 for
switch adapted sensory resources like these:

The Switch Adapted Vibration Tube gives a strong vibration when a
switch is pressed. This can be places on the person's body and can give
a deep physical response to teach cause and effect, or to provide a way
for the user to relax or stimulate themselves. See pg 126

SmartNav Foot SwitchFoot Switch Dual Foot Switch

This switch is only for use with the
SmartNav 4 AT head mouse, a
hands-free mouse alternative, see
pg 84, and provides cursor control
& all clicks. The switch also offers
custom functions such as pausing
the cursor, centering, or activating
scrolling mode.

The two pedals perform left and
right mouse clicks. When
combined with cursor control (via
head or eye movement etc) it
provides completely hands free
computer control. It can be
configured to perform any custom
keyboard action or key
combination. The outer pedals
may be adjusted inward to
accommodate smaller feet.

The Foot Switch is designed as a to
be rested on the floor or foot rest
of a wheelchair. You can rest the
activating foot on the switch
between activations. Pressing
down on the hinged forward
surface activates the switch.

Activation Force: 1.5kg
Dimensions 7 x 7.6 x 3.8cm
Auditory & Tactile Click

Connection: 3.5mm Mono Plug
Requires a compatible Switch
Interface for Windows, Mac,
iOS, Chrome or Android
Available Separately

Mounting Optional: Use
Adhesive or a Universal

Mounting Plate and Mounting
Arm

Activation Force: Adjustable
from 1.8 to 2.7kg

Dimensions 16.5 x 17.7 x 3.1cm
Auditory & Tactile Click

Connection: USB
For Windows or Mac - Requires

Mac software - Available
Separately

Mounting Optional: Use
Adhesive or a Universal

Mounting Plate and Mounting
Arm

Switch Access & Sensory Input

Activation Force: Adjustable
from 1.8 to 2.7kg

Dimensions 6.6 x 8.8 x 2.5cm
Auditory & Tactile Click

Connects to SmartNav AT
Head Mouse Only - Available

Separately
For Windows or Mac - Requires
Mac software - Available

Separately
Mounting Optional: Use the
self-adhesive velcro tab

provided to anchor the pedal
to the floor, or with a Universal
Mounting Plate and Mounting

Arm
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Switch Mounting
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Grip Switch Mount
Ideal for those with limited arm or hand movement, or
difficulty bringing/returning their hand into position to
activate the switch, this arm-worn mount ensures that
your switch is always in reach.

Fully adjustable, comfortable
arm brace

Available for left or right
handed use

Size Small or Large available
Switch not included

Ideal for iSwitch, Smoothie
(smaller 75mm version) or

USB Switch sizes
Switch not included

Three sizes available - Sloping
surface dimensions:

Large:15 x 16cm
Suitable for Big Red
switches or similar

or a BIGmac
Communicator

Medium: 8 x 9cm
Suitable for

Buddy Button
switches or similar
Small: 6.5 x 7cm

Suitable for Specs switch
or any small switch

Angled Switch Mounts
Many switch users have greater control if their switch is
placed at an angle. Each mount enables the switch to
be secured in two positions - sloping or right angle. A
velcro hook dot fixing pack for one switch is included.
Used with a Device Tray (above), these mounts offer a
helpful variety of positioning options and increase
successful switch use.

Three sizes available
Large: 54 x 29cm

Medium: 35 x 35cm
Small: 24 x 36 cm
This size is ideal
as a a non-slip,

non-scratch area
for your iPad too

Device Trays
Cushioned for comfort, a Device Tray holds switches or
switch mounts, joysticks or tracker balls firmly in almost
any position. Ideal for use on a lap or table to prevent
slipping, or in assessment situations where a wide variety
of positions need to be tried. The soft velcro receptive
material is comfortable & means that switches can be
secured directly to the tray with self adhesive velcro dots.

Industrial Velcro
This very strong plastic velcro is ideal for securing
switches, joysticks, keyboards, etc. and provides support
for better accuracy when using devices. Snap-in-place
installation replaces screws and nails. Cut it to length &
attach the self adhesive strip to your device. The
adhesive bonds to most plastics, powder coated paints
and other objects with little or no surface preparation.

Positioning makes all the difference between struggling to reach a switch, or
successful use. You can mount switches onto tables or wheelchairs, onto flat
surfaces or round poles, within easy reach of any body part that will be activating
the switch. Please refer to our Mounting section on page 39 to see all the
options available to help you find that perfect position for efficiency and comfort.
Most switches have a compatible Mounting Plate,
which attaches to several of our arms.
Simply connect the switch to the
plate, and the plate to the arm.

Chat to us for advice!

An essential tool for
your assessment
or classroom kit.

Sold per meter -
please specify length.
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If you’d like to control a toy from further away, or a toy that
moves around, you may want a remote control switch. A
SimplyWorks Switch, or any normal wired switch connected
to a SimplyWorks Send, can do this when paired with a
SimplyWorks Control.

You can have sophisticated control of what happens to a toy or
appliance when a switch is pressed. Direct Mode only activates while
the switch is pressed; Latched Mode will stay on when the switch is
activated, until it is pressed again; Timed Mode will keep the toy or
appliance activated for a specified duration. These functions are
available with a SimplyWorks Energise for controlling appliances, or
for toy control, use a SimplyWorks Control, Control Lite, Contro Pro
or Mini Beamer & Receiver. See page 98 - 101 for details.

Advanced Controls

...To Remote Toys

...To Appliances
Any electrical appliance with a simple
on/off function can be operated by a

switch. A fan, heater, radio, blender – all
these can be connected to an Energise
(pg 101) or a Participation Box (pg 99)

which allows the electrical signal to reach
the appliance only when the switch is

activated.

...To Toys
Many toys have been
specially adapted to work
with switches. These toys will
have a small cable protruding
somewhere on the toy, and
the switch plugs directly into
this cable. You can also easily
adapt your own battery-
operated toys to work with a
switch. See page 101 for
instructions.

How it works: Connecting Your Switches...
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...To your computer, tablet or iPad
Most switches require a ‘switch
interface’ to connect to your computer.
This device plugs into a USB port of
your computer, and the switches are
plugged into it. When you press a switch,
the interface tells the computer that a
key or mouse command is being pressed.
There are switch interfaces for all
operating systems: Windows, iOS and
Android.

Bluetooth switches can
connect wirelessly with
your tablet without an
additional interface.

Participation
Box

SimplyWorks
Receive Micro

JoyCable 3

Wired / Wireless
Switches

SimplyWorks
Receive 2

SimplyWorks
Switch

SimplyWorks
Send

OR
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Inclusive MultiSwitch 2 Inclusive Simple Switch Box
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JoyCable 3 Pretorian Simple Switch Box

This is an intelligent switch interface that detects the
program and automatically sets up the switches for you.
Create your own switch profiles with mouse clicks, key
presses or application actions (such as print or save) to
access non-switch software. Can also be used to
enable switch access to mouse movement, with four
built-in cursor speed settings.

The Simple Switch Interface allows up to two switches to
be connected to your computer. It requires no software
setup and provides space and enter or left and right
click to suit most requirements. It is compatible with all
PC and Mac platforms fitted with a USB socket.

Dimensions:12.5 x 6.3 x 2.4cm

Plug & Play USB connection

For Windows (XP to 8.1) and Mac (10.6 to 10.9)

Supplied with programmable software - can
perform a variety of commands from

keyboard to mouse control, save, print etc

Connect up to 6 switches - 3.5mm Mono Plug

Dimensions: 4.7 x 3.6 x 1.2cm

Plug & Play USB connection

For Windows (XP to 8.1) and Mac (10.6 to 10.9)

The two switches can perform only Space & Enter
so will work with any software using those keys

Connect up to 2 switches - 3.5mm Mono Plug

Dimensions: 9 x 6.5 x 2cm

Plug & Play USB connection

For Windows, Mac, Chrome
& Android with USB

The two switches can perform
Space & Enter or Left & Right Click

Connect up to 2 switches - 3.5mm Mono
Plug

NOTE: Cannot be connected to a PS2
socket even with an adaptor plug - Must be

a UBS connection

Smartbox Wireless
Switch Transmitter*
now also available

Transmitter connects
to switches

Receiver connects
to computer

*Ideal for use with the Grid Pad communication devices
as the Receiver is built into the Backbox.

The JoyCable provides a quick and easy way to plug
switches into a computer. The JoyCable plugs into the
USB port of your computer, and the switches plug into
the box - easy! You can connect one or two switches.
Switch Driver 6 software is included to enable
customised control of programs that do not directly
support switch access.

USB 2.0 connection

For Windows only

Will perform any function
through Switch Driver

software included

No drivers needed for use
with Grid 3 software

Connect 1 or 2 switches
3.5mm Mono Plug
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SimplyWorks Receive 2 / Receive Micro

The SimplyWorks Receivers form the hub
of this remote control, inclusive,
computer access system.

They are plugged into a USB/micro USB
port of your computer or tablet, then
wirelessly connect with a SimplyWorks
transmitting device, including Switches
(pg 86), Joysticks & Rollerballs (pg 81) or
Keyboards (pg 78).

Up to six transmitters can be paired with
a Receive 2 or Micro, so a learner could
have a wireless keyboard and joystick;
or several learners could each use their
own SimplyWorks devices, all
contributing to the whiteboard lesson
wirelessly, from anywhere in the
classroom.

The Receive 2 is for use with Windows or
Mac. Receive Micro is for use with
Android tablets with a Micro USB port.

Receive 2 for
Windows / Mac

Receive Micro
for Android

The SimplyWorks
Range of Joysticks, Rollerballs,
Switches & Keyboards connect

wirelessly to the Receiver.

Dimensions: Receive Micro
9 x 6.5 x 2cm. Cable Length 67cm

Connect up to 6 devices
10m Wireless range

Plug & Play USB connection

Connect wireless SimplyWorks
switches; or use ordinary wired

switches connected to a
SimplyWorks Send - See pg 98

For Windows, Mac
Chrome & Android

*For iPad option See pg 100

*Additional 'camera'
adapter cable required for

Samsung Galaxy tablets
for use with Receive 2

SimplyWorks Receive & Micro
include CAPS and Drag Lock

LED lights for easy identification
when multiple users are using

mouse and keyboard functions

Hitch 2.0 Switch Interface

Hitch 2.0 is more than just an easy-to-use switch
interface for up to 5 switches. Includes a Mouse Control
Mode to allow control of the mouse cursor with a joystick
or multiple switches. No software is required - the
commands are built in to each level on the device.

Easily change which commands the switches should
perform, by changing levels with a single push of a
button on an easy to use interface with bright indicator
lights to show what has been chosen.

Includes pre-programmed functions for easy computer
control, or you can record up to four keystrokes of your
choice for a switch click.

Dimensions: 10 x 6 x 2cm

USB connection to PC

For Windows, Mac, Chrome & Android (and iPad
with a USB-Lightning adapter)

Offers full mouse control through one or
multiple switches

Five switch ports, 3.5mm Mono Plug and a 9 Pin D
connection for joystick use

Ideal for use with the Mini Joystick With Push which
offers 5 switches in one unit

Lime Level:

Green Level:

Orange Level:

Blue Level:

Mouse: Up, Down, Left, Right, Left-Click

Space, Enter, Tab, Escape, Backspace

Arrow Keys: Up, Down, Left, Right, Enter

Programmable switch functions
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SimplyWorks Send

SimplyWorks Send 6

This is a transmitter that turns your
existing, wired switches into wireless
ones. It is ideal for controlling switch
adapted toys and devices from
further away - perfect for toys that
move around or for toys or appliances
/ devices placed around the room.

The Send can control one toy /
device at a time. If you'd like to
control more toys, use the Send 6
(below).

Simply plug your switch into the Send;
connect your toy / computer/
appliance to a compatible
SimplyWorks receiver, pair the two,
and remote control is enabled!

This is a transmitter that turns your
existing, wired switches into
wireless ones.

It is useful for people who want
to use multiple switches to
control their computer or tablet,
but not have the cables running
to the laptop (for example,
switches placed on a
wheelchair). You can use up to
six switches, each performing a
different mouse click (eg. left,
right, drag) or command.

The Send 6 is also ideal for collaborative play and turn taking with
switch adapted toys or software - up to six learners could all play
the same computer game or control various toys.

Dimensions: 9 x 6.5 x 2cm

1 Switch Port for 3.5mm
Mono Plug switch

10m Wireless range

Integrated LED display to allow
switch function (eg. left/right

click/key) to be selected when
used for computer access

Requires SimplyWorks Receiver
to connect to computers &tablets
Available separately - See pg 97

Requires compatible SimplyWorks
Controller to connect to

toys and appliances
Available separately - See pg 100

Switch not included

Dimensions: 13 x 6.5 x 2.5cm

6 Switch Ports for 3.5mm
Mono Plug switches

10m Wireless range

Integrated LED display to allow
switch function (eg left/ right

click/key) to be selected when
used for computer access

Requires SimplyWorks Receiver
to connect to computers & tablets
Available separately - See pg 97

Requires SimplyWorks Controller
to connect to toys and appliances
Available separately - See pg 100

Switches not included

Allows a wired switch to
remote control toys or

computers

The SimplyWorks Send 6 wirelessly pairs
with a SimplyWorks Receiver to remote
control your computer or tablet - See pg

97

The SimplyWorks Send 6 wirelessly
pairs with up to 6 SimplyWorks

Controls, for remote control of toys -
See pg 100

The SimplyWorks Send wirelessly pairs with
a SimplyWorks Receiver to remote control

your computer or tablet - See pg 97

The SimplyWorks Send wirelessly pairs
with up to 6 SimplyWorks Controls, for
remote control of toys - See pg 100
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Mini Beamer Transmitter & Receiver

Participation Box
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Toy Control Box

The slim, modern Mini Beamer does so much! Not only is it a
remote toy controller (you connect the Receiver to your
adapted toy, which is then wirelessly activated by the
Transmitter) - but also a proximity switch. This means that it can
be activated without even being touched. The user simply
moves a finger or body part within 1cm of the surface, or
presses lightly, to activate the toy. The Mini Beamer Receiver
has a built-in LCD display for choosing your settings, and offers
a choice of press options to make play more adaptable. It is
ideal for operating switch controlled toys and devices with
more flexibility. Also compatible with the original Jelly and Big
Beamer Receivers.

This is a wonderful way of teaching concrete cause and effect, with
tangible, fun, motivating consequences. Connect up to four switch
adapted toys to the Toy Control Box and through the software supplied,
allow the child to activate their choice from an on-screen picture interface.
Choose from 1, 2, 3 or 4 on-screen buttons with an easily customisable
layout and appearance, sounds on activation, time of activation etc. Can
be used to teach any access method including scanning, eye tracking, or
head mouse. Also compatible with The Grid 2 and 3.

This device allows you to control any electrical appliance by means of a
switch. Simply plug the Participation Box into the wall, then plug your
appliance into the Box, and connect your switch to activate! Everybody
can participate in switching on lights and controlling their environment,
or have fun in activities like turning on/off the music, participating in
baking (electric mixer), making smoothies (electric blender), blowing out
candles with a hairdryer - the possibilities are endless. The different
activation modes allow a device to stay on while pressed, or to stay on
until pressed off again, or to only stay on for a specified time.

Dimensions: 10.5 x 5.9 x 5.cm

3 different activation modes: Single
Click; Timed (seconds and minutes) or
Latched, where the device will stay on

until the switch is pressed again

Flexible timed options available
between 1 second and 5 minutes

Connect a mains powered
appliance to the Participation

Box - 2 Pin plug required

Connect a switch
to the Participation Box

to activate!

Includes easy software for customising
the on-screen interface. Any input
method, from switches to eye tracking
can be used

Connect up to 4 adapted toys
to the Toy Control Box with the
cables provided, then connect
the box to your computer

Wireless remote
switch activation

of your toys

Dimensions:
2 x 6.7 x 4.7cm

9m Wireless range

Activated by a light touch
or moving within 1cm of

Transmitter; or connect any
standard switch to the

Transmitter

Connect any switch adapted toy
to the Receiver for Remote Control activation

Simple Click (activate while pressed), Latch On
(stays on after the click until pressed again)

Timed Minutes or Seconds
(specify the duration)

Up to 8 Transmitters can pair with
one Receiver - Great for teaching
turn taking or collaborative play

USB Connection

For Windows only

ToyBox software included

3 control methods
Direct, Timed and
Latched (On/Off)

Four 1,80 m toy
cables included

4 switch outputs
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SimplyWorks Control Pro SimplyWorks Control

SimplyWorks Control Lite | iControl for iPad

This clever little box allows you to Remote Control any toy
using a switch! Perfect for activating moving toys, or toys
placed around the room. Small enough to be fastened to
most toys, simply plug your switch adapted toy into the
Control Lite with the cable provided.

Activation requires a SimplyWorks Wireless Switch, or any
standard switch connected to a SimplyWorks Send or
Send 6 (pg 98), which wirelessly activate the Control Lite.

Dimensions: 8 x 11.5 x 2.5cm
10m Wireless range

Can be activated by up to 8 switches - great
for turn taking with friends (3 SimplyWorks Switches

and 1 standard switch per toy)
Connect switch toys to the Control Pro using

the cable provided
Action Options: Direct Click (activate while pressed),

Latch On (stays on after the click, until it is pressed
again), Timed Activation (specify the duration) or
Collaborative Modes, all set up via integrated LED

control screen
Switches and toys not included

Dimensions: 6.5 x 9 x 2cm
10m Wireless range

Can be activated by up to 6 SimplyWorks
switches - great for turn taking with friends

Connect switch toys to the Control Pro using
the cable provided

Action Options: Direct Click (activate while pressed),
Latch On (stays on after the click, until it is pressed
again), Timed Activation (specify the duration) or
Collaborative Modes, all set up via integrated LED

control screen
Switches and toys not included

Dimensions: 6.5 x 9 x 2cm
10m Wireless range

Works with any SimplyWorks
transmitter to control toys or

other output devices
One cable for connecting

Control Lite to an
adapted toy included

No Action Options: simple
click to activate function

Automatic power saving - no
on/off required
Long battery life

Switches not included

iControl lets you
control toys through
your iPad. Your iPad
becomes a switch
with the free app!

Like the SimplyWorks Control Lite,
this box allows you to Remote
Control any switch adapted toy,
using a switch. This version allows
more control options however:
choose different activation
modes (timed, latch on etc.)

It is great for activating moving
toys, or toys placed around the
room - a lovely way of including
children who can't get to the toys
they desire. Small enough to be
fastened to most toys, simply plug
your switch adapted toy into the
Control, with the cable provided. Activation requires a
SimplyWorks Switch (pg 86), or any standard switch
connected to a SimplyWorks Send or Send 6 (pg 98).

This device allows remote control
of up to two toys simultaneously.
It is perfect both for controlling
toys that move around, or for
making toys placed in different
locations around the room
accessible to a non-moving
child.

It is light weight and small
enough to be fastened to a toy,
and offers flexible control of the
toy's actions. Activation requires
a SimplyWorks Switch (pg 86), or
any standard switch connected
to a SimplyWorks Send or Send 6
(pg 98).

OR

Connect wired switches
to Control Pro to

activate

Use a SimplyWorks
Wireless Switch for
remote activation

Use a SimplyWorks
Wireless Switch for
remote activation

Use a SimplyWorks
Wireless Switch for
remote activation
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How to Adapt Your Own Toys
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SimplyWorks Energise

Battery Switch Adapters

Batteries
Remember your batteries! We supply a range of
batteries for our toys from page 102, our Sensory Room
products on page 105 and our Communication
Devices on page 60.

Available for battery
sizes: AA, C/D or 9V
For instructions on

adapting your
own toys, see adjacent

box
See the SimplyWorks

Control products on pg
100 to achieve Remote

Control of any toy

Any battery operated toy with a simple on / off switch
can be converted into a switch toy using one of these
adapters. The adapter is inserted into the battery
compartment of your toy, and a switch is connected
to the adapter.

Available in sizes:
AA
C/D
or 9V

Connect up to two mains
appliances to the SimplyWorks
Energise - 2 Pin plugs required Connect wired switches

to the Energise to
activate, one for each

appliance

OR

Connect SimplyWorks
wireless switches for remote

activation

10m Wireless range

Independent control of two appliances

Simply plug one or two appliances into
the SimplyWorks Energise, and the

Energise into the wall

Use up to two standard switches to
activate, or

use wireless SimplyWorks switches for
Remote Control of your appliances

Up to 8 switches can connect (3 wireless
SimplyWorks Switches plus 1 standard

switch per appliance) - great for
teaching choices, collaboration

and turn taking.

Single switch operation in Direct, Latched,
or Timed modes. Two switch control in

Cooperative and On/Off modes
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The device allows you to control up to
two electrical appliances, with either
wired or wireless switches.

This is an excellent way of enabling
inclusive participation in classroom
activities, or providing switch control of
sensory room equipment placed
around the room.

It also provides environment control
ability to switch users wanting to
operate a their mains operated home
appliances, such as a fan, heater or
radio. Compatible with 2-pin plugs.



Olaf the Snowman - from Frozen
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Sing along with Olaf from
Frozen or listen to him tell
stories.

Press one switch and he sings
the full “In Summer” song and
moves his mouth and body to
the rhythm of the music; press
the second switch and he tells
eight different stories.

Use two switches (not
included) or press Olaf’s
buttons.

Storidoo Story Teller

Domino Train Set

Storidoo is a magical and engaging storytelling toy. Get
creative and make up your own stories while interacting
with this lovely little colourful creature! Use three standard
3.5mm switches (not included) or press Storidoo’s buttons
on his nose and feet to interact or turn him on and off.
Allows up to 50 stories to be created and 20 stories to be
saved and listened to again and again. Step by step
guidance to create own stories; three choices along the
way to create a three minute story.

Load the magazine full of
dominoes and press the 3.5mm
switch (not included) to make
the train chug along. Sound its
bell and stand all the dominoes
behind it in a line - perfect for
knocking down.

Inflatable Giant Minion
A jumbo, radio control, inflatable Minion! Kevin is
adapted for use with up to four switches. Share
control by using switches and the handset controller at
the same time. Enjoy built-in sound effects and twelve
of Kevin’s famous sayings.

Dance & Move BeatBo

Poppy the Talking Troll

Dance and Move BeatBo is a perfect playtime pal for
singing, dancing, moving and grooving! Use up to three
switches to activate his three modes: Dance and
Move, Learning and Games and Customised Sing-
along. Use three standard switches (not included) or
press BeatBo’s buttons on his feet to turn him on and
off. Includes 40+ learning songs, tunes and phrases.
Introduces letters, colours, counting, music, cause and
effect plus much more. Large multi-coloured LED grid
tummy and fun head bobbing action; watch his hips
shake to the beat as his head bobs back and forth. He
also has soft, squishy ears.

Princess Poppy, a much
loved character from the
popular Dreamworks film,
is colourful, entertaining
and engaging. Poppy is
the heroic leader of the
Trolls who lifts up
everyone around her with
positivity and the belief
that with a song in your
heart, you can do
anything! Use a standard
3.5mm switch or press her
belly to listen to her
recognisable phrases
from the film.

Height: 32 cm.
4 x AA batteries
included.

Height: 8.5 cm. 3 x AAA
batteries included.

Height: 35.5cm
(including hair).
2 x AAA batteries
included.

2 x AA batteries
included.

Deflates and
inflates to 68cm.
4 x AA and 1 x PP3
9 volt battery
included.

Height: 38 cm.
3 x AA batteries included.
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Wiggles the Snoring Pig Spunky the ABC 123 Dog

Watch the train chug around the track whilst tooting its
horn and flashing its light, when you press a switch
connected to the adapted Remote Controller. An
ideal cause and effect toy, with great auditory and
visual feedback. Steady movement round an oval
track makes it easy for children
to keep it in view. This train
set is chunky, colourful and
tough. Can be used with
toy control boxes to extend
the play action options -
see pg 100.

Wiggles is an adorable snoring animated plush pig
that’s always ready for a snooze! This sleepy
farmyard friend snorts and snores when a
switch is activated. He also says phrases to
engage learners whilst talking in his sleep.
Activating the switch a second
time will stop the toy from playing.
This toy is
permanently
adapted and
requires one switch
(not included).

An all-time favourite
switch adapted toy.
Penguins are hoisted up
the ski lift ladder, then
slide quickly down the
winding slope before
they do it all over
again. Releasing the
switch lets the penguins
stop for a breather.

Learn and sing along
with Spunky the ABC 123
Singing Dog. Press switch
one to make Spunky sing
the ‘ABC’ alphabet.
Press a second switch
and Spunky sings ‘123’
counting songs. Use two
standard 3.5mm
switches (not included)
or press Spunky’s feet to
turn him on and off. He
also says several fun
phrases to engage play.Length: 36cm

Requires three
AA batteries
(included).

Dimensions:
34 x 23 x 7.6cm
1 x D Battery included.

3 x AA batteries included.
Height: 26cm

Tolo Train Set

Penguin Race

With Infrared Remote
Dimensions:
48 x 39cm Track; 23cm Train
1 x PP3 and 3 x AA Batteries included.

All-Turn-It Spinner

The All-Turn-It Spinner enables switch
activated random selections for
choosing groups or playing games
of chance like bingo / dice.
It is a fun way to enable people
with physical disabilities to
participate in any game.
Includes three re-usable inner
and outer overlays with write
on/wipe off surfaces and four
coloured pens to allow creative
ways to play that are ideal for
your own situation. You can also
attach your own words, photos etc.

Requires 2 x C Batteries (Not included).

Freddie the Fish
Everyone loves bubbles and
this switch adapted Freddy
the Fish bubble machine
makes them by the
hundreds! Simply
connect any standard
switch to the socket
and press to produce
lots and lots of bubble
fun! Two switch modes:
latched (stays on) and
momentary.

Dimensions:
18.5 x 19 x 20.2cm
6 x AAA Batteries included.

Such a classic. Have fun driving Mickey's car
backwards and forwards. Makes a driving sound.
Includes an adapted Remote Controller.
Connect up to two standard
switches to play with
different functions.

Dimensions:
25 x 21.5 x
22cm
4 x AAA and
1 x 9v Battery
included.

Mickey Mouse Car

Flappy the Elephant
Flappy is an adorable singing animated plush
elephant with two different play modes.
Activate the switch
attached to the left foot
to play an interactive
game of peek-a-boo, and
the switch attached to the
right foot to hear the song
"Do Your Ears Hang Low" in
a cute child's voice.
This toy is permanently adapted
and requires two switches
(switches not included)

Height: 30cm
Requires three AA batteries
(included).
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Washing Machine
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Johnny Tractor
Johnny the John Deere
tractor has a soft brightly
coloured body and big
friendly eyes. Driving Johnny
along is simple; connect two
switches to the specially
adapted Remote Control
and press one for forwards
and the other to change
direction. With
soft child-friendly design,
flexible safety antenna and
automatic shut-off, this is a
great first switch adapted
toy.

A realistic scaled down model of
a Henry vacuum cleaner in red
and black with a switch
adapted suction function. Ideal
for role play activities. All
accessories fit neatly inside,
including nozzles and a
small dustpan and brush.
Cord reels in like the
real thing. Debris
collects in a
removable drawer.
Vacuum activates
while the switch
is pressed.

A realistic scaled down model
of a Hotpoint washing machine.
Ideal for role play activities.
Complete with opening door,
soap powder drawer, washing
basket and soap powder
carton. Hotpoint washing
machine has a switch

Henry Hoover Mini Microwave

Dimensions: 14 x 9.5 x 11.5cm
1 x 9 volt PP3 and 3 x AA Batteries included.

Approx 22cm tall x 20cm wide. 4 x C Batteries
included. Switch not included.

Dimensions: 17 x 30 x 18cm
3 x AA Batteries included. Switch not included.

Dimensions: 30 x 22 x 20cm
3 x C Batteries included. Switch not included.

adapted wash func-
tion. Push buttons
control fill, wash and
spin options. Red
on/off light, realistic
water filling sound and
turning drum.

Specially adapted to
allow switch operation,
this toy microwave will
have your kids enjoying
playing house! Use the
front panel controls or any
switch to activate the
realistic rotating turntable
with interior light, noises
and flashing coloured
display. Food 'cooks' for 30
seconds, including a
pause at 15 seconds.
Comes with a selection of
toy plastic food items.

Wireless operation either with
SimplyWorks devices or
Bluetooth (for iPad).

Kinetic

Turn any soft toy into a switch; or create a talking box with a different message on each
side or turn a Tupperware into a water switch... the possibilities are endless with this clever
device!

The Kinetic puts the fun back into learning. Essentially a very flexible, powerful switch that is
based on movement, it contains a gyroscope so it can detect when it is tapped, or
moved in any direction. The applications are numerous: you can insert it into any soft toy
to turn that into a switch; place it inside a soft play cube and have a paired Simplyworks
SmoothTalker (see pg 67) say different words/sounds on each turn of the cube; place it in
a waterproof container and use in a hydrotherapy pool to turn the water surface into a
switch - it is limited only by your imagination.

This version works with the SimplyWorks range of communicators, switch toys and mains
appliance controllers, like the Energise (pg 100-101).

Examples of how it could be used

Dice - Plays a message relevant to the face that’s turned
uppermost. Use with a soft play cube.

Find-Me - Gives a reward output for finding the correct
face. Use with a soft play cube.

Find-Me-Sequence - Gives a reward output for each face
requested, in turn. Use with a soft play cube.

Dice-as-a-Switch - Gives a switch output each time the
dice is turned to a new face. Use with a soft play cube.

Tap/Catch - Gives a switch output each time it is tapped
(or caught in a throw and catch situation).

Tilt/Float - Gives a switch output each time the unit is tilted
beyond 30°. Can be used as a tilting switch either in a soft
play cube or placed in a waterproof box to be used as a

float switch in a hydrotherapy pool.

Put Kinetic
in a box!

"Pig!"
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The environment is often a vital
part of improving comfort and
participation for a person with
autism. A Snoezelen® room is ideal
when parents or professionals
need to support sensory
sensitivities. The whole room can
be tailored to the needs and
preferences of the individual.
Meaningful sounds, lighting,
videos, and products can be used
to engage the interests of the user
& meet specific learning goals.

Sensory Room equipment can help
you to conduct assessments of the

client's abilities, identify needs and to
determine suitable interventions.

Activities practiced in this
environment help to avoid sensory
overload whilst improving skills in

other areas.

Sensory Rooms offer a relaxed atmosphere
with soothing sounds, captivating visual

effects, tactile experiences, pleasant aromas,
massage, vibration and gentle movement.

People can choose what area to engage with in
order to meet their own sensory needs.
Sensory Rooms also provide wonderful

opportunities for communication, interaction
and engagement. From early intervention, to
dementia and elderly care, the benefits of a

sensory room are for everybody.

Your students may have a range of unique needs that affect cognition
and/or their physical abilities, which can make acquiring new skills very
challenging. Sensory Rooms provide a space where interventions can
be tailored to a person's needs. Purposeful goals could include object
recognition, understanding cause & effect, following directions, colour
recognition, or sequencing activities - all achieved through captivating
equipment in a supportive space.

Benefits and Applications
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We're proud partners with Rompa®, who make some of the world's best quality Sensory
Room & Snoezelen® products, giving you peace of mind that your investment will be
around to enjoy for many years to come. We work with you from start to finish,

assessing the space you have available, your budget, the kinds of people who will use the
room, and together create a design proposal, working with you to ensure that you're

happy with every little detail.

When you're ready to go ahead and we've received
your order, the manufacture of your products can
begin. We'll plan a timeframe with you and work to
meet your deadlines for installation. We may conduct a
site visit to finalise plans.

If you do not require installation, your equipment can be
couriered straight to your door with easy, detailed setup

instructions. Or, our team can come and install your new
Snoezelen Room for you.

We provide excellent training on the use
and maintenance of your Snoezelen room,
including MUCH more than just the technical stuff!
Our trainers will help you get the most out of the room -
and we're always on hand to provide support and advice
as you continue to enjoy your new space.

We will discuss your requirements and get a good understanding
of what you need. You send us photos and measurements of
your allocated space. This can be in a dedicated room, or an
area within a multi-functional room, or even a portable solution.

Our design team will create a
3D virtual image to bring your
ideas to life. When your design

is ready, we'll send it to you
with a quotation. No obligation!

We work with you to design your dream space
snoezelen design service
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sensory rooms - bubble tubes

This compact tube is ideal for use at home or in smaller spaces. With 8 bright colours as
standard, it can change colour automatically. It is also compatible with our range of
wired & wireless colour changing controllers for interactive use - see pg 114. From large
wireless switches, to rolling cubes, these are an amazing resource for colour
recognition and calming play. Durable and safe, these tubes will give years of service,
bringing relaxation and stimulation to any multi sensory environment. With bright LED
lights, and a fill and empty from the bottom feature. Dimensions 73cmH, x 10cm
diameter tube.

The battery powered, portable bubble tube offers freedom from plugs and sockets!
Allows greater flexibility as you are not limited by the position of your wall sockets and
can easily move the tube around for use by different people. Extremely safe and
practical. A charge lasts +- 3 to 4 hours. Includes battery charger. Dimensions 73cmH x
10cm diameter tube. The Portable Tube can be controlled with the wired 5 Colour
Controller Switch box (see pg 114) but is not compatible with wireless controllers.

These tubes offer a range of sizes, with 8 bright
colours, and are compatible with our range of wired &
wireless colour changing controllers (separate
purchase) for interactive use. Designed with reliability
and safety as a priority, these products will give years
of service, bringing relaxation and stimulation to any
sensory room. With LED lights, they are longer lasting
and easier to maintain than ever before with their fill
and empty from the bottom feature!

Tube Collars secure the top of your tube to the wall,
see pg 109, and soft plinths add a comfortable place
to sit and enjoy your Tube - see pg 134.

We have a fantastic range for you to choose from
- from compact tubes which run on batteries and
can easily be moved from room to room, to some
of the largest tubes available in the world.

Some of our high quality Bubble
Tubes can be controlled by people
with physical disabilities, using
switches or even eye tracking! Talk
to us about your requirements - we'll
help to ensure you choose the right
Bubble Tube for your needs and
budget.

Bubble Tube effects
can be enhanced

using our safe plastic
mirrors! See pg 109

Midi Tube
73cm

Maxi Tube
100cm

Maxi Tube
150cm

Ball Tube
175cm

Giant Tube
200cm

This large tube brings a real wow factor to your
sensory space. It is ideal for larger rooms, as a very
special feature in your multi-sensory environment.
With a huge 20cm diameter, it is bold, eye catching
and excellent build quality. It can cycle through 8
bright colours, and is compatible with our range of
wired & wireless colour changing controllers for
interactive use - see pg 114. Safe and reliable, these
tubes will bring years of service to your environment
and are a wonderful investment in the sensory needs
of its users.

ROMPA

ROMPA ROMPA
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This affordable tube is almost 2m
tall, with a sturdy stainless steel
base. It is remote controlled with
LED lights in the base and provides
a wide range of colour and speed
options. Includes a set of 15 fish
which move around in the water,
encouraging visual tracking,
conversation and relaxation.

Dimensions 183 x 15cm Diameter
Tube

This affordable triple tube has
stones at the base and creates a
powerful feature. It is remote
controlled with LED lights in the
base and provides a wide range
of colour and speed options.
Includes a set of 15 fish.

Dimensions 135cm Tall

sensory rooms - bubble tubes

This bubble wall is ideal for use in
sensory rooms, or as an eye
catching feature. It has a high-
quality black metal frame and
ornamental stones in the base to
add to the zen feel. The remote
control offers five modes of colour
changes, including flashing,
strobe, fading, smooth and a
static single colour. Choose from
16 shades and adjust the
brightness. Includes a high quality
air pump for creating bubbles.
Suitable for indoor use only.

Dimensions: 120 x 45cm

These bubble tubes are able
to efficiently move a set of
balls up and down in the tubes.
With a special second inner tube,
the balls move up the inner tube
and down the outer tube. This is
excellent for visual tracking
exercises or providing a stronger
focal point for the user.

They are also
compatible with our
wired & wireless colour
changing controllers
(separate purchase)
for interactive use - See
pg 114.

Designed with reliability
and safety as a priority,
these products will give
years of service,
bringing relaxation and
stimulation to any
sensory room or multi
sensory environment.
With LED lights, they
are easier to maintain
than ever before with
their fill and empty
from the bottom
feature!

Dimensions: 20cm
diameter tube. Options
for 1m, 1.5m, 1.75m or
2m height.

This compact and affordable tube
changes colour automatically.
Experience a kaleidoscope without
needing to control anything.
Includes a set of 8 Fish which move
around in the water, encouraging
visual tracking, conversation and
relaxation. The tube has an on and
off switch on the base.
Available with a black or white base
- please specify.

Dimensions 105 x 20cm

Don't miss our
Double Bubble
Bonanza
Wall Panel
on pg 112!

The LED Rocket Light is
an affordable, bright,
colour-changing LED
lamp. It is like a bubble
tube without the water!
The Rocket Light
consumes very little
power, is very
lightweight, generates
no heat and has a
lifetime of tens of
thousands of hours. Not
intended for touching.

It includes an infrared
remote control, or the
colours can continuously
change through 16
different shades.

Dimensions: 120 x 8.4 x
6.8cm
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sensory rooms - bubble tubes

Safe Mirror Panels

We recommend the use of a collar for further
stability of your bubble tube. The collar fits over the
top of the Bubble Tube and is secured to the wall.
The length of the collar can be adjusted to fit
different tube positions. To be purchased separately
from the bubble tube. Size and style will be selected
according to the diameter of your Bubble Tube.

The reflections created by mirrors can enhance the effects of your
Bubble Tube, or any other light up sensory equipment. Made of
safe acrylic or styrene, they are safe, plastic mirrors.

Mirrors are also an excellent method of teaching imitation and
self-inspection, and with safe mirrors your learners can explore
their reflections without risk.

A set of two mirrors can be placed together in a corner for extra
reflective effect - one bubble tube looks like four!

Supplied with double sided adhesive tape or mirror silicone to
easily attach to your wall. No screws or drilling required.

Laser cut to your required size and shape - please specify.
Maximum single panel size 205 x 101cm x 3ml.

Balls & Sea Creature Sets

A set of 15 multi-colour balls, or 10
white balls, for use in our bubble
tubes. The balls provide a good
visual feature to encourage tracking
or conversation. For use with Ball
Bubble Tubes with dual columns
only.

Sea Creature sets may be
added to any tube. Colourful
and appealing, they bob
around at different levels of
the tube. Typically includes 6
fish, a seahorse and a jellyfish
but contents may vary.

Bubble Tube Treatment Fluid

Add monthly to the water in
your Bubble Tube to help
prevent bacteria, smell and
algae. Organic biocide that will
not cloud or damage the
acrylic tube. Simple and safe to
use.

A single bottle can treat a 1m
tube for up to 2 years. Long
shelf life – lasts up to 4 years.
500ml.

Rapid Water Pump

A quick, safe and easy means
of emptying and filling your
bubble tube. Includes 4m of
tubing and a power supply.

Trees & Plants

With this artificial foliage, available in various designs
and plants, you can bring a natural finishing touch to
your sensory space. Create an outdoor look or conceal
a power plug etc. Image shows Hanging Ivy 65cm.

Mirror Ball & Motor

This optional motor
turns the Mirror
Ball at 1RPM.
It needs to
be fixed to
the ceiling
and
connected
to a 240v
mains supply.

Enables your Rompa Bubble
Tube to be filled from the base,
rather than via the top of the
tube. Includes pump, tubing
and power cable to connect
to the Bubble Tube’s power
supply.
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Jumbo Fibre Optic Strands
Visually appealing as you would expect fibre optics to
be and highly tactile too! These extra chunky strands
are strong and easy to hold, and provide a bold visual
feature. Easy to grip, with crimped ends. Phthalate-free,
fibre optics are safe to handle but should never be
mouthed. Requires a LightSource (available separately).
Our LightSources are quiet, cool, very compact and
also wirelessly interactive with our exciting range of
controllers - see pg 111.

Allows your fibre optics to be spread out on the wall or
over a doorway in a beautiful waterfall effect. Holds
up to 200 strands. Fibre Optics and LightSource are
available separately. Length of comb: 120cm. Curved
Combs for corner use also available.

Fibre Optic Comb

Interactive Fibre Optic Strands
ROMPAFibre Optics provide light you can touch, hold,

capture and feel! Ideal for those with sensory
avoidance and difficulty enjoying the normal range
of lighting effects. Fibre optics stimulate and hold
attention. They are safe to touch, phthalate-, glass- and
latex-free. Fibre Optics from ROMPA® are three-strand
and so are considerably more effective than cheaper
single strand options. Fibre optics are safe to handle but
should never be mouthed. Requires a LightSource
(available separately - see pg XX). 1m x 100
strands, 1m x 150 strands, 2m x 100 strands, 2m x 150
strands, 2m x 200 strands, 3m x 150 strands, 3m x 200
strands

UV Fibre Optic Strands
Sparkling, captivating, stunning and now they
glow under UV light too! Fibres twinkle like your
usual fibre optics, but there’s more! Double their
effectiveness and use them under UV light for glow-in-
the-dark strands and extra visual appeal. With crimped
ends, these fibre optics are safe to handle but should
never be mouthed. Requires a LightSource (available
separately). Our wonderful LightSources are quiet, cool,
very compact and also interactive with our controllers on
pg XX.

Portable Strands & LightSource
These portable fibre optics are powered by a low
voltage rechargeable battery unit, allowing it to be
safely used anywhere - whether a sensory room or smal
dark den. People will love playing with the beautiful,
glowing fibre optic strands which remain cool and are
completely safe to touch. The fibre optic strands are 1m
long. Note this unit is not compatible with our interactive
controllers and users cannot control the colour
themselves.

Strands & LightSource Budget Kit
This affordable kit includes a 16W Light Source and 100 x
strands each 1.5m long. It has a small remote control
which changes the colours, which may not be
accessible to people with fine motor difficulties.

ROMPA
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Interactive LightSource

The LightSource runs cool and is maintenance-free.
It provides the light for Fibre Optic strands (separate
purchase) and can be controlled by our range of
Sensory Controllers such as the Microphone, Talking
Cubes or 8 Colour Wire free Controller. Ideal for sensory
stimulation, colour recognition and developing the
understanding of cause and effect. Compact and can
be wall-mounted. See pg 110 for Fibre Optic Strands
and pg 114 for controllers.

With all the key features of our standard LightSource,
but with 2 ports so two fibre optic products (e.g. Fibre
Optic Strands, Milky Way Carpets) can be operated
from one LightSource and one electrical point.
Especially useful in cushioned platforms where space
is tight. Allows colour sequences of both products to
run in tandem.

2 Port Interactive LightSource

Fibre Optic Milky Way Carpet

This high quality carpet has optical fibres woven into the pile,
creating a stunning, shimmering effect of continually changing
colours. Lay the carpet on top of existing flooring/cushioning or
attach to the wall. Available in black, cream, blue, red or green.
Please specify your choice of colour when ordering. Avoid using
in doorways or other areas where heavy wear is likely.

Heavy weights such as hoists and wheelchairs should
not be pushed over the carpet.
Light source required - see below (Separate purchase)

ROMPA

ROMPA ROMPA

Leaf Chair

The elegant leaf chair cradles the body and provides a
gentle swinging motion to aid relaxation. Chair will
support up to 100kg. Size: 165cmL. Requires a stand for
suspension (available separately), or ceiling mounting.
Chain included with chair. NOTE: All swings should only
be ceiling mounted with advice from a competent
building professional.

Leaf Chair Stands

Includes the Leaf Chair and a T-shape floor stand, and a
chain for suspension. Avoids the need for ceiling
suspension which requires a suitable building structure.

The corner stand saves space when suspending the Leaf
Chair and also avoids the need for ceiling suspension.
Size: 210H x 164cmL
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Hip Hop Activity Box

Combines two Snoezelen® favourites – bubble tubes and wall panels. Bubbles and
colour can be individually controlled in each of the two chambers. Be amazed as
the bubbles dissipate in one chamber only to burst into life in the other. The panel is
packed with sound effects and music which makes for a truly exciting multi-sensory
experience. The stunning effects stimulate, empower and engage. Perfect for co-
operative play, turn-taking and follow-my-lead activities.

With 42 unique effects
Bubble Control via Buttons
With two bubble chambers – the bubbles and colour of
each can be controlled independently
Great for pair work and co-operative activity
Can be used by one person to promote bilateral movement
Encourages choice and control
3 modes of operation – interactive, creative and music
With gentle vibration for tactile input
Accessible and illuminated push buttons to control bubbles
and colour
Absorbing / Distracting to Help Calm
Patterns Control Bubbles & Colour
Can be use with a microphone for a Sound to Light effect to
encourage vocalisation
Available in Blue, Cream, White or Black

Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm

Rewarding, responsive and remarkably versatile!
Encourage movement, creativity and composition, listening

skills, meaningful activity and an understanding of cause and
effect. Enjoy passively or interactively in a targeted

way, or simply to allow exploration and choice
at the user’s own pace.

6 modes of operation, including Simon
Says and Create a Song
Different levels of complexity – some
modes are simple and others are more
challenging
10 different sound effects including
musical instruments, animal and space
sounds
Accessible and illuminated push button
Great for colour recognition and
matching
Can be use with a microphone for a
sound to light effect to encourage
vocalisation
Available in Blue, Cream, White or Black

Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm
Floor 145 x 72.5 x 15cmH
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Colour Catch Combo

Create amazing displays by selecting from a number
of patterns, colours and speeds, each paired to
sound effects. This panel offers a number of different
effect themes for a more relaxing or varied sensory
experience, for example water or carnival sounds, or
exciting fireworks.

Patterns include: 5 Fireworks Effects, a spinning
Catherine Wheel, Falling Stars, Strobe, Radiating, and
Comet Effect.

With 825 unique and easy to use pattern combinations.
Offers 11 colours, 5 sound effects and 3 speed options.
5 stunning fireworks effects including Catherine Wheel,
Falling Stars, Radiating, Comet and Strobe.
Use passively or interactively.
5 Sound Effects
Accessible and illuminated push buttons.
Facilitates choice and control. Sockets for your own
switches.
Can be use with a microphone for a sound to light
effect to encourage vocalisation.
Sound effects and visual effects are closely linked for
easier understanding.
Available in Blue, Cream, White or Black

Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm.

The Colour Catch Combo panel fills with colour and light
during use, and provides exciting visual and auditory
rewards for participating. It includes four colour based
games designed to improve memory, colour recognition
and motor skills but most of all to be great fun! Colour
matching is included - matching is an important
foundation skill for language and mathematical concepts.

For passive and interactive use
Range of Difficulty Levels
4 games including Memory Match, Colour Fill and
Colour Snap
Adjustable challenge levels for a range of abilities –
from simple games to more complex memory tasks
Easily-adjusted difficulty levels
Accessible and illuminated push buttons
Sockets for your own switches
Can be use with a microphone for a sound to light
effect to encourage vocalisation
Touch screen tracks your score and the high score for
the session
Displays scores to help monitor progress
Available in Blue, Cream, White or Black

Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm
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How to control your Sensory Room products?

ROMPA

ROMPA

ROMPA

Talking Cube Controller - Large/Small

A popular item in our Sensory Room range, this wireless
talking soft play cube is multi-purpose and has endless
educational applications. It enables the user to control
the colours of the sensory environment - throw or drop
the cube and change the room colours. Each of the 6
brightly coloured sides has a transparent pocket into
which you can add your own pictures, symbols, words
or photographs. You can easily customise each cube
face with your own pre-recorded message, in any
language! To promote colour recognition, simply roll
the cube and listen as the name of the uppermost
colour is heard. Make the cube land on the colour
blue and be rewarded with the sound “blue!” etc.
Ideal for developing the understanding of
cause and effect, colour recognition, picture
recognition & motor skills. Or put dots in the
pockets for use as a dice... the possibilities
are endless! Includes cube, speaker and 9V
battery. This product has a zip for
manufacturing purposes only.

ROMPA
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Interactive Stepping Stones

The steps form part of our Rompa Wifi Controller range, so
they interact with all our compatible elements, such as Wall
Panels, Fibre Optic strands, Bubble Tubes, Light Strips, and more!
Pressure pads contained in a foam padded wooden box
activate the corresponding colour in the Sensory Room elements.
Helps encourage reach and movement, balance, coordination,
colour recognition, attention, awareness of cause and effect,
core strength, spatial awareness and gross motor skills.

ROMPA
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5 Colour Controller

Interact with our Midi and Maxi Bubble
Tubes using this large button circular
Switch Box. Control the colours and
the flow of bubbles by pressing the
appropriate buttons. The settings
on the underside of the Switch Box
allow control over the speed of
colour change as well as when the
bubbles are activated. Can be used
with a Rompa switch for additional
visual options.

Interactive Carpet Mat Set

8 Colour Controller - Basic

This unit wirelessly controls the colours of many of
our Sensory Room products. It provides large, easy
buttons plus additional switch ports for your own
switches. Use just one unit to provide a central controller
for the colours on a Wall Panel, Bubble Tube, Fibre optic
LightSource, LED Spotlight, LED Spotlight and Mood
Lighting etc. It includes a charger for the integrated
battery.

ROMPA ROMPA

8 Colour Controller - Deluxe

The same features of the Basic 8 Colour Controller, plus
more. This feature-packed device includes fabulous

additional abilities. A timer facility can adjust the length
of time any colour is activated; pre-recorded multi-
lingual words and sounds can be activated on the

buttons, including colours, numbers, fun sounds and a
musical scale. A USB port lets you add your own sounds

-

WiFi Override Transmitter

An easy way to provide Infrared access to the
Rompa range of interactive sensory room products.
The discrete controller also allows carers to override
other Wi Fi controllers. Designed for situations where a
user has almost activated one of the controllers but has
not exerted enough pressure on a switch button, or has
missed the button, intended to ensure a reward for
their efforts.

ROMPAROMPA

Includes the infra-red remote,
controller interface and power
supply.
Requires a Wi Fi Controller
(e.g. Deluxe 8 Colour
Wirefree Controller) and
Wi Fi responsive products
such as bubble tubes, light
sources etc.
Size: 8.5L x 5.1 x 0.7cm.

perhaps words in the user's
own language, or fun noises

to accompany colours.
Controls on the underside
include a LCD display with

pre-programmed functions.
You can use one unit to

control the colours on a Wall
Panel, Bubble Tube, Fibre

optic LightSource, LED
Spotlight, or Mood Lighting

etc. It includes a charger for
the integrated battery.

Nine tactile floor mats allow control of our
ROMPA® bubble tube, Fibre Optics and
LightSource, Wall Panels and Interactive
Lighting. Walk on the green mat to turn
your sensory product green... step onto
purple to turn it purple... and so on! The
black carpet turns the colour off.

It is a great way to bring gross motor
stimulation to your sensory room in
an engaging way. Each mat has its
own texture and colour. A large
surface area is perfect for those
without the finer motor skills to
operate smaller switches
and allows several users
to play together, and
take turns. Mats can be
placed on the floor or
wall-mounted. Single PP3
9V battery required (to
be purchased
separately).

ROMPA
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ROMPA

Sound-responsive, wireless control of your
Snoezelen® favourites. Great for encouraging
vocalisation and for encouraging interactivity for who
can't access touch-responsive switches. Compatible with
ROMPA® bubble tubes, LightSources, wall panels and
many more products. A universal charger is included. The
same size as a standard microphone, this could be used
with a microphone stand (to be purchased separately).

Microphone Controller
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SENse Micro Interactive Floor

Musical Bumpas / Vibrating Bumpas

Give your Snoezelen space the X-Factor with a musical
instrument you can activate with your whole body!
Vibrant, engaging, interactive and it sounds as good as it
looks. The jumbo size makes music accessible, fun and a
shared experience, encouraging gross motor
engagement, movement and creativity.

Available in a wide range of colours to match your
theme, such as black & white, or create a rainbow using
your choice of colours, or the same colour for them all -
it’s up to you!

Requires a sturdy wall for mounting, with overall weight
approximately 50kg. The Musical Bumpas are a supplied
as a set of 8, while Vibrating Bumpas (no music) are
available individually so you can have as many or as few
as you need.

Size: each Bumpa 15cm D x 115 or 145cm H. Overall
width of the set of 8 is 240cm.

SENse Micro is one of the smallest and most affordable interactive floor
displays available. SENse Micro creates colourful, engaging floor projections
that respond to and interact with body movement.

Lightweight and easy to move from room to room it offers instant ‘plug and
play’ operation with no set up required and is ideal for use in a classroom or
at home. It can project onto a table allowing almost any surface, including
wheelchair trays, to become fun, immersive and interactive.

It is simple to operate and easy to install. SENse Micro is supplied with click-
together, portable, foam flooring to provide an interactive surface to be
used in any room.

The SENse Micro software, combined with the high brightness projector
create multiple themes and images which are combined with built-in
speakers for audio effects. With thousands of pictures and hundreds of
videos and sounds on-board, any image or audio file can also be added
to the many effects available, enabling teachers or parents to customise
programs for individual users. A range of stimulating themes including ‘Splat
the Balloons’, ‘Scatter the Flowers’ and an interactive fish pond are
provided.

Full training manual supplied. Dimensions: H 19cm x W 12cm x D 15cm.
Maximum projection size: L 125cm x W 95cm x Diagonal 160cm.
Weight: 1.7kg. For larger projections, we also offer the SENse Mini.
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Aura Projector

The perfect projector for smaller sensory rooms or
bedrooms. High quality, and an appropriate
brightness. Features include: Timer feature for
automatic shut down; Dimming control; LED so no
bulb changes and no heat; Compatible with our
extensive range of effect wheels; Includes one Liquid
Wheel; Built in Wheel Rotator; Wi-Fi connectivity, works
with the Aura App for iOs. Size: 20 x 20 x 20cm

Includes the Aura Projector as well as the Sun and
Starry Sky Effect Wheels. The Sun wheel can be used in
the morning and the Starry Sky wheel in the evening
as visual temporal prompts for getting up and going
to bed.

Space Projector

A slim-line projector to suit smaller sensory areas, including the home. Especially
suitable for a child’s bedroom. Can be used for up to six hours at a time.
Includes one easy-to-change Space Liquid Wheel. Projector body is silver
and has a lovely sleek design. Latex-free. Size: 25L x 24cmH

Includes a set of four extra colour Liquid Effect Wheels,
plus the Space Projector and its original effect wheel!

Counting Sheep Coastal Celebration

No need to wait for night time to see the beauty of a
starry sky! Illuminating, twinkling, dazzling, stellar
spectacle! Compact yet transforms a whole ceiling.
Ideal for domestic use. Can be wall mounted.
Includes AC adapter. Size: 28 x 24 x 21cm

Laser Sky Projector Laser Sphere Projector

Mesmerising moving and colour-changing light effects
with this good value projector. Remove the frosted top
and beautiful colours are projected onto your wall. Can
be tilted so angle can be adjusted. Includes power
adapter. Size: 13L x 10.5W x 14cmH

Black and White contrast assists some people with complex
vision, and the themed options are engaging, calming and
great to chat about as they rotate. A magical way to create
a moving, visually stimulating yet restful sensory experience.
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Effect Wheels for Snoezelen® Projector

The Effect Wheels are highly recommended for essential Snoezelen® work. The simple changing shapes of colour
and gentle patterns require little intellectual concentration. This allows the individual to relax with the image without
the need to predict or decipher the objects.

Used with our Snoezelen® Projector, these Effect Wheels provide an opportunity to change the appearance of the
walls and ceiling of your multi-sensory environment quickly and easily. Replace the wheel in your projector to suit
individual preferences, provide new visual interest, theme the room, imply temperature or a time of day/year,
encourage reminiscence and conversation, and to stimulate learning in educational settings. Choose between
relaxing wheels and more stimulating wheels. Wheels are easy to attach on the magnetic turning plate.

Liquid Mood Wheels, Fruit, Music and more -
there are a wide variety of other themes
available - please enquire for full range.

Sensory Theme Tropical Fish Theme Whale Theme Waterfalls Theme

Clouds Theme Planets Theme Space Ritual Theme

Snoezelen LED Projector Starter Pack

Shapeland Theme
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UV Light Bulbs

Disco Lightbulb

Such an easy way to create
engaging visual effects in
your room! Simply insert this
bulb into a normal table or
ceiling lamp, and watch
it automatically rotate
and shine beautiful
multi-colour, moving,
lights around the room.
Available in Screw
style.

Dimensions
16.2 x 8.4 x 8.2cm

Quick, economical and
easy way to transform
your room into an ultra-
violet environment.
Perfect for rooms where
permanent installation of
a UV light is impractical,
simply insert this bulb into
any lamp or ceiling light
with a bayonet or screw
connection.

UV Torch

Power UV Room Light
Strong enough to create a strong UV light effect
spotlight in your sensory room, this super bright LED
lamp in its compact casing can fit almost anywhere.
With an integrated stand, it can mounted or stand
freely. Features a sound and strobe mode, colour
fading in/out mode, dimming,
variable speed-function etc.
or create your own looks using
the 7-channel DMX mode.
The UV light provides an extra
dimension to white clothing
and objects illuminating
brightly. The unit can also be
linked together in daisy
chain for extra powerful
illumination.
Dimensions 25 x 25 x 5cm.

Kaleidoscope Disco Ball

This colourful, rotating disco ball
casts beautiful lights onto the
walls of your room, perfect
for creating a calming
space or a fun and lively
one. Popular for kids
with autism and a
great addition to your
sensory room. Perfect
for parties too. Mains
powered, this will
provide good quality,
sustained visual
stimulation.
Dimensions:
15.6 x 10.2 x 10cm

Interactive Colour Strip Lights

This colour changing LED spotlight is compact, cool-
running and maintenance-free. Choose one colour or
from several colour changing programs. Can also be
used interactively with a Sensory Room Controller,
available separately - see pg 114.
Compatible with alternative
access options which
include switches and even
eye tracking. Visual effect
and speed can be
adjusted. With angle-
adjustable bracket so it
can be suspended. For
indoor use only. Weight:
0.8kg. Size: 18 x 12 x 10.5cm

Interactive Colour Spotlight

This colour changing LED strip light is operated by
remote control, and is as flexible as it is
attractive. Perfect for edging, highlighting and
bordering walls, stairs, ceilings, doorways or
virtually wherever you want in your sensory
area. Includes 5m of self-adhesive LED Light
Strip, a power supply and a remote.

Compatible with our range of Sensory Room
controllers, making it accessible for people
with a physical impairment to change colours.
Not intended to be handled - install out of reach
such as behind a short pelmet at ceiling height.

ROMPA

A compact, pocket sized black light florescent UV Torch.
It is portable and ideal for use in smaller spaces, such as
a Dark Den tent, to illuminate UV reactive items. Various
models and sizes, depending on availability.

ROMPA
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Remote Control

sensory rooms - glow furniture

A lovely way to teach shape
and colour, while offering a
calming shape to touch, the
ball is a comforting addition
to your sensory room.

For a sense of fairy garden fun
when indoors or out! Ideal for
smaller spaces and little hands.

Easy to use and program, our
colour changing shapes,
offer excellent value and an
impressive feature in your
room.

Great as a work surface for CVI
visual development exercises;
bright backgrounds help
learners focus on an object.

One supplied.

120

Use to encourage movement
play, to light up a pathway; or
as a visual social behaviour
cue - so many ideas!
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All With
a 16 Colour

Remote Control

As well as being an attractive
feature, it offers a useful
surface for vision activities, or
a way to highlight objects on
display.

Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 13cm

Ideal for classroom use with
transparent resources - See pg
XX. Or create an interesting
floor feature or a useful visual
development surface. Can be
walked on!

Add a sense of
awe and wonder
to your setting with
this giant light up
tube. Adults and
children alike will
love its soft glow
which lasts for up
to 8 hours.

For those who prefer their
own space, this light up stool
can offer a little oasis of
tranquility.

Seating is important in a
sensory space - a place to sit
and enjoy the sights and
sounds, or to connect with
people in the room.

Dimensions: 102 x 40 x 40cm Dimensions: 40 x 40 x 40cmDimensions: 40cm Diameter

Dimensions: Two sizes:
100 or 70cm H

Dimensions: 27cm H x
11cm Diameter
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A mini marvel. This
tiny stone tower is
easy to transport
and use even in
compact spaces.
Its soft glow lasts
for up to 8 hours.
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UV Glow Star Parachute

UV Carpet Tiles - Set of 5

Bring some magic to
the dark with this gently

glowing UV bubble
fluid. Bubble machine

and UV fluid sold
separately.

LED Bubble Machine & UV Fluid

This colourful, high-quality carpet
glows in vivid fluorescent colours
when under ultra violet (UV)lights.
Lay the carpet on existing floor or
attach to a wall. Creates a very
uplifting, sensory effect, helpful
for people who require intense
stimulation or strong visual cues.
Size: 182cm x 91cm. Can also do
made to measure UV carpets.
UV light required - available
separately - see pg 119.

With patterns that glow under UV light, this set
provides strong visual and tactile stimulation. Place
on the floor, tabletop or wall-mount. Safe to handle,
with bound edges for a smooth finish. Each tile
measures 46 x 30cm.

UV LineLite
LineLite is flexible plastic tubing which glows in vivid
colours when held under UV light. The glowing tubes are
fun to touch, tie together, thread through holes, move
objects along the line for tracking exercises, or generally
explore. UV light to be purchased separately - see pg
119.

Flexible, textured ‘rope’ that glows under UV light. These
ropes provide a captivating, tactile, visual experience
which many adults and children find deeply calming.
Phthalate-free. UV light to be purchased separately -
see pg 119.

UV Twister Rope

Glow in the dark UV stars shine brightly against the navy
blue nylon ‘sky’ background. A very calming group tool
which provides visual stimulation and opportunities for
social activity and interaction. Handles make the
parachute easy to hold and move. Impressive 3.65m
Diameter. UV light required - available separately - see
pg 119.

The glowing LED machine can be used in a dark
room, to blow a stream of UV bubbles. Great for
visual tracking, calming and fun for parties too!
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These blocks change colour when turned onto a different
side. Children will love turning the blocks in their hands to
see which colour they will change to next. Perfect for
teaching sequencing, order, balance, counting and
colours. Supplied as a set of 12 bricks containing 4 x 15cm
cubes and 8 x 7.5cm cubes. Please note that this image
shows two sets of bricks.

Use these to highlight a visual target for CVI Stage I. Or
use in photography, science and art to explore
transparent objects & colour combinations. A simple
button offers three brightness levels. Available in three
sizes: A1, A2 and A3. Also see our Glow Cube & Glow
Table for a multi-purpose alternative on pg 120-121.

Colour Change Light Panels

A slim, light glowing panel which provides a wealth of
learning or sensory experiences. Use it to enhance visual
stimulation or visibility for visual impairment. Small,
durable and portable, this light panel is rechargeable
so can be used on the move, passed around the class,
or even taken outside. The light can also be changed
to one of 12 available colours, by simply turning the
dial, which enables children to experiment with colour
mixing or findone that is most comfortable for them. It
also has a 30 second recording function, so that
children can talk about their activity without the
pressure of having to write, or you can use the
recordings to teach and play any sounds along with
the colours and objects.

A slim, light glowing panel that creates an illuminated
surface, adding that extra engagement to your
learning activities. Incorporate the panel into a wide
variety of cross curricular themes. Light up maths,
literacy, science or any other activities and increase
enjoyment and understanding.

Use it to create a mini
landscape, explore
colour mixing or just
see more clearly
on this bright
surface.
Diameter 60cm.

Circle Light Panel

Squidgy Sparkle Gels

Children love these tactile glittery sets. Ideal for use with
a light panel, allowing light to shine through the brightly
coloured shapes. This is useful for children with visual
impairment and is a great tactile tool for kineasthetic
learners as they trace their finger around the shape,
building their knowledge of the formation. Made of
plastic and filled with a safe liquid and glitter. Great to
hide in sand, water or peg onto a string. Suitable for
ages 3+. Letters sets are a great accessory to any
synthetic phonics programme.
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Silver Sensory Balls

Bizi Visual/Tactile Ball

Silver Sensory Boulders

Construction with the WOW factor! These lovely
metallic blocks have a real treasure appeal. They can
be stacked, sorted and rolled. Reflective surface
simulates movement for people with CVI, and can be
used for a variety of learning opportunities. Made from
safe plastic with a mirrored metallic effect.

Set of 12 boulders, 4 of each size:12cm, 10cm, 7cm.

Visual Development Soft Cubes

Perfect for babies and toddlers or children with visual
impairment. These beautiful quality soft cubes have a
different and texture on each side. With shapes,
patterns, mirrors and smiling faces. Designed to meet
the developmental needs of young children or those
with CVI, with bright, bold, contrasting red, black and
white colours. Includes shiny, reflective and soft velvety
surfaces. Includes: 6 different cubes 14cm³. Wipe clean.

These balls are light enough for babies and toddlers to
manipulate. Super shiny spheres are great for
exploring and rolling, and are made from safe ABS
plastic with a metal mirrored effect. Great in room
with torches or other fun lighting. There are intricate
patterns on the balls, adding to the tactile and visual
experience.

Set includes 4 balls. Size each: 15cm.

Glow Alphabet Pebbles
A set of glow in the dark pebbles engraved with
lowercase alphabet letters. Ideal for taking literacy into
your Dark Den or Sensory room, these tactile stones are
the perfect size for little hands to hold. The pebbles glow
for up to an hour. Simply leave them out in daylight for a
few minutes to 'charge'. Ideal for use indoors or out.
Contains 26 pebbles supplied in a drawstring bag.
Size: approx. 5cm.

Visual Development Soft Balls

Each ball is different. Find out which one squeaks or
which one jingles. The bold, contrasting patterns are
designed to stimulate and engage even the
youngest of children and people with cortical visual
impairment. Great fun for patting, squashing and
rolling. Set includes 4 balls. Suitable from birth. Size: 2
x L18cm, 2 x L15cm.

Full of surprises! Full of features! Brilliant for children
with cortical visual impairment.
Stimulating textures to encourage
tactile exploration. Pull the ball
open for cause and effect
understanding. Contrasting
textures, sounds (jingle and
crinkle), a mirror and a pull-ring
combine for a fabulous ball!
Also white parts glow strongly
under a UV light. Surface
washable. Size: 19cm diameter.
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Includes a set of large rubber disks, and a set of smaller matching
texture disks. Explore with fingers or toes to match the textures of
the large discs to their corresponding smaller versions hidden in the
bag. Alternatively match by colour. Great in sensory circuits in
schools at the start of the day to help children focus their
concentration ready for learning. Useful as stepping stones for
balance and coordination activities, and organising activities in a
sensory circuit. Also an engaging and stimulating activity for adults
with dementia or learning difficulties.

Easy to clean and use. Includes 5 large and 5 small discs,
drawstring storage bag and blindfold.

Size: Large discs 26.5cm diameter x 3.5cmH
Small discs 11cm diameter x 1cmH, bag 29 x 24cm

Two different sets available.

Tactile Path

This curved walking path set can be arranged in
many different patterns to stimulate the feet. A floor
ring with a textured surface, it is great for sensory
integration, balance practice and having fun.

Maximum Load 80 kg; 8 interlocking pieces.
Dimensions: L: 40cm x W: 13.5cm x H: 7cm

Glow Sensory Mood Cushion

Tactile Multi-Purpose Cushion

Soft lighting at its most engaging. This light-up,
colour-changing cushion is as tactile
as it is visual. Made from ultra-soft
plush fur with LED lights inside.
Includes a simple remote.
Requires 3 AA batteries for
the cushion and 1 x CE2025
lithium coin battery for the
remote controller.
Soothing, beautiful & soft!

Dimensions:
35 x 35 x 17cm

Sit, kneel or stand on it for balance activities or lean
against it for a massage. Can be useful for encouraging
autistic children or those with ADHD to sit in one place.

With soft bumps on
one side and small
soft spikes on the
other. Colours may
vary. Supplied
inflated with top-up
air hole. Maximum
weight supported:
160kg. Size: 34cm
diameter.

Tacto Disks Set 1 and 2
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Vibrating Plush Pillow
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Hoberman Sphere - UV Glow Tactile Wedges

These vibration pillows with a cosy pouch for hands or
feet, are made from tactile fabrics and provide gentle
stimulation for people with profound disabilities,
dementia or chronic pain. Apply pressure to the pillow
to start the vibrations and release to stop. Great for
relaxation. Size: 30 x 30cm. Batteries available
separately.

The independent switch control of the vibration is an
excellent way to teach cause and effect. Requires 2 x D
batteries and a switch(available separately). See pg 86

for our range of switches.

Activates muscles that support the spine, & encourages
posture alignment. The sloped shape encourages the
pelvis to tilt forward. Ideal for clients who need sensory
input to stay focussed. Can also be used for balance
training. Supplied Inflated.

One of our favourite resources for children and adults.
Gently pull the ball to make it expand. Encourages
movement and fosters an understanding of size and
movement. Ideal for those who find repetitive motions
soothing. Can also be used as a hanging mobile. Glow
in the dark material is useful for people with visual
impairment and attractive in a dark sensory room.

Vibrating Massage Tube

Massage Tubes – simple but extremely effective... a
consistent best seller. An excellent flexible massager
which makes vibration fun to explore. Lightweight and
fully portable, the 115cm long massager also gives
soothing and penetrating relief to aching muscles. A
special Velcro® fastener is included for hands-free
massaging. Operates on 2xC size batteries at 2 speeds.
Now with a ribbed texture. Batteries not included.
Made of synthetic rubber and PVC.
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Whatever skills, abilities or musical talents your student has, Skoog’s universal design enables accessible, expressive
music that opens up a world of ‘music-play’ when you tap, twist, or squeeze it's foamy shape. Skoog connects
wirelessly to your iPad and has sensors that detect touch to make beautiful sound.

Adjustable sensitivity means that you can play Skoog intuitively with any part of your body: hands, elbows, knees or
head. Includes the Skoog app (free from the App Store on iTunes) and Bluetooth connectivity; Adjustable sensitivity;
Tactile orientation marker helps those with visual impairments to navigate Skoog interface; Built-in guide access mode
to hide on-screen menus and enable users to focus on playing; Requires iOS 7 or later, or Mac OS X v10.6 or later.
Dimensions 23 x 17 x 17 cm. Skoog and Skoog for iPad can be secured on a mounting arm!

iPad not included.

Skoog 2.0 for iPad

Beamz Interactive Music System

Beamz Interactive Music System consists of a laser controller
tower and software, & works by interrupting any of the 4
beams, either on the controller itself using a movement of the
hands or body, or with switches, or on-screen using eye gaze
or any other mouse alternative, to trigger an instrument
sound being played.

Use Beamz to teach basic cause and effect, directionality,
sequencing, fine and gross motor skills, common core
subjects and more. Or, use it simply as a creative leisure tool
for people with difficulty playing regular instruments.

The exclusive Tobii edition of the Beamz
software, adapted for eye gaze &
improved accessibility, may be
purchased without the physical laser
controller. Eye tracker and switches
are available separately.

The Beamz Soft Transport Case is
available separately.

The Skoog

The Skoog is a musical instrument for children of all ages and
abilities. Expressive, tactile and intuitive, a universally accessible
platform for creating and exploring musical sound.

Simply install the software on your computer, connect your
Skoog to the USB port (if you want to, connect some speakers
too!) and you are ready to play.

The software allows you to select instruments, beats and more.
It uses state-of-the-art software to deliver the quality and
expressive character of real musical instruments.

Flexible and simple to use, it offers not only the opportunity for
learning, creativity and expressive musicianship, but also a fun
and engaging audio resource.

The Skoog package contains one multi-touch sensor, one
software CD and comes complete with ten fantastic
instrument sounds.

Made of soft, squishy foam which is comfortable to squeeze,
bang or tap. Dimensions 23 x 17 x 17 cm.
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Ear Filters NoiseOff Hearing Protector

Earplugs can be useful for children with ADHD, ADD
and ASD as some individuals can find it difficult to
concentrate on school.

With special filters, Pluggies
muffle sound whilst allowing the
child to retain some hearing,
reducing any sense of isolation.

Made of a soft material that fits
comfortably in the ear.
For children approximately
4 to 12 years.

NoiseOff is lightweight and compact, with an adjustable
headband. It, uses patented technology to block out
distracting sounds, to help increase concentration and
focus, whilst still allowing you to clearly hear speech
without distortion. With a superior Noise Reduction Rating
(NRR) of 26 decibels, it outperforms many similar tools.

Ear Defenders Ear Defenders for Little Kids

Reducing sensory overload and audible distractions,
increases calm, concentration and focus, which helps
many children and adults with sensory processing
disorders or autism spectrum disorders, to feel more able
to cope with the world around them. Colour and model
may vary. One size fits all. The bar across the top
typically extends from 30 - 47cm, depending on the
model.

Noise can be overwhelming for some individuals which
can cause loss of concentration, stress and a lack of
sleep. Designed for small children’s ears to encourage
focus for improved learning at school and home.
Sturdy, comfortable and visually appealing. Made
from high quality plastic and fabric. Adjustable for
continued use as the child grows. For ages 2 - 5 years.

Create music with this lovely, affordable collection of
instruments. The resources are useful in a sensory
room for auditory stimulation, or in Therapy to assist
with rhythm, patterning and auditory processing.

The kit includes:
2 x Maracas
1 x Indian Drum
1 x Shaker
1 x Tambourine

Musical Instruments Assorted Pack
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Simple, patented and proven
non-electronic design.
Hygienic and impervious to
mould, mildew and bacteria.
Clearly hear speech and
other useful sounds in noisy
environments.
Lightweight, compact easily
hangs around your neck or
folds for storage.
Available in black, blue or
green.
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Clevy Headphones

Exposure to loud noise is a major cause of early hearing
loss, so these are limited to 85dB, a threshold according
to audiologists which is safe for medium and long term
use. The headset is sturdy and can withstand heavy use
by children. The twisty, extra long cable reminds people
they are wearing a headset if they move away from
the music or computer during use. The HearSafe ear
pads are designed to drown out ambient noise and
assist children to concentrate on what they are
hearing, or to remove distressing background noise.



Sensory Musical CD's
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Musical Bells - Set of 8

Themed music for relaxation
and Snoezelen sessions.
Includes 'bubble tubes’,
‘listening’ and ‘light’.
Approximately 53 minutes.
Ideal for creating an auditory
experience in a sensory room,
or setting the mood in an
educational, leisure or care
environment.

A colourful set of bells to shake or press - the clever push
button on top allows people with limited movement or
accuracy to ring the bells. Wonderful for group music
sessions. Excellent tone and tuning. Musical notes C64 -
C76 (C1, D2, E3, F4, G5, A6, B7, C8). The bell section is
mild steel - the handle and bell push are plastic. Size:
15cmH x 9cm diameter.

Switch on the aroma diffuser
and float away to the
peaceful music. A perfect
companion for
aromatherapy products.
Ideal for creating an
auditory experience in a
sensory room, or setting the
mood in an educational,
leisure or care environment.

10 tracks that combine
stunning classical guitar
interpretations and relaxing
sounds of the sea. Ideal for
creating an auditory
expereince in a sensory
room, or setting the mood
in an educational, leisure or
care environment.

From China to Ireland, from
the Dijeridoo to the Steel
Drum ... A journey of ethnic
diversity encompassing a
kaleidoscope of cultures,
styles and traditions. Ideal for
creating an auditory
expereince in a sensory
room, or setting the mood in
an educational, leisure or
care environment.
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An amazing, inclusive musical game. Each soft, tactile
instrument adds a different sound to the orchestra.
Choose an instrument and place it onto the orchestra
area to hear that instrument play, then add more or
swap them to vary the music. With 15 songs and 7
instruments to choose from, the combinations are
endless! Clear case with LED lights inside make it light up
beautifully in a dark room / den! Requires 4 x AA
batteries. Size: 25L x 21.6W x 8cmH

Symphony 2 Interactive Orchestra

Have a look at our amazing
Interactive Wall Panels for more
engaging musical options...!

See page 112-113



Aroma Diffuser Professional
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Aroma HuggaBuddies

Diffuses essential oils effectively, naturally and quietly.
Fan, not flame operated, making it much safer to use in
a school, sensory room or dementia care environment.
Two power settings for normal and boost applications.

Uses minimal electricity and can be left
unattended overnight. Includes one

easy to change/top-up cartridge, with
replacement cartridges available

separately, ideal if you'd like to switch
between different aromas.

Size: 16H x 11.5cm diameter.

Aroma Stone

Essential Oils Therapeutic Blends

Get four of our best-selling pure essential oil blends - a
fabulous starter pack for every sensory room or therapy
space. Includes: 1 x Sleep Easy Blend; 1 x Stress Relief
Blend; 1 x Breathe Easy Blend; 1 x Spirit Lifter Blend,
each supplied in 10ml amber glass bottles. Please
familiarise yourself with the safe use of Essential Oils.

Traditionally crafted in glazed ceramic, the Aroma Stone
is the clean, safe and effective way of vapourising
essential oils without the use of a naked flame. Put drops
onto the stone and simply plug in. Will not overheat and
can be easily cleaned with a damp cloth.
Allows you to blend your own
mix of choice of essential oils.
A brilliant way to engage
olfactory sense - a strong primal
sense that will resonate with
many people with complex
sensory needs.

Dimensions: 10cm diameter,
4cm high.

Switch Adapted Aroma Fan

A brilliant way to engage olfactory sense and accessible
for those who use a switch! Smell is a strong primal sense
that will resonate with many people with complex
sensory needs. Great for teaching cause & effect to
people with multiple
sensory impairment. Put a
few drops of essential oil
onto the included felt pad,
then simply press your
switch to activate the fan
and diffuse the aroma.
Dimensions: 12W x 13.5H x
3cmD. Requires a switch,
essential oil and 2 AA
batteries (available
separately).
See switches on pg 86.

Aroma Mouse

Diffuse on the move! Compact, light and portable. Use
in the car, or where space is limited. A brilliant way to
engage olfactory sense - a strong primal sense that will
resonate with many people with complex sensory
needs. Battery or mains operated.
Quiet yet highly effective
internal fan. Safe to use - no
heat or spillages. Includes 5 refill
pads. Requires 4 x AA batteries
and essential oils (available
separately).
Size: 14L x 9W x 7cmH
A pack of 10 refill pads for
Aroma Mouse is also available.

Light-up Diffuser|Speaker|Humidifier

This nifty little device is
an aroma diffuser, with
colour changing LED
light built in, and is also a
Bluetooth speaker and a
humidifier! Meets visual,
aroma and auditory
needs in one unit. Mains
operated. Can connect
to phones / iPads 8-10m
away. Automatic power
off when water is
finished, +-10 hours.
Dimensions 14cm
diameter x 12cm tall.

Super soft and super sensory! Tactile,
visual and aromatic. Cuddly and can be
warmed in the microwave. Their
heaviness is calming to many children.
Can be ‘posed’ to suggest emotions.
Pleasant lavender aroma. For 3 years and
over. Not suitable for those who mouth.
Select from Hippo, Elephant, Giraffe or
Penguin. Size: approximately 21H x 16W x
20cmL

See our
Aromas
Sensory

Pack
on pg
141
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Don't miss our Soft Play Section for more great Gross Motor Resources!

See pg 134

Extra Value Mixed Balls

Winner of a Practical Pre-School Bronze Award,
Wheelie Painters can roll through paint or puddles.
Each painter has a plastic wheel with a different
pattern used to pint or imprint various designs on a
multitude of surfaces, from the playground to paper.
Children will love twisting and turning their painter to
make fun and unique prints, keeping bodies and
minds active! Wheelie Painters come as a set of 4.
Size approximately: 80cmH x 38cmW.

Wheelie Painters

This collection provides over 25 pieces at a bargain
price! The different balls offer stimulation for gross motor,
visual and tactile sensory development. A variety of
colours, textures and sizes make this an affordable and
versatile kit for any setting. Contents: Colour Tennis Balls,
Fusilly Ball, Scented Crystal Bell Balls, Rainbow Knot Ball,
Emotions Balls, Play Rings, Hedgehog Balls, Spiky Ball and
a Sensa-ring.

Give this wall panel a spin each time you walk past, for
gentle sounds of beads moving around.
Providing visual and auditory
stimulation, the encased
beads make a
delightful ‘rain’
sound as they fall.
Bright colours
and eye-catch-
ing when
moved. Each
includes a
wall-mount-
able wooden
rotator so the
panel can be
carefully spun.
Easily detaches
from the wall if
required for
tabletop / lap
use. Size:
48L x 45W x 5H

Rotating Water Wheel Panel

Visual and auditory – the encased beads make a
delightful ‘rain’ sound as they fall.
Bright colours are eye-catching
when moved.
Each includes a
wall-mountable
wooden rotator so
the panel can be
carefully spun.
Easily detaches
from the wall if
required for
tabletop / lap
use. Encourage
motor skills and
hand-eye
co-ordination or
simply create an
attractive feature
in your class, or
play space. Size:
48L x 45W x 5H

Rotating Labrynth Panel
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Mega 4-In-A-Row

Includes 42 discs
(21 of each colour)
Size: 120L x 55W x
117cmH

Big bold chunky discs and a sturdy frame. Try to get four
in a row before your opponent! Frame can be
dismantled for ease of storage. Great for both indoor
and outdoor games. Ideal for people who are in a

wheelchair to encourage
movement and reaching. Good
for developing team work and

cooperation.

Tube Trail

Co-Operband

Wonderful for all ages. A great way to warm up and
to make exercise fun. The fabric is soft, stretchy, wrinkly
and extremely appealing. The bright, bold colours are
appropriate for older users. Can be used in schools for
personal social health education as pupils work co-
operatively in a group. Suitable for creative play and
learning about forces and rebound. Will hold six to
twelve participants.
Size: 160cm diameter (unexpanded), 6cmW

Sit and Spin

Useful for hand-eye co-ordination, gross motor skills and
exercise. Provides vestibular input that some children
with sensory processing problems can crave. Fun and
practical, this may help children to self-regulate,
manage their behaviour and improve their confidence.

Compact enough to be portable,
and could be used outdoors

(then stored inside).
Maximum weight
supported: 45kg.

For 3 years and over.
Minimal assembly

required.

Dimensions:
55cm diameter x30cmH

Body Squeezer

Provides deep pressure for additional sensory input,
which can be soothing and relaxing. Deep pressure is
especially beneficial for children with ASD and ADHD,
and can help reduce tactile defensiveness in those who
cannot tolerate being touched (hypersensitivity or over
sensitivity to touch). Moving through the rollers can help
with motor planning, and can be used as part of
imaginative play. Tension and pressure are easily
adjusted to each user’s specific needs – you can
choose the appropriate level of proprioceptive
feedback for your child. Masterfully crafted with a Baltic
birch wood frame. Cushioned foam rollers are covered

in an easy-care
polyurethane vinyl
and they squeeze
and release
pressure evenly and
consistently. With
hand holds for
portability. Colours
may vary.

Weight limit: 45kg Size: 85L x 60W x 38cmH

Fun Tunnel

Hours of fun are possible with this heavy duty tunnel.
Made of high durability plastic, children can wriggle
through it, roll over in it and peer through the
transparent sides.

Encourages gross motor skills. Colours may vary.
Size when extended: 182L x 60cm diameter.

Place the balls in the colourful rings and watch them
disappear down the tube and emerge at the bottom.
Perfect for use on a floor or table. Easily portable and
includes 10 balls.

The balls disappear and
reappear again as they
travel through the ribbed
transparent tubes creating
a tactile, rewarding
vibration and auditory
stimulation.

This repeatable activity also
encourages hand/eye co-
ordination.

Size: 75cmH;
Tray 29W x 50D x 7cmH
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Light Up Floor Tiles

Liquid Floor Tiles

Dimensions 50cm
Diameter x 0.6cm deep

These floor tiles contain two flowing colours that swirl around as
you move about on them. A wonderful visual and tactile
experience, that really does encourage you to move and
explore the surfaces. They will withstand jumping on and
strenuous use by children and adults as well as the weight of
wheelchairs. Can also be used on a table top or any flat
surface. With a cushioned, non-slip backing which does not
need installation, simply apply a little pressure to create a
dramatic visual effect. A great addition to any sensory room.

Available in three different sets, Round, Large Square or Small
Square - please specify when ordering.

Dimensions 30 x 30cm x
0.6cm deep

Dimensions 50 x 50cm x
0.6cm deep
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Bubble Tube Plinths

Place your Bubble Tube in this protective,
comfortable platform. Allows the user to sit on the
platform to get close to the bubbles.
Made of high-quality plywood, covered with foam
and upholstered with easy-clean PVC or
leatherette. Custom design & dimensions available.

Standard Sizes:
Corner 90 x 90 x 30H
Half Circle: 35H x 120W x 60D

Padded Wall Panels

Variety of
colours
available!

Make your sensory room safer by adding padding to
the walls. Also enhances the appearance of a room.
Available in a range of colours, in PVC plastic or soft
leatherette. Coordinate colours with your soft play
elements for a beautiful finishing touch. Custom
designed to fit your room, any sizes possible.
Standard Sizes:

A B C D E F G G2 D2

Soft & Comfy Wave Seating

Bubble Tube Plinth - Corner Climb

Beautiful and practical, this protective,
comfortable platform allows the user to sit on
the platform and climb the steps to get close
to the bubbles. The steps create a space to
lie or crawl, and encourage movement
towards the Bubble Tube. Corner piece is
made of high-quality plywood, covered with
foam and upholstered with easy-clean PVC
or leatherette. Second step is high density
polystyrene and bottom step is soft foam.

Custom design & dimensions available.
Standard Sizes:
Corner 90 x 90 x 45H
Step 30cm W x 30H; Base 90W x 15H

A & C: 130H x 110W x D7
B: 150H x 90W x D7
D & E: 130H x 90W
F, G, G2: 170H x 90W x D7

A practical and beautiful seating feature which encourages interaction and relaxation. Made of
soft padded polystyrene, or wood for extra strength, padded with in foam, and covered with PVC,
leatherette or fabric. Pieces can be free standing or velcro together for a versatile and attractive
place to sit. Custom design & dimensions available.

Standard Sizes: A: Corner Piece, 35H x 90W x 45D.
B: Concave Piece, 35H x 55W x 45D
C: Right End, 35H x 55W x 45D
D: Left End, 35H x 55W x 45D
E: Convex Piece, 35H x 55W x 50D
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Variety of
colours
available!

Variety of
colours
available!

Variety of
colours
available!
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Square Ball Pond Stairs for Pond
A soft step in matching PVC, to make entering and
exiting the Ball Pond easier. Available in a range of
colours to match or complement your ball pond design.

Dimensions :
60L x 45W x 45Hcm

Net Bag for Washing Balls
A net bag is a useful
way to easily clean
and sanitise all your
ball pool balls. Simply
collect all the balls in
the net bag and hose
or submerge the balls
in a large bucket or
bath of mild detergent
and water. Milton Fluid
can be used to
disinfect the plastic
balls. Do not use a
harsh abrasive or
ammonia.

Size: 93 x 81cm

Ball ponds are great for body awareness, motor
planning, tactile input and FUN. No play area is
complete without a ball pond! This product is made
using hard polystyrene coated with foam and covered
in PVC. Available in a range of colours. Balls are sold
separately. Dimensions 150 x 150 x 45cm H.

Interactive Light-Up Ball Pool

These interactive, colour-changing ball pools bring something magical and different to any darkened sensory room.
Filled with clear, transparent plastic balls, light shines through the balls as the LED lights in the base change colour.
Compatible with our Rompa Interactive Controllers, or will cycle automatically through a range of 16 colours. Clear balls
available separately. Square, round or corner shape available and made to different dimensions.
Typical size is 160 x 160 x 65H. See our range of compatible controllers in page 114.

Corner Ball Pond
The Corner Ball Pond is a triangular shape that tucks
neatly into the corner of a room. Ball Ponds are great
for body awareness, motor planning, tactile input and
FUN. No play area is complete without a ball pond! This
product is made using hard polystyrene coated with
foam and covered in a PVC fabric.
Available in a range
of colours and
sizes. Balls are
sold separately.

Dimensions:
170 x 170 x 45cm

Round Ball Pond
Ball ponds are great for body awareness, motor
planning, tactile input and FUN. No play area is
complete without a ball pond! This product is made
using hard polystyrene coated with foam and covered
in PVC. Available in a
range of colours &
sizes.Balls are sold
separately.

Dimensions:
145 diameter x
45cm H.

Balls for Pond - Colour or Clear

Mixed colour balls are
available as a set of 100.

Clear balls are made of
transparent plastic and
used for filling our
Interactive Ball Pools.
Filled with air, they quickly
return to their original
shape if compressed. Bag
contains 200 clear balls.
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Modular Wave Set
Cosy, cornered off play solution that can be used in
several ways. Race around the walls, slide down curves
and watch toy cars whizz down ramps. The soft landing
mat allows toddlers additional confidence while
practicing their balance along the curvy walls. Enjoy
lounging on the mat and surrounding blocks. Polystyrene
and foam, covered in a “wipe clean” PVC available in a
range of colours.

Maxi Barrel Set

Corner Ball Pond Set
The Corner Ball Pond Set is a triangular shape that tucks
neatly into the corner of a room. Includes 5 PlayOn
pieces for climbing in and out of the Pond or use
independently to create an obstacle course. Ball Ponds
are great for body awareness, motor planning, tactile
input and FUN. No play area is complete without a ball
pond! This product is made using hard polystyrene
coated with foam and covered in a PVC fabric .
Available in a range of colours. Balls are sold separately.

Amphitheatre Set
Fabulous Amphitheatre seating with high play value
for schools and large play spaces. Turn each piece on
its side and create screened off spaces for different
activities. When placed upside down the kids will
enjoy rocking back and forth. The biggest of the 3
arches comfortably seats 2 bodies and can be used
as a see-saw. This set combined requires a 200cm2
floor space. Polystyrene and foam, covered in a
“wipe clean” PVC. Available in a range of colours
and prints and upholstery fabrics.

Building Blocks - Mini 9 Piece
Bestselling product that is the best value offered!
Fantastic starter set for schools and therapists. PlayOn
blocks are modular and can be integrated into your soft
play collection. Excellent for obstacle courses, free play,
gross motor development and imaginary play. Hard
polystyrene coated with foam, covered in a ‘wipe clean’
PVC. Available in a wide range of colours & fabrics.

Building Blocks - 15 Piece Castle
Oversized Building Blocks for creative construction play.
PlayOn blocks are modular and can be integrated into
your soft play collection. Hard polystyrene coated with
foam, covered in a ‘wipe clean’ PVC. Available in a
wide range of colours & fabrics.

This is a useful set which meets a number of needs.
Squeezer barrel, circle or rocker, with climbing steps
and a ramp. Excellent for obstacle courses, free play,
gross motor development and imaginary play. Hard
polystyrene coated with foam, covered in a ‘wipe
clean’ PVC. Available in a range of colours.
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Honeycomb Table & Chairs Set
The Circle Set comprises 3 concave rockers that can
be used individually or together in various
configurations like the circle, worm, question mark or
bumpy hills. Strengthen core and balance by placing
feet on either end. Crawl through the tunnels, climb
and jump off the bridges or lie comfortably in each
arch and enjoying the rocking motion. This product is
made using hard Polystyrene coated with foam and
covered in a ‘wipe clean’ PVC. Available in a range
of colours.

Circle Set

Building Blocks - 10 Piece
Oversized Building Blocks for creative construction play.
PlayOn blocks are modular and can be integrated into
your soft play collection. Hard polystyrene coated with
foam, covered in a ‘wipe clean’ PVC. Available in a
wide range of colours.

Head & Bodies Block Set
Meet the characters and
match heads to bodies. Each
character expresses a
different feeling encouraging
children to explore and
identify their emotions.

Polystyrene and foam,
covered in a “wipe clean”
digitally printed PVC.

Soft Wedges
Wedges help to control muscle tone and develop
dynamic movement patterns. Also a comfortable, non-
slip rest for writing or positioning. This product is made
using hard polystyrene coated with foam and covered
in a ‘wipe clean’ PVC. Available in a range of colours.

Use to sit on outdoors to prevent muddy areas, or
create your own indoor lawn area. These mats have a
soft texture, creating a rich tactile experience in your
class or sensory room. The mats are flexible and can be
rolled away between use. Custom sizes and shapes are
available. Standard Sizes:
Corner Wedge 1.8m radius
Circle Mat: 2m diameter
Square Mat: 2,5 x 2,5m

Artificial Indoor Grass

6 honeycomb shaped blocks sit around the central
slightly higher block to create a Table & Stools Set. Pile
blocks on top of each other to build different structures or
practice balancing as you jump from block to block.
Hard polystyrene coated with foam, covered in a ‘wipe
clean’ PVC or durable upholstery. Available in a range of
colours.
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Oversized Oxford Cushion Pouf Cushion

Play Tunnels can be used individually or incorporated
into systems creating fun obstacle courses with varying
levels of difficulty. Tunnels facilitate imaginative play,
body awareness, motor planning and gross motor
development. The soft walls allow for

deep-touch pressure in a
therapy environment.
This product is made
using foam covered with
a ‘wipe clean’ PVC.
Available in a range of
colours.

The Pouf provides a soft, comfortable seating or
lounging cushion for bedrooms and play spaces. It also
offers excellent support for babies while lying on their
backs and on their tummies for strengthening neck and
core muscles.

Floor Mats
Mats are a great alternative to
scratchy carpets that are
impossible to keep clean and
hard cold flooring. The whole
class / family can enjoy the soft
padding for play and relaxation.

The Oversized Oxford is an elegant alternative to the
beanbag. Large enough for your body to flop down as
you sink into its warmth. Comes with reinforced webbing
and eyelets for suspension to be transformed into a
luxurious hammock. This product is made using foam
chips and covered in a durable, waterproof fabric for
play spaces or a softer, more luxurious fabric for
bedrooms and lounges. Available in a range of colours
and prints. The stripes look great under UV light in a
sensory room too.

Bump Arch Half Wheel
Arch with bumpy surface for climbing and balancing.
Provides a pleasant tactile place to stretch. Use as
steps for a fun obstacle course element. This product is
made using hard polystyrene coated with foam and
covered in a ‘wipe clean’ PVC. Available in a range of
colours and sizes.

Roller Barrel
This best selling product has extensive play and
developmental value and can be used in a variety of
ways. Fun you can have with the Barrel includes, rolling
to each other, crawling through the tunnel, standing on
top and balancing, being rolled around while lying

inside or hiding in the quiet
space. Benefits include
vestibular input, spatial
awareness, imaginative play,
body awareness, motor
planning and gross motor
development. Made using foam
strengthened by a cardboard
inner coil and covered in a
‘wipe clean’ PVC. Available in a
range of colours.

Flip Chair
No kid’s library or sensory space is complete without this
contemporary, slick version of the classic beanbag
chair. Available in a range of fabric options.

Flop Mat
Flop into this super comfy, oversized mat or place
underneath raised play areas and slides to keep kids
safe from impact falls. Foam chips covered in ‘wipe-
clean’ PVC.
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Available in two sizes, the Dark Den or Giant Den are
fantastic, award-winning resources which create a
sensory space which can be dark and soothing, or used
as a place to enjoy our wonderful light-up accessories.
Ideal for use in a corner of your class to help regulate or
even reward children. A double thick nylon skin makes it
very dark inside and keeps light out.

An affordable den with lots of uses. The side flaps are great
for observation purposes. Portable, easy to assemble and
folds away into its own bag. Size 1 x 1 x 1m. Consists of 12
poles and 8 connectors with cover.

Ideal for groups of children or those who need more space, including a
wheelchair. Features a large door panel and window. Size 1.5m x 1.5m x
1.8m. Consists of 16 poles and 12 connectors and cover. Stored in a bag.

Perfect for the Dark Den or sensory room, each
item has been carefully chosen for multi-sensory
purposes. Includes:

1 x Light Up Tambourine (A)
1 x UV/Glow Spaghetti (B)
2 x Double Light Up Spikey Batons (C)
2 x Animal Dynamo Wind Up Torches (D)
1 x Flashing Glow Textured Ball (E)
4 x Colour Changing Eggs (F)
2 x Fibre Optic Fountains with Colour Changing
Base (H)

Some items may require batteries. Contents may vary
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This high quality wooden trolley on wheels contains all the elements needed to
create an effective and impressive mobile sensory space. Especially useful when
resources must be shared between classes, or for moving between patients or
elderly people in bed. Includes wooden trolley painted your choice of colour,
with a padded soft base, lockable wheel casters, acrylic mirror, storage for
cables and power cords. Contains:
1 x Budget Bubble Tube (105cm H, 10cm Diameter) (pg 108)
1 x Fibre Optic Strands (2M X 100 strands) (pg 110)
1 x Space Projector (pg 117)
1 x Aroma Mouse Diffuser & Essential Oils Kit (pg 130)
1 x Mini CD Player & Snoezelen CD (pg 129)
1 x Multi-plug adapter

Bubble Tube and Fibre Optics cycle automatically & passively
through different colours. of the trolley is
available with an 8 Colour Controller (pg 115) and Midi Bubble
Tube (75cm H) (pg 107) to provide colour changing control to users.
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Aromas Sensory Pack

Smell is closely linked to parts of the brain that
process emotion and memory. Olfactory
stimulation with pleasant aromas is a powerful
calming or uplifting tool.

4 x Squashy Aroma Balls 5.5cm Orange, Rose,
Lemon, Apple scented. Latex, phthalates &

lead free (A)
1 x Scented Bell Dice 15 x 15 x 15cm

(Note: one die supplied)(B)
1 x Aroma Huggabuddy (Elephant / Giraffe /

Hippo / Penguin) (C)
1 x Aroma Mouse Essential Oil Fan Diffuser (D)

1 x Essential Oils Therapeutic Starter Kit.
Includes: Sleep Easy Blend, Stress Relief Blend,
Breathe Easy Blend and Spirit Lifter Blend.

Each supplied in 10ml amber glass bottles (E)
Set of 10 Smell Bags with assorted items (F)

Contents may vary slightly

Tactile Fidget Sensory Pack

Touch is an important and basic sense to
stimulate, and no sensory room is complete
without a collection of tactile stimulators
providing a mix of sensations.

1 x UV Glow Spaghetti: 20cm (A)
2 x Light Up Spikey Double Batons (B)
1 x Coloured Puzzle Ball: 7.5cm (C)

1 x Fibre Optic Fountain (D)
4 x Koosh Balls (E)

1 x Vibrating Massage Tube: 50cm (F)
5 x UV Stretchy Bangles (G)

1 x Vibrating Faux Sheep Plush Pillow (H)
1 x Therapy Putty - Set of 5 Assorted Colours

& Strengths (I)
4 x Colour Changing Eggs (J)

Contents may vary slightly

Vision Sensory Pack

Vision is a complex sense that is often affected
with neurological damage. It is also a sense that
can be developed in many people, and these
tools provide a excellent, varied and carefully
chosen selection. Many offer multi-sensory
stimulation, adding sounds or tactility to
encourage looking. Great for children with CVI.

1 x Glow Mushroom & 16 Colour remote: 25cm
(A)

3 x Spiral Liquid Timers: 15cm (B)
4 x Mini Colour Changing Mood Blocks: 7.5cm (C)

1 x Sensory Spinning Ball Wand (D)
1 x Shake & Shine Glitter Lamp 15cm (E)
6 x Light Up Foam Batons: 45cm (F)

1 x Disco Effect Rotating Light Bulb - Screw in (G)
1 x Bizi Ball Visual & Tactile 19cm (H)

Contents may vary slightly
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Fine Motor Sensory Pack

UV Glow Sensory Pack

A collection of items that glow brightly in the
presence of a UV light. These strong colours
are an excellent calming tool and provide
visual and tactile sensory stimulation in a
darkened space, such as a sensory room or
Dark Den - see pg 140. This pack includes:

1 UV Bulb Bayonet / Screw In (A)
5 UV Stretchy Bangles (B)
2 UV Glow Spaghetti (C)
1 UV Giant Snake Green / Blue (D)
1 UV Torch (E)
1 UV Putty Set of 6 Tubs (F)
4 UV Spine Balls - Mixed Sizes. Not bouncy -
firm for gripping or deep pressure with rubbery
texture. (G)

Contents may vary slightly.

Additional UV lighting options on pg 119

Sounds Sensory Pack

Music and sounds are an essential component
of a sensory room. This is a complete set to
stimulate the sense of hearing and for auditory
perception activities. It Includes:

1 Light Up Tambourine (A)
1 Clatterpillar Bendy Instrument (B)
1 PeekaBoo Sound Boxes (C)
1 Scented Sound Dice 15 x 15 x 15cm (Note
only one provided)(D)
1 Snoezelen Themed CD for relaxation(approx
53 minutes) (E)
1 Rain Tube for Mesmerising Bead Sounds (F)
4 Bendy Bells Wearable Bell Shakers (G)
6 Scented Sound Balls (H)

Contents may vary slightly.

Building control, stamina and accuracy
through a selection of activities aimed at
developing fine motor skills. This carefully
chosen selection includes:

1 x Bee Shoelace Trainer (A)
1 x Get a Grip on Patters Game Set (B)
1 x My Little World Skills Builder Maze (C)
2 x Squeeze-to-Wind-Up Animal Dynamo
Torches (D)
1 x Threading Fruit & Veg - 24 Pieces (E)
1 x Set of Finger Castanets (F)
2 x Assorted Wooden Pegboard Puzzles (G)
4 x Light Up Colour Changing Blocks for
stacking and building (H)

Contents may vary slightly.
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This lamp is filled with glitter
and is switched on to create
a beautiful glowing light.
Easy to hold and
mesmerising to watch. Base
may be white, black or silver.

Dimensions 15cm tall.

Shake & Shine Glitter Lamp

Spinning Ball Wand
Great to touch! Great to
watch. This bright spinning ball
is a favourite sensory resource
and an unusual addition to
any sensory collection.

Size: Approximately 10cm
diameter ball.

Coloured Puzzle Ball
A brilliant tactile and visual aid
in one. Match the ball to the
corresponding hole colour. An
excellent fidget aid with an
additional challenge
included. Made of high quality
plastic and easy to hold.

Size: 7.5cm diameter.

Spiral Liquid Timer
This is an excellent visual sensory aid
that teaches colours or the concept
of time. It is often used for calming, as
watching the liquid gel spiral down for
a set amount of time is a useful self-
regulating tool. Turn the tube upside
down to move the bubbles down the
spiral. Height approximately 15cm.
One timer included, colour may vary.

Animal Dynamo Torch
These cute, wind up creature
torches require no batteries, so
are safe for little exploring fingers.
A reassurance at night, a visual
aid in a dark sensory space, an
attractive visual tracking tool -
they can be used in so many
ways. Approximately 12cm.
Animal may vary.

Glow Spaghetti
Extremely popular! Encourage
interaction with the sense of
touch using glow wavy spaghetti
and appeal to visual senses
with a soft glow. Expose to UV
or sunlight light and then use in
pitch black conditions. Colours
may vary. Approximate length:
28cm

Finger Lights - Set of 12
Light up a dark space with these
fun finger lights. Perfect for visual
tracking exercises and
encouraging attention to signing
in the dark. Each finger light has
an elastic band that easily keeps
the lights in place. Batteries are
included. You will receive an
assortment of colours. Set of 12.

Light-up Spikey Double Baton
The amazing light up baton has an
easy to hold handle, and a squeezy,
textured spiky ball at each end.
Bump or touch to activate the light.
A fantastic addition to any sensory
environment - ideal for use in a Dark
Den. Great for developing motor
skills, visual tracking, tactile
awareness and in calming therapy.

Disco Light Bulb

Light-up Tambourine
Packed full of colourful LED lights
that flash and fade in three
modes. Lights up all around the
handle for a fun visual and
auditory experience. Dimensions:
22cm wide (along the handle),
13.5cm tall, 4cm deep. Batteries
included (3 x AAA).

pick-a-mix

pick-a-mix group A

The answer to meeting your unique Sensory Needs! With our Pick-a-Mix Sensory Packs, you can select the items you
like best, at a price that works for you! On the following pages, you can see the items in our three groups; these are
priced from seriously affordable to items that are higher in value. Call us for a quote on the Pick-a-Mix Packs and
choose yours today!

The Most Flexible Sensory Packs in South Africa!
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Such an easy way to create cool visual
effects in your room! Insert this bulb into
a normal table or ceiling lamp, and
watch it automatically rotate and shine
beautiful multi-colour, moving, lights
around the room. Screw in bulbs.
Dimensions 16.2 x 8.4 x 8.2 cm. See pg
119 for more lighting options.
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Colour Changing Blocks - Set of 4

The blocks slowly and
passively change colour in
sequence. Soothing and
visually stimulating. A Colour
Lock button allows you to
keep your favourite colour on
all the time instead of the
phasing effect.

Height: 7.5cm.
Includes 2 x AG13
batteries.

Colour Changing Eggs - Set of 4
The Egg slowly and
passively changes colour
in sequence. Soothing
and visually stimulating.
A Colour Lock button
allows you to keep your
favourite colour on all the
time instead if you prefer.

Height: 9.5cm.
Includes 2 x AG13
batteries.

Scented Crystal Bell Balls - Set of 6
A delight to see, hear,
smell, touch, throw,
bounce and squeeze.
These sparkling, low
bounce, hollow balls
have a lively jingle bell
inside. Made from
fused plastic pellets,
they are easy to grip.
Assorted colours,
comes in a set of 6.

Size: 6cm diameter

UV Soft Scarves - Set of 3
Provides additional visual
appeal to juggling, dancing,
throwing and catching. Light
enough for the frailest hands.
Watch them float gracefully
down, or feel the soft fabric
on your face whilst looking at
the bright colours - a fabulous
sensory experience.

Colours may vary. Made of
Nylon. Size: 65 x 65cm

Fibre Optic Fountain
This fountain includes a
colour changing base. It
provides both visual and
tactile sensory stimulation.
Watch it move through
different colours and feel
its soft threads, for a
relaxing dark room
experience. Great for
colour recognition, visual
tracking development
and calming.

Height 30cm.

Koosh Balls - Set of 4
A classic fidget favourite.
Ultra-tactile balls! Easy to
catch, soft and perfect for
hand-eye co-ordination
activities. Stimulating,
fascinating and ever-
popular! Colours may vary.
Latex free.

Includes 4 balls.
Size: approximately 7.5cm
diameter.

Clatterpillar
Fun and easy way to play.
Move and twist the
Clatterpillar for different
clicking sounds. A strong
sound which is likely to
hold the attention of
people with profound
disabilities, whilst being
very easy to manipulate.
Pliable and durable.
Assorted colours.

Size: 26L x 8cmW

Rain Tube
Turn the rain tube to make the long, gentle sounds of a rain storm. This hypnotic and enchanting sound can be used
to create an atmosphere for scene-setting or simply enjoyed as beautiful music. An easy percussion instrument to use
– minimal movement provides a great reward. Entirely natural, the exterior is made of cactus wood which houses the
internal beads.

Size: 25cmL x 4cm diameter

Scented Sound Dice
These large, multi-purpose
dice can be used in so many
sensory games. Multi-sensory,
they provide tactile, aromatic
and visual stimulation and
have a bell inside for auditory
appeal. Colours/ aromas
include green/mint,
pink/strawberry, blue/aniseed
and yellow/lemon.
Colours and aroma may vary.

Sold as single units.
Size: 15 x 15 x 15cm
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UV Torch Aroma HuggaBuddy

With a variety of colours and
flashing patterns, these are
soft and bendy, lightweight
and flexible, and a popular
favourite for dark sensory
rooms and group movement
activities. The soft foam
prevents injury even with
involuntary movement and
the multi-colour, multi-
sequence lights glow along
the length of the baton. A
simple slide On/Off switch at
the base activates the lights.
Requires 3 button batteries,
which are replaceable.
Batteries are included.
45cm long.

Super soft and super sensory! Tactile, visual and aromatic.
Cuddly and can be warmed in the microwave.
Pleasantly heavy. Can be ‘posed’ to imply emotions.
Pleasant lavender aroma. For 3 years and over. Not
suitable for those who mouth. Size: approximately 21H x
16W x 20cmL. Hippo, Elephant, Giraffe or Penguin
depending on availability. Also available outside of the
packs - see pg 130.

Bendy Bells - Set of 4
For wrist and ankle wear. High quality bells for a clear,
bright resonant tone. Adjustable fastenings. Set of
four. Colours may vary.

Ideal for creating an
auditory experience in a
sensory room. Size: 22cmL.

A compact, pocket sized black light florescent UV
Torch. It is portable and ideal for use in smaller spaces,
such as a Dark Den tent, to illuminate UV reactive items.
Various models and sizes, depending on availability.
Also available outside of packs - see page 119.

UV Spine Balls - Set of 4
Vibrantly coloured and
wonderfully textured balls
that react vividly to UV
light! Awesome pack of
fidgets that satisfy visual
and tactile sensory
needs. These balls are
firm and don't squeeze,
but have a captivating
rubbery feel, with a lovely
weighted quality to
them. The rubber spines
are not sharp but move
as they are touched.
Supplied as a set of 4
different sizes from 3cm
to 7cm diameter.

UV Stretchy Bangles - Set of 5
These super stretchy bangles with soft spikes are a
wonderful tool for people who are unable to hold a
fidget, but would benefit from the gentle tactile
stimulation these offer. Colours may vary. Set of 5.

Aroma Balls - Set of 4
Scented balls that fit comfortably in the palm of the
hand. Colour and scent co-ordinated. Soft, squeezable
and great to manipulate for hand exercise, to trigger
memory, for matching exercises and sensory stimulation.
Includes one each of orange, rose, lemon and apple
scented balls. Supplied inflated. Latex-, phtalates-, lead-
and chrome-free. Size: 5.5cm diameter
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Collapsing Bucket & Cups

Easy to store and travel with,
this collapsible clear bucket
is perfect for water &
outdoor messy play. Add
some food colouring for
additional interest and
watch the colours swirl.
Learn about colour mixing or
just have fun.
With a set of six
clear cups /
sieves.
2.5L
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Multi-Memo Voice Recorder Listen To Me

An excellent memory aid for people with dementia or
for people with learning difficulties. This device allows
you to record up to five messages and set the clock to
play back messages at pre-set times.

Each message can be assigned two playback times.
For example, record "Time to take your medication"
and set the clock to play the message at 7 a.m. and
again at 6 p.m. If the message catches you off guard
and you're not sure what it said, just press the "replay"
button within one minute to repeat the last message.
Change messages or play time anytime you want.

Requires a pen tip to record, so messages will not easily
be erased or mis-recorded. Features a digital clock,
volume control, and non-volatile memory (the
messages are not lost even if the batteries run low).

An affordable communication and memory aid with
good sound quality. You can record high quality voice
messages of reminders, familiar phrases, personal
narrative, stories, memories, requests etc.

Each button has a clear 2.5cm square sleeve on top for
symbols or pictures. Listen to Me is lightweight and
portable. It comes with its own carry case which acts as
a moisture guard, and can be carried by handle or
shoulder strap. The unit has a jack for an audio input
lead (supplied) so that you can record direct from CD
or tape. Tip: record on the lowest volume setting and
playback at one of three volume levels.

Multi-Memo is a low cost yet highly useful recording
tool. It can play back multiple messages. Up to 60
voice messages can be saved. You can play back
each message one at a time by using the skip forward
and skip backward buttons. Individual messages can
be deleted when required. A lock switch allows you to
protect your messages from being accidentally erased.

As an educational tool it is great for providing
instructions, or recorded test questions for those with
reading difficulties. Use it for talking treasure hunts –
listen and follow directions to encourage problem
solving and reinforce understanding of prepositions.

Record reminders, the steps to follow in an
independent activity etc.

You can use it to record sentences, practice pace,
pitch and develop awareness of tone, intonation and
emotion.

TimeCue
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An excellent memory aid for people with dementia or
for people with learning difficulties. This device allows
you to record a single message and set the clock to
play back at a pre-set times.

For example, record "Time to take your medication" and
set the clock to play the message at 7a.m. Requires a
pen tip to record, so messages will not easily be erased
or mis-recorded.

Features a digital clock, and the messages are not lost
even if the batteries run low. TimeCue is light, sleek and
folds flat to fit neatly in your pocket or purse. An easy
and effective way to encourage independence at
school, home or in the community.
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AquaPaint - Meaningful Art for Older Adults & Special Needs

AquaPaint is designed for people with Dementia or
learning difficulties and provides an easy, relaxing activity
for a sense of accomplishment. Simply paint water onto the
sheets and watch the image appear - no mess and quickly
satisfying. Each themed set includes 5 different images
carefully selected to start a conversation once complete.
As the water dries, the image fades, ready to be used
again. Brushes not included. Size 26 x 21cm.

Days Out: A Visit to the Beach; Hot Air Balloon;
Ballroom Dancing; Royal Guard & Sailing Boat
Loves: Football, Flowers, Sewing,
Cars & Outdoors
In the Garden: Hedgehog; Roses;
Lawnmower; Vegetables and Robin
At The Seaside: Ice Cream Van;
Fish & Chips; Pier;
Bucket & Spade & Donkey Ride
Transport: Train; Motorbike;
Car; Bus & Vespa

Johan & Emelie Emotion Dolls

Reassuring and comforting, Johan and
Emelie are life-like characters to care for and
cuddle for an older person with Dementia or
a person with learning difficulties.
Doll Therapy can give something to care for,
& can provide a rewarding sense of purpose
as well as helping to reduce anxiety. For
children, the dolls can be stimulating and
encourage imaginative play. Because of
their realistic size, weight and appearance
they can awaken emotions and memories
too. Dolls can be dressed and used with the
Heart or with an essential oil aroma placed
in cotton wool in the pocket in their back for
added sensory input. Size: 65cmH

Empathy Cat

A warming companion, hand
puppet and weighted tactile pal.
Loved by all ages, from children to
older adults with dementia or
learning difficulties. Heatable and
seriously good to cuddle! Hand-
washable. Size: 30L x 18W x 30cmH

Precious Pets

Life-like, "breathing" little bundles of joy. These pets offer the best of
owning an animal without the hassle or continual expense. The pets
are very realistic. They are life-size, carefully weighted to feel like a real
small animal, and ‘breathe’ too - the back subtly rises and falls as if
softly napping. The pet can be picked up out of its basket and placed
on the lap. Perfect for those who find the repetitive movement of
stroking or brushing a pet calming and soothing. Complete with collar,
brush & owner certificate. Suitable for stroking and enjoying the
experience of having a comforting weight on the lap, simulating a
sleeping animal. As the base contains a battery, it is firm and not
intended for cuddling. Breeds and colour may vary subject to
availability. For 3 years and over.
Size: Approximately 23L x 18W x 10cmH

Inserted into the dolls, for a
relaxing rhythm of about 60
heart beats a minute. The
gentle vibration and subtle
sound adds further sensory
interest to the dolls.
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The Big Bang Collection is for people with complex special needs. Big Bang has eye catching images, stimulating
movement and fun sound effects and music to match! It grabs the user's attention and encourages interaction with the
computer. Visual and auditory stimulation, visual tracking and more.

has twenty animated
pictures of everyday objects displayed in only
two colours, for maximum visual effect. The
eye-catching animations have been designed
with three levels of visual complexity, and
extensive colour options, and are ideal for
children with a visual impairment such as CVI.

contains
over sixty different animations
in two bright contrasting
colours, with lively music and
sound effects to encourage
response and interaction.

has explosive animations,
or you can build up the action
gradually by pressing a switch. Make
characters move across the screen
or simply change the colour of
pictures. Ideal for encouraging
switch or touch screen use.

ChooseIt! Maker 3

Insight

The most flexible tool for creating teaching and therapy tools for your kids! Create resources that can be used in
minutes. With its Easy-Flow editor, making activities is a breeze, and you have access to over 30,000 SymbolStix, Widget
and Inclusive Technology symbols and pictures, or import your own. Create Cause and Effect activities, Literacy
activities, Reward Music Boards, Question and Answer activities, Games, and more…

Create, edit and play your activities online, on any Windows or Mac computer, or send
them to as many iPads or Android tablets as you want to in the free apps for offline use
by your students. Progression and achievement recording is saved for every student and
can be shared with family or team members. A great platform for school teams and
colleagues to share activities. Best of all, your activities are accessible by eye gaze,
switches, touch screens, iPad or Android tablets, and interactive whiteboards.

can be purchased
online at HelpKidzLearn.com or through Inclusive
Solutions. District licenses for multiple
locations/schools qualify for additional discount
through Inclusive Solutions.

Insight is an intelligent, individualised learning system
that will help engage, assess and develop your
students' visual learning skills. It has been specifically
designed to work with eye tracking technologies so
that, with no physical skills needed, we can analyse
looking behaviours to get a unique insight into students’
hidden skills and capabilities. Read about it on pg 30

ClassMate Software

This collection includes all of your favourite Inclusive
learning titles, but is available without a tablet, so you
can use your Windows laptop/ PC. Touch or switch
settings are built into every title, making it the most
accessible range on the market. Read more about the
software on pg 177.
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Target & Touch Touch Balloons

Develop hand-eye coordination
skills by popping balloons as they
float past. An extensive menu
allows you to choose direction,
speed and the number of
balloons, the background
and bold or pastel colour
options. Designed to develop
visual tracking skills. Use
the mouse, touch monitor
or switch to target and
burst the balloons.

Touch Cats

Computer pets with a difference!
Bring them to life using a touch
-screen or with 1/2 switches
or a mouse. Helps to develop
hand-eye coordination.
Players can 'walk' a cat
around a scene & watch
it interact with objects.
Switch users let the cat
what to play with. Touch
& switch users can work
together. 5 locations are
included. Use the scenes for
storytelling & develop
language concepts such as
prepositions.

has been created using over 40 high contrast
and motivating spokes, ripples and spirals pattern shapes
and can be enjoyed by older users too.

Packed with motivating activities supporting the visual
skills of locating, fixing and tracking static / moving
objects. Aimed at those developing early ICT, visual and
coordination skills, the configurable activities are suitable
for use on an interactive whiteboard, a touch monitor or
computer and mouse. Starts with developing cause and
effect and progresses to targeting single, multiple,
peeping, scattered or moving prompts on-screen. The
activities are designed for use in special and mainstream
educational settings. Teachers' notes and simple
assessment and record keeping are included.

HelpKidzLearn Subscription

Ideal for children with a wide range of special educational needs and learning
difficulties these activities and games are accessible using mouse and keyboard,
switches, touch screen, interactive whiteboard displays, joysticks, rollerball and
eye gaze technology!

There is a great range of activities on the site from: experiential games, tracking,
early cause and effect, turn taking and so much more. The collection of online
games are updated regularly, keeping your student engaged, having fun and
learning new skills.

Available by affordable subscription for therapists, homes, schools or districts.
Annual subscriptions can be purchased online at HelpKidzLearn.com or through
Inclusive Solutions. Multi-user, Site and District Licenses also available. District licences
for schools or organisations qualify for additional discount through Inclusive Solutions.
A 5 user license allows a teacher/therapist to subscribe to and use the Games & Activities
with up to five concurrent children at any given time, for a period of 12 months.

is based around a variety of appealing musicians
and their instruments.
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Switch Skills Switch Skills for Two - Set 1 or 2

Set 1: Develop more skills, such as choice making -
choose to press the left switch (or space bar) to make
the ballerina dance beautifully or the right switch to let
the monster do his crazy dance. Or in 'Interacting
Objects', control a frying pan to try to hit the gopher.

Set 2: Eleven more activities for
progressing towards effective
scanning skills. 'Build Up' promotes
the use of one switch and the
second switch starts the
animated reward. 'Move and
Get' activities are designed to
develop the skills required to use
a scanning communicator.

Switch Skills Scanning

The activities are split into 5 sections with increasing levels
of skill and complexity in very small steps. These begin
with ‘free-choice’ activities that allow experimental play.
More demanding tasks with specific targets are then
introduced. The CD features a wide range of themes,
including music
groups, rockets,
a fun-fair, trains,
farm, Treasure
Island, and
more!

Help students develop more disciplined switch use. Encourages
listening and concentration. The graphics are suitable for those
with visual impairment, with lots of sound and music. Includes
performance reporting and adjustable difficulty levels.

Twenty activities at an elementary level. Higher level activities
require more visual discrimination, although most can still be
played successfully by those with severe visual impairment.

Fifteen activities at a higher level than Switch Skills 2. Requires
more timing skills and has themes appropriate for older learners.
Develops understanding of switch scanning. Some are error-free &
others require good switch timing skills.

Develop switch timing skills for one or two players - useful for
developing turn taking. Change difficulty level in basketball, &
other sports. Includes a training activity for early learners.

SwitchIt! Range

F JG H I

EA DCB

One of our favourites, this is a flexible and engaging software range, with many options to customise for different skill
levels. Includes animated sequences that unfold as the user advances the activities, building pictures and seeing them
animate, or use the one-step option for basic cause and effect. The Flash Cards section allows you to flip through a
selection of large pictures that relate to the theme and learn vocabulary. Non-literate students can choose which story
or picture they would like to play, from a selection chosen themselves or by the teacher or carer. Use with keyboard,
mouse, touch screen or switch.

Showering, Cleaning teeth, Hair care, Clean clothes,
Food hygiene and Being well dressed.

Tiger, birds, penguins and more. See how they move, hear their
sounds. Also covers environmental issues, food chains, etc.

The sun, wind, rain and their effects: keeping warm, keeping cool
and meteorological phenomena like rainbows and thunderstorms.Rockets, forklift trucks, diggers, aeroplane, boats, helicopter

rescue, ferry, car, cherry picker, school bus, taxi and trains!

Teamwork, healthy exercise, and a variety of sports played by
people with disabilities & without.

Different professions & how they do their job - which one might
you like to be?

Farm animals, their young and where they live and jobs on the farm.

Pterodactyl, Tyrannosaurus Rex, a Mammoth, Brontosaurus,
Triceratops, Velociraptor, Stegosaurus, Mollusca and more!

Snowmen, Carols, Crackers, Santa, Christmas Trees and Fireworks!

Remote controls, photo booths, car washes, vending machines,
lifts, mobile phones and more.
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Make talking books starring your pupils or curriculum topic, or a slide show of a recent trip. Put that digital camera to
good use! With an easy-flow editing screen, you select your template layout, add pictures or photos, add text and
record a sound in any language. An easy way to make curriculum content relevant for speakers of all South African
languages. Fully accessible to users of alternative access devices and so easy to use!

This version has an interface, example activities and graphics library that are specifically designed for older learners.

Choose & Tell Series

Let's Go Series

These five titles are available separately or as a pack. Full of fun decisions to make, and puzzles to solve, this program
is sure to motivate your learners! You decide where the characters will go, how to get there, what they do, what they
coos - and then see what happens as a result! Great for story telling skills and imagination. Lots of fun adventures
with comical results. Choose & Cook is an easy, fun story based program about preparing healthy food and home
kitchen management. Aimed primarily at non-readers with severe learning difficulties of all ages, and perfect for
mainstream primary classes, as it has configurable difficulty levels. The CD's contains additional resources to print and
enjoy, such as colouring in pages.

A delightful on-screen story book with decision making
activites. Encourages the discussion of preferences and
promotes life skills. The program is also useful for
developing early reading skills, recognising patterns and
matching sizes and colour. It covers staying safe in the
sun and picking up litter, and about simple sequences.

A story program with 9 interactive scenes. Designed to
promote decision-making and encourage discussion of the
real-life activity at a basic level. Learners also gain an
understanding of sequences and they can practice early
reading skills too. Choose clothes and food at the market,
buy an ice cream or lolly in the square, post a letter and
finally catch the bus home again at the bus station.
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Phonics Mini Mats Glow Alphabet Pebbles

A set of glow in the dark pebbles
engraved with lowercase
alphabet letters. Ideal for
taking literacy into your
Dark Den or Sensory Room,
these tactile stones
are the perfect size for
little hands to hold.
The pebbles glow for
up to an hour - simply
leave them out in
daylight for a few
minutes to 'charge'.
Use indoors or out.
Contains 26 pebbles
supplied in a bag.
Size: approx. 5cm.

See these Sensory Literacy items too!

These bright and colourful phonics mats allow for easy,
yet fun learning with children. A combination of silicon
material with different colours representing different
phases, creates the perfect multi-sensory tool for
children to engage with phonics! The small hole at the
top allows the mats to be hung both indoors and
outdoors and to be enjoyed in any learning
environment. See above for phase contents.

Material: Silicone, Diameter: 10cm, Depth: 2 mm
73 Pieces

Phonics Indoor / Outdoor Silicon Mats

Enjoy learning phonics actively with these 73 brightly coloured and
versatile mats, perfect for use outdoors or indoors! Made from
silicon, ensures they are non-slip so children can have fun playing
safely whilst learning the 44 sounds linked directly to Letters and
Sounds. Suitable for use with any Phonics Programme, each phase
is identified by a different colour. 25cm diameter, 2mm thickness.

Available as one complete set of 3, or each phase separately.
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Available in English, Afrikaans, isiZulu or isiXhosa. Bring your
classroom to life with this bright and colourful, convenient
pack of ready-made laminated classroom resources.
Appropriate for use with deaf children who use an oral / aural
approach; second language learners; children with learning
disabilities and those who use AAC.

Includes: A5 Language Development Cards (all themes), Full
Matching Activity Cards, Alphabet Banner, Days of the Week
Banner, Date & Weather Board, 10 x Alphabet Desk Sheets,
Classroom Labelling System, 100 High Frequency Word
Collection. Presented in high quality colour boxes. Optional
Training Manual for ideas on how to use the resources is
available.

Phonic Word Builder

Percy's World of Words

Children are encouraged to use a selection of fun
machines to learn phonics skills, reading, spelling and
sentence building. This program is divided into sections
with bright and colourful interactive screens, where the
child is motivated to construct words and complete
simple sentences. Ideal for Key Stages 1 and 2, spoken
instructions are included throughout making this software
suitable for unsupervised use. The activities used can be
fully customised, allowing the teacher to easily build sets
of words suitable for an individual child or class.

Alphabet Paint

An enjoyable educational experience for anybody who
likes colouring pictures, being noisy and getting
rewarded with funny animations. Alphabet Paint helps
to develop pre-reading skills and is designed for either
young pupils or those who respond to additional
stimulus. The 104 pictures and over 400 related sounds
provide students with a strong visual and auditory
association of the letter and its sound.

With fully narrated text and 3 levels of difficulty to enable
the player to develop their word and phonic skills, these
activities can be used unsupervised, and include topics
covering spelling, rhyming words and a variety of
phonics for the age group, such as initial & final
phonemes and blends. With an extensive teacher's
section. Add your own words, spelling lists and speech -
ideal for extra practice. Printable activity sheets supplied
on the CD help to develop literacy and learning skills
away from the computer. Quick and easy to set up, with
exciting activities that children will enjoy playing.

Percy's Alphabet Workshop

Explore the letters & sounds of the alphabet and objects
that start with the same letter. Graphemes & phonemes
are also covered as Percy looks at the pronunciation and
spelling of simple words. Children assist Percy with
activities that are full of photos & speech, while starting to
read a variety of words. Activities allow children to
choose the correct letter for the objects displayed; to
match sounds with letters; and to decide which letter is
missing from simple words. Choose to have letters
pronounced by their names or their sounds, and Z
pronounced as 'Zee' or 'Zed', plus the option to use lower
or upper case letters.
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ChooseIt! Initial Sounds ChooseIt! Initial Blends: Sounds

Topics include colour, number,
days of the week, months and
seasons.
Over 550 individual pages of
activities. Each activity has a
graded sequence of 20 to 40
simply presented multiple-choice
questions
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting, so
you can record student progress
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as
those with special needs

Practice recognising, hearing, matching, reading and
spelling everyday words.

Learn sounds of the 26 most common initial consonant
blends. One activity each for ch, sh, th, qu & tr.

13 more activities introduce
more blends in pairs (eg: 'bl'
and 'cl' together)
Grapheme recognition is not
required, although graphemes
are introduced passively
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting,
so you can record student
progress
The series is ideal for pupils at
the Foundation Stage as well
as those with special needs

ChooseIt! Initial Blends: Letters
Covers matching and recognition of common
written blends.

Covers the sounds of the 26 letters, both individually
spoken and spoken at the beginning of words.

One activity for each letter, with
five extra activities for each of
the long vowel sounds
Includes VC and CVC blending
No grapheme recognition is
required, although graphemes
are introduced passively.
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting,
so you can record student
progress
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as
those with special needs

Choose It! Alphabet

Distinguishing letters from other
symbols & sort whole words
alphabetically.
Letter reversals, matching upper
and lowercase
Over 40 activities with 20 to 40
simply presented multiple-choice
questions each
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting, so
you can record student progress.
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as those
with special needs

Focus on learning the names of the 26 letters (rather
than their phonic sounds) and on dictionary skills.

ChooseIt! Initial Letters
Differentiate the sound of letters at the beginning of
words, matching and recognition of written letters, a-z.

There is one activity for each
letter as well as a selection of
round-up activities.
Each activity has 20 to 40 simply
presented multiple-choice
questions each
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting, so
you can record student progress
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as
those with special needs

Includes simple instructions,
sequencing sounds, counting
syllables, rhyming and alliteration
Each activity has 20 to 40 simply
presented multiple-choice
questions each
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting,
so you can record student
progress
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as
those with special needs

ChooseIt! Listening Skills
Practise matching and identifying environmental
sounds, vocal utterances, musical instruments, & more

ChooseIt! Tricky High Freq. Words
Practice recognition of tricky high frequency words
that are difficult to learn to read and spell.

Over 600 pages of activities
Each activity has 20 to 40 simply
presented multiple-choice
questions each
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting,
so you can record student
progress
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as
those with special needs

Common blends are covered,
both individually and in pairs. With
several motivating round-up
activities.
Each activity has 20 to 40 simply
presented multiple-choice
questions each
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting, so
you can record student progress
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as those
with special needs
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ChooseIt! Literacy Ready-Mades: All 8 Titles

Save
when you
buy all 8!

Each titles has over 40 activities with 20 to 40 simply
presented multiple-choice questions each
Full speech support and switch access
Simple performance reporting, so you can record
student progress.

The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as those
with special needs
Available in Single User, 5 User or Site
Licenses with unlimited installations

Interactive Reading Library - Books and Software

The Reading Library encourages non-reading
students to participate and succeed in literacy
activities.

All books use visual strategies to help beginning
readers associate pictures with words and follow story
lines. Each library contains eight laminated, ring-
bound books with removable picture cards. The
books feature a standard skill sequence: picture
match, picture identification, and picture labelling.
Students interact with the books by attaching Velcro
backed picture cards to the corresponding text.
Library 1 is easier than Library 2.

Phonics, Numbers, Alphabet, Verbs, Colours, School,
Opposites, Home and Emotions

Prepositions, Rhyme, Animals, Word Families, Social
Responses, Sequencing, Emotions, Functions and
Categorising
Available as a set which includes both Libraries, or in
a software version.

The software reads the books aloud with highlighted text and lets students
click on any word for identification. Features picture-to-picture and
picture-to-word matching exercises with a speech recording option. An
easy-to- use management system lets you select books for each student
and stores student performance results.

Windows only. Touch screen and switch accessible.

Clicker 7

Clicker 7 makes it easy for teachers to produce differentiated curriculum resources. The latest version of Clicker is more
accessible, user-friendly and customisable than ever before. What sets Clicker apart from other word processors is the
extensive support it offers to emergent, developing and struggling readers and writers - perfect for primary school.
Clicker 7’s enhanced accessibility features include switch access, touch screen and eye gaze compatibility.

Clicker Sets give
learners point-and-
click access to
whole words,
phrases, and
pictures.

Clicker’s word
predictor improves
the productivity of
struggling spellers.

Clicker’s children’s
voices let pupils hear
their work read back
to them, to
encourage actively
reviewing and self-
correcting their work.

Clicker Board - built-
in planning / mind-
mapping tool to
help them prepare
for writing.

Voice Notes - record their
own audio notes before they
write - an opportunity to
rehearse sentences, and
offers a powerful way for
children to capture their initial
thoughts and ideas.
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Splash! Numbers Indoor / Outdoor Tiles 1-50

These tactile, wipe-clean silicone number tiles are great
for all kinds of number lessons and games. Tiles show
the number and the word, and are durable so kids can
jump on the tiles, or touch them.

Odd and even numbers are in a
different colour. Place them
around the garden, in sand or
water or make a number
treasure hunt with this useful
resource. Phonics tiles are
also available - see pg 152.

Enables learners with a wide range of abilities to create
accurate illustrations for Maths and Science. It includes
full keyboard access, pointer only access or mixed
mode control. Splash! Primary comes with lots of easy-
to-use resources for Maths and Science for Foundation
phase, or a Secondary phase option for older learners.
If you can’t use pencils, pens, and crayons or struggle
to draw or measure things accurately, or find writing
and setting out numbers hard, then Splash! can help. A
value bundle is available which includes Primary and
Secondary!

Primary Numeracy Support Program

Enhance basic numeracy skills, reinforce confidence in
handling the four rules of number and focus on
progression in counting from the earliest stages up to
early Intermediate phase. Suitable for whole class
teaching, group work or one-to-one situations. Created
by advisors for use by teachers and teaching assistants.
It is a complete intervention program and consists of the
following:
• Clear, concise assessments to help form a starting
place within the program • Planned, well structured
objectives • Skills and knowledge required to fulfill
objectives • Explicit tasks and ideas for teaching
objectives • 3 levels per year (some overlap between
levels and years) • There is flexibility between the school
year of the child and the designated year of the
program. Includes an A4, 150 page, paperback book
covering the Yearly Attainment Targets across ability
groups, and a CD-Rom of printable games and activities
linked to each task. Also includes a supporting teacher
guide.

Numeracy Development Pack

Available in English, Afrikaans, isiZulu or isiXhosa. Bring
your classroom to life with this bright and colourful,
convenient pack of ready-made laminated
classroom resources. Appropriate for use with all
children, including mainstream, or deaf children who
use an oral / aural approach; or second language
learners; or children with learning disabilities and
those who use AAC.
Includes: Numbers 1-10 Banner, 10 x Numeracy Desk
Sheets, Large Clock, Large Number Line, Flard Cards,
Place Value Cards, 1- 100 Number Grid.
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Counting Songs 1

NumberShark 5

A highly popular resource for teaching counting to
children with learning difficulties. Lively tunes and
lovable animated characters engage the children, and
encouraging them to count along with the music. The
songs are offered in three progressive stages: playing
all the way through; counting
before each verse; asking
the child to count
before each verse.
Can be used with
a touch screen,
mouse or
switches.
Includes an
audio CD
so you can
listen to the
songs on
any CD
player!.

Counting Songs 2

Ten original songs with entertaining animations, designed
for children with learning difficulties. Seven of the songs
count up from 1 to 5, whilst three count down. The
catchy songs, along with a set of interactive activities,
are offered in three progressive stages.
Counting Songs 2 motivates the older
child while respecting their
greater years. May also be
suitable for some early
years learners and
teens. Counting
Songs 1 & 2 can
be used with a
touch screen,
mouse or
switches.

A motivating computer program that uses 50 games to
teach and reinforce numeracy and improve
understanding and use of numbers. The wide variety of
carefully designed games provide many ways in which to
practise. With over 500 topics to choose from, addressing
each of the following number operations: Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Fractions, Decimals,
Simple Percentages ... all presented in very gradual steps.

Show Me Math Software
The software focuses on the four operations of: addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, using no
number greater than twenty. Each math problem is
illustrated with an animated movie to assist learners who
struggle to visualise and understand calculation.
Assessments evaluate student progress with detailed
record keeping to help you write IEPs. Users can select
answers on the keyboard, or by clicking on a number, or
the student can choose the "Show Me!" option, where
the answer is illustrated with a short animated movie. For
example, 3+ 4 = 7: 3 ping-pong balls appear, 4 more
come bouncing in, for a total of 7. Choose from four
animated characters; sheep, ants, beans and ping-
pong balls. Appropriate for any age.
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Talking Calculator

Simplify maths by providing a calculator with speech
output. This is very useful for people with dyslexia or
dyscalculia. It speaks aloud numeric entries and
calculations in easy-to-understand speech (English only).
For totals, choose between the complete number in
speech, “seventy-eight” or saying answers digit-by-digit,
“seven, eight.”

Features volume control,
mute option and angled
display. Two AAA batteries
included. Size: 6.5 x 11.5cm.
Two AAA batteries
included.
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Decimal Action Equivalence Action

Help children understand the relationships
between fractions, decimals and percentages.
A visual representation of equivalence, easily see that ½
is the same as 50% or 0.5, and pieces can make a whole
from the different units. Provides a clear and simple
format for teaching equivalence. 367 pieces, Material:
Foam, Diameter: 9cm. Available in Circles or Bars options.

Get straight to the decimal point with this hands-on
resource. Help children see how different decimals
can make up a whole, and to show the relationships
between decimals, fractions and percentages. The
perfect complement to Fraction Action and
Percentage Action. 122 Pieces, Material: Foam,
Diameter: 9cm. Available in Circles or Bars options.

Percentage Action

Be 100% confident when teaching percentages with
this hands-on resource. Percentage Action helps
children to see percentages as fractions of one
whole and see the relationships between fractions,
percentages and decimals. Percentage Action is a
great resource to support work comparing and
ordering percentages and helping pupils see the link
between percentages and 360° when calculating
angles for pie charts. When used alongside Fraction
Action they can support the calculation of
percentages of quantities. Total number of pieces
122. Max size 9cm diameter. All contained in a nice
storage box. Available in Circles or Bars options.

Fraction Action

Fractions made fun! Our Fraction Action resource is one
of a kind as it helps children to see the relationships
between different fractions. They can visually see 2/8 is
the same as 1/4, and then added together they make
1/2, hence developing their skills with addition and
subtraction of fractions - a key concept in the
curriculum. The pieces are perfect for children to use
individually or in small groups in the classroom.
Fractions contained are: Whole, halves, thirds, quarters,
fifths, sixths, eights, ninths, tenths, twelfths. Made from
EVA foam with a magnetic back. Set contains 123
pieces. Max size 9cm diameter.
Available in Circles or Bars options.

Date, Season & Weather Board

Large, standing, brightly coloured date and
weather board containing the day of the week,
date, month, year and a selection of weather
and seasons.

Used daily to assist with teaching of days of the
weak, months of the year, weather and seasons.

Each word is printed using the correct foundation
phase font and the board is laminated for
durability. With moving pointing arrows it is easy
and fun to use. Involved your class with this
interactive and durable resource.

Dimensions: 43 x 60xm
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Choose It! Space, Shape & Measure *Foundation

These 25 activities cover colour, 2D and 3D shape,
positional words, opposites, sequencing shapes and
time awareness (non-clock time). Ideal for Foundation
phase use or in classroom for people with special
needs. Like the entire ChooseIt! range, one of our most
popular education
titles, all activities
are switch
accessible, include
spoken support
and progress
reporting to monitor
performance.
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Choose It! Numbers 0-5
21 Graded activities covering comparison of quantity,
counting sets of objects, counting on (rote counting),
counting back, numeral recognition and matching sets
to numerals. Like the entire ChooseIt! range, one of our
most popular education titles, all activities are touch &
switch accessible,
include spoken
support & progress
reporting to
monitor
performance.

switch accessible,
include spoken
support & progress
reporting to
monitor
performance.

Choose It! Numbers 5 -10
23 Graded activities covering odd-one-out sets,
counting sets, counting on (rote counting), numeral
recognition, more than, less than and simple addition up
to 10. Like the entire ChooseIt! range, one of our most
popular education titles, all activities are touch &

Choose It! Time
24 Activities about time, from times on-the-hour up to
counting on and back in units of 5 minutes, and
everything in between. Many activities give you a
choice of analogue or digital clocks. Includes an activity
on weeks, months and seasons. All activities are touch &

All activities are
switch accessible,
include spoken
support & progress
reporting to
monitor
performance.

Includes 21 activities covering matching and recognition
of geometric 2D and 3D shapes, sequencing shapes,
counting sides, nets, weight, length, capacity, and
planes and symmetry. Ideal for Key Stage 1 phase use or
in classroom for people with special needs.

Choose It! Space, Shape & Measure *Key Stage 1

switch accessible,
include spoken
support & progress
reporting to
monitor
performance.

All 8 ChooseIt! Numeracy Titles
The entire Numeracy Range is a good value, engaging
collection which covers a diverse set of topics and skills.

*Includes a discounted 'Money' CD which is about UK currency,
which can be edited using ChooseIt! Maker 3 for SA.

Choose It! Early Numbers
An accessible range of 32 activities designed to give
pupils revision in the knowledge learnt in practical lessons
about numbers one to three. Consists of a sequence of
simply presented multiple-choice questions. Correct
answers result in a short animated sequence with music
and spoken
reinforcement and
a fun game on the
CD adds to the
motivation.
Full speech support
switch access, and
performance
reporting.

Choose It! Numbers 0 - 100
This CD has 23 activities based around the 100 square,
covering more than, less than, counting in 2s, 5s, 10s
etc., number bonds in 10s and doubling. Like the entire
ChooseIt! range, one of our most popular education
titles, all activities
are switch
accessible, include
spoken support &
progress
reporting to
monitor student
performance.

With Built-in Progress Reporting
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This CD has 30 graded activities about electricity and
forces. Activities consist of sequential & simply
presented multiple-choice questions. Correct answers
result in a short animated sequence with music and
spoken reinforcement while a fun 'monkey story' game
on the CD adds to the motivation. Full speech support
and switch access options provide access to learning
by almost all students and simple performance
reporting allows you to record student progress.

ChooseIt! Science: Living Things (Foundation)
This CD has 32 graded activities which introduce the
topics of human beings, animals and plants as well as the
world around us. Activities consist of sequential & simply
presented multiple-choice questions. Correct answers
result in a short animated sequence with music and
spoken reinforcement while a fun 'monkey story' game
on the CD adds to the motivation. Full speech support
and switch access options provide access to learning by
almost all students and simple performance reporting
allows you to record student progress.

ChooseIt! Science: Living Things

ChooseIt! Science: Materials

On this CD there are 38 slightly harder activities which
develop the knowledge gained from the previous CD
for Life Processes and Living Things. Activities consist of
sequential & simply presented multiple-choice
questions.Full speech support and switch access
options provide access to learning by almost all
students and simple performance reporting allows you
to record student progress.

ChooseIt! Science: Light, Sound & Space
The 31 activities on this CD cover the topics of Earth and
Space, Light and Sound. Activities consist of a graded
sequence of simply presented multiple-choice questions.
Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with
music and spoken reinforcement while a fun 'monkey
story' game on the CD adds to the motivation. Full
speech support and switch access options provide
access to learning by almost all students and simple
performance reporting allows you to record progress.

These 30 activities look at materials from everyday life
and their properties. Activities consist of a graded
sequence of simply presented multiple-choice
questions. Correct answers result in a short animated
sequence with music and spoken reinforcement while a
fun 'monkey story' game on the CD adds to the
motivation. Speech support & switch access provides
learning to almost all students and simple performance
reporting allows you to record progress.

All 5 ChooseIt! Science Titles
These easy-to-use CD's provide a
comprehensive range of activities
that cover the science curriculum
at Foundation Phase. Ideal for
individual use and for group use
on an interactive whiteboard or
plasma screen. Titles include:

With ChooseIt! Maker 3 (available separately)
you can also personalise the activities with your
own images and sounds. See page XX.
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This well designed, narrated software helps children to
practice and develop their number skills, through a
range of fun activities. With 3 levels of difficulty and two
friendly cat and dog characters, children can practice
counting, counting on and counting back, rounding,
estimating, place value and number sequences.
Includes resources for use on an interactive whiteboard,
and an extensive teacher's section to print, record and
view pupils' progress and produce certificates.

Paws Explore: Fractions
A selection of fun activities that help children to
develop and practice the topic of fractions. The
narrated activities with 3 levels of difficulty, cover
identifying fractions of objects & numbers, matching
fractions with pictures, matching equivalent fractions
and creating fractions by dividing objects. Includes
resources for use on an interactive whiteboard, and an
extensive teacher's section to record and view pupils'
progress and produce certificates.

Paws Explore: Symmetry

Paws Explore: Electricity & Light Did you know?

Explore the topic of symmetry through a selection of fun
activities. Each activity covers recognising and creating
one/two lines of symmetry, sorting images according to
lines of symmetry and making or completing
symmetrical patterns and pictures. With 3 levels of
difficulty, it includes a wide range of resources for use
on an interactive whiteboard, and an extensive
teacher's section to print, record and view pupils'
progress and produce certificates.

Paws Explore: Multiplication
Presenting the topic of multiplication in several different
ways, the title uses the relevant vocabulary for the player
to test their general multiplication skills, rapid recall of
multiplication facts and begin to understand the
relationship between multiplication and addition/division.
With 3 levels of difficulty, it includes a wide range of
resources for use on an interactive whiteboard with a
group, and an extensive teacher's section to print, record
and view pupils' progress and produce certificates. Also
narrated, ideal for unsupervised use.

Covers the themes of electricity, circuits and conductors,
light and shadows. Learn about creating simple electric
circuits, exploring the conductivity of different materials,
understanding different ways of changing a bulb's
brightness, and using switches. With 3 levels of difficulty, it
includes a wide range of resources for use on an
interactive whiteboard with a group, and an extensive
teacher's section to print, record and view pupils'
progress and produce certificates. Also narrated, ideal
for unsupervised use.

The Paws Explore main menu
allows the player to easily access
each of the six activities. It also
provides access to the teacher

settings and Whiteboard resources.
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Stimulating graphics, speech and sound effects in
a range of educational activities that will enable
children to build a solid foundation in early
mathematics. Help Percy the caterpillar to
complete interesting activities that involve
simple sums using both numbers and pictures,
dividing objects into sets, comparing objects
of different sizes and sorting them into
sequences. The games consolidate the skills
of counting, grouping, comparison,
sequences, simple addition, subtraction and
number recognition.

This software can
be used unsuper-
vised and is
also suitable for use
with touch screens.

Percy Keeps Counting
This title is designed to further develop children's
counting skills! The fun activities included in the
program encourage the user to practice
counting in different contexts, including
counting on from a number and counting in
twos, fives and tens. In addition, the player
can practice counting organised and
randomly placed objects, as well as being
encouraged to sort items before they count.

Supplied with printable worksheets and
features 3 levels of difficulty with narrated
text. Suitable for
unsupervised use,
this title also
includes an
extensive teacher's
section.

Percy's World of Numbers

Percy Gets Measuring

Children are encouraged to develop their counting
and number recognition skills, through a series of fun
activities. An animated on-screen number
book introduces the user to numbers up to
20 and recognising numbers. The activities
are designed to build on the child's skills,
with 3 difficulty levels, to cover the themes
of counting, comparing numbers,
sequencing numbers and ordinal numbers.

Suitable for unsupervised use, the title is fully
narrated, includes printable worksheets and
has an extensive
teacher's section.

Percy Gets Into Shapes
Based around the themes of shape, size and colour, this
program provides a number of educational games
designed to develop sequencing, comparison
and matching skills. Shapes are explored by
matching outlines to pictures of everyday
objects, as well as distinguishing between
commonly found shapes. Children can
practice finding and sorting objects
according to size, whilst colour is explored
by following Percy the caterpillar's
instructions to colour images correctly.
Suitable for use with touch screens, and
includes printable
worksheets for use
away from the
computer. Has an
extensive
teacher's section.

Helps children explore the subject of measurement at
Foundation Phase, teaching the topics of length,
capacity and weight in a selection of
interesting activities. Children can practice
using a set of balances on-screen to
compare and match weights. Length is
explored with activities involving measuring
and comparison (using standard and
non-standard units).The teacher's section
allows use of of either Metric or Imperial
measurements throughout the program.

This title is fully
narrated for
unsupervised use,
& includes printable
worksheets for use
away from the
computer.

Percy Has Fun with Science

Percy, the friendly caterpillar, explores a wealth of
activities for children at Foundation Phase. Being
suitable for unsupervised use with narrated
text and 3 levels, this title covers the main
areas of life processes, materials and their
properties and physical processes.
The topics covered include electric circuits,
magnets, the properties of materials, forces,
changing shapes, natural and man-made
materials, food, plants and differences &
similarities.

In addition, printable
worksheets and an
extensive teacher's
section are included
in this fun, simple title.
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Percy helps children to get to grips with the basics of
using a computer. Through fun, easy-to-use activities,
mouse control, clicking, double clicking and dragging
can be practised, along with using the keyboard.
Illustrated video clips demonstrate different parts of the
computer. This title is ideal for unsupervised use, as it is
fully narrated and features 3 levels of difficulty. Also
included are printable worksheets and an extensive
teacher's section. Accessible through touch screen or
mouse.

Touch Type 2

This typing tutor works at your own pace. See the letter,
hear it, then type it. A full on-screen picture of the
keyboard teaches the home keys first, then introduces
the others through a range of exercises. The program
also includes a monitoring system to show where you
need practice. Touch Type 2 is suitable for all ages and is
adaptable for special needs. The program speaks the
next letter to be typed and has the option of changing
the font, font size and font colour so it is suitable for
visually impaired users.

Nessy Fingers

First Keys 3

This award winning touch typing program also helps
children improve their spelling skills. Nine games using
real words and sentences provide all the motivation
needed! Explore the land of Ness and battle dragons
and ghosts. Crush Rocky under a giant snowball. Score
goals against the boss gorilla or win trophies in the hall of
fame. The key positions are taught in the sequence of
the alphabet. Set personal speed and accuracy targets.
Configurable, with nine levels of difficulty.

Mouse Skills

Learners are taken stage by stage through the many
applications of the mouse. Move the mouse over an
object, drag and drop, drag along a path and the use
of drop-down menus are all represented. Various clicking
activities can be found such as clicking anywhere, click
timing and double clicking. Introductions to each
activity are provided, with a range of pleasing rewards.
Many games options are configurable, such as the
complexity of the task. Background graphics may be
switched off to provide a high contrast visual
appearance. Colours, sound effects and background
music may be similarly customised.

A fun introduction to the
keyboard using speech, phonics
and Widgit Symbols in engaging
exercises to teach literacy skills.
Each user has their own options
and settings that can be
controlled using the editor,
including the degree of support
provided during exercises. Users
interact with the program either
by using the keyboard or by
clicking letters with the mouse.
Fonts and speech support are
configurable. Teachers or parents
also have the opportunity to see
tracking of user progress. Reports
are generated showing exactly
where users are struggling,
meaning that activities can be
structured to provide the highest
learning impact.

Five Finger Typist

Teaches the keyboarding technique for single-handed
touch typing on a standard QWERTY keyboard for either
left or right hand use. Extremely easy and flexible to use.
Lessons are graded, starting with simple exercises to
assist with the learning of the correct key strokes. An
animated hand graphic on the screen shows the
correct hand movement as keys are typed. Typing
lessons can be printed to show a pupil's progress.
Includes a Windows / Mac CD.
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Social Skills - 6 Board Games Learn about Life

Learn About Life is an illustrated sexual education and
social skills program with straight-forward, candid
graphics and simple text. Effective for students who
don't understand euphemisms or veiled explanations,
but need to know what's going on with their bodies,
what is appropriate and how to stay safe. Learn About
Life makes this task easier, for both the learner and the
instructor. Ideal for students with limited to no reading
ability as many exercise pages contain no text. Includes
tasteful and clearly illustrated pictures for support with
concepts. Provides objectives and teaching
suggestions with each lesson. Has eight straightforward

lessons for each chapter, and six
chapters: Your Body-My Body,

Being a Woman,
Being a Man,

Having a Baby,
Be Safe,

& Relationships.

Six games covering morals, manners, empathy,
friendship, showing emotions and managing emotions.

There are no right or wrong answers in these six unique
board games. Each game has players discuss the
solutions to socially challenging situations and decide
upon the best action. Games target six areas: morals,
manners, empathy, friendship, showing emotions and
managing emotions. Includes six game boards, 24
counters, one die and one spinner.

Learning to Get Along Series

This software provides a collection of 14 books with colorful illustrations, to teach social and emotional skills and rules. It
is touch screen and single switch accessible, so children can read the stories independently. Stories include: Accept
and Value Each Person, Be Honest and Tell the Truth, Be Polite and Kind, Join In and Play, Reach Out and Give, Share
and Take Turns, Talk and Work it Out, Respect and Care for Things, Know and Follow the Rules, Listen and Learn, Be
Careful and Stay Safe, Try and Stick with It, Understand and Care, When I feel Afraid, Cool Down and Work Through
Anger. Features Include:

Touch screen and single switch compatible
Choose which books to make available
Manage Audio Features
Children Follow Along with Audio Reading or Read on own
Highlight feature to click and hear word definitions
Questions after each book
Stores Test Results
Software disc and 24-page user’s guide with printable PDF resources
For Windows only
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Breakthrough Coping with Chaos

Coping With Chaos is a story based program about
emotions and behaviour, suitable for children with
emotional and behavioural difficulties, and/or learning
difficulties. Sam goes to different places and you must
help him cope with the things that happen to him there.
First you must recognise how Sam feels, then you decide
what he does about it. Includes 14 different mini-stories
featuring realistic animations in 3D. These take place in
six familiar locations (a classroom, café etc), providing
situational variety. There are also two levels of play. The
simpler level is for learners only able to understand
‘happy’, ‘sad’ and ‘angry’, while the second level adds
emotions like ‘scared’, ‘bored’, ‘excited’ and
‘embarrassed’. Coping with Chaos is ideal for use on a
large display with a group of students and used as a
motivating focus for discussion. It is suitable for readers
and non-readers. All on-screen text for learners has
spoken support. Switch access options are available for
learners who cannot use the mouse or a touch screen.
Single, 5 User and 10 User licenses available.

A structured, how-to program for teaching academic,
life, and social skills. Includes visual supports and
suggestions for teaching students with autism or
Asperger’s syndrome. Focuses on social skills,
communication, and classroom management, with
numerous lesson plan reproducibles.

Topics include: Visual Supports, IEP Evaluations,
Functional Lesson Plans, Reading Readiness, Maths, Self
Help & Vocational Skills. Includes a Win/Mac CD with
printable PDFs and a spiralbound book, 240 pages.

Smile & Succeed for Teens

Designed uniquely for teens this
provides easy-to-follow lesson plans, practice activities
and reproducible pages to enable students to
demonstrate their social skills. It provides valuable tips,
proven techniques, and “must-do” strategies.

The award-winning offers an easy way for
students to improve people skills and confidence,
prepare for a job, collaborate with others, be prepared
for tasks/assignments, and get a head start in their
careers. In small or large group settings, teens will master
essential social skills, prepare for jobs, collaborate, and
communicate effectively.

Teachers will enable teens
to make powerful first
impressions that will
positively impact
their future.

Positive Behaviour Curriculum

Positive Behavior Curriculum is a behaviour
development and violence prevention program for the
inclusive classroom, grades 3-8. The five chapters focus
on: Coping with Anger, Conflict Resolution, Developing
Friendships, Keeping Yourself Safe, and Cultural
Acceptance. Each chapter provides reproducible
worksheets, fact pages for students, and an extensive
teacher’s guide. Includes a PDF CD for Windows/Mac,
of worksheets with a Classroom License for printouts.
Spiralbound book, 227 pages.

Introductory Kit includes one Teaching Guide and one
Student Book which may be photocopied. Classroom Kit
also available which includes one Teaching Guide and 8
Student Books.
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This award winning series is designed to help teach life
skills to older learners. It is suitable for non-readers and
provides the user with a real 'life skills' environment.
Activities are based around: shopping, lifelong learning,
travel, banking & leisure. The activities aim to enhance
skills such as sequencing, visual perception & visual
discrimination, social interaction and appropriate
behaviour, number recognition, problem
solving and coin recognition
(*note UK currency, but physical
SA currency can be used
for this task). Extensive use
is made of real-life signs,
symbols, photos and
video, which users will
be able to recognise
from their everyday
lives. Graded help is
available within the
activity.

Out & About 2: Around the Home

This award winning series is is designed to help teach life
skills to older learners. It is suitable for non-readers and
provides the user with a real 'life skills' environment. It
contains more advanced reading and writing activities
as well as those involving money (*note UK currency, but
physical SA currency can be used instead for this task),
pricing and general life skill issues designed for older
learners. Using special video
clips from 'Cooking for Fun' with
Ainsley Harriet, the activities
include: cooking, shopping,
use-by dates, spelling,
information gathering,
sequencing,
word processing.
Graded help is
available within the
activity & record
keeping is available.

Out & About 3: Gadgets at Home

Dynamite Emotions - Book, Software or Kit

The New Social Story Book

Social Stories that teach everyday skills to children with
Autism and Asperger’s syndrome, with a CD of
printable, editable stories. Stories such as Mistakes Can
Happen on a Good Day, It Was Fun but Now We’re
Done, When It Is My Turn to Listen, Saying What I Think
with Respect, Learning to Respond to Bullying, Telling
My Teacher about a Problem, Fire Drills at School,
Moving to a New Home, Children Grow Kind Of Slow,
The Truth about Messes, This Place is Busy and dozens
more!

A six-story curriculum for students to explore feelings and
conflict resolution in social and emotional challenges. Provides
stories about young adult characters with graphic novel style
illustrations. Curriculum begins with an illustrated mini-dictionary
of 28 feelings. Describes conflict with friends, family, and
coworkers. Examines how to identify feelings and how emotions
impact behavior.

Options Available
Book Version

Software Version:
Provides a read aloud option, with text
highlighting, and progress monitoring.

Introductory Kit:
Includes one book, one PDF CD, and
the multimedia software on a Win/Mac
CD. The PDF CD includes a printable
PDF file with a Classroom License that
lets you print stories for each student.

Comes with a CD with each
story in ready-to-print PDFs
and easy-to-edit Word files!
With the CD, you can
customize story content and
insert images relevant to your
child or student’s individual
experiences.
Carol also teaches you how
to write Social Stories yourself
- perfect for parents and
teachers! 254 pages.
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This award winning series is designed to help teach life
skills to older learners. This CD is suitable for non-readers
and provides the user with a real 'life skills' environment.
Users can listen, watch, discuss and even record their
own commentary while learning about household
gadgets. These include: the stove/cooker, microwave,
washing machine, iron, toaster, kettle.
Activities include: reveal the image,
sequencing, spot the difference,
spell the word and word
search. As with the other
Out and About titles,
it has built-in record
keeping, printable
resources, switch,
symbol and audio
support.
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Posters & Banners Classroom Set Captain Conrad's Space Adventures

An fun mix of topics crammed into one intergalactic
title! Join Captain Conrad as he travels from planet to
planet developing a multitude of skills along the way!
Each activity is specially designed to work on a
particular skill in this wonderful title. Fully narrated
throughout and great for unsupervised use. Exciting
animations, sound effects, songs and video. Covers
core topics and helps children to develop important
basic skills.

Give your classroom some bright new content with this
pack of useful, educational posters and banners.
Includes:
4 x A1 Posters (My Body, Shapes, Colours & Feelings); 1 x
Date, Season & Weather Board (Large, Laminated, Free
standing); 1 x Numeracy 1-10 Banner (Large, printed on
durable plastic); 1 x Days of the Week Banner (Large, on
durable plastic); 1 x Phonic Alphabet Banner (Large, on
durable plastic); 1 x Classroom labelling system
(laminated cards to place on objects in class)

MyBoard Software

This exciting software is ideal for use with the whole class on an interactive whiteboard or plasma screen.
Make activities for your learners, or just let them be creative! MyBoard includes lots of sample activities to get
you started, plus 2,000 pictures you can use.

There are lots of easy-to-use resources for making motivating activities,
such as sorting games for teaching shapes, spelling, number bonds;
sequencing activities, literacy games, numeracy tasks, 3D construction
sets, colouring books, dot-to-dots, board games, design and technology
activities, maps, circuit diagrams and more!

MyBoard also has a choice of simple tools that are ideal for less able
learners. The sizing and positioning tools are really easy to use - great for
whiteboards and people with poor fine motor control.

The product is user-friendly, colourful and attractive to younger learners.
It has a direct link to Google images, which is very useful.
The menus are uncluttered and practical to use.
Switch access is included, and it can also be used with a mouse.

It is attractive and motivating for the early years, mainly to use as a
teaching resource, but also with the facility to adapt for personalised
learning.
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Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to learn about a wide selection of insects.
Each entry consists of a colour photograph, with
sounds and video where appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 1,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to learn about a wide variety of different land, air
and sea transport. Each entry consists of a colour
photograph, with sounds and video where
appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 1,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to explore farm animals, machinery and produce.
Each entry consists of a colour photograph,
with sounds and video where appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 1,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to explore musical instruments, including string,
brass, woodwind and percussion instruments. Each
entry consists of a colour photograph,
with sounds and video where appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 1,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to explore wild animals. Each entry consists of a
colour photograph, with sounds and video
where appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 2,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to explore foods. Each entry consists of a colour
photograph, and video to demonstrate
where different types of food come from,
what they look like and how they can be
used. Vegetables, meat, fish, dairy produce and
sugars/starches are included.
Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or info can
be retrieved through the menu, index or
search facility. Activities include a
scrapbook, spoken glossary for help with
difficult words,
& printables.
Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 2,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

The Learner's Library - Transport

The Learner's Library - On the Farm

The Learner's Library - Wild Animals

Learner's Library - Musical Instruments

The Learner's Library - Food
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The Learner's Library - Materials

The Learner's Library - Volume 1

Percy's Learning Box 1 - 5

This collection offers superb
value for money, as it
contains four of the popular
Learner's Library titles:

Also available as individual
titles.

The Learner's Library - Volume 2

Percy's Art Box
Percy's Computer Club
Percy's Thinking Skills
Percy's Body Explorer

All titles available
separately too -
see pg 153, 162-3

Percy Keeps Counting
Percy Has Fun With Science
Percy's World Of Words
Percy's Music Club

Percy's Money Box
(features UK money so
this compilation is discounted)
Percy On The Move
Percy Gets Measuring
Percy's Animal Explorer

Percy Learns Time
Percy's World Of Numbers
Percy's Picture Puzzles
Percy's Alphabet Workshop

Percy Teaches Maths
Percy Gets Into Shapes
Percy Makes Thinking Fun
Percy's Skills Builder

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to learn about the types of animals kept as pets,
what to feed them, how to look after them and more.
Each entry consists of a colour photograph,
with sounds and video where appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 2,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

This collection offers superb
value for money, as it
contains four of the popular
Learner's Library titles:

Also available as individual
titles.

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to learn about natural materials, man-made
materials and the properties of different materials.
Each entry consists of a colour photograph,
with sounds and video where appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 2,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.
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Learner's Library - Musical Instruments Art Touch
An accessible art program, for use with a single switch,
mouse or touch screen, to have fun and create works of
art. Choose from dozens of backgrounds, or start with a
clean slate. Hundreds of stencils of people, animals,
shapes and things can be dragged to your canvas.
Select colour and intensity with the paint palettes.
Position and size the
stencils, add finishing
touches, print, email
or save. ArtTouch is an
excellent tool for self-
expression or can be
used as a free time
reward. Appropriate
for all ages and
abilities.

An excellent resource for learning about music and
instruments. Each instrument is accompanied by a
colour photograph, and a real recording of its sound & a
tune. This combines with two different levels
of text (fully narrated for non-readers). Three
fun activities based on musical instruments,
a scrapbook, a
spoken glossary and
printable worksheets
are all included in the
program, which is fully
configurable by the
teacher. Features
string, brass,
woodwind and
percussion instruments.

Percy's Music Club
Enables children to explore some of the many elements
of music in a selection of fun activities. With 3 levels,
the activities cover the topics of pitch,
duration, tempo and dynamics. This fun title
also has both an on-screen keyboard and an
activity for children to compose music which
can be recorded and
played back.
Suitable for unsupervised
use, it includes printable
worksheets and an
extensive teacher's
section. Ideal for touch
screen or mouse users.

Percy's Art Box
The art box activity provides a selection of simple
drawing and painting tools to encourage children to
be creative. Children can also practice
colouring on the computer and painting by
numbers. The collage tool makes it easy to
create pictures with shapes and images,
whilst the activities encourage colour name
recognition. All images
can be printed.
Narrated for easy use
and with 3 levels of
difficulty. An extensive
teacher’s section and
printable worksheets
are included.

1-2-3 Paint
1-2-3 Paint can be used with one or two switches, a
mouse or touch screen. It allows children to colour in a
variety pf pages, with sound rewards to make it
motivating and fun at each step. 1-2-3 Paint has a high
contrast mode to support low vision users, and four
levels with different degrees of difficulty.
It includes an activity
which rewards you
with an animation
when you copy the
image correctly.
Choose from two
colour palettes or
create your own
colour through the
blending option.

Card Maker
Provides switch or mouse users the ability to make their
own greeting cards - a motivating and fun way to
spend leisure time or learn skills. 28 different
occasions including Christmas, birthdays,
Easter, Valentine's Day, anniversaries and
more. Each occasion has lots of bright,
card designs to choose from and edit.
Then print out your
card, complete
with folding
guidelines.
Use a mouse or one
or two switches.
Optional audible
scanning included.

Infant Image Workshop
A selection of images and artwork to enable children
to easily create scenes and images of their own. Ideal
for touch screen or mouse users, and with a simple
menu system, the user can select images and easily
click and drag images into position. Providing topics
ideal for the classroom, this product allows the user to
create a layout of a
town, make an insect
scene, build a face or
layout a scene based
on fantasy and fairy
tales.

Junior Image Workshop
The Junior Image Workshop provides a selection of
images and artwork to enable children to easily create
scenes and images of their own. Based around a simple
menu system, the user can select images which can be
scaled or rotated as required. The clear interface
provides topics covering Egyptians and inside a pyramid,
laying out a room, patterns and outdoor environments.
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Percy's Thinking Skills Percy Makes Thinking Fun
A selection of fun activities to help children extend
their visual perception and picture matching skills.
The activities are ideal for use unsupervised
and are fully narrated. Accompanied by
printable worksheets and an easy-to-use
teacher's section. Each activity features 3
levels of difficulty.
Practise sequencing,
grouping, sorting and
other fun actvities! Try
putting puzzles back
together, copying
patterns, using picture
dominoes, sorting
images and matching
two halves of a picture.

Children can have fun using this Percy title that helps
develop thinking, visual perception and logic skills. A
selection of fun activities (each with 3 levels of
difficulty) that can be used by even the

Percy's Body Explorer
Join Percy the caterpillar to practice recognising and
labelling parts of the body, understanding the senses, &
differences and similarities between people.
Vocabulary appropriate to the age group is
used throughout this title which also covers
the topic of looking after yourself. Supplied
with printable worksheets and features 3
levels of difficulty with
narrated text.

Suitable for
unsupervised use, this
title also includes an
extensive teacher's
section.

Percy's Animal Explorer
The games enable children to listen to different sounds
and work out which animal makes them, find the odd
one out, match pictures to sounds, learn
where different animals live, complete a
simple quiz and discover the characteristics
of the animals. Locations include a farm, a
garden, the jungle and under the sea.
Colour photographs,
animal sounds and
speech, combine in a
variety of educational
games that reinforce ICT
skills, picture and sound
recognition. Suitable for
unsupervised use and it
is also compatible with
touch screens.

Percy on the Move
The popular character, Percy the caterpillar,
encourages children to explore position, direction,
movement and spatial awareness through a
range of fun activities for Foundation
phase.With spoken instructions and 3 levels of
difficulty for each activity, the software is
suited for unsupervised
use. A teacher's section
and printable
worksheets
complement the
activities that include a
maze, picture grids,
puzzles and games to
develop the use of
positional language.

Percy's Picture Puzzles
Developing visual perception and picture recognition
skills, this program invites children to join Percy the
Caterpillar in a selection of simple, yet exciting
games. Recognise two pictures that match
exactly, spot pictures that are the 'odd one
out' and find the picture that fits exactly into
the required shape. Also included is a set of
simple jigsaw puzzles.
Can be used
unsupervised and is also
compatible with touch
screens. Printable
worksheets and a
certificate printing
function included.

Percy Learns Time
Ideal for foundation phase students, the six activities
feature analogue and digital clocks and encourage
the player to participate in activities that
involve reading the time, setting a clock,
finding a clock with a given time, placing
events in the correct order and working out
time differences.
With 3 levels of
difficulty and a
teacher's section with
the ability to control
whether children learn
'quarter-to' times,
'quarter-past' times or
both.

Percy's Skills Builder
Based around the themes of memory, observation
and listening, children develop their mental, visual
and listening skills. The easy-to-use activities have
3 levels of difficulty that encourage children to
memorise patterns, identify sounds, observe
objects and match pictures.
Printable worksheets
are included.

Develops memory,
observation and
listening skills. Fun
animations and sounds
included.

youngest player, as it is fully narrated. The title
features activities that include puzzle games,
matching pairs and picture sequences.

The software is also
supplied with printable
worksheets and an
extensive teacher's
section.
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Designed to provide a selection of fun activities for
children to practice and develop important basic skills.
For pre-school children, & those with special educational
needs, it has an easy-to-use, fully narrated interface.

The player can practice matching two halves of an
image, matching an object with its shadow, matching
pairs, matching letters with and image, and finally
matching numbers and shapes. The program is fully
configurable by the teacher.

Bric-A-Brac Sorting
Created to help develop thinking and logic skills. In the
activities included, the player must sort images into
groups with themes covering food, indoors & outdoors,
animals, shapes, numbers and colours.

Features clear attractive images and all text is fully
narrated for easy use. This title is suitable for
unsupervised use. An extensive teacher's section is
included to provide full control of the program.

Bric-A-Brac Identifying

Bric-A-Brac Basic Skills Combo

Practice identifying images that meet given criteria in
this Bric-a-Brac title. Find clothes of a certain colour and
animals with spots, stripes and shells. Guess what is
hiding behind the frosted window and look for images
based on numbers and initial letters. Suitable for pre-
school children, or those with special educational
needs. Fully narrated, with clear and attractive images.
The activities are suitable for unsupervised use and has
an extensive teacher's section.

Bric-A-Brac Thinking
Bric-a-Brac: Thinking, includes a selection of fun activities
that are fully narrated and use clear photographs.
Designed for early years, they help to develop important
basic skills. Players have to think carefully to find images
that are the opposite to each other, find images that go
together, find objects for a task and think about images
related to colour and time. Has an extensive teacher's
section and is ideal for unsupervised use.

Enjoy all four of these entertaining and educational
titles, to ensure that a wide range of topics are taught.
A switch accessible title, it is suitable for most access
methods and provides a valuable classroom tool for
use on a whiteboard as a group, or for individual work. Have a look at our Low Tech

teaching resources on pg 72
for some of our most popular

classroom resources!
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Visual Stress Assessment Toolkit

Developmental Ball Grips

This Pack provides anyone involved in detailed
assessment of the colour overlay needs of children
with a full set of information and assessment tools,
presented in a clear, easy to follow format that is
accessible to professionals and non-professionals
alike. The pack includes:
Two sets of 10 (A5) overlays in sturdy punched zip
pockets
Testing pages in two fonts.
Full easy to follow assessment instruction manual
Information on Visual Stress symptoms and
treatment

Colour preference chart
Photocopiable
recording sheets
Templates for letters to
parents and employers
Bibliography and web
links
Sturdy D-ring
presentation binder

A line finder to help guide people
with dyslexia down a page of
text. Simply slot in one of the
coloured strips to make reading
easier. Reads text size upto 14pt.
Size: 17cmL x 5cmW. Pack of 10
with 5 coloured strips.

Visual Stress Supports

Can increase reading speed by
25% or more for people who suffer
from visual stress. These overlays are
perfect for readers who benefit
from a tinted overlay. Pack of 10
assorted colours.

Highlights just a single line or paragraph
area of the page. Many people,

especially those with dyslexia, have
difficulty reading black text on

a white background. These colour-
-ed rulers help. Ideal for scotopic
sensitivity syndrome and related

disorders. Provided in a pack of 10 assorted
colours so each child can find which works

best. Size 21cm x 7cm.

This pack of 12 grips contains one of each of our most
popular pencil grips. This mini kit will enable
you to check which grip best suits
your students. Contains one each
of the following grips:
comfort, stubbi,
standard triangular,
jumbo triangular, solo,
ridged comfort, tri-go,
claw grip medium,
large ultra, ultra,
cross-guard ultra & grotto.

Colours may vary.

Developed by an OT to support individuals with difficulty
in sustaining a functional grip on a pen for
various reasons. The largest size grip
allows a claw grip on the pen, and
allows muscles that control large
grip to make the pen move. This is
more easily sustainable as an
introduction to holding a pen.
As the motor skills and eye hand
coordination for pen use
increases, the size of grip can
reduce a size down. When the
smallest size is used, this is a much
less difficult transition to a chunky
pen. Contains 5 grips from
2.5-5.5cm diameter. Red grips are
suitable for primary, yellow grip is
suitable for 12 yrs +. Notes for use included.

This slope is designed to allow children to work at the
optimal angle to maintain good posture whilst being
able to hold a book or their work at the same time -
saving desk space and making reading, writing and
copying more comfortable.

This will help the child to concentrate on their work in an
organised space. The slope is modern and versatile
having a number of different uses including as a
coloured overlay for visual stress relief, a desk tidy (store
equipment underneath) or a write-on wipe-off surface.

It can easily be used with a clipboard to hold
worksheets, a word mat or notes.The slope is set at the
recommended angle of 20 degrees and has rubber
grips on the bottom to prevent the slope from moving
on the desk. The slope is smooth to encourage children
to hold their work and sit comfortably but, for children
who struggle, the slope can be used with a bulldog clip
or to secure the work in place.
A4: L35 x W30 x H13cm
A3: L35 x W45 x H13cm
Green or Multi colour
Pack of 5

Many children with handwriting
difficulties enter a new world of

neatness when they write on tinted
paper. A5, 48 pages. Soft grey rules
and guidelines. 10 pack including 2

each of 5 colours: yellow, grass,
aqua, sky and pink.
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If you would like a better grasp of what dyslexia is; if
you're seeking a helpful guide to the multiplicity of
approaches to dyslexia; if you need tools and
techniques for teaching dyslexic learners - then look
no further! It's all here in this handy 128 page guide,
along with much more!

The Dyscalculia Assessment Book

Dyscalculia is a specific learning disability involving
difficulty in acquiring numeracy skills. A significant group
of children fail to progress beyond counting in ones; they
cannot calculate efficiently or learn their tables. This
assessment tool is designed to explore which aspects of
numeracy the child is struggling to acquire. The evidence
from the assessment can then be used to draw up a
personalized teaching plan. With clear, step-by-step
instructions alongside photocopiable or downloadable
assessment sheets, this book
contains what you need to
pinpoint a child's difficulties with
numeracy, and use that info
to help the child progress.
The Assessment is ideal for use
with primary school children, but
can easily be adapted for older
students, and is invaluable for
Special Needs Coordinators,
Teaching Assistants, and teachers
supporting students with maths
difficulties in their class.
A4 size, 224 pages.

The Dyscalculia Activity Toolkit Book

Written by an expert in Maths learning difficulties, these
books offer 10 lessons, structured to provide a
comprehensive plan to teachers or teaching assistants
on assisting learners with maths difficulties.
Whether due to dyscalculia
or other learning difficulties,
these exercises, with a CD
with photocopy
worksheets and resources,
will be very valuable in the
classroom.

A Kit is available
separately which provides
the counters, cards, and
hands-on materials to make
the most of your book.
This is Book 1.

Includes a CD, 200 activities
40 Games and is ideal for
ages 7 - 14.

Dyscalculia Lesson Plans - Book 1 & 2

Written by an expert in Maths learning difficulties, these
books offer 10 lessons, structured to provide a
comprehensive plan to teachers or teaching assistants
on assisting learners with maths difficulties. Whether due
to dyscalculia or other learning difficulties, these
exercises, with a CD with photocopy worksheets and
resources, will be very valuable in the classroom.

Book 1 Key areas covered
include: Number bonds to 10,
place value, pattern
recognition, and
understanding number lines.

Book 2 Key areas covered
include: times tables,
subtraction, division and
fractions.

A Kit is available separately
which provides the counters,
cards, and hands-on
materials to make the most
of your book - see below.

The Dyscalculia Lesson Plans Kit - Includes Book 1 & 2

This kit has been designed to help you to deliver the Dyscalculia
Lesson Plans in both Book 1 and Book 2 and can also be used
independently to support children with mathematical learning
difficulties. It contains a range of hands-on resources that will
help your children to develop their mathematical
understanding and enable them to get the most out of your
lesson time using a good variety of concrete materials.
Contains: 100 x sticky dots, 50 x coloured counters, Snakes and
Ladders Gameboard, 20 x A7 blank cards, write-on wipe-off
dice, 0-9 dice, standard dice, 0-9 foam coloured numbers (50
mm), 0-100 number cards, A7 red and blue cards, cuisenaire
rods, dominoes set and feely bag.

Written by an expert in Maths learning difficulties, these books
offer 10 lessons, structured to provide a comprehensive plan to
teachers or teaching assistants on assisting learners with maths
difficulties.

Whether due to dyscalculia or other learning difficulties, these
exercises, with a CD with photocopyable worksheets and
resources, will be very valuable in the classroom.
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WordShark 5 StarSpell 3

StarSpell is extremely popular software for teaching
spelling and reading. Its approach is through positive
reinforcement, and the non-gimmicky style makes it
equally suited to mainstream and special needs
education, for adult learners as well as children. It
includes a Phonics section which is designed for use
with interactive whiteboards. A wide collection of word
lists at a variety of levels is included, or you can add
your own to practice. Enhanced network installation
options. Downloadable only.
1 User or Site Licenses available.
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Easi-Speak Recording Microphone

The sleek and stylish Easi-Speak Pro is a recording
microphone, ideal for use in classrooms. Record your
own lessons, or improve learning new languages, or
record voice notes and answers instead of writing -
perfect for struggling writers.

It includes a single touch record button, simple playback
(WAV or MP3), integrated USB and rechargeable battery.
LCD screen with a menu system,
showing the track number
playing, battery life, memory
status and recording
format. Dual headphone
sockets for private
playback, and a belt
clip to attach to
clothing.

Technical Specification:
128MB Memory,
Rechargeable, Record
WAV or MP3 files.
Saver packs of 5 or 10 also available.

Microspeak Digital Recorder

Enhance mainstream learning, or support people with
learning difficulties. Record instantly with the press of a
button and play back immediately via the built-in
speaker. High Definition recordings are made in
uncompressed WAV format to ensure impressive
recording sound quality.

512MB or 6 hours recording time
LCD screen for simple navigation
Large buttons; USB sockets
Rechargeable battery
Volume control
Earphone socket
Audio Editing software
USB-Charger Adaptor
Charge one MicroSpeak from a mains
power socket or purchase the special
unit to charge 7 at one time in a class

Pro Version also available!
2GB and 24hr recording time
Smart grey colour

Penfriend

Penfriend XP is a powerful tool for those with dyslexia or physical
disabilities, adding word prediction, speech and an on-screen keyboard
to almost any other software. It helps with spelling, confidence and speed
of composing text. It will also read out almost any text, such as web pages
or word documents. Penfriend will work with your word processor and tries
to guess the word you are typing. It also learns the words you use
frequently and recently, so it improves as you use it. This information is
saved for each individual user, together with individual settings. In
addition, it is easy for teachers to select preferences, edit children's
lexicons and add topic specific vocabulary.

Penfriend XL has all the features of XP plus the following: Screen Reading
with Text Magnification, Word Prediction, On Screen Keyboards, and
Switch Access

CD or Portable USB. Discounted Additional Licenses

Penfriend Portable is ideal for taking between classrooms
at school, around work, or taking home in the evening.
The USB Penfriend software requires no installation, &

can be used on machines with stricter adminis-
trative policies than for other software. Simply plug

in the USB stick, double click on the icon, and it
works! No installers, no networks, no delays.

Available in XL or XP version.

Change the font and
colour of your word

predictions - great for visual
impairment! Add your own
dictionaries with topic

specific vocabulary (law,
curriculum subjects etc.)

WordShark 5 combines the excitement of computer
games with the serious task of learning to read and
spell. Includes 10,000 pre-recorded words (or add your
own word lists) and is designed to assist those with
specific learning difficulties or dyslexia. Suitable for
home and school use, and all ages. Offers mulitiple
user profiles so children can work at their own pace and
keep a record. Over 60 games using sound, graphics
and text, to teach and reinforce
word recognition and spelling,
it includes a high quality
phonics programme,
onset and rhyme,
homophones, spelling rules,
common letter patterns,
visual and auditory patterns,
prefixes, suffixes, roots, word
division, high frequency words,
use of words in context,
alphabet and dictionary skills
and more.

1 or 5 User PC/Mac, or Network License for 10, 20, 30, 60

Penfriend
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Screen Ruler
Ruler & Colour
Tinter to keep
focus while
reading

Dragon Naturally Speaking

For people with limited typing ability due to
spelling difficulty or a physical impairment, voice
input is a rapid and effective means of typing and
controlling your entire computer. Dragon provides
a powerful alternative access method for those
who can speak English clearly.

Dragon Premium's powerful dictation gives you
the power to turn your voice into text, three times
faster than the average keyboard typist. Dragon
learns the words and phrases you use the most,
spelling even difficult words and names correctly.
The latest features include new options for using
social media or email, such as the voice
command "Post to Facebook 'Looking forward to
soccer tonight!' "
With a built in tutorial, voice calibration exercises and
a vast online user community, there is much support
available in this widely used application.

Not recommended for 2nd language English
speakers with a very strong accent, or for people
who need to write in any other language.

Windows or Mac versions available.
1, 5, 10 User Licenses Available

Venturer Reader

For students who find reading slow
or difficult, this package has been
carefully chosen in partnership with an
SA provincial department of education.

*requires subscription

ClaroRead
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ClaroRead Standard supports reading and writing, and is suitable for all ages and abilities. It
can speak practically any on-screen text out loud, and is perfectly integrated with Word. A
wide range of
visual tools are included to colour, highlight, and focus on text as it is spoken by the computer.

ClaroRead Plus improves written accuracy and offers a homophone
and tricky word dictionary, font and spacing flexibility, a thesaurus,
spell checker button and a 'save to audio file' function so you can
listen to the text later. It also has a talking calculator. There are male
or female human sounding voices and spoken words can be
highlighted to help develop reading comprehension.

ClaroRead Pro includes powerful technology that will scan and
convert any publication into an editable PDF that can be read out
loud with colour highlighting. ClaroRead Pro ensures that any
scanned or inaccessible document will be perfectly reproduced
with all pictures, diagrams, columns and text intact.

ClaroRead SE is a simple and discreet floating toolbar that adds text
to speech in Word, Internet Explorer and other programs, and as you
type. It will grey out sentences not being spoken to allow the user to
concentrate on the sentence being read. It can convert text into an
audio files for later use.

Please see our
website for details
on all the versions,
and a comparison

chart of
all features.

Talking
Calculator
Echoes back
numbers and

answers

Audio Converter
Convert entire
batches of

documents into
audio files

Claro AudioNote
Record lectures
straight into notes

& listen to
recordings

ClaroIdeas
Mind-mapping

tool for
planning, study

& more

ClaroCapture
Study tool

captures any
text and helps
to organise it
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Only from
Inclusive
Solutions!

Includes
ClaroRead - reading & writing support
Qfrency SA Voice - local language
text-to-speech voice
Microsoft Office 365*
VLC Media Player
Google Chrome Browser with
ClaroRead Extension for reading web
content

Laptop Specifications
11.6" Windows Touch Screen 2-in-1
Laptop with detachable keyboard
for Tablet Mode
Windows 10 Home
Intel Atom Quad-Core Processor
4GB RAM, 96GB Hard Drive

PLUS these accessories
USB Mouse - for easy text
selection
Easi-Headphones - for
easy classroom listening
Laptop Pouch - to
protect your laptop



ClassMate SA
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ClassMate is a beautifully simple product – it includes a ,
and 1000’s of accessible learning activities, all tailored to the needs of your students. ClassMate includes our top 50
software titles including thousands of progressive and engaging
educational activities taking students on their first steps of
interaction with technology, to making independent choices.

No Internet connection needed, all software is pre-installed and
ready to go. Touch or switch settings are built into all activities
enabling access for all early learners and those with physical
difficulties.

The tablet provides independent power, flexibility for positioning,
portability and convenient connectivity for your peripherals and
assistive access devices. Can be used as a tablet or notebook
with the detachable keyboard. For full tablet specifications see pg
8-9. With optional wireless Switch Access.
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Reading Pen
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This amazing little device has been revised and will now
scan a word or a whole line from printed text and then
display it in large characters. It will read the word to you
and then show or read a definition from the Oxford
Concise Dictionary. If you are left-handed it flips its
display over. With an English voice, simple menu
operation and enhanced scanning, you can also lock
the dictionary access for use in tests.
It will display syllables, spell
words letter-by-letter,
read reversed out words
- even words split
between two lines!
The Reading Pen has
adjustable speech
volume, speed
and pitch.
It is small &
handy, and
batteries
are
included.

Time Timer

Easi-Scope Digital Microscope

Unlike regular timers, the Time Timer gives a graphic
concrete depiction of the time remaining in an activity.
This helps learners with Autism and other learning
difficulties, to have a better sense of how long they are
expected to participate in a task, often leading to
reduced anxiety and improved engagement. Its small
size and durable, lightweight construction make it simple
to carry. The clock can play an optional audible signal
when the time has expired. One AA battery required
(not included).
Sizes available: 3" (8 cm) , 8" (20 cm)
and 12" (30 cm).

An excellent classroom tool for magnification. Be amazed
by how easy it is to use our hand held digital microscope.
This simple plug and play device attaches to your
computer via USB and includes its own LED lighting system.
Hold the Easi-Scope over the object, focus by turning the
top then take videos or still images using the single control
button at up to x 43 magnification (on a 17" monitor). A
wireless version is also available with a 10m range - move
around and magnify anything in your environment while
displaying it on your monitor.

Attention Tracker

Create timed tasks and manage children in a non-
intrusive manner with the Attention Tracker. This simple
device is easily operated by the teacher though
remote control and allows children to self monitor their
behaviour. It can be used with all children who may
have attention issues. Teachers or children can set the
task time, 5, 10 or 20 minutes and the red, amber and
green lights will indicate how far
through the task you are.
Reward or reprimand by
adding or taking away
time using the remote
control. The Attention
Tracker can also be
used in counter mode
where points are
awarded for good
behaviour. Requires 3
x AA batteries and the
remote control requires
2 x AAA batteries.
Dimensions: H11 x W12 x
D12cm.

Pop-up Concentration Desk Barrier

Rainbow Easi-Scope Set

This barrier is an essential piece of equipment that can
be used in the classroom and placed between pupils to
play barrier games or encourage independent working.
It helps to reduce visual over-stimulation by creating a
neat, small space in which it is easier to concentrate on
the task. Ideal as a privacy partition for children with
concentration problems. Lightweight and easily folded
and stored in a small bag. Barrier size: H32cm x W117cm.
Partition Size: H32cm x W32cm x L32cm. The barrier needs
to be used on a flat, unvarnished surface and suction
pads work best when moisture is added.

Easi-Scope is now available as a colourful set of 6.
Rainbow Easi-Scope is child friendly and a great
resource for in class investigation, or for those with visual
impairment.

Simply plug into a laptop or PC and see everyday
objects close up! Windows and Mac compatible
software provided. Magnifies up to 43 times.

LED lighting system in each microscope.
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Easi-View Pro Magnifier
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Easi-View Pro is a premium quality visualiser. Position
items under the camera, connect it to a projector or
computer and show everything on your interactive
whiteboard, live as it happens. Or use it as a support for
people with visual impairment to project onto a screen.

The powerful zoom allows you to view
detail often not visible to the
human eye. Take pictures or
video using the camera
function and record audio
via the internal microphone.
Tripod base for stability.
This visualiser features
a 5 megapixel camera
6x manual zoom and
4 x super bright LEDs
on a separate
gooseneck.

Easi-Headphones

Robust headphones with replaceable parts,
designed especially for schools. With an ultra-
flexible and comfortable headband, they are
easy and robust to wear. To make them last
longer, and for improved hygiene, the ear
cushions and quick release cable are
replaceable! The ear cushions have been
designed to cover the whole ear to
minimise outside noise and to increase
comfort. The cable is quick release to
reduce strain. Available in packs of 1, 10 or 15.
Suitable for 5 to 16 years.

Don't miss these Educational Resources...!

Talk Tracker - Group Recorder

A wireless group microphone which records up to 4
hours of direct speech. It is small, light and easy to use.
Files are stored as MP3 or WAV, which are then easily
transferred to your computer via USB. Use in meetings
to record minutes, or use the Talk Tracker to keep track
of how children are progressing with their peer
interaction. Simple to use, this great
resource can be placed within a
group of children to record
their conversations.
Playback on the device
or simply download via
USB. Charged
through USB. People
should be informed they
are being recorded. Use in
business, AAC progress
reporting, role play,
debating, 2nd language
practice and more!
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Talking Therapy Mirror
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Wooden Pegboard Puzzles Shoelace Fastener Trainer

A recording and talking
device that allows the
client to see the formation
of his/ her words. Record
a message up to 10
seconds long, then play
back the message to
listen & correct. Watching
him/herself in the break-
resistant acrylic mirror
improves awareness. With
adjustable volume and
on/off switch. Colours
may vary. Requires AA
batteries.
Size: 30L x 30W x 36cmH

Practice the fine motor skill of tying shoe laces using this
attractive bee or ladybird (please specify) themed
fastening trainer. A comfortable and fun way to learn.
Also a lovely fine motor or rehabilitation activity for
people who cannot reach their feet.

Assisted Daily Living Therapy Pack

Develop appropriate behaviour & independence, or
regain skills after a stroke. Ideal for role playing activities,
grooming and feeding, imagination, and practical skills.
Includes an assortment of daily items, with corresponding
Flash Cards with object
text, to develop literacy
and matching words to
objects in a tangible
way. For people with
Intellectual Disabilities,
2nd Language English
users, people learning
life skills & independence.

A classic therapy & inclusion tool
that feels like fun! These wooden
Pegboard Puzzles, in a variety of
themes, are provided in a mixed
pack of 3.

The peg attached to each
puzzle piece assists those with
poor fine motor control to place
the puzzle pieces into position,
increasing inclusion and play for
those who find standard puzzles
too difficult.

Buzzers - Set of 4

Great for quizzes - each player or group has their
own buzzer to press when they have the answer. Fun
cause and effect tools. Press to obtain a sound –
honking horn, doorbell, boxing bell or boing. Similar
to switches, without the need for a separate switch-
adapted device. Engaging and interactive. Each
requires 2 AAA batteries (to be purchased
separately). For 4 years and over. Size: 9cm diameter

PeekaBoo Sound Boxes

Sound matching game to reinforce
cognitive development. Set
includes 12 sound boxes and a
storage tray. Shake the cubes
to hear a unique sound and
find its match. Six unique
sounding materials with
matching pairs. Wooden
cubes, soft plastic handles
and translucent acrylic
windows. Builds
matching,
concentration
and auditory
perception /
discrimination skills.

One Hand Table Top Scissors

Table Top Scissors with strong plastic rounded ends.
Useful for people who have had a stroke, or have
limited fine motor control. Place the base on a table,
then simply press down with one
hand to cut.

Grip base does not slip
easily and improves independence
at home or in school.

Fine & Gross Motor Pack - Mini

Help your students to practice their motor skills with
motivating activities at a variety of levels. Includes
Lead-free painted wooden building blocks in assorted
shapes; 2 x Bee or Ladybug Shoelace Fasteners; 10 x
Bean bags, 5 x Wooden pegboard puzzles, 2 x Skipping
ropes.
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An attractive, cool, and comfortable cervical spine
support. Originally designed for people suffering from
arthritis, but equally of great benefit to people suffering
from many other disabilities including: progressive
neurological conditions, such as MND; congenital
conditions such as cerebral palsy; whiplash; Parkinsons
disease, head and spinal cord injury; burns etc.

Benefits include: coolness; attractive appearance;
quick and easy fitting; comfort for daily use; access to a
tracheal tube. Constructed from surgical rubber tubing,
around a malleable core. The tubing is covered with a
brushed nylon material that allows the Velcro
attachments to adhere anywhere.

Supplied pre-assembled and ready to use. Just bend it
to the desired fit by hand.

Using the length of a
straight line under the
jaw, from the front of the
chin to the angle of the
jaw, choose the smaller
collar if in doubt. Fitting
Instructions are enclosed
with the collar.

Contains Latex. Please
note that for hygiene
reasons, this product
cannot be returned.

TASP - Test of Aided Communication Symbols

objective & rapid, test forms are
reproducible, & includes customisable
worksheets for a variety of practice
exercises. Please see our website
for full details.

TASP provides a starting point for designing or selecting
an appropriate AAC device page set. TASP uses results to
design communication boards and establish appropriate
AAC intervention goals and strategies targeting symbolic
and syntactic development. Scoring procedures are

Bead Base Lap Tray

The bean-filled cushion base enables these trays to sit
firmly in position on a table or lap. Perfect as a stable
work surface close to the body, or a secure place for
a tablet, plate, writing activity, games &
more. This award winning
product makes an ideal gift
for all ages.

Colour and sizes may vary
depending on availability.

BusyLegz Feet Fidget Aid

New Reynell Developmental Language Scale

Great for fidgets, this below-the-desk aid can really
benefit students with ADHD who need to move in order
to maintain focus whilst learning. Can be used discreetly
without disturbing other children. Size: 41cmW x 28cmD.

This is the fourth edition & retains a mix of play-based
activities with a range of stimulus material that children
can handle and direct as they carry out many of the
assessment tasks. Suitable for children aged 3 years to 7
years 6 months. Provides diagnostic information about a
child's production and understanding of spoken
language. A highlight of the many benefits of the new
edition is the Multilingual Toolkit, on how to adapt for
children for whom English is an Additional Language.

Social Language Development Test - Elem. Book

Many children with language impairment (LI) exhibit poor
social interaction with others. These differences may
appear as early as preschool and continue or intensify as
these children mature.Test Purpose: The Social Language
Development Test Elementary is designed to assess
language-based skills of social interpretation and
interaction with friends, the skills found to be most
predictive of social language
development. You will gain insight
into your student's social
understanding and social
language competency.
Subtests consist of question-
answering tasks, interpretations
of photographed scenes, and
verbal explanations.

Renfrew Action Picture Test

The test has been designed to fulfill the need for a
standardised test that in a short and simple form,
stimulates children to give samples of spoken language
that could be evaluated in terms
of information given and
the grammatical
structures used, like words
used to convey information,
i.e. nouns, verbs, prepositions;
present, past and future tenses;
irregular forms of plural and
past tenses; simple and
complex sentence
construction; and
passive voice.
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Jumbo Textured Dominoes

Wooden Cutting Fruit with Board

Great for imagination, and imitation games. Velcro-
connected vegetables can be 'cut' apart, good for fine
motor skills or muscle development.

Includes: 1 x Chopping
Board, 1 x Wooden

Knife, 1 x Water Melon,
1 x Plum, 1 x Pear,

1 x Peach, 1 x Kiwi, 1 x
Apple, 1 x Strawberry.
Dimensions (Chopping
Board): L 24cm x W
16cm x H 1cm.

Therapy Putty

This putty is wonderful to squeeze and shape, and is
great for finger strength and fine motor development.
Available in a set of 5 mixed colours and strengths.

Whirlpool Chew Pendant

Attractive swirl pattern on a
black necklace. The Chewigem
range of wearable solutions
soothe the natural need to
chew, especially for children or
adults with sensory needs.

The differing textures provide a
tactile experience. All products
are made of 100% high quality
medical grade silicone. They
are non-toxic, lead, latex, BPA,
PVC and phthalate free.

Assorted colours - depending on
availability.

Wooden Cutting Veg with Board

Jumbo Magnetic Construction

The jumbo-sized magnetic construction
set designed for big imaginations.
Provides people with the foundation
for beginning design principles,
such as structure, pattern,
sequencing and imaginative
interpretation of familiar objects.
Sized perfectly for little
hands, the jumbo
magnetic pieces snap
easily together.

100 Pieces including
curved pieces.

Great for imagination, and imitation games. Velcro-
connected vegetables can be 'cut' apart, good for fine
motor skills or muscle development.

Includes: 1 x Chopping
Board, 1 x Wooden Knife,
1 x Potato, 1 x Cucumber,

1 x Corn, 1 x Carrot,
1 x Onion, 1 x Pepper,

1 x Tomato.
Dimensions (Chopping

Board): L 24cm x W 16cm
x H 1cm.

Get a Grip on Patterns

Get A Grip on Patterns
teaches proper

“pincher” grip (thumb
and index grip),

combines fine motor
training and visual
perception skills.

It includes: 12
Gripboard design cards

with a variety of
patterns for patients to
copy, and 30 Colorful

clips.
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Jumbo Texture Farm Dominoes are an ideal way to
help children develop tactile discrimination and visual
perception. Complete with 28 double-sided dominoes
with textured animal shapes for matching.

Great for sorting/sequencing
activities too.
Dimensions:
5 x 10 x 1.2cm
each

Seven brightly coloured berries
on a black necklace. The
Chewigem range of wearable
solutions soothe the natural
need to chew, especially for
children or adults with sensory
needs. The differing textures
provide a tactile experience.
All products are made of 100%
high quality medical grade
silicone. They are non-toxic,
lead, latex, BPA, PVC and
phthalate free. Size: 30L x 30W
x 36cmH. Supplied in a variety
of colours - can't be specified.
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Touch & Match Owl Kingdom Skills Builder

Guide the coloured balls to the right place through the
maze, using the magnetic pen. Planning, fine motor,
visual perception development and great fun.
This quality resource is a
favourite time and time
again. The board
contains coloured
balls which are
moved across the
maze under a
clear plastic
cover using
pens with a
magnet in
their tip.

Drive the Car Skills Builder

Copy the pattern on the activity cards to guide the
coloured people (cars on the other side) through the
maze. Planning, fine motor,
visual perception
development and great fun.
Flip the board over for
Side 2 which has cars
to navigate around
the board.

Match the different textured circles with the same
texture on the wooden board. Teaches tactile
differences and sensory perception. Touch & Match is
soft and scratchy, ribbed and smooth with different
textures to discover. A great tool for sensory therapy and
matching skills.

Threading Fruit & Veg

A great resource for teaching the names of different fruit
and vegetables, and for fine motor skills development.
The string has easy to use plastic ends and the holes on
the fruits and vegetables are big enough even for little
hands! Includes: 2 x 1 meter
long string cords, 24 x Wooden
fruit and vegetables.
Colours may vary slightly.

Each fruit approximately
5 x 3cm.

Threading Butterflies

Set of six lovely wooden butterflies with moving wings.
Excellent resource for developing fine motor control,
pincher grip, colour recognition and more. Set includes
one each of red, yellow, green, blue, purple, orange.
Approximate size 20 x 14cm.

Number Jigsaws - Pack of 10

Ten brightly coloured numbers from 0 to 9, each in their
own wooden palette. Each number has corresponding
number of pieces, number 9 has 9 pieces, number 8 has
8 pieces etc. Great for matching number shapes to their
corresponding spaces. Promotes number recognition,
counting, and early math skills. Sturdy & durable wooden
pieces. Each jigsaw approx. 28 x 22cm

My Little World Skills Builder

Guide the coloured balls to the right place through the
maze, using the magnetic pen.
Planning, fine motor,
visual perception
development and
great fun.
The board contains
coloured balls which
are moved across
the maze under a
clear plastic cover
using pens
with a magnet in
their tip. For 2 players.
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Shape Sorter

Chunky, tactile blocks for exploring simple shapes and
colors. Encourages kinesthetic learning. Appealing and
easy-to-hold, rubberwood shapes have oversized knobs
with soft-touch plastic grips to assist fine motor skills and
coordination. The durable puzzle board is sanded smooth
and reinforced with soft plastic handles.
Children develop identification,
color recognition and
sequencing skills
while exploring
simple shapes and
colors.
Dimensions
48 x 30 x 7.5cm
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Low Vision Playing Cards

Ruby HD - Handheld Magnifier

Shuffling cards keeps hands occupied, like a fidget toy. Traditional games
like card games encourage turn-taking, coping with losing, competitive
play, social skills and making time for leisure. These large cards are excellent
for those with manual, visual and dexterity problems, and are wonderful for
group activities. All are 'proper' cards so appropriate for all ages.

Normal size cards, but pictures
and card suit symbols have
been replaced with 5cm high x
2.5cm wide numbers and
letters. Each suit is colour-
coded to aid recognition.
Includes set of 2 decks.

Extra large playing cards for
fun and games for all ages.
Size: 28 x 20.5cm.

Colossal cards are positively
humungous! Size: 37 x 26cm

Low Vision
Cards

Mammoth
Cards

Colossal
Cards

This magnifier fits easily into a pocket, and is very easy to use. High-definition camera technology with a 4.3-inch
(10.9cm) screen and lightweight 200g body bring you crystal-clear images. Perfect for reading & magnification
on the go.

Ruby 7 HD - Handheld Magnifier

The 7-inch screen (17.5cm) can magnify reading material
up to 24 times. Portable and easy to use. Use the built-in tilt
stand to read books, magazines and mail. The unique
PivotCam camera offers a wide range of viewing modes
for spotting, reading, writing, working on hobbies, distance
viewing, and even a mirror-image self-view.

Freeze Frame with adjustable magnification
from 2 x - 13x; Weight 262g
Easy flip-out handle
2 hours continuous use
2 year warranty
Adjustable Reading Line and Masks to keep
your place
20 high-contrast color viewing modes
Save up to 80 images and send to your
computer with a USB port
Slide Show mode for hands-free review
Includes batteries, charger, wrist strap, case,
and USB cable
Optional reading stand available
Uses rechargeable or disposable AAA
batteries

Zoom from 2x - 24x
Fast reading with no blur
Freeze Frame with adjustable zoom and panning
Adjustable Reading Line and Masks to keep your
place
20 high-contrast colour viewing modes
Built-in reading stand
HDMI port to connect to your TV
Save images and send to computer with USB port
3 hours continuous use
Includes charger, carrying case, and USB cable
Weight 500g
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ZoomText Magnifier / Reader

ZoomText Magnifier/Reader is a fully integrated magnification and screen reading program that enlarges, enhances
and reads aloud everything on the computer screen. Offers crystal clear Font magnification, customisable
enhancements to on-screen colours, pointers, and cursors, complete screen reading, easy to use
document reading tools, and so much more.

ZoomText reads your documents, web pages and emails, through your computer's
speakers. The ZoomText Recorder allows you to turn text from documents, internet,
email, etc. into audio recordings that you can transfer to on your mobile device
and listen to at your convenience. Recordings can be saved directly to a ZoomText
Recorder playlist in iTunes or Windows Media Player and automatically synced to
your mobile device. Each key or word that you type is automatically spoken. You
can choose to have all keys spoken or only selected groups of keys.

Mouse echo function reads text that you point to. Single words
or complete lines of text are spoken instantly or after hovering
briefly. The SpeakIt tool allows you to read selected areas of the
screen by clicking or dragging the mouse. Support for many
popular applications like Internet Explorer (IE 10 supported in
ZoomText 10.1 for Windows 8), Microsoft Office (Word, Excel,
Outlook; Office 2013 is supported in ZoomText 10.1), Adobe,
Firefox, OpenOffice, iTunes and Java – allow you to read and
navigate your documents with 100% accuracy. A USB version is
an option for users who would like to use ZoomText on many
PC’s but do not want to purchase ZoomText for all these PC's.
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Zoomax M5 HD Plus Magnifier

Transformer HD OCR Electronic Magnifier

Zoomax M5 HD Plus is a 5″ (12,7cm) high definition
handheld video magnifier, featuring compact design
as well as easy access to a range of useful settings.

2.3 - 16x magnification; Weight 256g; 4 hours
battery; 2 year warranty.

Offers storage of up to 60 images captured from
anything you read.

Includes reading lines and masks to reduce visual
disturbance.

Panning of a still image is possible via navigation
buttons or the intuitive touch screen.

Memorises favourite settings: colour, zoom,
brightness, button beeps etc.

Can connect to a TV via HDMI and includes a
reading stand and handle.

Includes distance view function

A high-performance portable electronic magnifier used for reading printed documents and
viewing distance information such as the white board in a classroom, or faces across the
room. With a full HD 3-in-1 camera it offers USB 3.0 to connect to your laptop or desktop
computer, built-in Wi-Fi for tablet connectivity and HDMI for direct connection to a monitor.
Transformer HD is compatible with popular screen magnification software. The optional OCR
converts printed documents to text spoken by male or female premium voices. Reading
preview lets you read the entire page or use your cursor to select where to begin reading.

4 desktop positions available: left, right, forward and upright
Magnification up to 30x on 24” LCD
32 viewing modes to optimise contrast and brightness
Connect via HDMI, USB 3.0 or Wi-Fi
Work in full or split screen mode
Removable legs for suction base option
Record and save videos for later playback
Optional speech feedback using optical character recognition
Built-in LED lighting for viewing objects or crafts
Lightweight at 1.5 kg, foldable to 34x12x12 cm
2 hour minimum removable battery with internal charger
(spare battery and external charger also included)
Carrying case included
2 year warranty
Adjustable magnification and colour viewing modes in OCR
Multiple language recognition
Save and recall documents, pictures, and export files to your computer
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Also see these great Vision Support Resources...
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Onyx Deskset 22" HD Magnifier

Topaz XL HD Document Magnifier

A portable video magnifier for productivity at school, work, and
at home. The sleek design integrates a high-definition camera
and monitor, to let you clearly see what you want to, with the
camera rotating in all three directions. The 3-in-1 flexible camera
provides document reading, distance viewing, and self-viewing
modes. Easily transported using the rolling trolley case for use at
another location. In distance view, even objects from across
large rooms or auditoriums can be seen in sharp focus. Document
view gives you the ability to magnify items such as reading
materials, daily business tasks, classroom assignments, product
labels, and craft projects. With self view, you get a magnified true
mirror image close up.

Magnification up to 125 times the original size, depending on
monitor.
33 color modes including high-contrast, true-color, and
grayscale to fit your viewing needs.
Freeze Frame allows you to freeze the image on the screen
for close inspection of small objects or to keep your place.
Focus Lock to keep the camera focused on the paper while
writing.
Keep your place easily with the adjustable Reading Lines,
Masks, and Shades. Remote control included.

TOPAZ XL is easy to use, providing a clear, crisp picture with
your choice of magnification. Its streamlined design and
ergonomic controls provide exceptional reading comfort for
hours of use. Easy-to-use, high quality widescreen video
magnifiers with a clear, crisp image and more magnified text
on the screen. A large LED illuminated work surface and a
camera that is 8.25 inches above the table provide ample
room for reading, writing, or enjoying hobbies.

Topaz models are available in 20", 22" or 24" models.
Magnification up to 67x.
Freeze Frame, Focus Lock, Find feature, and Position
Locator.
Directed LED lighting for a bright work surface without
glare. 8.25 inches of workspace under the camera.
30 high-contrast text color modes plus true color and
enhanced full color.
Masking and Reading Lines.
PC connectivity (on XL & XL HD models).
Add OCR capabilities and PC connectivity when you
install GEM and OpenBook Scanning and Reading
Software.

Lekker!
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Echo MiniTech Pro
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Language Development Pack Numeracy Development Pack

Echo MiniTech Pro® digital personal listener offers
exceptional sound quality that helps you hear more
clearly, with or without a hearing aid. Offering the same
features as the MiniTechT, plus with the addition of the
following:
A bright colour LED indicates the increase and
decrease in volume control. The tone control function
allows you to adjust the bass and treble of the sound.
When connected directly to the TV you can press the
“selector” button and you will hear other sounds in
the room and if you press the “selector” button
again, you will return to the TV sound. This is useful for
wanting to speak to someone whilst watching TV.
As well as being modern and stylish in design the
MiniTech Pro® incorporates digitally controlled
buttons which make the unit easier to use for those
who may have dexterity problems
The digitally controlled buttons allow accurate and
quick volume control, easily adjusted by visual and
tactile volume pads with large symbols and raised
dots, making the MiniTech Pro®
ideal for people who are not only
hard of hearing but who may
also have a visual impairment.

The products in this pack assist teachers, therapists
and parents in stimulating and developing
numeracy in the foundation and primary phases

for children using sign language, as well as for
children with intellectual disabilities and those

requiring additional visual input. Products contain
pictures and written word based materials which are
colour printed, laminated for durability, and are
culturally appropriate for South Africa. Printed using the
correct lower and upper case foundation phase font.
Includes: Numbers 1-10 Banner, 10 x Numeracy Desk
Sheets, Large Clock, Large Number Line, Flard Cards,
Place Value Cards, 1- 100 Number Grid.

Echo MiniTechT

The Echo MiniTechT™ is a portable personal listener
which can be used with either a headset or neck loop
and gives excellent amplification in meetings, out and
about or television listening at home. It uses a stubby
microphone on a long lead to pick up sound and send
it straight to your ears, helping you follow and engage
in conversation and chat with your family and friends.

It can be used with a digital quality under chin headset,
stereo headphones or if used with a hearing aid, a high
powered neck loop that transmits the sound to the
hearing aid when switched to the ‘T’ setting (check you
have the T setting on your hearing aid). The MiniTechT™
can be connected directly to the TV using an audio
lead (not included). The MiniTechT™ can also be used
to listen to a public loop system, using a headset. By
activating the T Switch, the personal listener picks up
sound from the loop and sends it directly to your ears
via the headset, ideal if you do not wear hearing aids.

The MiniTechT™ comes with both
stereo underchin headset and a high
powered neckloop, catering for both

requirements, giving you excellent
value for money.

The products in this pack assist teachers,
therapists and parents to stimulate and
develop language and literacy in the
foundation and primary phases for children
using sign language, children with intellectual
disabilities & those requiring additional visual input.
The products contain pictures and written word based
materials which are colour printed, laminated for
durability, and are culturally appropriate for South Africa.
Using the correct lower and upper case foundation
phase font. Includes: Themed A5 Language
Development Cards, Matching Activity Cards, Alphabet
Banner, Days of the Week Banner, Date & Weather Board,
10 x Alphabet Desk Sheets, Classroom Labelling System,
100 High Frequency Word Cards. For Children who use
Sign Language, AAC, and children who are
Deaf, Non-Verbal & those with Intellectual disabilities.
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Hearing Aid Care Kit
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Sign Language Training DVD Sign Language Story DVD's

Featuring South African Sign Language, this DVD
features a range of Sign language children’s stories
and poems.

The DVD assists children, parents, teachers, therapists
etc. with correct Sign Language production and
retention of the vocabulary. Stories help to show use of
the signs in context and in a flowing sentence, with
repetition of some story lines providing an opportunity
for more practice and increased recognition of the
signs.

All signers used in the DVD’s are
themselves Deaf and use
South African Sign Language
as their primary means of
communication.

Featuring South African Sign Language, this DVD
demonstrates all the Sign Language vocabulary used in
the accompanying Language Development
Packs. The DVD assists parents, teachers, therapists etc.
with correct Sign Language production and retention of
the vocabulary.

A variety of sign ‘dialects’ are
available and can be customised
according to the users needs.
All signers used in the DVD’s are
themselves Deaf and use
South African Sign Language
as their primary means
of communication.

Posters & Banners Classroom Set

Give your classroom some bright new content with this
pack of useful, educational posters and banners with
correct SA Sign Language Hand signs. Includes
4 x A1 Posters (My Body, Shapes, Colours & Feelings)
1 x Date, Season & Weather Board - see pg 158
1 x Numeracy 1-10 Banner (Large, on durable plastic)
1 x Days of the Week Banner (Large, on durable plastic)
1 x Phonic Alphabet Banner (Large, on durable plastic)
1 x Classroom labelling system (To place on objects in
class)

Did you know?

Sign Language can be a strong support for
people who use AAC too! Signing alongside a symbol can
help people to understand & use language more. Often,
people who use AAC are taught 'signed English' which
follows the grammatical order of spoken English, whereas
the Deaf community use South African Sign Language
which has a different word order and rules. Children who
use AAC benefit from multi-modal input - that means
seeing a sign, and a symbol, hearing the word, or even
adding a real object too - which helps to reinforce the
meaning of communication for some people.
"Tiny Handz" offers sign language training for AAC!

This essential daily kit includes hearing aid batteries for
cochlear implants and hearing aids, as well as a
Hearing Aid Care Kit. Includes
1 x Battery Tester for Daily Testing - important!
5 x 6 Pack Size 13 Batteries
5 x 6 Pack Size 675 Batteries
5 x Storage Containers
5 x Hearing Aid Clips.
Hearing Aid Care kit includes: Cleaning Cup, Cleaning
Capsules, Drying Cup, Drying Capsules, and a Wax
Picker.
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The Bellman Range of Hearing Alerters
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The Bellman Transmitters and Receivers give you the freedom to move around in your house and garden, with a
range of approximately of 30 meters and more. With backup batteries, the system works even when there is a power
failure. Totally wireless, the systems are very easy and user friendly, with no professional installation is required. Just
place the transmitter where you need it and take a portable receiver with you when you move around. The Swedish
quality and award winning design provide great value for your money.

Fire Protection
Supervises your home
and wakes you if a fire

should occur.

Baby Monitoring
Monitors your loved one

around the clock and alerts
you to every little gurgle.

Telephone detection
Detects both phones and
tablets and alerts you to
calls and messages.

Doorbell detection
Detects all types of

doorbells and alerts you
when your friends arrive.

Smoke Alarm Transmitter

It is activated by smoke and sends a signal immediately
to your receivers. Includes battery, mounting plate, and
screw for ceiling mounting. Suitable for use in cooking
areas too as you can use 'toast' mode. Alerts you if the
batteries are low. 10cm diameter x 3.5cm.

Phone Transmitter

Baby Cry Transmitter

Can detect landline or
mobile phones and
even SMS messages.

Simply connect it to
your phone socket.
Includes batteries
and velcro for wall
mounting.

Can detect up to
three separate
sounds.

6.5 x 10 x 2.7cm.

Simply place it close to
your baby. Adjustable
sensitivity and delay.
Optional Contact
Mat accessory to
alert you if your
baby leaves her bed.
Up to 250m range.
Includes batteries,
table stand and
screw for wall
mounting.

6.5 x 10 x 2.7cm.
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Door Transmitter

Simply place it close to your door bell. Transmits signal up
to 250m. Detects all kinds of doorbells and intercoms.
Can be programmed to recognise any sound. Includes
batteries, and velcro for wall mounting.

Magnetic Switch Transmitter Contact Mat Transmitter

When the magnets are separated the transmitter
signals the receiver which notifies you - using sound,
lights or vibrations. Can send its signal to any of the
compatible receivers. Must be connected to the
Telephone transmitter. Cable length is 50cm.

Used to notify you when someone gets out of bed or
enters/leaves a room. Must be connected to the
Telephone transmitter. When the mat is activated, the
transmitter signals any receiver which notifies you -
using sound, lights or vibrations. Cable length 2m.
72 x 39 x 0.2cm. Weight 300g. Colour Black.
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Alarm Clock Receiver

Portable Receiver

Flash Receiver Wrist Receiver

Bed Shaker Receiver

Pager Receiver

The Alarm Clock receiver alerts you when it's time to
wake up, with a flashing light, a sound and a vibration
with the included Bed Shaker connected. It is also a
receiver for when the phone rings or when your baby
needs you, flashing brightly to alert you. The alarm
gradually increases to over 100dB. Four bright flashing
lights. Has a backup battery for use during power cuts,
and a Power adapter included. 12 x 9.2cm.

The Pager receiver alerts you with clear vibrations and
lighted symbols. It is small, lightweight and can easily
be carried in your pocket or on your belt. Includes belt
clip and safety cord. At night you can connect a Bed
Shaker to the optional charger accessory. 5.7 x 2.9cm.

The Portable receiver alerts you with amplified sounds
and a flashing light. It has an adjustable volume up to
90dB and is very easy to carry. Can be connected to
bed shaker. Up to 3 years battery life. Includes
batteries, wall mount and screws. 13 x 3.6cm.

The Flash receiver alerts you with a flashing light and
coloured symbols. You can easily attach a Bed
shaker to it for additional vibration. 140 H x 70cm W.
Rotating top so you can easily direct the light. Mains
powered. Battery backup model available.

The bed shaker will alert even a heavy sleeper. Simply
place the bed shaker under your mattress or pillow and
plug it into any of the Bellman receivers. The bed shaker
works with all receivers and requires no internal battery.
It can be connected to all our receivers.
Cable length 2m.

The wrist receiver notifies you with vibrations when the
doorbell or telephone rings, when your baby needs
you or if the smoke alarm goes off. It’s our smallest
receiver to date. Wear it around your wrist so you can
always be reached. Uses lights and vibration patterns.
Includes charger & extra wrist band.
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BJOY Ring 84
BJOY Sturdy Joystick C 82
Blue2 Switch 86
Bluetooth Mouse 12
Bluetooth Speaker 12
Bluetooth Switch 86
Boardmaker Add-On's 58
Boardmaker Online 57
Boardmaker Plus! Version 6 57
Boardmaker Studio 57
Boardmaker Symbol Libraries 58
Body Squeezer 132
Breakthrough 165
Bric-A-Brac Mixed Themes Software 172
Bubble Tube Collar 109
Bubble Tube Fish 109
Bubble Tube Plinths 134
Bubble Tube Treatment Fluid 109
Bubble Tube Water Pump 109
Bubble Tubes 107-108
Buddy Button Switch 88
Building Blocks - Soft Play 136 -137
BusyLegs Feet Fidget Aid 181
Buzzers Set of 4 180
Calculator -Talking 157
Candy Corn Switch/ Big Candy 90

167Captain Conrad's Space Adventure
Card Maker Software 170
Cards - Jumbo Playing Cards 184
CD Player 129
CD's 129
CereVoice Me Bespoke TTS Voice 52
Challenging Behaviour Resources 164 166
Chin Switch 89
Choice Board Tri-Fold, Large/ Small 74
Choose & Tell Series Software 151
ChooseIt! Literacy Series Software 154
ChooseIt! Maker 3 148
ChooseIt! Numeracy Series Software 159
ChooseIt! Science Series Software 160
ClaroRead 176
ClassMate Software 148
ClassMate Tablet & Software 177
Classroom Displays 72 - 77

Classroom Posters & Banners 167
Clear Schedule with Easy Close Flaps 72
Clevy Headphones 128
Clevy Kids Mouse 81
Clicker 7 155
Co-Operband 132
Colour Catch Combo Wall Panel 113
Communication Books 54, 72 -77
Communication Devices 60 - 70
Communicator 5 Tobii Dynavox 56
Compact Keyboard 80
Compass 59
Computers & Tablets 8 -11
Control + 35
Control 6 35
Control Button 35
Control Pro 34
Control USB 34
Cooper Cases for Tablets 14
Coping with Chaos 165
Counting Songs Software 157
Covered Laptop Rest 80
Cushions 138
Dark Den & Accessories 140
Date, Season & Weather Board 158
Decimal Action 158
Developmental Ball Grip 173
Device Trays 94
Dictation Aids 175,179
Diffusers 130
Disco Lightbulb 119
Dolls 147
Dome and Disk Switch 90
Double Bubble Bonanza Wall Panel 112
Dragon Naturally Speaking 176
Drive the Car Skills Builder 183
Dynamite Emotions Book & Software 166
Dyscalculia Activity Toolkit 174
Dyscalculia Assessment Book 174
Dyscalculia Lesson Plans & Kit 174
Dyslexia Pocketbook Guide 174
E-Tran Frame 76
Ear Defenders 128
Easi-Headphones 179
Easi-Scope Microscope 178
Easi-Speak Recording Microphone 175
Easi-View Pro Magnifier 179
EasyGlide Touch Pad 83
EasySwitch Set 86
EasyWave Alarm 38
EasyWave Button 38
EasyWave Hand 10 38
EasyWave Necklace 38
EasyWave Socket 38
EasyWave USB 38
Echo MiniTech Personal Listeners 187
Echo Voice Amplifier 63
Effect Wheels for Projector 118
Emotion Dolls 147
Empathy Cat 147
Enabler + Socket 36
Enabler Alarm 36
Enabler Bed 36
Enabler Electric Motor 36
EnPathia 84
Environment Control Starter Kit 36
Environment Controls 34 - 38
Equivalence Action 158
Essential Oils 130
Extra Value Mixed Balls Set 131
Eye Can Fly 29
Eye Gaze Frame 76
Eye Trackers 19 - 26
Fabric Picture Schedule Set of 5 72
Fabric Picture Schedule with Pocket 72
Fibre Optic Strands & Peripherals 110 -111
Fine & Gross Motor Pack Mini 180
Fine Motor Games 180 -183
Fine Motor Sensory Pack 142
Finger Switch 92
Fireworks Extravaganza Wall Panel 113
First Keys 3 Software 163
First/Then Flip Schedule 72
Five Finger Typist Software 163
Flip 'n Talk Kit 76
Flip When Finished Schedule 72
Floor Mats 138
Foot Switches 93
Fraction Action 158
Fun Tunnel 132
Gaze Viewer 31
Get a Grip on Patterns 182
Glow Alphabet Pebbles 124
Glow Alphabet Pebbles 152
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Glow Construction 123
Glow LED Furniture -Various Shapes 120 -121
Glow Sensory Mood Cushion 125
GoNow Case for iPad 15
GoTalk Communicators 65 -66
Grasp Switch 92
Grass 137
Grid 3 53
Grid Pad Eye 62
Grid Pad Go 62
Grid Pad Pro 62
Grid Sets 54
Griffin Survivor Case 14
Grip Switch/iSwitch Mount 94
Headmaster Collar 181
Headphones 128, 179
HealthCare Communication Boards 75
Hearing Aid Care Kit 188
Hearing Alerters 189 -190
Hearing Supports 187
HelpKidzLearn Software 149
Hifi System 129
High Visibility Keyboard Stickers 80
Hip Hop Activity Wall Panel 112
Hitch 2 Switch Interface 97
Hoberman Sphere UV Glow 126
I-Series Eye Tracker 21
iAdapter Case for iPad 15
iControl 15
iControl for iPad 100
ii-Music 33
Imperium Sip & Puff Switch 89
Inclusive Eye Gaze -Attention & Looking 28
Inclusive Eye Gaze -Exploring & Playing 28
Inclusive Eye Gaze - Choosing & Learning 28
Inclusive MultiSwitch 2 96
Inclusive Simple Switch Box 96
Indi Tobii Dynavox 61
Indoor Plants 109
Industrial Velcro 94
Infant Image Workshop Software 170
Insight 30
Interactive Carpet Mat Set 115
Interactive Floor 116
Interactive Light-Up Ball Pool 135
Interactive Lighting 119
Interactive Reading Library Books 155
Interactive Stepping Stones 114
Interactive Whiteboard 11
iPad Cases 13 -15
iSwitch 86
iTalk 2 Communicator 69
J-Pad iPad Joystick 15
Jelly Bean Twist Switch 88
Johan & Emelie Emotion Dolls 147
JoyCable 3 96
Joystick / Rollerball Rests 83
Joysticks 81
Jumbo Magnetic Construction 182
Jumbo Textured Dominoes 182
Junior Image Workshop Software 170
Kaleidoscope Disco Ball 119
Keyboard Rest / Covers 80
Keyboard Stickers 80
Keyboards 78
Keyguards 80
Keys-U-See Keyboard 79
KidTRAC Rollerball 82
KinderBoard Keyboard 78
Kinetic 104
Laminating Machine 11
Language Development Pack 153
Laptop 11
Laptop Bags 12
Laptop Rest 80
Large Key Keyboards 78 -79
Laser Sky Projector 117
Laser Sphere Projector 117
Leaf Chair 111
Learn About Life 164
Learning to Get Along Series 164
LED Bubble Machine 122
Let's Go Series Software 151
Life Skills Resources 164 -166
Light Panels 123
Light-up Diffuser Humidifier 130
Lightwriter SL40 64
Liquid Floor Tiles 133
Listen To Me Communicator 146
Literacy Flip Strip 73
Literacy Mit 73
Literacy Strip 73
LITTLE Step-by-Step Communicators 68
LITTLEmack Communicator 67

Look To Learn
Look To Learn - Scenes & Sounds
Look2Talk Communication Book
Low Tech Communication
Low Vision Playing Cards
Magnifiers
Marble Mouse
Matrix Maker

27
27
76
72-77
184
178-179, 185-187
83
55
138
83
132
146
11
63
92
115
12
175
99
91
109
109
140
11
40-41
39-51
42-43
44-51
45-47, 89, 94
40-41
163
146
129
129
116
128
183
78
167
26
82
83
163
181
128
128
183
156
157
156
180
186
82
82
82
14
166
69
183
134
147
91
99
161
22
23
180
173
175
158
162, 169
163, 169
153, 169
169-171
37
153
152
89
89
87
134
54
178
74
77
72
74
74
77
165
167
20
147
96

Mats
MaxTRAC Rollerball
Mega 4-in-a-Row
Memory Aids
Memory SD Card
Micro Voice Amplifier
Microlight Switch
Microphone Sensory Room Controller
Microsoft Office
Microspeak Digital Recorder
Mini Beamer Transmitter/Receiver
Mini Joystick Switch
Mirror Ball
Mirrors
Mobile Sensory Trolley
Monitor
Monty 3D Wheelchair Mounting
Mounting
Mounting - FloorStands
Mounting - Multi Purpose / iPads
Mounting - Switches
Mounting - Wheelchair
Mouse Skills Software
Multi-Memo Voice Recorder
Music CD's
Musical Bells Set of 8
Musical Bumpas
Musical Instruments Assorted Pack
My Little World Skills Builder
MyBoard Keyboard
MyBoard Software
myGaze Eye Tracker
n-ABLER Joystick/Rollerball
n-ABLER Pro Joystick/Rollerball
Nessy Fingers Typing and Spelling Software
New Reynell Developmental Scale
Noise Reducing Headphones
NoiseOff Hearing Protector
Number Jigsaws
Numbers Indoor Outdoor Tiles
Numbershark 5 Software
Numeracy Development Pack
One Hand Table Scissors
Onyx Deskset HD Magnifier
Optima Joystick
Optima Rollerball
Orbitrack
Otterbox Defender Case
Out & About Life Skills Software
Outdoor Big Points Communicators
Owl Kingdom Skills Builder Game
Padded Wall Panels
Painting
Pal Pad Switch
Participation Box
Paws Explore Numeracy & Science Software
PCEye Mini Eye Tracker
PCEye Plus Eye Tracker
PeekaBoo Sound Boxes
Pencil Grips Selection Pack
Penfriend
Percentage Action
Percy Numeracy Software Titles
Percy's Computer Club Software
Percy's Literacy Software Titles
Percy's Mixed Theme's Software
Personal Alert System
Phonic Word Builder Software
Phonics Indoor Outdoor Mats
Pillow Switch
Ping Pong Switch
Plate Switch
Plinths
PODD
Pop-Up Concentration Desk Barrier
Portable Choice Display Board
Portable Communication Unit
Portable Fabric Schedule
Portable Mini Communication Book
Portable Object Communication Unit
Portable Waist Communicator
Positive Behaviour Curriculum
Posters & Banners Classroom Set
Power Pad Eye Tracker
Precious Pets
Pretorian Simple Switch Box
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Primary Numeracy Support Program
Printer
Projectors
Puzzles
Quha Zono Mouse
QuickTalker Communicators
Rainbow Easi-Scope Set
Reading Pen
Reading Support
Relax Infrared Remote
Renfrew Action Picture Test
Rests for Joystick/Rollerball
Rests for Keyboards
Ribbon Switch
Roller
Rotating Labrynth Panel
Rotating Water Wheel Panel
Ruby /7HD Handheld Magnifier
SA Voices Qfrency
SafeGrip Case
SCAT-IR Switch
Schedules
Scissors - One Hand
SENse Micro Interactive Floor
Sensory EyeFX
Sensory Packs
Sensory Room Design
Sensory Trolley
Sento Puff Switch
Shape Sorter
Shoelace Fastener Trainer
Show Me Math Software

ZoomText Magnifier/ Reader Software

Sign Language Numeracy Development Pack
Sign Language Posters & Banners Set
Sign Language Story DVD
Sign Language Training DVD
Silver Sensory Balls
Silver Sensory Boulders
SimplyWorks Control/Lite/Pro
SimplyWorks Energise
SimplyWorks for iPad
SimplyWorks Joystick
SimplyWorks Keyboard
SimplyWorks Receive 2
SimplyWorks Receive Micro
SimplyWorks Rollerball
SimplyWorks Send / Send 6
SimplyWorks Smooth Talker
SimplyWorks Switch
Single Button Mouse
Sip and Puff Switch
Sit and Spin
Skoog and Skoog 2 for iPad Music
Small Keyboards
SmartNav 4 AT
Smile & Succeed for Teens
Smoothie Switch
Snap + Core First
Snap Scene
Snoezelen DIY Pack
Snoezelen Projector
Social Language Development Test
Social Skills Board Games
Social Story Resources
Soft Play Seating
Soft Play Sets
Soft Seating
Soft Toys
Sounds Sensory Pack
Space Projector
Spalsh! Maths Software
Specs Switch
Spelling Suport
Squdgy Sparkle Sets
StarSpell 3
String Switch
SuperTalker
Switch Interfaces
Switch Rests
Switch Skills Software
Switch Toys
Switch Trays
Switches
SwitchIt! Maker 2 Software
SwitchIt! Software Titles
Symbol Software
SymbolStix PRIME
Symphony 2 Interactive Orchestra
Tablet Cases
Tactile Fidget Sensory Pack
Tactile Multi-Purpose Cushion
Tactile Path
Tactile Wedge

156
11
116-117
180, 182-183
84
70
178
178
175-176,178
37
181
83
80
91
138
131
131
184
52
14
90
72
180
116
29
139-145,180
106
140
91
183
180
157
187
187
188
188
188
124
124
100
101
15
81
78
97
97
81
98
67
86
81
89
132
127
80
84
165
87
55
59
139
118
181
164
166
134
136-138
134
147
142
117
156
87
175-176
123
175
92
64
96-101
94
148-151
102-104
94
86
151
151
53, 56, 57-59
55
129
12, 13-15
141
125
125
126

Tacto Disks
Talk Tracker Group Recorder
Talking Brix Communicators
Talking Calculator
Talking Cube Controller
Talking Therapy Mirror
Talking Tiles
TalkTrac
Target & Touch Software

Text-to-Speech Voices
The Learner's Library Software
The New Social Story Book
Therapy Putty
Threading Butterflies
Threading Fruit & Veg
Time Cue
Time Timer
Tiny Mouse
TM5 Mini Eye Tracker
Tobii Gaze Interaction
Tobii Gaze Point
Tobii Windows Control 2
Topaz HD Document Magnifier
Touch & Match Game
Touch Balloons Software
Touch Cats Software
Touch Type 2 Software
Toy Control Box
Toy Controllers
Track-IT!
TrackPad Keyboard
Transformer HD Electronic Magnifier
Tube Trail
USB Hubs
USB Switch
USB-IRT Control Module
UV Bubble Fluid
UV Carpet
UV Carpet Tile Set
UV Glow Parachute
UV Glow Sensory Pack
UV Lighting
UV Linelite
UV Torches
UV Twister Rope
Velcro
Velcro Resources
Velcro Trays
Venturer BravoWin 10S
Venturer EliteWin 11S
Venturer Eye
Venturer Jupiter 11 Pro
Venturer Prime Pro 12
Venturer Reader
Venturer Saturn 10 Pro
Venturer Talker
Vibe Light Switch
Vibrating Massage Tube
Vibrating Plush Pillow
Vinyl Alphabet Stickers
Virtual Mounting Service
Vision Sensory Pack
VisionBoard 2 Keyboard
VisionBoard Wireless
Visual Development Soft Balls
Visual Development Soft Cubes
Visual Schedules
Visual Stress Assessment Toolkit
Visual Stress Supports
Vocal ID Bespoke TTS Voice
Voice Amplification
VoiceCue
Waist Apron Communicator
Waistband Voice Amplifier
Wall Panels
Wedge Seat Cusion
Wedges
Wheelie Painters
Whirlpool Chew Pendant
Wifi Override Transmitter
Windows 10
Wireless Keyboards
Wireless Mice
Wobble Switch Kit
Wooden Cutting Fruit
Wooden Cutting Veg
Wooden Pegboard Puzzles
WordShark 5
Wrap Around Communication Mat
Writing Grips / Aids
Writing Slope and Stand
Zoomax HD Plus Magnifier

Zwave USB Transmitter

TASP Test of Aided Communication Symbols

Sign Language Literacy Development

125
179
69
157
114
180
69
64
149
181
52
168-170
166
182
183
183
146
178
81
24
32
32
32
186
183
149
149
163
99
98-100
83
80
185
132
12
87
37
122
122
122
122
142
119
122
119
122
77, 72, 94
72, 94
94
8
9
19
10
9
176
10
61
90
126
126
76
40
141
79
79
124
124
72
173
173
52
63
146
75
63
112-113, 131, 134
126, 137
137
131
182
115
12
16, 79, 80
81
91
182
182
180
175
75
173
173
185
185
37
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